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Chapter One

Introduction
" A man "mitb a single monitor knows exaaly ·wbat happens,

a man witb more is never sure."

The focus of this dissertation is on intra- and inter-organizational processes in the financial
sector. The purpose is to contribute to the understanding of these processes, to provide guidelines
for the design of inter-organizational processes and systems in information intensive markets and
networks, and to provide an insight into the factors affecting the performance of these processes.
Based on the literature review a framework is composed to analyze how process performance of
inter-organizational networks can be improved. The applicability of the framework and the
related propositions are tested by analyzing several case studies. These case studies have been
carried out with a total market network focus and include different stakeholder perspectives.
Before stating the research problem and outlining the structure of this dissertation in the
next chapter, this chapter describes the structure and specifics of the financial sector, as well as
the most important changes this sector has been or will be confronted with. The primary motive

for carrying out this research is to study the impact of new developments in Information
Technology on the financial sector and to determine whether current research can be applied to
the financial services industry.
In this first chapter, the research motivation and background will be presented. First, some
theories on analyzing industry structures are presented in paragraph 1.1. Then, the structure
and processes related to financial securities transactions are addressed in paragraph 1.2.
Paragraph 1.3 describes the changing business environment and paragraph 1.4 provides a
summary of this first chapter.
1.1

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE

An industry typiCally consists of many different organizations focusing on different areas in
which they have specialized. Each organization is confronted with other organizations, in either
cooperation or competition. Organizations may buy or sell parts of products or services from
or to other organizations together forming the value chain and system. In analyzing the
industry structure, the five forces model of Porter (1980; 1985) can be used to determine the
roles of various organizations (suppliers, buyers, competitors, potential new entrants or
organizations offering substitutes) and characteristics of the competitive position and strategy
(figure 1 -1). Although there has been some criticism of the five forces model relating to its
practical value for existing businesses, the model can be used to analyze general industry trends.
Every organization has to deal with changes that occur within the organization (internal) and
changes that are forced onto the organization from without (external). Information Technology
(IT) is frequently seen as a factor that speeds up the change process on the one hand, but also
enables organizations to deal with these changes, i.e. IT has been an enabling factor. This
research focuses on providing an understanding of the changes that have occurred, or are likely
to OCCUr in the financial sector, and on the way organizations can deal with these changes to
changes will be addressed, both
prepare themselves for the future. In this chapter, some of these
from a theoretical and a practical perspective.
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Figme 1-1. Five forces model of Porter (1980;1985)

In analyzing the industry structure and the changing competitive position of different
organizations, several levels of analysis can be identified. Industry structures can be analyzed
from the perspective of individual organizations, from the perspective of buyer/supplier
relationships and from the perspective of networks of organizations. This issue will be
addressed in more detail in the third chapter.
1.1.1 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The important influence of Information Technology on organizations has been given much
attention since Porter & Millar (1985) stressed the strategic importance of information

technology:
-It's bard to overestimate tbe strategic significance of tbe new information technology.
Tbe technology is transforming tbe nature of products, companies, industries and even tbe competition itself".

They have suggested that organizations should leverage Information Technology to
expand their business scope to provide new services that were previously impossible due to
technological limitations.

The strategic impact of IT is important and should be utilized: «to take advantage of
opportunities tbat tbe information revolution bas created= (Porter & Millar 1985, p.158). They
propose five steps to meet this end:
• Assess information intensity (of the products and processes of business
units).
• Determine the role of information technology in the industry structure.
• Identify and rank the ways in which information technology might create competitive
advantage.

• Investigate how information technology might spawn new businesses.
• Develop a plan for taking advantage of information technology.
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In both literature and practice the terms Information Technology (IT) and Information
Systems (IS) are frequently used. In this research, the following definition of IT by Greveling
& Kokke (1989 p. 662) will be used:
"Information Technology is tbe collective term of aN technical automating means, as well as tbe reqwired

kno•wledge and methods in order to successfully enable design of information infrastructures in
organizations ' "

Although its strategic importance should not be ignored, the focus of this research is to
analyze the influence of IT on operational processes and the coordination of these processes

within and across organizational boundaries. Since 1990 the term 'information and
communications technology' (ICT) was used in the field of organizational computing to
address both information technology and communication technology. In this dissertation, the
term

Information Technology refers to both IT and ICT in their widest meaning.

1.1.2 INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL USE OF IT

Following the general definition and accentuated importance of IT, IT applications do not
have to be limited by organizational boundaries. One of the findings of 'The management of
the 1990s research program', investigating the impact of Information Technology on organizations, was that IT enables the integration of business functions at alllevels within and between
organizations (Scott Morton 1991, p. 13). Four forms of integration are identified within this
research program:
1. Within the value chain

2. End to end links of value chains between organizations (Just in Time (JIT) management and
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI ')
3. Value chain substituting via subcontract or alliance
4. Electronic Markets

It is also concluded that successful application of IT does require changes in management
and organizational structure. The influence and consequences of applying IT within and across
the boundaries of the organization has also been the subject of much research (McFarlan &
McKenney 1983; Cash & Konsynski 1985; Clemons & Mcfarlan 1986; Earl 1989; Benlamin et
al 1990; Rotemberg & Saloner 1991, p. 95; Venkatraman 1991; Wierda 1991; Streng 1994; v.d.

Heiiden 1995; Sheombar 1995; v.d. Vlist 1987; v.d. Vlist et al 1991 ').
Leavitt (1964 p. 228-241) has identified three configurations of sets of organizations, i.e.
'wheel', 'all channel network' and 'chain' (figure 1 -2).

Translated from Dutch. Greveling (1990 p. 3) later distinguishes between Information Technology and Information Systems
but within the context of- this research [he term Information Technology refers to both IT and IS, also called information

2

3

infrastructure (Earl 1988: Drucker 1988, p. 45-53).
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) can be seen as a means to improve the communication between (units of) organizations
(Benjamin et al 1984) and is defined as "The electronic data transfer from computer to computer of commercial or
administrative transactions using an agreed standard to structure the transaction or message data" (Hofman 1989 p. 13).
The orientation of much research in the field of IT has been from a strategic competitive advantage point of view
(environment orientation). However McFarlan & McKenncy (1983) and Earl (1989) have taken a more process oriented

point of view.
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Figwre 1-2: Inter-organizational configitrations by Leavitt ( 1964, p. 228-241 )

The point of reference here is the interaction between (a unit of) one organization (focal
organization) with other organizations (Gross et al 1958, p. 50-56). Each circle represents an
organization and each line a type of interaction (a flow of information, goods, influence or
personnel and the arrow indicates the direction of the flow). The inter-organizational
configurations of Leavitt have been used and built upon by authors that have discussed interorganizational settings and the discussion related to coordination by (electronic) markets or
(electronic) hierarchies (Malone et al 1987; Konsinsky & McFarlan 1990; Holland 1995).
In 1966, it was Kaufman who was one of the first to discuss the potential impact of
'boundary crossing data systems' (this term is later replaced by inter-organizational
information systems):
"...We are now witnessing tbe prospective development of systems broad enough to c:lt across company
bozindaries. Obviously, sucb systems can bave a profozind impact on tbe way bwsiness and commerce are
conducted" (Kaufman 1966 p. 141).

In this respect, Benjamin et al (1990) have argued that using Information Technology does
not always have

a

positive impact:

"Tbe concepts of gaining competitive advantage by linking organizations witb information technology bas
taken on an overtone of dogma in many business cycles in recent years. Early academic and media attention
bas focused on tbe sexy, bigb-impact inter-organizational systems (IOS) tbat clearly bave provided strategic

advantage for their developers. Unfortunately, tbe reality is not as easy or as profitable as tbe optimistic
preacbing of I OS advocates wortld lead ws to believe"

The opportunities of using information technology in (re)designing (inter-)organizational
efficiency and effectiveness, up till now, have been
addressed at the level of production and service organizations and in the related payments for
these products and services (v.d. Vlist 1991; Phelan 1991).
structures and processes, to increase
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This research primarily focuses on organizations operating in the financial securities sector
and payments related to these processes. One of the fundamental differences between the
financial securities sector and other industries is that buyers and sellers can switch roles in time

and the value of the product can increase and decrease over time. Financial products (securities)
can be sold and bought back by a supplier (this can be a different 'supplier' organization). On

the one hand, the terms suppliers and buyers might be confusing, because buyers might turn
into suppliers when they sell their securities again. On the other hand, organizations facilitating
trading can be seen as suppliers of the service, whereas buyers USe that service. This issue will
be addressed in more detail in

a

subsequent chapten

1.1.3 EFFECTS OF ELECTRONIC MARKETS ON DIFFERENT LEVELS

The use of Information Technology in an inter-organizational setting has led to the
emergence of new organizational forms of carrying out transactions, such as electronic markets,
electronic brokerage and electronic hierarchies. The difference between these three types is that

the first two are characterized by the fact that there is no long term contract between the buyer
and the seller, whereas the latter one is characterized by long term contracts between buyers and
sellers (figure 1-3).

Pure Information

No Transaction

Provision

,Bilateral
No long term
/
contract between /
buyer and seller -Multilateral

IOS

Electronic Market
Electronic Brokerage

Transaction
Long term contract
between buyer and
seller

Electronic Hierarchy

Figtire 1 -3: Different classes of inter-organizational systems (Sbeombar 1995, p. 7)

The difference between electronic markets and electronic brokerage is that in electronic
brokerage situations intermediate third parties are executing transactions, whereas in an
electronic market situation buyers and sellers are carrying out transactions directly (Sheombar
1995, p.7 following Benjamin et al. 1990 '). Other effects of IT on an industry can be vertical

integration and dis-intermediation and the emergence of virtual organizations. Vertical
integration can be described as organizations integrating other organizations in the value
system. Dis-intermediation can be described as bypassing one organization in the value system
because the organization does not add value anymore. Virtual organizations can be described as
temporary networks of organizations (Lucas & Baroudi 1994; Benjamin & Wigand 1995;
Holland & Locket 1997; Hoogeweegen 1997; Wolters & Hoogeweegen 1998).
4

Benjamin et al (1990) have reviewed the literature about IlS and have identified four classes of IIS based On the dimensions
Transaction Processing/Task Support and Electronic Hierarchies/Electronic Markets.
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Figure 1 -4: Effects of electronic commerce on an indistry (Blocb & Sege·u 1996)

The effects of Information Technology on, for instance, the development of electronic
markets can be analyzed at different levels, i.e. the industry level, the dyadic level and the
individual company level (Kambil & Short 1994). Bloch and Segev have used the five forces
model (Porter) to analyze the effects of these new technologies on the competitive situation in
an industry. They have indicated that dis-intermediation is likely to occur because the
information advantage of traditional intermediaries has disappeared due to IT On the other
hand, they have also concluded that it is likely that re-intermediation (e.g. by
information
providers) will take place; intermediaries will enter the industry in new areas (Bloch
& Segev,
more
third
chapter.
The
issue
of
electronic
markets
will
be
addressed
in
detail
in
the
1996).
1.2 THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY STRUCTURE & PROCESSES

The previous paragraphs have illustrated the impact of Information Technology on the way
organizations do business. This impact can be analyzed at different levels relating to
organizational structures, information teChnologies and developments of electronic markets.
The next paragraphs will address some of the changes the financial sector has been confronted
with. The competitive environment of organizations operating in the financial sector can be
characterized by issues like mass customization, defined as tailoring needs to individual
customers and doing so on a mass basis (Jarvenpaa & Ives 19941 more flexibility in adapting to
faster changing environments and reductions in throughput times (Toppen et al 1998). Next to
these aspects, globalization and changing stakeholder interests and roles (dis-intermediation

and re-intermediation) have occurred over the last decade (Freemann 1984). Increased
competition has led to consolidation on the organizational level and to diversification and
differentiation on a products and services level. Finally, the awareness of the necessity of risk
management has also grown considerably over the last few years.
The financial securities sector, the primary focus of this dissertation, consists of many
organizations involved in the various phases of buying, selling and managing various types of
securities (stocks, bonds and derivatives). The organizations are involved in one or more of the
16
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various phases of a securities transaction, i.e. execution, confirmation, settlement and clearing.
A general overview of a securities transaction is presented by the Securities Transaction Life
Cycle (STLC) in figure 1-5.
Investment
Management

Cash/Securities

Management

1

Portfolio

Analysis
2

9
Settlement

Trade

Position Reporting

Execution

8

3

Securities Transaction

Life Cycle (STLC)
4

7
Clearance and
Settlement

Trade
Matching

65
Positioning Assets
for Settlement

Matched Trade
Reporting

Figure 1-5: Secwrities transaction life cycle, adapted from J P Morgan/Euroclear 1994

The STLC starts with the decision by the (retail or institutional) investor to either buy or
sell a specific security (phases 1 and 2). The order to buy or sell is given to a broker/dealer taking
care of executing the order (phase 3) on the exchange where the security is listed '. The fourth
phase consists of matching the confirmation of the transaction details with the original order to
check the complete and correct execution of the deal and to initiate the settlement of the
transaction. When the transaction information matches, a matched trade report is received
(phase 5) to update portfolios. To settle the securities transaction, it may be necessary to move
securities to a central place (avoiding the risk of non delivery after payment has been made); the
payment will not be made unless the corresponding securities are exchanged simultaneously
(clearing and settlement). It is also possible to separate the payment from the delivery, but this
means assuming a risk of non-payment or non-delivery. A (global) custodian takes care of the
settlement and clearing of the transaction based on the instructions it receives (phase 7). When
the settlement process has been completed successfully, statements of holdings and current
payment accounts will be received, which are the basis for keeping records up to date. The final
phase of the STLC consists of handling various corporate actions (like dividends, coupons,
splits, mergers, rights issues etc.) the moment they occur. The processes related to the final phase
are necessary to keep existing portfolios up to date, completing the STLC, after which a new one
may start. Of course, transactions are carried out simultaneously, leading to more STLC cycles
that exist parallel with each other, sometimes influencing other cycles (when a security is sold
that has not yet been settled). Appendix A shows some practical examples of securities

transactions and the activities to be carried out in each of the process steps of the STLC.
5

The order can also be executed directlv with another organization - over the counter.
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/.2. 1 PARTIES INVOLVED IN THE F/NANC/AL SECURITIES SECTOR

With reference to the five forces model by Porter, it can be concluded that the financial
industry consists of many organizations that belong to different stakeholder groups (figure
1-6).
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Figure 1 -6: Ingolted parties in securities transactions

Analyzing stakeholder interests is an important aspect of understanding a business sector
and the organizations involved (Benjamin & Wigand 1995; March & Simon 1993; Freeman
1984). In analyzing the interests and roles of different stakeholder groups, it iS important to
identify the interrelationships between stakeholders within the market sector. All of the stakeholders in the industry value chain should review whether their place in the chain is threatened
and, if so, what long-term strategies to focus on (Benjamin & Wigand 1995; March & Simon
1993). Some of the consequences of changing and restructuring the value chain and structure of
the market network are benefits to the customer, lower coordination costs throughout the
industry value chain, lower physical distribution costs and redistribution and/or a potential
reduction in total profits (v. Heck & Ribbers 1995). With regard to the STLC processes,
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different organizations have different interests and responsibilities. The main stakeholders in
the financial securities sector and their main interests « are (Toppen et al 1998) ':

(I) Investor
A retail or institutional investor buying and/or selling securities. For instance, if an investor
wants to buy shares of Microsoft, a broker is contacted and the order will be executed on an
exchange (for instance the New York Stock Exchange or NASDAQ). After a few days, the
investor receives a statement mentioning the number of shares of Microsoft held in the custody
account (an investor typically gives the order to a banking organization responsible for passing
the order to the broker (often a department of the bank). The investor is interested in getting
the shares at the best possible price with the lowest costs (provisions) as soon as possible after
the order has been communicated.

(II) Investment Management Organization
An organization that manages assets on behalf of other people or organizations because of
its professional background (for instance mutual fund companies, insurance companies or
pension funds). These organizations tend to offer mutual funds tO Individual investors as an
alternative to investing themselves (buying shares in a mutual fund has the advantage of

spreading risk, even with

a

lesser amount

of money being invested). An investment

management organization is interested in getting the best return on its investments at the lowest

costs and risks possible.

(III) Broker
An organization that has a license to execute trades ordered by investors or investment
management organizations on the securities exchange. A distinction can be made between a
broker and a market maken While a broker is generally not allowed to take positions by
himself, a market maker, responsible for creating a liquid market by quoting bid and offer prices
for securities, is allowed to take positions for his own account. The primary interest of a broker
is to get as high a volume of transactions as possible to generate commission income. It is
important for both a broker and a market maker to monitor their positions to prevent the risk
of losses because markets might have moved against their long or short positions.

6 Organizations can have different strategies. These specific strategies were not taken into account when describing rhe
interests of the various stak:holder groups.
7
Beside, information obtained from Weiss (1993),the information related to securities transactions and stakeholders involved
has been derived from research conducted by De Jong (1993) and several industrial documents, papers, articles and
interviews with industry experts. The book 'After the trade is made' by D.M. Weiss (1993), provides a very detailed process
description on the various steps in the securities transaction related processes.
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The following table illustrates what

a

market maker's book might look like:

Table 1- 1: Contents of a market maker's book
Price

Buy

Broker A

50

150

Broker B

500

150.1

Broker D

300

Broker E

400

Sell

150.2

150.3

Broker K

300

Broker M

100

150.5

Broker

F

500

150.6

Broker S

500

150.4

The above table shows the trading book of the IBM shares. In this case, the market maker
will issue a quote of 150.2 - 150.4. The size is 7 by 4, meaning at the price of 150.2, there is an
order size of 700 and at the price of 150.4, there is an order size of 400. Whenever a broker
ComeS to the floor with an order to buy at the market (or at 150.4), the trade is executed. When
the size of this order to buy at 150.4 is 400 shares, this means that both positions of broker K
and M are executed. The quote now changes to 150.2 - 150.5. The information is communicated
to the exchange officials and back to the order rooms of the brokers and the next process steps
can be carried out. When the size of the order would be 500 shares, this means 400 shares are
traded, and the remainder will remain in the order book to buy at 150.4 (then the quote would
be 150.4 - 150.5 and the size would be 1 by 5. It is also possible that the order to buy 500 shares
at 150.4 was an all or none order. That would mean that it is not possible to trade only 400
shares. Here, the market maker could take the position of 100 shares against 150.4 to enable the
trade of 500 shares to be executed.

(IV) Exchange
An exchange is a place (physical or electronic) where securities transaction orders by various
investors are executed (except over-the-counter transactions). Typically a broker will paSS the
incoming orders on to the exchange (to a market maker or a floor broker). After execution of
the trade, the broker receives the price at which the transaction has been executed. The clearing
organization is responsible for ensuring that all transactions executed through the exchange are
settled (change of ownership for payment) on time. The exchange is primarily interested in
regulating the market (issuing licenses, monitoring of licensees, new securities issues), providing
the means for efficient and effective trading (systems) and administrative services (for instance
administering executed transactions and providing information about securities, transaction
volumes and prices to external parties).

(V) Custodian
An organization that takes care of Settling the transactions executed (exchange traded and
over-the-counter transactions). A custodian keeps the securities in a custody account on behalf
20

of the client and carries out so called corporate actions, like dividends or coupon payments. To
illustrate the size of such organizations, Chase Manhattan, one of the largest custodians in the
world had around 3 trillion USD (from its annual report at the end of 1996) in assets under
custody.

(VI) Central Security Depository (CSD)
An organization responsible for checking

and tracking that every transaction executed on
the exchange is cleared within due time (the Standard settlement time for specific types of
securities). Today, most securities are no longer held and transferred in their physical form,
changes in ownership are effected via giral computer systems. An example of a CSD is the
Depository Trust Company in the United States and Necigef in the Netherlands. Their primary
responsibility is to facilitate the administration of the transaction executed On the exchange.

(VII) Regulatory Bodies
Organizations in the financial sector are subject to regulatory control by central banks (in
the United States, the Federal Reserve is responsible for supervision of banking organizations,
while the SEC is responsible for brokers and investment management organizations). The
control consists of issuing licenses to the organizations and monitoring their activities. The
primary interest of such bodies is to protect the general public from organizations that are not
acting professionally, or who are potentially misleading their clients.

(VIII) Third Parties
Besides the stakeholders

with direct involvement in the STLC processes, there are a number

of, so called, third parties supporting the transaction and settlement processes. Basically, tWO
different kinds of third parties can be identified. First, organizations like REUTERS and
DATASTREAM that provide data to be used by other stakeholders like brokers and
investment managers. Secondly, organizations like SWIFT, Thomson Financial Services (TFS)
and others that support the processes by offering infrastructures (networks and message
standards) to other stakeholders.
/.2.2 VALUE SYSTEM

OF SECURITIES BUSINESS
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Figure 1-7 illustrates the different organizations involved in a securities transaction. It is
possible that these activities are carried out by separate organizations or by one integrated
organization. By explaining the figures, the inter-organizational process design will become clear.
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First, a distinction can be made between a final client and an investment manager being a
client. A client can either invest in one of Ihe products of an investment manager or invest
directly in securities. In case a client (investor) wants to invest in, for instance, a mutual fund,
shares in such a mutual fund are bought from the investment manager (see right 'order' arrow).
The client receives a statement on which his new holdings are specified. The investment
manager, in managing the portfolios, needs to invest in securities which are allowed within the
characteristics and regulations of the specific portfolio. When the client (investor) directly
invests in securities, the order goes directly from the final client to the broken
Whenever an investment manager wants to buy or sell a specific security, a broker will be
contacted for execution of the transaction order at the exchange or over-the-counter when the
price is what the client wants. The figure shows two transaction orders that are being executed on
the exchange. The transactions are settled and cleared and the administrative back office will
present the client with updated statements concerning the securities holdings and cash accounts '.
/.2.3 GENERAL TRANSACTION PROCESS DESCRIPTION AND STAKEHOLDER /NVOLVEMENT

Addressing the different levels of analysis that can be applied to analyzing networks,
organizations and processes, the STLC needs to be analyzed in more detail. The figure below
provides for a more detailed description of the processes and stakeholders involved in each of the
STLC process phases. Relationships between the STLC process steps and the 18 general processes
that are presented in figure 1-8 are shown along the X-axis line. The stakeholders involved are
shown along the Y-axis line. The stakeholder groups A-G are exchange, broker, client front office,
client back office/operations, client accounting, custodian and clearing depository, respectively.
The process starts with (1) the order by the client front office to the broker. The broker (2)
passes the order on to the exchange when the security that iS IO be traded is listed on an
exchange. The order is executed on the exchange (3) and the trade details (price, quantity,
security identification, settlement details) are communicated back to the broker, who
communicates the transaction details back to the client (4). The client front office also prepares
the (internal) transaction details necessary to compare the executed transaction details with the
intended transaction. The comparison (trade matching) takes place (6) and the settlement
instructions can be generated (7). The settlement instruction is than checked (8) and authorized

(9) before it can be send to the custodian (10). The settlement instruction details are passed on
accounting department for processing in the financial records (11). The settlement
instruction is received by the custodian (12). The custodian checks whether the settlement
instruction can be carried out and the clearing is prepared. When the counterparty to the trade
has also arranged for the necessary instructions, clearing will take place at the Central Clearing
Depository ' (14). This is also the T+ point of reference because the moment clearing takes
place, the settlement is completed and the counterparty risk is covered. The exchange will check
whether all transactions executed at the exchange are cleared correctly (15). The custodian will
send statements of holdings (both cash and securities holdings) back to the client back office/
operations (16). The client back office/operations department will check the correct settlement
(reconciliation) of both cash and securities (17) and will provide settlement details to the
accounting department (18) to enable them to process the necessary bookkeeping records.
to the

8
9
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The dotted line between the exchanges means [hat it is one exchange at which both orders are executed. The arrows between
clearing organizations me.ins that different clearing methods ma,· be used.
See paragraph 1.2.1 for different securities settlement channels.
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Figi,re 1-8: General STLC process description and stakeholders involved

Processes relating to corporate actions are carried out separately, but these processes do

influence the transaction execution and settlement instruction processes. For instance, when a
1:2 stock split has to be carried out, it means that each share will be Split in IWO shares. When
the client front office wants to Sell all shares of a specific security, they will need to know
whether the stock has been split in two or not. The same applies to the settlement of the
transaction to ensure the right number of shares and related amount will be settled and cleared.
A more detailed analysis of each of the 18 processes will be necessary to analyze the
interaction between these processes as well as the problems that might arise in the process chain.

This analysis will be carried out in chapters six and seven.
1.2.4 STLC PROCESSES AND STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT

The various stakeholders are involved in several phases of the STLC processes. The primary
activities of brokers are related to executing transaction orders, but they also have to provide
to custodians and clearing organizations to enable them to fulfill their
responsibilities. This means the STLC processes and the organizations involved depend on each
other to provide the necessary information.
Following the above outline of the main stakeholders and the description of the STLC
processes, Table 1 -2 summarizes the involvement of the various organizations in the respective
phases of the STLC processes.

information
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Table 1-2: Stakebolder Involvement -witb STLC Processes (Toppen et al 1998)
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1.3 THE FINANCIAL SECURITIES INDUSTRY: THE CHANGING BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

1.3.1 GROWTH

This paragraph highlights the importance of securities transaction processes by showing
some key figures and developments with regard to the number of transactions, turnover and
number of messages relating to securities transactions.
In the figures below, turnover volumes of stock/bond transactions at the Amsterdam Stock
Exchange (1995-1999) and traded options/futures contracts at the AEX options exchange
(1989-1999) are presented. The figures presented indicate an increasing volume of securities
traded in the Netherlands, however this trend can also be observed in other markets. In
addition to these figures, around 40-50% of the total amount of transactions is traded over-thecounter (directly between two parties '-). Because both exchange traded transactions and overthe-counter transactions need to be settled (ownership in exchange for payment), the number
of money and securities transfer instructions (necessary to instruct other organizations about
settlements ") has also increased. Of course, it should be remembered that the size of transactions can increase while the number of instructions to be sent can remain the same or decrease.
The increasing number of instructions shows this is not the case, because the number of organizations operating in the industry is increasing, as is the number of retail customers. In the
Netherlands, this figure has more than doubled over the last few years. The growth rate can be
derived from the sharp increase in number of securities messages sent by the SWIFT ': network,
since most of the cross-border settlement instructions are sent by this network.

10
1

1

I

2

According to experts ill the field of securities trans,iction;.
This subjecr will be addressed in <ine of [he subsequent :hapters.

Societv for World-wide Interbank Financial Telecommunications. This organization provides tor a global network via
which organizati.ins in the financial sector Coriginallv onl,· banks) can send structured messages to each other enabling a
smooth International pavments and securities transfer svstem.
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The total amount of messages exchanged exceeds these figures because there are Still
organizations that do not use the SWIFT network. However, the increasing number of
transactions and instructions reflect a clear trend of increasing volumes in the securities
business. The amount of messages exchanged between financial organizations linked to the
SWIFT network (around 6500 worldwide "), over 3.7 million messages per day on average in
1998, is shown in the figure below. The value of payments related messages alone is estimated
to be USD 2.5 trillion a day. The relative growth of category 5 (securities related messages) can
be illustrated; such messages grew by around 1% in 1987, and around 46% in 1997. In absolute
terms, the number has grown from around 2 million messages in 1987 to around 108 million
messages in 1997.

13 Compared to the number of organizations attached to the network in 1990 (3049), in 1993 (3986), in 1995 (5229) and in 1996
(5632), a tremendous growth has taken place over the last few years.
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Table 1-3: SWIFT network traffic by market types (SWIFT Annita! Report 1997)

SWIFI Net work Traf fic bv market

Growth
1997

Compared to
1996

Payments

66,5%

13.9%

Foreign Excliange/Money
Market

13,9%

20,2%

Securities

13,3%

45,9%

'Trade Finance

4,9%

5.3%

Other

1,4%

7,4%

Especially during the last few years, the growth in securities related messages has been
enormous, with growth figures of around 50 to 60%. This is partly due to the fact that as of
1995 non-banks have been allowed to use the SWIFT network. The number of organizations
operating in the securities market sector amount to around 3600 organizations using SWIFT
category 5 messages world-wide (this figure has doubled over the last three years).
Besides the growth of stock and bond transactions and message volumes, the number of
derivative transactions and positions has also shown tremendous growth. Some of the largest
international banks have included huge amounts of off-balance sheet derivative positions, i.e.
ABN AMRO around 300 billion USD, Citicorp 250 billion USD. In some cases, the notional
amounts (underlying values) of these positions even exceeds the total balance sheet. For
instance, Chemical Bank has derivatives positions of around 4000 billion USD (notional
amount), exceeding the total balance sheet amount of around 200 billion USD ". By the end of
1998, the total volume of derivative transactions traded on the world's derivatives exchanges
rose 10% to 2.2 billion. The over-the-counter derivatives markets in the 10 ma or industrial
countries has grown around 50% over the last three years with a total underlying value
exceeding 2.95 billion dollars (G-10 reports).
14
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Annu.al Repi,rt„,f 1994 and 1995.

This paragraph has highlighted some key figures about the financial sector in general and
about securities transactions in particular. To broaden the picture, the next paragraphs will
address some of the other changes that have occurred in the financial sector, besides the
development of volumes and transaction numbers.
1.3.2 STLC PROCESSES

Managers in financial service organizations have initiated changes in the STLC processes by
using information systems to automate the manual activities supporting the STLC process
(resulting in fewer errors and more efficient and effective processing). Besides managers' desire to

make the life cycle more efficient, market forces have also forced organizations to speed up the
consecutive phases in the life cycle. The reason for speeding up the STLC processes is to reduce
the risks of non-payment and/or non-delivery. The Group of 30 recommendations (report of
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, 1993), for example, recommended transactions to be settled at
T+3 rolling settlement (recommendation no. 7), meaning the whole life Cycle (up to phase 7)

should be dealt with within 3 days. Another recommendation has been to use ETC - Electronic
Trade Confirmation systems - (recommendation no. 2) facilitating reduced STLC process
throughput time. This means that in some countries settlement periods have to be reduced from
T+15 (or more) to T+3 (or even to T+1 or same day settlement as a final goal). In the UK, for
instance, a change was implemented by June 1994 to reduce the settlement period from T+10 to
T+5 and in June 1995 the period was reduced even further to T+3. In the Netherlands the
settlement period is 3 days, while the United States has implemented T+3 days as of June 1995
(decision by Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and ISMA). Germany is already using
T+2 and in Hong Kong T+1 has already been implemented. When T+1 (or even same day rolling
settlement) becomes the standard settlement period, organizations must be able to finish the
process within 1 day. The implementation of T+1 will be the target for implementation in the
United States and Europe in the year 2001. IT enables organizations to achieve this decreasing
throughput time of the STLC processes. The implications of this development on organizational
structures and processes are enormous, especially when the interrelatedness between
organizations and the international character of the sector (different time zones) is considered.
1.3.3 AUTONOMOUS IMPACT OF IT ON FINANCIAL SECURITIES SECTOR

The organizational impact of Information Technology can be analyzed from an alignment
perspective (Parker et al 1989) as well as from an impact perspective. The first deals with how
organizations can optimally benefit from using Information Technology in redesigning existing
processes and redefining strategic issues. The second deals with how information teChnology
changes the environment of the organizations and as a consequence the way organizations
operate within the environment. The impact of Information Technology in the Financial
Securities Sector can be illustrated by focusing on four key aspects of the securities business;
(I) the process of an individual buying/selling securities via a banking or mutual fund
organization,
the
execution of this buying/selling transaction by this banking or mutual fund
(II)
organization in the market (exchange traded or over-the-counter transaction execution),
(III) the settlement process related to the payment of the securities traded and the change of
ownership of the securities,
(IV) the process dealing with corporate actions related to the securities held in custody on
behalf of investors.
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The impact of Information Technology on these key aspects has developed from intraorganizationa| alignment towards inter-organizational alignment. Slightly more than tWO
decades ago, the securities needed to be physically moved when they were traded. This was
changed with the emergence of giral securities administrations, which was followed by
replacing physical communication methods by electronic communication methods.
This is slowly changing into autonomous impact of Information Technology on each of the
four key aspects. The autonomous impact can best be illustrated by the fact that nowadays
Internet technologies are used to enable individual investors to communicate buying/selling
orders in an electronic way instead of by phone or regular mail, leading to strategies relating to
multi channel/multi distribution via regular mail, phone and Internet based communications. A
second autonomous impact relates to the possibilities to replace floor trading by screen based
trading enabled by Information Technology.
As a result, electronic structures are emerging for each of the four general STLC process
phases, which may ultimately lead to four integrated electronic markets/hierarchies enabled by
optimally using Information Technology within the financial securities sector.
1.3.4 ELECTRONIC MARKETS AND PRICE COMPETITION

Analysis of the impact of IT on STLC processes can be carried out at each process step, as
well as on the interaction between process steps. The emergence of electronic brokerage of
individual stocks has been one of the most remarkable examples of the impact of IT IT has
enabled the redesign of the trading process leading to new organizations entering the market
competing on price. The price of buying and selling securities (commission) paid by retail
customers has traditionally been around 1 % (twice 0,5%) of the amount traded. This has been
changed to a fixed price, and has been reduced to around 16 USD (twice 8 USD) in 1998
(Suretrade trading via the Internet in the United States). A commission of only 8 USD is
applicable up to a maximum transaction size. But when one compares a commission of too
USD on a trading amount of 10.000 USD to a commission of only 16 USD, there is a big
difference. Other cases have shown a more than 50% reduction in costs of settling a transaction
by changing the settlement method from a manually created telex to sending a fully automated
SWIFT message (Toppen et al 1998).
j.3.5 NEW INSTRUMENTS

Ever since the abolition of the Bretton Woods Agreement in 1971, there has been a ma or
development of new investment instruments, the so-called derivative markets. Exchange rate
volatility increased when the system of fixed currency rates was abandoned. This has led to the
development of new and more complex instruments. In the figure below, various levels of
derivations are depicted, as stocks and bonds can be considered a derivation of the underlying
company that issued them. There are generally three different types of derivatives to be
identified. First we have exchange-traded options and futures. The second type is the so-called
swaps in which tWO counterparties exchange payment streams, for instance, a company with
fixed interest rate payments wants to change these to floating interest rate based payment
streams, or wants to change a payments stream from dollars into Deutschmarks. Thirdly, there
are so-called exotics in which basically any combination is possible, for instance, a transaction
can consist of a Dutch organization wanting to pay no more than 5% interest in USD plus the
difference in returns between the Dutch stock market and the NY stock market (Miller 1995).
Options and futures (being derivative instruments) can be seen as derivations of their
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underlying stocks and bonds (or currencies or baskets of stocks (indexes)), because the value of
the underlying instrument determines their value. There is also a relatively new level on top of
these derivative instruments, for instance, options on options or options on futures (also called
exotic options), where the option or the future is itself the underlying instrument ".
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Figure 1-12: Goods, securities and derivatives and process characteristics

By adding several dimensions to the different derivation levels, the impact of these new
instruments on financial services organizations can be illustrated. The tangibility decreases the
higher the derivation level. There was a time when stocks and bonds were tangible, in the sense
that trading parties exchanged physical stocks and bonds printed on paper. Now most markets
operate with registered stocks and bonds and administration offices record ownership
changes ". The dimensions, 'required knowledge', 'level of abstraction', 'price fluctuation',
'risk' and 'complexity' increase in the sense that higher levels make increasing demands on
required knowledge, level of abstraction etc. Each level has a payments part connected to it,
since profits and losses need to be transferred from one party to another. One interesting aspect
is the fact that organized markets only exist for the first tWO levels and partly for the third level
(options which are not traded via an official market are called over-the-counter options) ". The
fourth level requires expert knowledge leading to the creation of special instruments, tailored
to the needs of the parties involved. Organized markets for these would appear to be impossible because

l

5

of differences in the terms of the transaction

contracts.

Only four levels are depicted. but there is no limit as it is quite possible to put a fifth (or higher) level on top of the four
levels presented here.

16 In the Netherlands, the ph,·sical exchange of paper has been replaced by NECIGEF (Nederlands Centraal Instituut voor
Giraal Effectenverkeer) since the law 'Wet Giraal Effectenverkeer in 1977) However, some markets still have a physical
exc hange.
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The first organized options exchange was the CBOE Chicago Board Options Exchange in 1973. The first European
options exchange was the EOE in Amsterdam, which started trading on April 4,1978.
-
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Options and futures

There are more derivatives than underlying securities because many options series and
futures can have the same underlying value. As was mentioned in the previous paragraph,
options and futures are the IWO main building blocks for all derivatives. A financial futures
contract is a standardized financial contract in which two parties agree to buy and sell a certain
amount of the underlying financial asset at a prespecified price and a prespecified time in the
future. An option is a financial contract, which provides the holder the right, but not the
obligation, to buy or sell a certain amount of the underlying value at a prespecified price at or
before a prespecified time in the future (time to maturity). The fundamental difference between
futures and options is the fact that the holder of an option does not have an obligation to buy,
whereas the holder of a future has the obligation to buy. This difference has two consequences.
First, buyers of options contracts pay an option premium (also known as options price) to the
seller to compensate for the risk the seller takes. There is no premium related to futures
contracts as both the buyer and seller do have an equal risk. Second, to protect buyers and
sellers in the futures market and buyers in the options markets, the buyer and seller of futures
contracts and the seller of options contracts need to deposit a margin at the clearing member at
the exchanges. Margin requirements protect the exchanges from the possible bankruptcy of
participants. There is no money changing hands when a futures contract is traded. But, when
the price of the future contract increases, the loss is transformed from the sellers margin account
to the margin account of the buyer, leaving the seller with the obligation to deposit additional
money in the margin account to comply to the minimum margin requirements within a certain
settlement period. The fact that margin requirements and options premiums are lower than the
price of the underlying value results in leveraged positions. A leveraged position can be
understood by comparing buying 25 stocks comprising the AEX Dutch stock index to buying
an AEX index futures contract. At an index level of, for instance, 500 euro, buying the 25 Stocks
costs 500 euro compared to a margin for one futures contract of 125 euro (assuming a 25%
margin requirement). Whenever the index would rise 10% to 550, the buyer of the Stocks has
gained 50 euro or 10% compared to the buyer of a futures contract who has also gained 50 euro
or 40%. The same principle can be applied to Options where the option premium is relatively
small compared to (the price movements of) the underlying value.
The required knowledge related to the derivation level is not only required for the people
buying and selling the derivatives, but people responsible for operational processes and
coordination of these processes also need to understand these constructions (Barings example
in next paragraph).
Related IO risk and regulation, which has already been discussed briefly, there has been some
discussion about improving processes and regulation to limit and control risk. The risks and
consequences associated with securities transactions and derivatives can be enormous, as
indicated by the case studies described in the next paragraphs.
1.3.6 RISKS AND CONTROL IN THE F/NANCiAL iNDUSTRY

Over the last few years, risk management has become much more important. This is partly
due to the fact there have been a number of recent examples of huge losses and even collapses
in the financial industry.
Analysis of these cases identifies basically three main causes for financial losses and collapses
related to securities and derivatives transactions. The first is insufficient understanding and lack
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of basic knowledge of the transactions themselves and their consequences. The second is
insufficient internal controls. The third is the amount of time and physical distance between
different activities to be carried out in the process of trade execution and settlement (Toppen et
al 1998; MacCrimmon et al 1983).

1. Metallgesellscbaft and management understanding of derivatives
The first example " deals with MG Refining and Marketing, a US subsidiary of the German
conglomerate Metallgesellschaft AG. This company lost 1500 million DEM as a result of its use
of energy futures and other derivatives to hedge future fixed price sales commitments. The US
subsidiary was responsible for delivery of heating oil gasoline and other petroleum products on
a long-term, fixed price basis to a variety of larger and smaller customers in Eastern and South
Central US. They wanted to focus on marketing and sales and did not want to be exposed to
risks related to oil price fluctuations. Therefore, they hedged their long-term delivery
obligations with short-term futures contracts (by rolling over " these short-term futures
contracts successively). This in itself was not the problem. The real problem was that top
management didn't fully understand these arrangements and the commitments related to them.
Top management was surprised by the large temporary cash outflow needed to meet margin
calls on the futures positions when oil prices fell for several months in the fall of 1993. Rather
than continuing to supply the financing on which the marketing department staff had been
relying, the supervisory board sold off the futures hedge in mid December 1993. This decision
turned paper losses on the futures hedge into realized losses. This left the company with eroded
profit margins when oil prices later rebounded in the spring of 1994.

This case study shows that the use of derivatives is not in itself the problem. The real
problem arose because top management did not properly understand the hedging decision and
its consequences. Concerning the above mentioned events and parties involved, it can be
concluded that the internal organization was not adequately prepared to deal with these
instruments and didn't completely understand the processes relating to margin payments falling
due should prices fall. The processes relating to investment management, portfolio analysis and
cash/securities management (STLC) were not adequately understood. Although the broker
may have adequately informed the traders, who may also have known what they were doing,
the management who were not adequately informed finally took a decision based on
incomplete information and understanding.
2. Barings, lacks in internal control of Nikkei options and futures transactions
The second case study : deals with the Singapore based derivatives trader Nick Leeson who
'caused' the financial collapse of Baring Securities and Barings Bank in February 1995. By the
end of 1993, losses amounted to around 23 million GBR which increased to 208 million GBP
by the end of 1994, leading to a final amount of 827 million GBP in February 1995. These losses
arose from very high transaction volumes in options and futures on the Nikkei index, which
can be traded both in japan and Singapore. Leeson took extensive long positions (selling puts
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The information about the Metallgesellschaft case has been derived from M.H. Miller (1995).
Rolling over means keeping the same position but changing the expiration date from, for instance September to December.
This effectivelv means that September futures are sold and December futures are bought at more or less the same time.
For the analysis of the Barings case, several sources of information were used, inter alia The Rogue Trader by Leeson
himself, the book by R Zhang (1995), newspaper articles in the Financial Times and Het Financieele Dagblad and the report
by the curator ot Barings
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and buying calls) on the Nikkei index, expecting to make profits when the index would rise.
Leeson had worked in administrative departments before managing the front office futures desk

(besides managing, he also traded himself) sO the ins and outs of both the front and back office

were familiar to him.
Barings Securities Singapore was subject to the regulation of SIMEX (Singapore
International Monetary Exchange, where these options and futures were listed) in Singapore,
and the exchange regulatory organizations in Osaka, as well as the central banks in Japan,
Singapore and England m. Internal control measures were insufficient, as Leeson was allowed to
be responsible for, and control (read manipulate), both trading and administrative activities.
This way, the real positions were hidden from the management at Barings London, the external
accountant and the regulatory organizations. Because the Bank of England only checks the
consolidated balances of Barings Bank (including Barings Securities), they did not have the
necessary insight into the detailed activities and money flows between these entities. Barings
London was apparently under the impression that payment flows from London to Singapore
were necessary to finance more or less risk free margins on behalf of client positions and
transactions. These payments exceeded 300 million GBP at one time, almost as much as the
total balance sheet capital of Barings Bank.
In this case study, there was insufficient internal control at Barings Singapore, Barings
Tokyo and Barings London. Besides this, the regulatory offices at the Singapore, Tokyo and
Osaka exchanges, as well as the Bank of England, failed to adequately monitor what was going
on. The futures clearing organization should also have taken action as soon as they saw such
high margin calls ':.
Related to the STLC and involved parties, several conclusions can be taken. All of the
internal STLC processes were controlled and coordinated by Leeson himself, being the person
responsible for the transactions (STLC processes 1 and 2), for executing the transactions (he was
the most important trader on the exchange - STLC process 3), for processing the transactions in
the afternoon after the exchange had closed (STLC processes 4 and 5). Because of this he could
manipulate margin payments and losses to the famous account 88888 and, by writing options, he
received option premiums and used them to fulfill margin calls on his futures positions (STLC
processes 6 and 7). By excluding account number 88888 from settlement or position reports
(STLC process 8), he could continue without many people noticing what was really going on.
Even when no new transactions were done, he had to manage the margin calls with the clearing
organization. However, because he could manipulate all administrative processes, he could easily
transfer the margins to the clearing organization, thereby increasing the size of account 88888.
Accordingly, there was no clear distinction between transactions on behalf of (non-existing)
clients and transactions that were for the bank's own account.
The clearing organization of the options and futures exchanges should have not only
spotted the relatively very high positions and margins, but should also have taken action to
investigate them, and should have informed top management at Barings London. The
regulatory organizations of the various exchanges should have monitored integrated
information across various exchanges to be able to determine the complete position and
margins of Barings Singapore. However, the regulatory organizations have only been
responsible for their own exchange or country (locally oriented). In view of the trend towards
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These Central Banks are upposed to tollow the guidelines set br rhe Basle Committee to structure and standardize the
regulaton· activities for derivati, es
In the figure of the parties in,·olved. these rei:ulatorv organizations are pictured as the exchange commission and the Central
Bank.
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globalization, regulatory control should be exercised across exchanges to obtain an integrated
global overview of trading positions and related risks.
3. NMB Bank and securities settlement time lags

The third example " deals with some twelve securities traders of NMB Bank who were
caught committing fraudulent activities. These traders would buy securities during a certain day
and would sell them on to the account of the bank when prices would fall. In case prices would
increase, they would book the trade On their own account and would sell at a profit. An
investigation by the Internal Accountants Department discovered around an average of 225
transactions per trader in the period from July 1989 to July 1990. These traders made use of the
period between placing the order at the stock exchange and the time at which settlement would
take place. Telex confirmations were sent to the traders themselves, SO they could easily decide

which trades were to go on to the administration department. These fraudulent trades
amounted to profits of around 6 million NLG. That these traders were not working
independently has been illustrated by the fact that, in some cases, the confirmation showed
detailed breakdowns of the transactions of the various traders.
This case study indicates IWO important aspects. The first one is that the time lag between
trading and settlement should be reduced. The possibility that traders would keep transactions
back to wait for price movements would then decrease, because on the one hand trades would
be settled more quickly So there would be less time for the allocation decision and, on the other
hand, there would be less time for prices to move. The second aspect concerns the transaction
confirmations. These confirmations (by telex) were sent directly to the traders, not the
administration department. If the transaction confirmation had been sent directly by an
electronic system (for instance ETC or SWIFT ") and checked with trade details provided by
the trader, the risk of such losses would have been minimal. It should also be noted that these
losses incurred with normal securities and not with derivatives. Taking into account that price
movements of derivatives are generally much higher than the price movement of the regular
securities (underlying value), settlement times for derivatives transactions should also be
reduced. This makes a compelling case for electronic confirmations, not only for regular
securities, but especially for derivatives.
Concerning the STLC processes and the parties involved, it can be concluded that this case
study specifically focuses On the first 4 phases of the STLC (relating to the time interval
between the first 4 and the phases 6,7 and 8) and primarily focuses On the relationship between
the broker and the investor (or investment management organization). If an organization uses
a global custodian, the number of different parties involved is less than in a situation where
separate organizations are used for brokerage and custody. When the number of organizations
involved increases, situations like this are less likely to occun On the other hand, using more
organizations increases the number of inter-organizational communications and the risk of
settlement failures.
Although there may not be as many public examples of losses related to settlement times
allowing traders to trade on their own account, there are many (smaller) incidents of similar
situations happening, but internal control measures either spotted or prevented such situations
resulting in ma or losses.
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For the analysis of the NMB case, several sources of information were used. i.e. articles by NMB, Euromoney and Het
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Financieele Dagblad.
In one of the subsequent chapters. electronic methods of supporting STLC processes will be dealt with in more detail.
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1.3.7 SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL LOSSES

The table below summarizes the financial losses that have occurred over the last decade.
Although they have been categorized under one of the three mentioned causes (MacCrimmon
et al 1983) for financial losses, this doesn't mean there was only one cause. As in the Barings
case, a combination of causes may have been responsible, for instance, lack of knowledge
coupled with the lack of internal control measures.
Table 1-4: Summary of financial losses (Toppen et al 1998)
Year

Lack of knowledge

heptember 1998
April 1997

Lack of internal
control

Settlement times

Lcing Term Capital
Management (ETCM)

3.6 bin USD

Deutsche Morgen Grenfell

285 min USD

Yakult Honsha

September 1996

Amount of loss

1.6 bin USD

Jardin, Flemmings

Augus[ 1996

1.1 bin USD

June 1996

Sumitomo

2.6 bin USD

September 1995

Dam·a

1.1 bin USD

Februan· 1995

B.irings

1.2 bin USD

December 1994

Magellan (i· idelit\·)

up to i bin USD

318· 1994

April

1994

Gibson Greetings

1994

1993

December 1993

November
1993

1992

102 min USD
Kidder Peabod,·

1994

December

20 min USD

Proctor & Gamble

35C min USD

()range Countv

1.6 bln USD

Air Prodwt. & Chemicals

70 min USD

letallgesellschaft

1

NMB Bank

1993

Codelco

bin USD

4 min USD
170 min USi)

ABN AMRO

70 min USD

Based on the examples of NMB, Flemings, and others, it can be concluded that traders did
have the time and freedom to decide whether a transaction would be entered on their own
account or on the account of the client (organization). The more volatile the market (and
derivatives markets are known for their volatility), the more profitable it can be for a trader to
wait one day before handing the transaction details over to the next phase in the process.
Regulation of these fast growing markets is known to be very extensive, and derivative
related processes and activities are regulated by at least one regulator, most of the time by as
many as three or more. These regulatory organizations consist of exchange-related
organizations responsible for exchange traded derivatives (like the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) in the US) and central banks. Credit rating agencies like Moody's and
Standard & Poors also play an important role in monitoring risks. However, these
organizations do not constantly monitor all organizations active in the derivatives sector. Most
of the time, besides reviewing regular reports, these regulatory bodies visit the organizations
once or twice a >·ear, relying on internal control procedures and, of course, on internal and/or

external audits.
Although derivatives transactions often create the impression of being very dangerous, this
is mainly due to the perceived high underlying values, the risks involved and the relative
complexity of the deals. However, analysis of several cases of financial collapses or serious
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of derivatives indicate the reasons are often to be found in insufficient
internal control, which is, in several examples, due to the fact senior management does not

losses induced by the use

understand the risks and processes related to derivatives activities.
Paradoxically, derivatives have, on the one hand, satisfied an important need to effectively
and efficiently manage financial and business risk, but have, On the other hand, also increased
these self-same risks because organizations do not pay enough attention to internal control
measures relating to these instruments. A study by Ernst & Young of 105 multinationals
revealed that around 90% of these companies use derivative instruments. Most of them only use
currency related derivatives, and mostly only for hedging purposes (to reduce risk). But one of
the conclusions Was that spreadsheets were used for administration purposes and little attention
was given to risk management and internal control measures (Het Financieele Dagblad, 6
September 1995).
Based on the case studies, an interesting conclusion is that most of the derivatives induced
financial collapses and losses have arisen from the use of standardized, exchange traded,

derivatives instruments. One of the reasons that losses have (not yet) occurred with more
complex derivatives, is that most of them are traded over-the-counter. These over-the-counter
transactions are accompanied by extensive legal contracts, which are reviewed by legal

departments of both counterparties. This means that much more attention is paid to these
transactions compared to relatively simple, standardized exchange traded transactions. There
seems to be a kind of misplaced trust because these standardized contracts are exchange traded
and therefore assumed to be sufficiently controlled. When internal control measures relating to
standardized exchange traded transactions are compared to internal control measures relating
to over-the-counter transactions there is a big difference, surprisingly, 'favoring' the latter.
1.4 SUMMARY

This chapter has addressed the primary reasons for conducting this research. The various
levels at which the impact of Information Technology can be analyzed, within and across
organizational boundaries, the consequences in terms of reduced throughput times, reductions
in costs and prices and the changing roles of organizations operating in the financial sector are
elements to be dealt with by today's managers. Furthermore, increased competition,
globalization, development of electronic markets, brokerages and hierarchies and increased
transaction volumes in the financial securities sector have all put tremendous pressure on
different organizations. Risk perception related to STLC processes has also increased, following
some recent examples of huge losses, leading to increased regu|atory control as well as increased
pressure to improve process design and control, as well as risk management.
The impact of Information Technology has been addressed in many studies, but the impact
of IT in the financial securities sector has up to now not been the subject of much scientific
research. The issues that have been raised in this chapter are the reason for analyzing the
potential effects of IT on the sector, because it is expected that IT can facilitate process changes
enabling organizations to respond proactively to changing environments and prevent losses or
even financial collapses resulting from a lack of knowledge or insufficient internal control
measures. The next chapter will deal with the research design structure, the problem statement
and related central research questions that will be answered in this dissertation.
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Chapter Two

Research Design
"Tbe essence of learning is to ackno-wledge existing patterns"

Douglas Hofstadter (1979; 1986)

The first chapter has addressed the primary reasons for conducting this research from a
theoretical and practical perspective. Research on inter-organizational process design in the
financial securities sector is relatively new and the developments that have been described in the
first chapter ask for research providing insight into processes and guidelines for improvement
of the performance of these processes. This chapter addresses the research design, the problem
statement, the central research questions and the research methodology. In paragraphs 2.1 and
2.2, the research motivation and key definitions are presented. Paragraph 2.3 addresses the
problem statement and research questions and the final two paragraphs of this chapter address
some of the demarcations of this research as well as the outline of this dissertation.
2.1 RESEARCH MOTIVATION

The changing business environment in the financial industry together with the new
developments related to electronic markets and other changes enabled by Information
Technology are the primary reasons for conducting this research. The aim of this research is to
contribute to the understanding of the fundamental aspects of the financial sector in order to
support the business decision maker in transforming or redesigning organizations to optimally
deal with the changing business environment and different stakeholder interests. The key
question that underlies this research is to analyze how organizations (belonging to different

stakeholder groups) in the financial securities sector can optimally deal with and/or benefit
from the impact and potential impact of new developments in the field of Information
Technology.
2.2 DEFINITIONS

In the first chapter, the terms transactions and processes have frequently been mentioned.
Before the problem statement and research questions are defined, these terms need to be
defined. Within the context of this research, the definitions by Creemers (1993) are used. Based
on transaction cost economics (see also next section), Creemers defined the terms transaction
(business administration transaction) and business process as follows:

A transaction is a sequence of client-specific actions. The structural aspect is the description
of the actions that have to be taken and the process aspect is the performance of these actions.

A business process is defined as a set of activities with a predefined outcome or goal as
performed by a single party (see also Davenport & Short 1990). The classification by Earl (1994)
distinguishes between the following four process typeS based on their value chain target and
process structure:
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Core processes are central to basic business operations and directly related to serving the
external customers. They are usually the primary activities of the value chain.

Support processes frequently have internal customers and consist of the supporting activities

of core processes. Usually they are the administrative, secondary activities of the value chain.
Business network processes extend beyond the boundaries of the organization including also
suppliers, customers and allies.
Management processes are those by which the company plans, organizes and controls
resources.

The definition of

a business process by Creemers (1993)
might refer to an intraorganizational context. This leads to the following definition of intra-organizational and inter-

organizational processes:
Intra-organizational processes are a set of activities, performed within the boundaries of
one organization, with a predefined outcome or goal directly related to internal (support
processes) or external customers (core processes).

Inter-organizational processes are a set of activities, performed across the boundaries of one
organization, with a predefined outcome or goal directly related to internal (support processes)
or external customers (core processes).

The difference between the two definitions is to be found in the level of analysis, either one
organization or a network of organizations. These two definitions are closely related as many
organizations are part of a network. The structure of the network is expected to define the way
the intra-organizational processes need to be adapted to the inter-organizational network.
2.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT & RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Following the developments in the financial securities sector that have been described in the
first chapter, the purpose of this research iS to provide an understanding of the processes related
to financial securities transactions and to provide guidelines for improving these processes.
Based on the conclusions of the first chapter, in which both theoretical and practical issues have
been addressed, the following problem statement will be used for this research.
Wbicb factors influence tbe performance of financial securities transactions and processes,

and bow is process performance affected by Business Process (Re)Design and new interorganizational stnictures i

In analyzing business process design, co-ordination and control are important aspects
(Ribbers 1980; Bemelmans 1987; Karimi & Konsynski 1991; Sheombar 1995; Starreveld 1990),
as well as the process performance improvements (Phelan 1991; Handa et al 1999; Clemons &
Weber 1998; Toppen et al 1998) that can be achieved through business process redesign.
Furthermore, the changing business environment has had a tremendous impact on the way
organizations have organized their intra- and inter-organizational processes.
To address this problem statement and to be able to provide for an understanding of the
impact and potential impact of Information Technology being applied by (re)designing business
processes within and across the boundaries of the organization, the following research
questions need to be answered:
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1.

Wbicb factors bave an impact on process performancet

la. Review relevant literature and identify tbe factors tbat baue an impact on tbe industry
structure and processes (external or environmental perspective)

lb. Review relevant literature and identify tbe factors tbat bave an impact on tbe
organizational structure and processes (internal or organizational perspective)
1 c.

2.

Ho'w can these factors be combined in a conceptual modele

To wbat extent do tbe factors derived from literature affect performance improvements in

tbe financial sectori
2a. Wbicb processes exist in tbe financial securities sector and abicb elements determine tbe
performance of these processesf
lb. Wbicb opportunities can be identified for organizations to redesign these processes by Using
information tecbnology2
2c. To wbat extent do these redesign opportunities bave an effect on tbe process performance in
tbe financial securities markets sectorp
The tWO research questions distinguish between two phases of the research. The first phase
is a review of the literature. The literature review consists of scanning the literature from three
perspectives, Information Systems theories, theories on inter-organizational structures and
theories on intra-organizational structures. These theories will be reviewed from a business
process and network redesign focus. The three perspectives are highly integrated because

Information Systems enable new inter-organizational

structures to be

developed and

implemented and these new developments have its affect on intra-organizational structures.
The second phase is to apply the results of the literature review to practical situations to
determine the impact on process performance in the financial securities sector. By answering
both research questions, some conclusions can be drawn related to the problem statement.
2.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To address the central research questions, this research consists of a literature analysis part
and a case study research part. Case study research is used to explore and explain practical
situations (Yin 1988). This paragraph deals with the methodological aspects applicable to case
study research and theory building as well as the limitations of these research methods.
2.4./ DESIGN ORIENTED

RESEARCH

The problem solving cycle by Mitroff et al (1974 p. 48) -" addresses the relation between
reality, models and theory. Although design oriented research can be done without any relation
to practica| situations (for instance in generating alternative solutions from scientific models),
in this research we would like to stress the importance of the practical usability of the developed
model. As the field of research (financial service organizations) is largely unexplored from the
organizational (re)design perspective, a theory building approach is required (Yin 1989). In the
previous paragraph, it has already been emphasized that the focus of this study is on developing
25

Althoughthe modelwasoriginally developed within thefield of Operations Research, Mitroff (1974) speaks about scientific
inquiries instead of problems (Sol 1982, Streng 1993 p. 28; Wierda 1991).
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a conceptual model, based on an abstraction of reality (conceptualization). Related to the
complex and dynamic nature of the field of research, it WaS Ashby (1958) who observed that
research of complex situations is usually accomplished by 'analyzing into parts, and Studying
them one at a time' and wondered 'what methods there are for studying them as wholes'. The
understandability and usability of theories in various problem areas is important, but this can
only be accomplished by first focusing on the various parts of reality:

"Knowledge develops by moving down from trboles to parts; zinderstanding by moving up from frboles to
larger -.cboles. Therefore, understanding of systems cannot be obtained by analytic cai,sal thinking" (Systems

Paradox by Ackoff 1988)

«Tbe complexity of organizations guarantees tbat theories

cannot give a complete representation.
Nevertheless, m picrsult of an elusive consistency, researchers may create self-encapsulating theories, -wbicb
may freeze

tbink,ng. There ts great potential to entruen current theory and to develop new insights zf theorists

search for and worle witb inconsistencies, contradictions, and tensions in theories and m tbe relationsbips
between tbem" (Poole & u.d. Ven 1989 p. 575).

"Acceleration of change takes place in our minds as -cell as in our enuironment... Tbe most important change,
I believe, is in tbe ",L·ay -,ce try to understand tbe zrorld, and in our conception of its nature. Ho·wever, tbe large

and gro::,ing literature on change and its management focuses on its objective rather tban swbjective aspects.
It asswmes tbat most of tbe managerial problems created by change derrue from its rate. Tbis may be true, but

it is apparent tbat ire cannot deal witb change effectively Mnless we understand its nature. Tbis means
understanding it in general, not j:*st in particular instances" (Ackoff 1981 p. 5)

'Tbe purpose of scientific research should start witb experience and should be initiated from experience and
should not be initiated just to formulate new theories and conclusions obicb are not to be xsed in practice.

Observation is very important in doing scientific research, because it prevents research from losing tracie of
reality and/or relevance" (Sbeldrake in Kayzer 1993).

In this research, we will first address the existing literature on organizational design to
provide for the conceptualization phase of understanding the reality in our field of research. In
terms of Kuypers (1992), there are two types of questions to be handled in research, the 'ist' or
'is' questions (descriptive) and the 'soll', 'ought to be' or 'can be' questions (prescriptive) (see
also Sheombar 1995). Because of the fact that normative theoretical situations are difficult to
translate into practical situations, this research will focus on a method to achieve efficient and
effective improvements. Case studies 2. will be used to explain and validate (Yin 1984 p. 15) the
derived modeling approach and method in a real life context.
2.4.2 CASE STUDY RESEARCH

There are three prejudices against the use of case studies. The first concerns the extent to
which the conclusions based on a limited number of cases can be generalized (Yin 1984 p. 21).
Regarding generalizability, analytical generalizability should not be confused with statistical
generalizability (Yin, 1989). In analytical generalization, a previously developed theory is used
as a template to compare the empirical results of the case study. This is appropriate for both
single and multiple case studies. With respect to genera|ization, the validity and reliability of the
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For the definition (Yin 1984 p. 24) and use of case studies in scientific research we refer w Yin (1984, 1988), Van der Zwaan
(1990), Swanh Im
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(1987).

research method are important (Swanborn 1981).
Van der Zwaan (1990 p. 60-62) distinguished internal and external validity of research, in
that internal validity refers to the cases used to validate the derived model and the external

validity refers to the degree to which the cases referred to can be generalized for full usability
in other fields of research or practice. Although the claims of this research will be restricted to
the cases cited therein (internal validity), we would like to Stress the importance of the
conclusions of this research in the field, i.e. that of financial service organizations. External
validity can only be accomplished by testing the proposed theories in a large number of
practical situations (empirical and or statistical testing) which can be accomplished by further
research.

The second prejudice against the use of case studies is the lack of rigor To deal with this
prejudice, the researcher bias has been explicitly mentioned in conducting the research. The case
studies have also been limited to those relevant to the problem statement and research
questions. Furthermore, the subjectivity of the description of the cases is reduced by
conducting interviews with professionals providing feedback On the cases cited, thus
supporting the internal validity of this research. In order to reduce researcher bias, the case
study situations have either been derived from literature or have been analyzed by at least two
separate researchers and the feedback of professionals has been taken into account. The research
design is important in dealing with the weaknesses and prejudices against case studies.
The strength of using case studies is that it enables the capturing of 'reality' in considerably
greater detail and the analysis of

a

considerably greater number of variables (Galliers 1990,

p. 162).

The third prejudice against the use of case studies is 'the time consuming and massiveness'
element. This has been dealt with by using a good case study research design (paragraph 2.4.3).

The framework by Eisenhardt (1989) describes the elements to take into account in
analyzing and testing propositions and hypotheses in case studies:
1. Development of research questions
2. A priori theoretical constructs
3. Data collection and analysis
4. Model building
5. Comparison with literature

Bonoma (1985) has argued that the use of case study research is appropriate when the
phenomenon under investigation is broad and complex, when the existing body of knowledge
is insufficient to permit the posing of causal questions and when the phenomenon cannot be
studied outside of its context. Undertaking research at the network level, as opposed to research
at the focal firm or dyad level, is more complex because of difficulties to access and/or obtain
relevant information across multiple organizations (Kambil & Short 1994, p.64).
Eisenhardt (1989) has also addressed the issues related to using case study based research to
describe situations in 'leading edge' companies to derive and construct conceptual frameworks
and theories. Case study based research is a good method to achieve these results related to
situations that are beyond the scope of the individual organization (focal firm) or the specific
supplier-buyer relationship (dyad) (Kambil & Short 1994, p. 64). It is also the most effective
method to illustrate the relevance of the derived conceptual framework in practical situations
that have not been addressed much in previous research. This inductive theory building case

study research increases the likelihood of generating new theory. Eisenhardt does a|SO point to
the weaknesses related to this approach in that it can be overly complex: it can be rich in detail,
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but lacking the simplicity of an overall perspective. Also, it may not allow generalization, being
too closely related to the situations being studied.
2.4.3 CASE STUDY RESEARCH DESIGN

In describing and analyzing case studies, a distinction has to be made between case studies
in which the researcher has played a role and those in which the researcher has not played a role.
In the third section, some cases will be discussed in which empirical data has been derived from
other research, also known as secondary analysis. This does imply that there are a number of
dangers involved. To avoid these dangers, Hakin (1982) and Stewart (1984) have mentioned 5
criteria to be considered: (1) a relatively neutral position, (2) known data sources, (3) adequate
time frame, (4) known gathering methods and (5) consistency with current body of knowledge.
With respect to the cases from Other research that will be used in this Section, these criteria have
been used. The methodology of the cases used should express the Way the case study has been

carried out, where the data was retrieved, whether the case has been checked with experts in the
relevant field, and whether it covers an adequate time frame.
In using cases in which the researcher has played an active role, several measures have been
taken to deal with lack of rigor: (1) the case description has been composed by at least two
independent researchers, (2) the case descriptions have been verified by experts in the field and
(3) the case description has been derived from analyzing archived data and documents and
conducting interviews with key people in the organizations.
To prevent the cases being biased towards the theory, the cases that have been used from
existing publications and those written within the context of this research have been properly
checked with experts in the field and have been written before the constructs of the conceptual
framework have been derived. The cases are also used to express and highlight similarities
between different cases, not to draw hard conclusions from specific results. The cases are used
to illustrate and explore whether the theoretical conceptual research framework does apply to
practical situations. The claim of this research will be restricted to the cases used in this research
(internal validity). All of the case studies can be characterized as longitudinal case studies
because different situations are described and compared within each of the case studies (Yin
1989). External validity could not be accomplished because the field of research has been
focused too much On the financial securities sector. However, three cases in the public sector
will be analyzed to review the practical value of the research framework in one other sector.
The next paragraph deals with the process modeling approach that will be used in some of
the case descriptions.
2.4.4 PROCESS MODELING

To describe and analyze the processes carried Out by each of the stakeholders involved in
the securities transaction life cycle, a process modeling approach is used.
The (re)designing approaches and principles all emphasize the importance of analyzing the
existing processes by modeling the processes in a structured way. Various modeling techniques
can be used, but from a (re)designing perspective, it is actually immaterial which method is used
as long as it provides a structural insight into how the processes are interrelated and embedded

in the value chain and system. The P-graph process modeling technique by Steneskog et al
(1996) in relation with the value chain/system approach is used within the context of this
dissertation. Other modeling techniques can also be used, depending on the preference of the
researcher. The first reason for choosing the P-graph modeling teChnique of Steneskog et al
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a clear insight into the interrelationships between processes,
departments and organizations and the throughput time of these processes belonging to a value
chain. The second reason is that it is a modeling approach, which is specifically focused on
computerized information based process chains instead of on manufacturing process.

(1996) is that it provides
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Figure 2- 1: Symbol explanation (Stenesleog et al, 1996)

Although the modeling teChnique of Steneskog prescribes the rule that no two processes
may be directly connected to each other, this rule will not be followed in this research. The
reason for not complying with this rule is that there are many processes and it will be clearer if
two processes are connected directly to each other. Besides, the Output of certain processes is
not always a physical form or document.
The figure above provides for an explanation of the symbols that will be used to model the
business processes. Actually Steneskog uses a rounded box to indicate a process to avoid
confusion with the symbol of an organizational unit. However, because organizational units are
not included in the schematic figures (the responsible departments are mentioned on the left
side of the figures), the standard boxes will be used in modeling the business processes.
It can be concluded that the modeling approach by Steneskog does provide for the necessary
insight into the interaction between inter-organizational processes carried out by the
stakeholders involved. Although the aspect of process throughput time is only one of the
elements determining process performance, the other aspects can and will be described in the

following chapters as well.
2.4.5 CONCEPTUAL MODELING

In developing a conceptual model Gasparski (1984 p. 122) identifies two approaches: the
improvement approach, that analyzes the existing state (design) and adds incremental
improvements until the limit of improvement is reached, and the design approach, which starts
by finding an ideal design and then develops a model for realizing it. If the ideal situation cannot
be achieved, the ideals are lowered as an iterative process until a realizable situation is obtained.
According to the problem solving cycle of Mitroff et al (1974), the first step is to design and
discover the ideal solutions and the factors determining these solutions. The second Step is to
determine the degree to which the derived ideal solutions can be carried out in practice (Bosman
1986; Dur 1992; Streng 1993; Sheombar 1995). As our primary objective is to provide an
understanding of (re)design in an intra and inter organizational setting, the focus of this
research will be to develop a model, which provides for describing the current situation of
organizations and for improvements derived from the methods and principles following the
description of the current design.
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In building conceptual models and develop theories, Bacharach (1989) has presented several
criteria to be considered. Theories are defined as a system of constructs and variables within a
set of boundary assumptions and constraints, in which the constructs are related to each other
by propositions ad the variables are related to each other by hypotheses (Bacharach 1989, p.
498). In this definition, constructs have been defined as terms that may be applied or even
defined on the basis of observables and variables have been defined as observable attributes of
an entity which is capable of assuming two or more variables. Theories are constrained by
specific assumptions, like the values of the theorist and the explicit restrictions like specific
types of organizations, levels of analysis and time. The quality of theories depends on
falsifiability and utility/explanatory power. It is important to explicitly state the Constructs,
variables, propositions and hypotheses as well as the line of reasoning in either accepting or
re ecting propositions and hypotheses (Bacharach 1989).
Despite the prejudices against the use of case studies, Kennedy (1979 p. 672) forwarded an
interesting proposition regarding the general applicability of design research and its judgment:
'...judgment should not be made by tbe evaluator. Instead, it sboald be made by those individuals wbo wisb

to apply tbe evalwation findings to their own situation. Tbat is, tbe evaluator sbowld prod:*ce and sbare tbe

information, but tbe receivers of tbe information must determine wbetber it applies to their 0'en situation.
Because tbe evalitator cannot knori ·wbo bis receivers are, be must, of course. be quite specific m bis description

of tbe attributes of bis case..."

The modeling technique and the theoretical framework should provide for a successful
application in practical situations. In this research, the modeling teChnique by Steneskog will be
used for illustrative purposes.
This research can be characterized by three elements, (i) it is aimed to solve practical
problems based on understanding fundamental aspects, (ii) it will use case studies to find
support for the theoretical outcomes in practical situations and (iii) a conceptual model will be
used to compare the practical cases with the outcomes of the literature review.
2.5 RESEARCH DEMARCATIONS

The focus of this research is on the (re)design of operational processes within the financial
securities market network. This research focuses primarily on business to business processes
and not on processes involving individuals.
Another limitation of this research lies at the strategic level of organizations, as this research
focuses on (re)designing inter-organizational operational processes and related coordination
issues. Although the (re)design of operational processes has implications on business and
corporate strategic decisions and vice versa, the decisions themselves lie beyond the scope of
this research, but can be a necessary consequence thereof.
A third limitation is to be found in the kind of operational processes on which this research
will focus. In terms of the value chain, there is a focus On the operational processes related to
primary activities. Other operational processes like, for instance, human resource management,
marketing and sales are beyond the scope.
A fourth limitation is to be found in the theoretical analysis that will be conducted, because the literature will not be reviewed entirely, but the three perspectives that are believed to be
relevant to address the problem statement and central research questions of this dissertation will
be reviewed extensively.

In this research, the focus will be on the conceptualization and modeling phase of the earlier
mentioned problem solving cycle. In the conceptualization phase, the decision maker is sup44

plied with a vocabulary in which the actual problem (situation) can be expressed as an
abstraction of reality. When the full impact of the actual problem is described in the
conceptualization phase, this description can be used to develop a model which represents the
actual situation (validation) and based on the research model alternative solutions can be
generated, which provide the decision maker with alternative solutions. The preferred situation
can be implemented depending On the characteristics of the actual problem and characteristics
of the decision making process :'. This cycle should not be regarded as iterative, in the sense that
the four phases should follow consecutively. In practice, the cycle can start at each of the four
phases or even in between two phases (in the implementation new problems may arise).
Although conceptualization and modeling will be the primary focus of this research, model
solving and validating the model will be a significant part of this research, because the practical
relevance determines the value of the scientific model. When managers choose a solution to a
problem, sometimes the problem cycle is not even being used at all because some decisions are
taken on gut feeling.
2.6 SUMMARY & DISSERTATION OUTLINE

The first two chapters (the first section) have outlined the research backgrounds, research
design, problem statement and research questions. In the following chapters (the second
section), the first research question will be addressed by focusing on literature related to the
external factors (beyond the influence of individual organizations) and internal factors (directly
influenced by individual organizations). In the third section the conceptual research framework
will present the factors that are expected to affect the inter-organizational process performance
in the financial sector.
In the fourth section, the second research question will be addressed by using case studies
to illustrate, elaborate, and find support for the influence of the factors derived from literature.
Following the case studies, the fifth and final section presents a discussion (by comparing the
case studies) and overall conclusions of this research (figure 2-2).
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Human decision makers are known to make satistving solutions, instead of optimal ones (Simon 1981). Another important
aspect of the decision making process is timing, i.e. making the right choice at the right time (Dankbaar 1991; Rogers 1983,
p. 163).
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Figure 2-2: Dissertation outline

The contribution of this research to literature is twofold. The first contribution is to be
found in the framework describing the factors that are believed to have an impact on process
performance. The second contribution is to be found in providing an insight into the interorganizational processes in the financial sector and the way these processes can be improved by
using Information Technology. The third contribution is to be found in the conclusions drawn
from the case studies in the financial sector. The framework, the case studies and the
conclusions that are drawn from analyzing the case studies should provide an understanding of
the financial sector and how the factors can contribute to improving process performance in
electronic business networks.
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SECOND SECTION:
Literature review
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Chapter Three

Literature Review External Aspects
*Tell me and I irill forget; sbo·w me and I will remember;
involve me and I will understand'
Chris Hakes, 1994

The first chapter briefly addressed some issues related to industry structure, information
technology and developments in electronic brokerage and markets. This chapter answers the
first part of the first research question by reviewing literature on external aspects that have an
impact on the way organizations have designed their internal processes. The literature has been
reviewed from a process orientation and an inter-organizational coordination perspective. In
literature nine aspects have been distinguished. These aspects will be addressed in this chapter:
(a) levels of analysis
(b) impact of information teChnology on various organizational levels
(c) inter-organizational setting: value system and inter-organizational systems
(d) inter-organizational structures: markets and hierarchies

(e) vertical and horizontal integration
(f) opportunities and risks of electronic networks
(g) trust and conflict
(h) impact of business process redesign on process performance
(i) types of electronic networks
The first three paragraphs deal with the inter-organizational settings and the impact of
Information Technology on these various organizational levels (a, b and c). The next three
paragraphs address the aspects related to changes in the organizational structures concerning
the developments of electronic markets and hierarchies (d, e and f) and the last three paragraphs
address the aspects related to the changing network structures (g, h and i).
3.1 LEVEL OF ANALYSIS

Following the brief description of the five forces model by Porter (1980; 1985) in the first
chapter, this chapter focuses on analyzing aspects related to competitive positions, including
stakeholder interests and roles of different organizations. Using the value chain by Porter as a
point of reference, Hoogeweegen (1997) has presented a figure (figure 3-1) outlining the various
levels of analysis based on the work of Kambil (1992) and Kambil & Short (1994). The
following levels of analysis have been identified:
• Single organization/focal firm (Porter 1980; 1985)
• Dyad (Davis 1993; Christiaanse 1994; Sheombar 1995)
• Supply Chain (Porter 1980; 1985)
•
Industry (Porter 1980; 1985)
• Network
(Jarillo 1988; Miles & Snow 1992; Snow et al, 1992; Jarvenpaa & Ives 1993;
Holland 1995; Kubicek 1992).
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Figwre 3-1: Levels of analysis (Hoogeweegen 1997, p. 14)

Furthermore, new forms of organizations have emerged that have been based on electronic
markets, electronic brokerage and electronic hierarchies concepts. In analyzing network
structures Miles & Snow (1992) distinguished between stable networks, internal networks and
dynamic networks (Snow et al 1992; v. Alstyne 1997). The first two are more or less similar to
the hierarchy between buyers and suppliers in which long-term relationships and contracts
determine the relationship. The dynamic network is defined as '...numerous firms (or units of
firms) operating at each of the points of the value chain, ready to be pulled together for a given
run and then disassembled to become part of another temporary alignment' (Miles & Snow
1992, p. 66-67). Network organizations are specifically characterized by elements of structure,
process and purpose/goals (v. Alstyne 1997). The next paragraphs focus on the impact of IT on
the various business levels and on the issues and characteristics related to the emergence of these
new organizational forms.
3.2 IMPACT OF IT ON VARIOUS BUSINESS LEVELS

3.2.1 iT-ENABLED BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION LEVELS

Analyzing the impact of Information Technology on the way organizations structure and
coordinate their operational processes can be done at each of the earlier mentioned levels. A
well known framework related to analyzing the impact of IT is the following model by
Venkatraman (1991; 1994) in which five levels of IT-enabled business transformation have been
identified (figure 3-2).
The first level, localized exploitation, refers to organizations using information systems
within departmental boundaries. The information systems are specifically designed to fit the
needs of that specific department (or sometimes even part of the department).
The second level, internal integration, refers to organizations trying to integrate information
systems fitting the entire internal business process.
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The third level, business process redesign, refers to organizations that are not only trying to
integrate information systems between departments, but are also trying to reorganize and
optimize the processes utilizing the possibilities that IT offers. These three levels of integration
all refer to a single organization point of view.
The fourth level, business network redesign, refers to organizations that are not only dealing
with their internal processes, but also involve processes within other organizations to meet the
needs of inter-organizational business processes.
The jiftb level, business scope redefinition, identifies organizations that are evaluating the
use of existing situations in order to benefit new situations in which parallel value chains (value
systems) might be integrated.
Venkatraman identifies the first two levels

as

evolutionary and the last three levels as

revolutionary. The evolutionary levels take the existing situation as a point of reference and the
revolutionary levels take the desired situation as a point of reference. The revolutionary levels
require radical changes in business practices (Venkatraman 1991, p 137). Achieving the benefits
of the revolutionary levels requires fundamental knowledge of the entire value chain and
system.

Although the framework describes various levels of IT-enabled business transformation,
various levels of analysis should be applied. Internal integration relates to the organizational
level, whereas business network redesign relates to network situations. Furthermore,
organizations can find themselves in different levels and the levels do not necessarily need to be
adopted subsequently. It is possible for an organization to migrate, for instance, directly from
localized exploitation to business process redesign.

High
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I)egree of
Business

Business Network Redesign

Transformation

Business Process Redesign

Internal Integration

'

Revolutionary Levels

Evolutionary Levels

Localized Exploitation

Low
Low

Range of Potential Benefits

High

Figitre 3-2: Five levels of IT-enabled blisiness transformation (Venkatraman 1991 p. 1 27; 1994 p.74)
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3.2.2 8US/NESS SCOPE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

With respect to the impact of IT on organizational structures, Evans & Wurster (1997) have
argued thar organizations typically enabled the exchange of rich information among a narrow,

internal group, whereas markets enable the exchange of thinner information among a larger,
external group. According to them, this tradeoff between richness and reach is expected to
disappear because of Information Technology. Vertically integrated value chains are likely to be
deconstructed resulting in network forms in which information collection and provision are
separated from products. Within the network, this is likely to have enormous consequences on
aspects like tasks division, coordination mechanisms and even stakeholder roles, leading to
disintermediation and/or re-intermediation (Evans & Wurster 1997).
Weill & Broadbent (1998) have analyzed similar aspects related to the Information
Technology infrastructure in business networks. Following Keen (1991), they identified reach
and range of the IT infrastructure. Reach refers to the locations and people the infrastructure is
capable of connecting and is similar to the term used by Evans & Wurster
(1997). Range refers
to the functionality of in terms of business aCtivities that can be completed and shared

automatically and seamlessly across each level of reach (Weill & Broadbent 1998, p. 91) and is
comparable to the term richness used by Evans & Wurster (1997). Figure 3-3 shows the
dimensions of range and reach of IT infrastructure.
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<Weill 6 Broadbent
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Within the context of this dissertation, the terms reach and range of IT infrastructure will
be used. Linking the reach and range dimensions to the IT-enabled business transformation
levels, determining the required reach and range can be useful in successfully reaching higher
levels of business transformations. Addressing this issue may reduce the gap between business
and

IT

management (Weill

& Broadbent 1998).

3.3 INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL SETTING

Porter (1980; 1985), using his value chain concept, has also analyzed the relationship
between organizations from a competitive advantage point of view (figure 3-4).
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The value chain concept is related to his 'five forces model', which is often used to analyze
the organization and its environment. The value chain and the value system are often used to
describe and analyze a line of business a. The value system can serve to construct the various
relations between (units of) organizations.
With respect to the value chain concept, Rayport & Sviokla have argued that a virtual value
chain consists when information is seen separately from products. The primary activities
consist of gathering, organizing, selecting, synthesizing and distributing information aimed to
create value for customers (Rayport & Sviokla 1998; Venkatraman & Zaheer 1990; Venkatraman

& Kambil 1991; paragraph 4.6.5).
Combining the value chain and value system models with the model of Leavitt & Whisler
(1958) and Thompson (1966) can result in rather complex value systems, based on pooled,
sequential and even reciprocal interdependent value system structures (figure 3-5).
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M.M. Parker, RJ· Benson & H.E. Trainor (1988 p. 30-35) stress the importance of analyzing different levels in organizations
as there are 'value chains for each unique line of business in which an organization is engaged'.
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To facilitate communication between organizations within the value chain and the value
a means to improve the quality of intra
and inter-organizational communications; for instance by reducing errors and providing
comprehensive and more accurate information (Stern & Kaufman 1985; v. Heck 1993, p. 27).
systems, information technology can be considered as

Organizations can also be vertically integrated by using Information Technology.
In this respect, the term 'Inter Organizational Information System' is frequently used
(Barret & Konsynski 1982 p. 94; Cash & Konsynski 1985 p. 134; Canning 1986; Suomi 1992);
Within the context of this research, the definition of Wierda (1991 P. 3) is used:
" Inter-organizational information systems (IIS) are information systems tbat are jointly developed, operated

and/or used by two or more organizations tbat bave no joint executive".

In the first chapter, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) was already mentioned and can be
considered a means 29 for developing and maintaining inter-organizational information systems.
EDI is defined by EDIFACT (1989) as:
" Electronic Data Interchange is tbe electronic data transfer from computer to computer of commercial or

administrative transactions Itsing an agreed standard to structwre tbe transaction or message datt

Although literature presents many definitions of EDI, this definition will be used because,
in this study, EDI is not confined to inter-organizational exchange, but also includes intra
organizational exchange (Konsynski 1992). Besides, the purpose of EDI, which is to transfer
data related to commercial or administrative functions, fits with the context of this study r. The
table below summarizes other forms of exchanging data and their characteristics (v.d. Vlist et al
1991 p. 27):
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In terms of Benjamin et al (1990) EDI applications refer onlv to one Cell in their two by two matrix; Routine Transaction
data in Electronic hierarchies.
For a more coinplete overview of the definkion of EDI, reterenee is made to v.d. Heiiden (1995 p. 3).

Table 3-1: Inter-organizational data exchange characteristics (v.d. Vlist et al 1991, p. 27)

Automatic

E le:rro n i:

Structured/

Between computers of

Exchange

Exchange

Normative

different organizations

Manually-prepared messages

no

no

yes/no

no

Automatically-prepared messages

no

n.

yes/no

no

Fax- and Telex messages

yes/no

ves

yes/no

no

Electronic Mail messages

yes/no

yes

no

no

no

ves

vcs

no

Data exchange

Videotex messages

Electronically-readable messages

no

no

yes

ves

EDI

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

ves

ves

messages

PD1 (prod data interchange) messages

In developing and operating Inter-organizational Information Systems, the focus has been
on achieving and/or sustaining competitive advantage (Benjamin et al 1990; Christiaanse 1994)
rather than On the consequences for organizational design and coordination. King et al (1989)
put this as follows:
«Tbe notions of Kising information resokirces for strategic advantage or as competitive weapons bave now
become commonplace I...1. Unfort:,nately, mbile these notions are potentially botb important and poieerfitl,
tbey are also imprecise and wnstr ctmed. Most of tbe literature in tbe area continues to be anecdotal, and tbe
remainder is primarily prescriptive. There is little evidence of an accepted or validated framework or stmcture

for applying tbe ideas...".

Following Benjamin et al (1990) Wierda (1991 p. 18) states the importance of adaptation of
organizational configurations and coordination:
'Inter-organizational Information Systems are advantageous to tbe individwal organization only in so far kis
these organizations adapt their znternal organizations to this nee way of comm:inicating ·witb tbe

enwmnment'.

The next paragraphs will focus on different inter-organizational structures and important
aspects organizations have to deal with in developing inter-organizational structures.
3.4 INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES

Barrett and Konsinsky (1982) have been among the first to analyze inter-organizational
information systems. Porter & Millar (1985) have been among the first to identify the
fundamental changes in the way organizations organize and coordinate their flow of goods and
services through their value added supply chain. The development of electronic hierarchies and
electronic markets has raised the issue as to whether IT willlead to more market coordination
or to more hierarchical coordination (Malone et al 1987). The move towards more market
coordination is frequently referred to as the electronic market hypothesis. Malone et al (1987)
have indicated that other changes besides IT might impact the organizational and market structures, such as general elements impacting the competitive position (stakeholder interests) and
regulation (Porter 1980; 1985; March & Simon 1993). In the first chapter, the research program
by Scott Morton (1991) has been mentioned in which the impact of IT on organizations has
been addressed. This research program has identified different organizational structures at
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which integration can take place. In the next paragraphs, the various aspects of the discussion
related to coordination by markets and hierarchies will be reviewed.
3.4.1 MARKETS VERSUS HIERARCHIES

Williamson (1975) building on the work of Coase (1937) has identified tWO basic mechanisms
for coordination over the value chain: markets and hierarchies. Markets coordinate the flow
through supply and demand forces and external transactions between different individuals and
organizations. Hierarchies, on the other hand, coordinate the flow of materials by controlling and
directing it at a higher level in the managerial hierarchy (Malone et al 1987, p. 485). The relative
advantages can be analyzed in terms of coordination costs (or transaction costs or governance
costs) and production COStS. Coordination costs include all information processing necessary to
coordinate the activities to be carried out related to the primary processes. Production Costs
include the physical or other primary processes necessary to create and distribute the goods or
services being produced. Market coordination is preferred when production costs are relatively
low and coordination costs are relatively high and hierarchical coordination is preferred when
production costs are relatively high and coordination costs are relatively low.
Markets are more communication intensive than hierarchies. Although the transaction costs
theory (Williamson 1981) does provide for a good theoretical foundation to be used in analyzing
coordination by markets or hierarchies and the circumstances causing changes in the competitive environment, several authors have criticized the theory. Some of the criticism focuses On the
fact that the transaction costs theory focuses too much on the individual organization instead of
on the total value chain which can be based on mutual trust and a longer term focus (Heide &
John 1988; Creemers 1993; Christiaanse 1994). Another argument is that the theory does not pay
enough attention to the role of Information Technology (Creemers 1993; Ribbers 1991). A third
argument is that the theory does not pay enough attention to resource based views; organizations cannot carry out an activity simply because it is believed it is more efficient in terms of
transaction costs. Organizations need to have the necessary resources to carry out the activities
in question (Peteraf 1993; v. Alstyne 1997; Pfeffer and Salancik 1978).
IT facilitates more information to be communicated in the same or less amount of time and
the costs of communication have decreased, favoring both markets and hierarchies. Markets are
believed to benefit more from IT than hierarchies because the unit costs of coordination are
likely to decrease (Malone et al 1987). Furthermore, highly complex product descriptions do
require more information exchange, favoring the coordination cost advantage of hierarchies
over markets (figure 3-6). This closely relates to the fact that buyers will favor relationships
with a single supplier compared to more simple products where several alternative suppliers
may be used. The issue of asset specificity will be readdressed in paragraph 4.6.5.
High

Hierarchy
Complexity ,t

11

product

description

7Market
Low
Low

High

A,set speciticity

Figure 3-6: Markets versus hierarchies: complexity of product de so·iption versus asset specificity (Malone et al 1987)
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Electronic markets might arise from either a non-electronic market or from an electronic
interests
hierarchy spanning organizational boundaries. However, stakeholders have different
in the development of electronic markets or hierarchies (v. Heck & Ribbers 1996). The success
of an electronic market depends on the common interests of the different Stakeholders involved.
Malone et al (1987) has addressed the fact that the development path towards electronic
hierarchies should be step by step, first by linking stand alone databases, and, after linking
them, work towards shared databases. The evolution towards electronic markets frequently
follows the path from biased electronic markets via unbiased electronic markets to personalized
markets. Initially, many suppliers only want to sell their products through the electronic
markets. This stage is often followed by more unbiased electronic markets allowing the
customer to select products of more suppliers. This stage is frequently initiated by regulatory
bodies reacting to competitor complaints because the biased electronic markets are affecting
free competition. Finally, the personalized markets offer customers decision aids to help them
select those products that

fit their selection criteria best (Malone et al 1987).
following five economic characteristics of electronic market

Bakos (1991) has addressed the
systems:

can reduce customers' costs of obtaining information about
offerings
of alternative suppliers as well as suppliers costs of
the prices and product
communicating information about their prices and product characteristics to additional

• An electronic market system

customers.
• The benefits realized by individual participants in an electronic market increase as more
organizations Join the system.
• Electronic markets impose significant switching costs on their participants.
•
Electronic markets typically require large capital investments and they offer substantial
•

economies of scale and scope.
Potential participants in electronic markets face substantial uncertainty regarding the actual
benefits of joining such a system. Occasionally this uncertainty remains even after an

organization has joined

a

system.

Electronic hierarchies, On the Other hand, are characterized by privileged access to market
data and are formed by small groups of vertically arranged companies that develop close
relationships between themselves, forming a virtual hierarchy (Holland 1995, p.118).
3.5. VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL INTEGRATION

Although Malone et al (1987) conclude that IT will lead to increased outsourcing of
activities because of lower coordination costs (move to the market), empirical evidence
indicated the development of new organizational forms such as networks and value adding
partnerships with a relatively small number of suppliers (Bakos & Brynjolfsson 1993)
Gurbuxani & Whang (1991) have argued that IT can support either an increase or a decrease in
vertical integration (intermediation and disintermediation - see also paragraph 1.1). From the
perspective of agency theory and transaction Cost economics theory, they conclude that
although IT increases external communication efficiency, thus leading to a potential increase in
horizontal integration, the improvement of internal communication due to IT may also cause
effective vertical integration. Clemons, Reddi & Row (1993) have analyzed the effects of
increased outsourcing but to fewer suppliers and have called this the 'move to the middle
hypothesis', implying a move to the middle from both ends of the markets spectrum.
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Furthermore, they propose that closer relationships with suppliers can lower operations
risk and opportunism risk and they also argue that this will be especially true as the use of IT
increases. They conclude by stating that IT reduces coordination COSIS, IT lowers operations
risk and reduces opportunism risks, favoring increased outsourcing and/or increased explicit
coordination which implies increased reliance on fewer, long term cooperative suppliers.
The transaction costs theory states that activities should be internalized when coordination
costs in market coordination structures are higher than those in hierarchical structures. The
principal agency theory does take a different perspective and focuses on externalizing those
activities when the internal coordination costs are higher than those in the market or in other
organizations (Groenenboom 1992; Gurbuxani & Whang 1991). The principal-agency theory
models risk, information asymmetries and incentives in addressing the primary issue whether
or not, and under what conditions, externalizing will take place (Eisenhardt, 1989, see also
Evans & Wurster 1997). Risk is defined aS the need to make decisions in the face of uncertainty.
Externalizing activities might reduce problems related to information asymmetries between
partners, because incentives are better aligned towards success.
3.6 OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS OF ELECTRONIC NETWORKS

Bakos & Brynjolfsson include stakeholder incentives in the discussion whether focusing on
a reduction of coordination costs leads to fewer suppliers. They argue that the effect of supplier
incentives can only be ignored
& Brynjolfsson 1993, p.48).

if products can

be easily specified, such as commodities (Bakos

Lee & Clark (1997) have analyzed four cases of electronic market adoptions, with a strong
focus on market making firms, and conclude that the economic benefits of electronic
markets,
reduced transaction costs and increased market efficiency, should be analyzed together with
adoption barriers such as transaction risks and lack of the necessary market power to enforce
the change. Lee (1998) and Crowston (1997) among others have empirically tested the
hypothesis of Bakos (1991) that prices in an electronic market would generally be lower than in
a traditional market, but they conclude that this hypothesis does not always hold and in some
cases prices actually increased in an electronic market (see also
Brynjolfsson & Smith 1999).
Bakos (1991) argued that emerging electronic markets drive profit margins away from
suppliers. The market maker effect, the phenomenon in which the customer does very well,
producers lose their profit margins and the market maker gains rhe remaining profits has been
supported by analyzing the airline reservations market (favoring Apollo and Sabre) as well as
in the US mutual funds market (Schwab's Onesource mutual fund market; Benjamin & Wigand
1995). It is suggested that suppliers should therefore coordinate and control the electronic
market system to avoid losing power and profits (Bakos 1991, p. 303). Benjamin & Wigand
(1995) conclude there are four areas of opportunities and risks for stakeholders, i.e. increased
benefits to the customer, lower coordination costs throughout the industry value chain
(dis-intermediation), lower physical distribution costs (electronic transmission of information
and reduced inventory costs) and a redistribution and potential reduction in total profits

(market maker effect).

Clark & Lee (1999) analyzed the role of intermediaries in electronic marketplaces and
conclude that trust building by new electronic intermediaries for wholesale markets can create
a differentiated online market leading to higher transaction costs. The separation of the
transaction mechanism from product flows asks offers new possibilities for electronic
intermediaries to minimize transaction risks by establishing policies and rules to build trust
among market participants. Analyzing the AUCNET situation, their preliminary conclusion is
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that buyers of used cars are willing to pay a higher price for cars with a better quality (because
the intermediary carries out rigorous inspections). The quality of cars traded in AUCNET have
better qualities than those sold in traditional markets.
Evans & Wurster (1997) have argued that reaching critical mass is an enormous challenge to
overcome in developing electronic network structures. Critical mass can be related to the
number of participants, number and volume of transactions and accessibility/awareness of the
electronic market. Standardizing processes and messages between organizations facilitates
achieving critical mass (see paragraph 3.3 and chapter 4).
3.7 TRUSTAND CONFLICT

In Inter-organizational structures, the issue of trust between stakeholders is important
because each of the organizations participating in the structure have to rely on the other
organization to complete the product of process (v. Alstyne 1997).
Trust in relations is seen as a possibility to attenuate opportunism (which might result in
conflict "), that is usually seen as non-optimal behavior (Williamson 1975; Ouchi 1980; Thorelli
1986 p. 38). Williamson (1975) defines trust as:
Tbe assumption or reliance on tbe part of A tbat if either A or B encounters a problem in the fwlfillment of
bis implicit or expliat transactional obligations, B may be counted on to do Yebat A would do if B's reso,irces
-were at A's disposal".

Trust can be based on ethnicity, past experiences (Zaheer & Venkatraman 1995 p. 381; v.d.
Heijden 1995 p. 78) or on independent regulatory organizations ". V. Alstyne (1997) argues that
trust is more important in markets compared to hierarchies, because Stakeholder incentives tend
to deviate more in markets than in hierarchies. Markets involve few repeat transactions,
reputations are not held dear and strategic misrepresentation is commonly assumed, whereas
hierarchies are assumed to avoid problems with trUSt by vertically integrating the required
assets (v. Alstyne 1997).
Fukuyama (1995) has argued that

"the ability

which
those of

to associate depends On the degree to

communities share norms and values and are able to subordinate individual interests to
larger groups. Out of such shared values comes trust, and trust has a large and measurable
economic value" (Fukuyama 1995, p. 10 and 153).
'Trust is tbe expectation tbat arises tritbin a community of regular, honest, and cooperative behavior. based on

commonly sbdied norms, on tbe part of other members of tbat community. Trust 13 not necessary for co-

operation. enlightened self-interest, together icitb legal mechanisms like contracts, can compensate for an
absence of trwst'

Williamson (1975) has mentioned that, in some situations, opportunistic behavior leads to
the co-ordination by hierarchies instead of markets. However, opportunistic behavior means a
lack of mutual trUSt. Trust discourages opportunistic behavior, especially taking a long term
point of view, and therefore lowers the need for coordination within hierarchical organizational
structures, favoring coordination within networks or even market coordination.
People that do not trust each other will end up cooperating only under a system of formal
rules and regulations. This legal apparatus, serving as a substitute for trust, entails a part of
31
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See also paragraph 4.1.
Examples of trust based on regulator>' organizations is ISO quality certifications, industr>· licenses which guarantee a certain
degree of knowledge cir direct regulatory organizations such as central banks issuing licenses, controlling and guaranteeig

retail banking organizations.
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transaction

costs.

(Fukuyama 1995, p. 27). Fukuyama (1995, p. 335) summarizes the influence
costs as follows:

of trust on transaction

"Virtually all economic activity in tbe contemporary Yzorld is carried out not by individuals but by organizations tbat reqwire a bigb degree of social cooperation. It is possible to economize substantially on transaction
costs if sucb institutions as law etc. are supplemented by social capital (culture, tradition or religion) and tr:ist".

The trust concept has been studied by psychologists, sociologists, economists, management
and marketing theorists, and in philosophy (Sanner, 1997). Sanner concludes there are two
views on trust in literature. In the first, expectation is seen as the essence of trUSt. The second
view also concerns expectation, but it is qualified against risk (Luhmann 1979; Barber 1983;
Zucker 1986). The first deals with the fact that an action of an actor is often based on
expectations that other actors will do things, which will favor the first actor, or at least not put
him/her in a detrimental position. The second view in literature as identified by Sanner,
expectation qualified against risk deals with the question whether a party will exploit another's
vulnerability. Furthermore, Sanner distinguishes between trust and reputation. The main
difference iS that trust deals with two parties to a deal, whereas reputation is an opinion of a
general, often large, number of people. Trust only exists between stakeholders, whereas
reputation can also be given to a product (Sanner 1997, p. 59). Trust is considered to be more
important than reputation and trust can be based on reputation.
Sanner concludes there are three bases on which an actor can feel a sense of trust: a person,
an organization and some kind of normal order of things in the eyes of the trusting person.
Following Zucker (1986), Sanner (1997) defines three bases of trust:
•
Person-based trUSt, where trust is tied to a person, her/his personal characteristics,
competence and experience, managerial and commercial capacity.
• Enterprise (or Organization)-based trust, where trust is tied to the enterprise as an entity,
its operations of past and future action processes, its products, resources and financial

stability.
• Institution-based trust, where trust is tied to formal mechanisms based on law and norms in
society or a sub-society, general values, beliefs, morals, order and traditions.

Although Sanner focuses On trust in entrepreneurial situations, where person-based trust is
the most important for business to be successful, the identification of the three trust bases is
applicable in a broader context. Probably one of the best known examples of institution based
related to the money in your wallet. This money used to be directly related and
guaranteed by the amount of gold in the hands of the Central Banks. However, this direct
relation and guarantee has been replaced by the institution based trust that money is worth
trust is

is

worth (Bons 1997).
of perception. Trust is defined from the trusting person's point of view
and the beliefs about the trustee. Trust seen from the trustee's point of view is trustworthiness:
whether or not to be worthy of trust in the eyes of the trusting person. An important dimension
related to trust is time (Sanner 1997). A distinction can be made between trUSt before a
transaction is done and trust after a transaction or a series of transactions (relationship) is done.
The first is called pre-trust (Sanner 1997) and the second can be called post-trust. When
stakeholders trust each other it is expected to have a positive impact on doing business in
general. However, the perceived trust can be regarded as a continuum where trust is located on
the one extreme side and distrust on the other. To find out what determines trUSt, there is a need
to analyze its attributes.

what it says it
Trust is all
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a

matter

In a retail situation where consumers are confronted with a store and a salesperson, after
testing and validating attributes derived from extensive literature studies, the following Six trust
attributes have been identified (Verbeke et al 1996), i.e. expertise, attractivity/likability,
customer orientation, honesty, dependability and reputation. Meier (1995) has also analyzed
literature on trust attributes and identified expertise, reliability, intentionality, vulnerability and
uncertainty.

From an organizational behavior perspective, the governance structure in networks is
determined by trust and risks (Ring & v.d. Ven 1992). Trust corresponds to predictability of
expectations and is believed to be essential in sustaining networks of organizations. Four
governance structures are elaborated based on trust and risks. The trust attributes can be used
to analyze higher or lower levels of trust (figure 3-7).

Risk
Low

High

Low

Markets

Hierarchies

High

Recurrent
Contracts

Contracts

Trust
Relational

Figwre 3-7: Four governance structures based on different levels of trust and risks (Ring & 9.d. Ven 1992)

The governance structures markets and hierarchies are believed to work best in situations
with low trUSt, whereas contracts are believed to work best in situations with high trust. A
recurrent contract is defined as a repeated exchange between parties with moderate transaction
specificity, relatively short duration and a few but non-zero terms left to future resolution. A
relational contract is one with long term investment and repeated bargaining over output and
property rights transfers where assets are highly specific and trading is subject to substantial
future hazard. Relational contracts specify mechanisms for dispute resolution rather than
damage compensation (Ring & v.d. Ven 1992).
3.8 IMPACT OF BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN ON PROCESS PERFORMANCE

Clark & Stoddard (1996) support the claim of Venkatraman (1991; 1994) that benefits will
increase when IT is integrated with business processes. They propose a framework that focuses
on the '...merging [of] technological and process innovations in order to achieve the potential
to transform both organizations and inter-organizational processes and relationships' (Clark &
Stoddard 1996, p 349). Related to the benefits of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Benjamin
et al. (1990) have argued that cost savings from EDI projects can only be realized when basic
organizational structures and work processes are redesigned (Benjamin et al. 1990, p 29).
Stoddard & Jarvenpaa (1995) have identified the need to assess risks and costs in deciding
whether to follow an evolutionary or revolutionary approach, as well as to review the inherent
capabilities of the people in the organizations that are being confronted with the changes.
Benjamin & Wigand (1995) addressed the developments in value chain linkages based on IT and
identified the bilateral links between buyers and suppliers by using EDI techniques. These
database links and sharing databases between firms are described as electronic supply chain
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integration (Benjamin & Wigand 1995, p.65). This does not necessarily involve redesign of
business processes.

Clark & Stoddard (1996, p. 23) also make a distinction between technological innovations
using IT to link databases (sharing information) as opposed to using manual deliveries (by mail
or fax) and process innovations in manual delivery situations and in situations in which
databases are linked directly. They support the claim that, in the case study of grocery retailers,
the highest impact on channel performance can be achieved when process innovations are
carried out after or simultaneously with linking databases (indicated by CRP " continuous
-

replenishment) in figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-8: Innovation impact on channel performance (Clark & Stoddard 1996, p.23)

Robert Schwartz (1998), in his research to the impact of teChnology on various market
(Handa et al 1998), has identified the following market design characteristics with
to
markets in general and specifically with respect to securities markets: competition,
respect
information flows, order types, order handling, rules of order execution, price improvement,
use of electronic equipment, participant flexibility, price discovery mechanism and regulation.
structures

3.9 TYPES OF ELECTRONIC NETWORKS

Following the literature review on the impact of IT on business transformations and the
of electronic markets, this paragraph deals with some

aspects affecting the development

examples of established electronic markets.
Lee & Clark (1997) have analyzed the evolution of electronic market systems from a
reengineering perspective, which they call market process reengineering (Lee & Clark 1997,

p 115). In analyzing four case studies, CALM for livestock trading in Australia, AUCNET for
used car trading in Japan, Information Auctioning for Potted Plants trading in Holland and
CATS for Meat trading in the United States, they focus on the pricing and trading aspect of
33
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tn the model of Clark & Stoddard, CRP refers to Continuous Replenishment and EDLC to Every Day Low-Cost.

electronic markets. They conclude that IT is a necessary factor but insufficient for reengineering
to be successful (Lee & Clark 1997, p 132). Next to management capabilities to overcome social
and economic barriers, they identify aspects like standard product quality ratings and
inspections, quick achievement of critical mass and preparation for resistance and retaliation as
nia or critical success factors for the emergence of electronic markets.
Kubicek (1992) has made a distinction between centralized electronic markets and
decentralized electronic markets, whereas the first is applicable to stock or commodity
exchanges and the second one refers to a market in which all buyers and sellers might have
contacts with each other without a central point existing for the market.
Another example of the emergence of an electronic market system is described in an article
by Teo et al (1997) in which they describe the TRADENET electronic market in Singapore. The
Trade Development Board in Singapore has set up the TRADENET electronic markets SyStem
to promote Singapore as a premier international trading hub. The TRADENET system is an
electronic market system facilitating the administrative processes related to international trades,
like import and export declaration information. TRADENET efficiently routes all relevant
information to the appropriate controlling agencies for processing and the system is linked to
other systems that offer trade information services and to computer systems of ma or banks to
allow electronic payment of processing fees (Teo et al 1997, p 147). By the end of 1992,
TRADENET was linked to 30 public-sector organizations and 2200 organizations from the
trading and banking communities. In the article, the authors compared a pre-TRADENET
a post-TRADENET situation and conclude ma or process improvements have
been enabled by TRADENET These improvements are measured in terms of documents
processed (volume), number of Staff involved, documents processed per document staff, annual

situation with

trade volume, annual trade inquiries and turnaround times (see also chapter nine).
From these examples, it becomes evident that the characteristics between various electronic
markets are different. Some electronic markets focus on trading between buyers and sellers and

providing information about the goods that are traded (four examples by Lee & Clark 1997).
Bakos (1991, p 34) calls these types of electronic markets market making electronic marketplaces.
Another type of electronic market supports the transaction administration and settlement
process (TRADENET example by Teo et al). Other examples of electronic markets are the
electronic market systems at the London Stock Exchange (Clemons & Weber 1990), the SABRE
system by American Airlines (Teo et al, 1997), the ValueLink system at Baxter Healthcare (Short
& Venkatraman, 1992), the TRADE system at Barclays de Zoete Wedd (Clemons et al 1993) and
Instinet/OptiMark (Clemons & Weber 1998). A further distinction made by Bakos (1991, p33)
is made between bilateral and multilatera| integration. The first integration form represents
situations where buyers and sellers already know each other and have an established relationship.
The latter integration form is applicable to situations where buyers and sellers do not know each
other (see also the respective difference between electronic hierarchies and electronic brokerage
as identified in the work of Sheombar 1995 and Kubicek 1992).
Holland et. al (1994) have described a case study of the Inter-organizational information
systems implemented at Motorola, where the netting of global payments of Motorola is enabled
and supported by the WorldLink payment system of Citibank. The situation at Motorola is to
be regarded more as an electronic hierarchy than an electronic market.
Clemons & Row (1992, p. 13) identified transaction oriented electronic markets related to
Stock Exchanges, and Benjamin et al (1990) distinguished between transaction processing and
task support oriented electronic hierarchies and electronic markets.
Within the context of this dissertation the first type is defined as Transaction Oriented
Electronic Networks (TOEN) and the second type as Processing Oriented Electronic
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Networks (POEN). The primary characteristics of TOENs are that buyers and suppliers do
not need to know each other (because of intermediaries) and the important elements are price
and quantity related to the transaction. The POENs are characterized by the fact that different
organizations have

a direct relationship and that more elements (besides price and quantity) are
necessary in communication between these organizations. The term networks refers to the
entire spectrum of inter-organizational structures including markets, hierarchies and structures

in between (move to the middle).

1

The distinction between bilateral and multilateral forms resembles the distinction between
electronic hierarchies and electronic markets. However, the terms bilateral and multilateral are
preferred, because the definition of electronic hierarchies and electronic markets includes more
differences than just the number of parties involved in the relationship structure (paragraph

3.4). Bakos (1991) diSIinguished between bilateral forms of integration in situations where
buyers and sellers already have established a relationship contrary to multilateral fort"ns where
the electronic market system is used to establish new buyer-seller relationships. Clark & Lee
(1999) also distinguished between bilateral and multilateral settings reflecting established
relationships versus no established relationships (Clark & Lee 1999). Following the discussion
by Bakos (1991) and Clark & Lee (1999) table 3-2 outlines different forms of electronic market
situations, in which the previously described examples are presented.
Table 3-2: Four forms of electronic netfuorles and examples

Transaction Oriented
Electronic Networks

(TOEN)
Processing Oriented

Bilateral Forms
TRADE
SABRE
VALUELINK

Multilateral Forms
CALM
AUCNET
INFO AUCTIONING
CATS

WORLDLINK

INSTINET
TELE FLOWER AUCTION
TRADENET

Electronic Markets (POEN)

Next to the dimension of whether or not buyers and suppliers know each other, multilateral
networks typically involve more than one buyer and two or more suppliers (Choudhury 1997),
whereas bilateral networks consist of static buyer-supplier relationships.
An investigation into effects of electronic markets and case studies in Dutch flower and
transport industries conducted by van Heck & Ribbers (1995) indicate that convergent
incentives for stakeholders involved might lead to more efficient and more effective primary
processes and that more barriers to electronic market entry might lead to pOSitive effects (higher
prices, more efficient primary processes and more effective primary processes) for all
stakeholders (sellers, intermediaries and buyers).
3.IO SUMMARY

This chapter has addressed the first part of the first research question by presenting an
overview of the literature related to external aspects concerning the impact of Information
Technology on the industry structure and inter-organizational processes at various levels of
analysis. The aspects are different business levels of analysis, competition in an industry,
different stakeholder incentives and motives, developments in the field of information
technology enabling new organizational and market networks, different types of electronic
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networks (TOEN and POEN and bilateral and multilateral forms) and aspects related to trust
and conflict, risks and efficiency and effectiveness of inter-organizational processes.
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Chapter Four

Literature Review Internal Aspects
Everybody complains abollt their memory,
nobody about their jwdgement "

In the previous chapter several aspects have been identified that are relevant in analzying
IT-enabled changes in the industry structure and inter-organizational processes. This chapter
extends the literature review to include aspects related to the organizational structure and intraorganizational processes (within the boundaries of the organization). This chapter focuses on
organizational process (re)design and coordination and on the impact of Information
Technology on organizational (re)design and coordination. The first two paragraphs deal with
coordination and the impact of IT on coordination. The third paragraph addresses process
design parameters and coordination mechanisms related to these parameters. Paragraph 4.4
addresses principles of redesigning processes. Paragraphs 4.5 and 4.6 deal with the impact of
Information Technology on these design parameters from an intra and inter-organizational
perspective. Because process redesign is aimed to achieve process performance improvements,
this is analyzed in paragraph 4.7. Paragraph 4.8 addresses tWO issues, risks and control, which
are closely related to redesigning processes and paragraph 4.9 provides a summary.
4.1 COORDINATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESSES

To provide a basis for discussing coordination of organizational processes, a systems
perspective on organizations can be used to describe the relation between a control unit,
operational unit and the environment of the organization. In figure 4-1 a model of an
organization is depicted which is adapted from the model of Blumenthal (1984) ":
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Figure 4-1: Systems perspective of organizations (adapted from Blumentbal (Bemelmans 1987, p. 39))
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In the model of Bemelmans the operational process determines the coordination structure. The coordination structure
determines the information necessary for efficient and effective coordination. This coordination model has also been look
at from a decision making perspective (Nielen 1972; De Leeuw 1974).
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In figure 4-1 only two operational and two control units are shown to give an insight into
the interaction between units within and across the boundaries of the organization. This model
is a simplification because most organizations, especially large organizations, consist of
relatively independent business units and departments which would comprise more operational
and control units where one control unit might control and coordinate more than one
operational unit.

The operational unit is characterized by a primary process (PP) and information about the
primary process (IPP), which are the basis for coordination between control units. The
boundaries of an operational unit are marked by all activities that are coordinated and
controlled by one coordinating unit. The control unit depends on information from the
operational unit (PMI - process management information) in order to direct, coordinate and
control (three functions of coordination Unit) the activities of the operational unit (CA control and coordinating actions). Coordinating and control actions may be initiated by the
PMI or by information retrieved from the environment of organizations. Regarding
environmental information, a distinction is made between Specific Environmental Management
Information (SEMI) and Generic Environmental Management Information (GEMI) (Hall
1972). The specific organizational environment, also called task environment (Thompson 1967;
Kambil & Short 1994), is defined aS the environment which has a direct influence on and/or is
directly influenced by the organizational processes (for instance developments in other
organizations in the same business sector). The generic environment, also called contextual
environment (Kambil & Short 1994) is defined as the environment that has a indirect influence
and/or is indirectly influenced by the organizational processes (for instance developments in
organizations in other business areas). Information Technology (IT) can support both the
operational unit as well as the control unit (for instance by providing a means to exchange
process management information). The influence of Information Technology on both the
operational and control unit will be addressed in the following paragraphs (see also Smits 1997).
Although coordination is manifest in different aspects of everyday life, many different
forms of exist. This respect is illustrated by Sheombar (1995 p. 66):
" Coordination is most prominent wben it is missing; it is easier to let a traffic light coordinate our actions on a

busy street corner tban having to do it owselves. If there are no traffic lights we apply proced:tres, e.g. 'traffic

coming from tbe left must yield', tubicb result in coordinated beba·vior, preventing chaos from happening.
Another example of coordination is making an appointment witb tbe dentist... to avoid long waiting times".

According to March & Simon (1958 p. 47) who cite Gulick & Urwick (1937 p. 24)
coordination contains several aspects related to communication of information and decision
making based on information to either resolve conflict or to guarantee cooperation. They also
stress the importance of interdependency as a need for coordination, although 'interdependence
does not by itself cause difficulty if the pattern of interdependence is stable and fixed'. A
distinction relative to interdependency between departments is made between purpose or
process departmentalization, in which 'purpose departmentalization' leads to greater self
containment " and less need for coordination compared to process departmentalization which
is based on 'skill specialization' (p. 48). Ackoff & Emery (1972) derived a model of
organizational behavior, based on communication, conflict and cooperation. In this model they
define two actors cooperating when 'the degree of goal attainment when they are part of the
same environment is higher than the degree of goal attainment when one of them is removed
35
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A unit is self contained to the extent and degree that the conditions for carrying out its activities are independent of what is
done in the other organization units (Simon, Smithburg and Thompson, 1950 p. 266 in March & Simon 1958, 1993 PAD.

from the environment; the opposite is true for tWO aCIOrS in conflict'. Sheombar (1995 p. 74)
points out that, in Ackoff and Emery's definition, IWO actors do not need to be aware of each
other's presence, consequently these actors may cooperate unknowingly.
Malone & Crowston (1991; 1994) have defined coordination in a broad sense as 'the act of
working together', which makes no distinction between coordination and cooperation. In a
narrow sense, they defined coordination as 'the act of managing interdependencies between
activities' ". In 1988, Malone defined coordination explicitly as 'the additional information
processing performed when multiple, connected actors pursue goals, which a single actor
pursuing the same goals would not perform'.
Ribbers (1980 p. 180) has defined coordination as 'the goal oriented adjustment of decisions
pertaining to the values of different aspects, regardless of the number of actors involved in the
decision making'.

An important aspect in the above definitions is conflict which is defined by Miles (1980) as
a condition that results when the goal-directed activities of one group or coalition of groups
blocks or is thought to block the goal-directed activities of other groups' ". Regarding the
concept of conflict, Sheombar (1995 p. 72) identifies three states of inter organizational
relationships between organizations ":
'state of conflict - one organization pursuing its goal will prevent tbe other from attaining its goal to tbe fi,!lest,
and vice versa' 'state of consistency - botb organizations can purs tie their goals without affecting eacb other's

goal attainment' 'state of cooperation - organizations bave defined a joint goal tbat tbey purs,te together'.

The above definitions of coordination deal with several aspects related to the need for
coordination, 'decision making', 'interdependency', 'goal attainment and decomposing goals
into activities' and 'two or more actors'. Timing is an important variable in decision making,
because the effectiveness of the decision is largely determined by the moment the adjustment
occurs (March et al 1958, p. 152; Simon 1945; 1979; Rogers 1983, p. 163; Dankbaar 1991).
Sheombar (1995 p. 67) mentions that coordination merely concerned with the variable time is
called 'synchronization'. In this context, however, time implies a need for coordination,
whereas timing is part of the coordination process. Following the definition of Ribbers and
Sheombar's adjustment regarding the deliberate aspect of coordination, the following definition

of coordination is used in this study:
"Coordination is tbe timely and deliberate goal oriented adjustment of decisions pertaining to tbe values of
different aspects, regardless of tbe number of actors (two or more) involved in tbe decision making".

Related to the above states of relationships, Sheombar states that having a shared goal is not
necessary for coordination; the only requirement for coordination is that organizations do not
have conflicting goals. In this study, we would like to State that goal-oriented coordination is
easier when actors are in a state of either consistency or cooperation. However, when actors are
in conflict there is also a need for coordination to resolve the conflict (the shared goal must be

36 Rockart & Short (1989) have also defined coordination in the broadest sense as 'managing dependencies between activities
of humans, machines, teams and organizations'.
37 In the definition of Miles (1980) the term 'groups' is used but this can also applies to individuals. Miles (1980) has further
identified eight antecedents of conflict, i.e. 'task interdependencies', 'status inconsistencies', 'jurisdictional ambiguities',
'communication obstacles', 'dependencies on common resource pools', 'differences in performance criteria and reward
systems', 'differences in unit orientations and structures' and 'skills and trairs of key personnel'
38 Although Sheombar
(1995) identifies these states in an inter-organizational setting, these states also apply to actors
(individuals or units of organizations) in general. Another important aspect is that these states are dealt with in a setting of
two organizations, but these states also apply to situations with more than two organizations.
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important enough to resolve the conflict "). Coster (1956) has also stressed the importance of
resolving conflict situations:
"Conflict, rather tban being disrupti-ve and dissociating may indeed be a means of balancing and hence

maintaining a soaety as a going concernl...JA flexible society benefits from conflict becawse sucb behavior, by
helping to create and modify norms, assures its continwance linder changed conditions".

The issue of conflict is closely related to the trust aSpeCt that has been addressed in the
previous chapter (paragraph 3.7), in which it was stated that conflict and trust are unlikely to
occur at the same time. Relational contracts may be used to resolve conflicts in network
structures.

Relating the definition and aspects of coordination to the systems view of organizations, the
coordinating actions resulting from environmental information (SEMI and GEMI) as well as
the process management information (PMI) focus on three dimensions of coordination:
• the coordination between operational units,
• the coordination between control unit and operational unit and
• the coordination between control units.
4.2 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COORDINATION

The influence of information technology on organizations has been subject to many
discussions. The theoretical models on information technology have a wide focus. That is, in
the sense that information technology has a significant influence on the way organizations
internally (re)organize processes and how they interact with their environments (McKenney &
McFarlan 1983

<4 Miles & Snow 1983; Benjamin et al 1984; Diebold 1985 p. 29; Drucker 1988
p. 45-53; Chandler 1990 p. 86; Earl 1988; Henderson & Venkatraman 1992). Because the focus
of this chapter is on the consequences of information technology on coordination of

organizational processes, the literature on information technology was reviewed from this
perspective. The causal relationship " between information technology and organizational
change can be viewed from three perspectives, the technological imperative (also called
technology push perspective), the organizational imperative (also called demand pull
perspective) and the emergent imperative (a combination of the former two imperatives)
(Markus & Robey 1988; v.d. Heijden 1995 p. 19). Originally, many believed that the
relationship was determined by either of the first tWO imperatives. More recently, the third
imperative has become accepted as the best way to describe the relationship (Swanson 1987;
Raymond et al 1993; v.d. Heijden 1995 p. 20). V.d. Heijden compared this interrelationship with
the way Mintzberg (1990 p. 69) described the interrelationship between strategy and structure
and the interrelationship between strategy and the environment (v.d. Bosch 1993; Thorelli
1967).
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Miles ( 1980) has identified four general approaches to resolve conflict, 'alter the context', 'alter the issues in dispute', 'alter
relationships directly' or 'changing the individuals involved' but it goes bevond the scope of this research to deal with these issues.
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Mefarlan & McKenne\· (1983) de\-eloped a theoretical model, the strategic grid, which classified the importance of exiSIing
and to be developed information technologies for organizations in four classes, 'Support: 'factory', 'turnaround' and 'strategic'. Although this model can be used to provide for a general understanding of the influence of information technologies
on organizations, it doe, not distinguish between different processes and takes the technological imperative to analyze the
relationship between information technology and organizational design.
De Leeuw (1974) defines causal relationship as follows: 'a relation can be defined as causal when a change in value ot one
aspect of an entity triggers .1 change in value of another entity' (Ackoff & Emery (1972).

'

Many organizations have used information technology effectively and efficiently in
different areas. Nevertheless, existing theories On the influence of information technology on
organizations are 'both underdeveloped and badly fragmented' (Swanson 1987 p. 198; Kambil
1992; Baroudi & Lucas 1994; v.d. Heijden 1995). To provide an overview of current theories on
the relationship between Information Technology and organizational design, the next
paragraph addresses the organizational design clustering and coordination mechanisms of
Mintzberg. In relation to the use of the design clustering, Mintzberg (1983 p. 122) has stressed
the importance of organizational effectiveness. Organizational effectiveness iS to be achieved by
combining the congruence and configuration hypothesis of Khandwalla (1971; 1973; 1974) into
a single hypothesis which is defined as the extended configuration hypothesis:
« Effective struct:iring requires a consistency among tbe design parameters and contingency factors».

4.3 DESIGNING ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESSES AND COORDINATION MECHANISMS

4.3.1 DESIGN PERSPECTIVES

The literature on organizational design covers many perspectives, which deal with
organizational design from different angles. Basically, organizational design involves choices
concerning the allocation of tasks and responsibilities in line with both organizational goals and
strategies and individual needs and aspirations (Steers et al 1985 p. 140). A distinction can be
made between four generic theories attempting to define the one best way to organize:
•
bureaucratic management theories (Weber),
• scientific management theories (Taylor),
• administrative management theories (Fayol)
• human relations theories (Mayo).
In contrast the contingency approach ('technology as contingency' (Woodward 1965),
'environmental management theories' (Lawrence & Lorsch 1967), attempts to outline
conditions and circumstances (contingencies) that favor either organizational prerogatives or
employee welfare (indicating the move away from the 'one best way' approach towards an 'it
all depends' approach (Mintzberg 1988)).
A third approach, the neo-contingency approach (Galbraith 1967), emphasizes strategic
choices or managerial discretion. V.d. Heijden (1995 p. 13) has used several organizational
design perspectives 42 and builds Upon the comparison between the information processing

approach and Ihe socio-technical approach. The difference between the tWO approaches is
highlighted by the influence of information teChnology: «Tbe socio-technical perspective views
information technology as contribliting to flexible technology, and consequently, it pays more
attention to tbe technological capabilities of IT... Tbe information processing perspective on tbe

otbey band stresses tbe use of Info,mation Technology for its potential to improve tbe
information processing capacity of tbe organization. In doing so, it can aid in various types of
work flows and achieve better coordination and control..." (v.d. Heijden 1995 9 15).
The organizational design theory is now analyzed from the information-processing
perspective to determine the influence of Information Technology on organizational design and

coordination.
42 v.d. Heliden used the comparison of five leading organizational design perspectives identified by Stebbins et al. (1995) to
develop a conceptual model which expresses the relationship between organizational design parameters and EDI use in EDI
partnerships.
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4 3.2. ORGAN/ZAT/ONAL DES/GN CLUSTERS BY M/NTZBERG

In this study, Mintzberg's organizational design clustering (1979; 1988) is used because it is
widely accepted " and frequently used to specify the consequences that changes, either internal
or external to the organizations, have On the organizational structures. Mintzberg specifies in
'Structuring of Organizations' that design means 'turning those knobs (parameters) that
influence the division of labor and coordination'. Based on the clustering of organizational
design parameters, Mintzberg specifies six basic coordination mechanisms, which will
subsequently be compared to the coordination mechanisms specified by Galbraith (1973; 1977),
who adopts the information processing perspective mentioned previously. The organizational
design clustering used by Mintzberg is summarized in table 4-1:
Table 4-1: Organizational design clustering by Mintzberg (1988)

De.Kn Cluster
Design of 1ndividual Positions

Design Parameter
Job Specialization

Description of Parame[er

Vertically and horizontallv specialized or
enlarged

Behavior Formalization

Training & Indoctrination

S,andardizarion of work processes

Degree of knowledge. m ot skills or certain
norms neces,an

Design of Superstructure

Design of

h=,1

Linkage

Unit Grouping

Combining tasks w uniti

Unit

Size of units

Size

Planning and Control Systems

Comparison of planning before and control

after the acti\·itieS have been pertormed

Liaison Devices

Liaison positions, ·Task forces and stan ding

commices, Integra„ng Man.gers and Ma[rix
Structures

Design ot Decision Making Sviem

Vertical Decentralization

Delegation of power in line

florizonta Decentralization

Delegation ot power to staff

The first Organizational Design Cluster, 'Design of Individual Positions', refers to the
division and coordination of tasks " and jobs. Mintzberg distinguishes between horizontally
specialized ('narrow' tasks) or horizontally enlarged ('broad' tasks) jobs and vertically
specialized (jobs that involve little control by those who do them) or vertically enlarged jobs
(jobs that are thoroughly controlled by the worker). Vertically specialized and horizontally
specialized jobs are called unskilled jobs, while horizontally specialized and vertically enlarged
jobs are called professional jobs.
The second parameter belonging to this cluster is 'Behavior Formalization'. This parameter
refers to the degree to which tasks and jobs are formalized. Organizations formalize the
behavior of their workers to predict and control it. High degrees of formalization imply
bureaucratic' tasks; low degrees of formalization imply 'organic' tasks.
The tbird and final parameter is 'Training & Indoctrination' and refers to the degree to
which individuals must acquire some standardized body of knowledge, set·of skills or certain

43

Weber (1947) has also identified tour characteristics determining the organizational structure, 'division of labor

(specialization)', 'span <,f control: 'formalization' and 'number of authority levels'. All these characteristics are part of the
design clusters of Mintzberg.
44 v.d. Heiiden (1995 p. 24) defines a task as 'a set of activities' and stresses the recursive nature of a task 'in the sense thar an
activity could in turn be a task' leading to different levels to which sets of tasks can be composed or decomposed depending
on the level of analvsis. This definition will be followed in this research.
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norms. While formalization is possible with unskilled work, training is often necessary when
lobs are complex and professional. However, the work of a surgeon, who removes two or three

appendices each day, is an example of routinized (formalized) work performed by a
professional who has had and needs extensive training.
The second Organizational Design Cluster is 'Design of Superstructure'. This cluster refers
to the structure of tasks and jobs combined in units. The first parameter belonging to this
cluster is 'Unit Grouping'. Mintzberg introduces six characteristics on which grouping can be
based (by knowledge or skill, by work process and function, by time, by output, by client and
by place). The second parameter is 'Unit Size', referring to the size of departments based On the
span of control (Urwick 1930). This second cluster can be related to the earlier mentioned
systems view of organizations, in the sense that coordination of more organizational levels
(more levels of operational or coordinating units) imposes more coordination levels.
The third Organizational Design Cluster is 'Design of Lateral Linkages'. The first parameter
belonging to this cluster is 'Planning and Control Systems' and refers to action planning
systems. These focus on output determination in advance and performance-control systems,
which focus on monitoring results. The second parameter is 'Liaison Devices', referring to the
horizontal communication sometimes overriding the formal authority. This horizontal
communication is meant for inter-unit communication and Mintzberg identifies four forms
(liaison positions, task forces and steering committees, integrating managers and matrix
structures).
to

Thefourtb Organizational Design Cluster, 'Design of Decision Making Systems', referring
the allocation of decision making authority in the organization. Mintzberg defines

centralization and decentralization

as

follows (Mintzberg 1979 p. 181; 1988 p. 289):

Wben all tbe power rests at a single point in tbe organization, we shall call tbe structure centralized; to tbe
extent tbat tbe power is dispersed among many individuals, me call tbe structure relatively decentralized".

The first parameter belonging to this cluster is 'vertical decentralization' referring to the
delegation of formal power down the hierarchy to line managers. The second parameter is
'horizontal decentralization' and refers to the extent to which formal and informal power is
dispersed out of the line hierarchy to non-managers (staff units). Based On the distinction
between 'selective decentralization', which refers to situations where some decisions are more
centralized than others, and 'parallel decentralization', which concerns situations in which most
decisions are delegated to the same level, Mintzberg (1988 p. 292) identifies six typeS of
decentralization (centralization, limited horizontal decentralization (selective), limited vertical
decentralization (parallel), horizontal decentralization (parallel), selective horizontal and

vertical decentralization and decentralization).
Based on the clustering of Organizational Design Parameters described in this paragraph,
the coordination mechanisms introduced by Mintzberg and Galbraith will be outlined in the

following paragraph.
4.3.3 COORDINATION MECHANISMS

In organizationa| theories

two

questions need to be addressed, one focusing on division of

tasks/labor and one focusing on coordination (Daft 1983; Galbraith 1973,1977). The need for
coordination follows the division of labor in organizations and according to Mintzberg (1979,
1988 p. 280) the coordination mechanisms are 'the glue that holds together the organization'.
Mintzberg (1979,1988 p. 278) distinguished six types of coordination mechanisms:
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• Mlittial Adjustment - achieves coordination of work by tbe simple process of informal
communication.

• Direct Supervision - one person coordinates by giving orders to others and monitoring their
actions.

•

Standardization of work processes - means tbe specification (programming) of tbe content of
tbe work directly, tbe procedures tbat need to be followed.
Standardization of outputs - means tbe spedfication of results, not of 'wbat is to be done.
Standardization of skills - means tbe standardization of tbe knowledge or set of skills tbat is
standardized, instead of tbe ruork or outputs.

•
•

• Standardization of norms - means tbat tbe workers share a common set of beliefs and can
acbie'ue coordination based on it.

Mint:zberg (1979 p. 7, 1988 p. 298) pictures these coordination mechanisms to different
organizational configurations (simple structure, machine bureaucracy, professional
bureaucracy, divisionalized form, adhocracy and missionary) depending on the various
organizational design parameters and their values.
Thompson (1967 p. 56) also provided a theory on how organizations will group and
coordinate tasks in 'Organizations in action', and identified (after March & Simon 1958 +5):
• Standardization - means coordination by a standard predefined set of Titles based on tbe
possible variety of Output
• Coordination by plan - means coordination by pre defined schedules (less rigid tban set of

rules)

• Coordination by mutual adjustment - means coordination by organizational units
themselves and during tbe actions (tbis is similar to tbe mutual adjustment mechanism of
Mintzberg)

A third perspective on coordination mechanisms is provided by Galbraith (1973; 1977). In
defining the organizational design problem (achieving coherence or fit between strategy,
organizing mode and integration of individuals), he adopts the information processing
perspective mentioned before by relating the information processing needs to the ability to
process information. Information processing needs arise from the diversity of the
organization's products or services, the diversity of inputs, the technological processes and
technical skills required to produce the outputs, and the difficulty of achieving the
organization's goals. The 'division of labor' of Mintzberg can be compared to the
'decomposition of the overall task into subtasks *: Galbraith defines coordination as
reintegrating subtasks to complete the overall task.
Galbraith does not explicitly consider 'mutual adjustment' as a coordination mechanism as
he stresses that mutual adjustment is always present and other methods will only be used when
this method does not function well enough. Galbraith identifies the following coordination
mechanisms based On the way organizations process information:
1. Hierarchy of Authority Referyal
2. Rules and procedures
3. Planning and goal setting

Based on task uncertainty -

-

central concept in his organizational design framework
Galbraith states that if the uncertainty of a task increases, the number of exceptiona| situations
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March & Simon (1958,1993 p. 182) distinguish 'co-ordination b\ plan' and 'co-ordination by feedback'.
levelling ol tasks mentioned when discussing the design parameters of Mintzberg

See the

not covered by mechanisms 2 and 3 will lead to an overload of the hierarchy to which the
exceptional situations are routed. If these three mechanisms do not work adequately, the
organization can either attempt to reduce the information processing need (strategies 4 to 7) or
increase its capacity and ability to process information (strategies 8 and 9) by:
4. Increase bierarcby levels (narrowing tbe span of control) - increases tbe coordination costs
5. Environmental Management - try to decrease tbe environmental tincertainty
6 Creation of Slacle Resowrces - resources beyond those required to perform tbe task efficiently
(see also Cyert & March 1963 p. 36)
7. Creation of Self Contained Units - all resolirces req:lired to perform a task are placed in tbe
same unit
8. Investment in Vertical Information Systems - increase tbe availability of information andtbe
speed witb wbicb it can be transmitted to decision makers

9. Creation of Lateral relations - creation of task forces and allowing more horizontal
commtinications

Although the coordination mechanisms of Thompson and Galbraith can be matched with
one of the coordination mechanisms by Mintzberg, it is important to realize the mechanisms
should be seen

as

complementary,

as

Mintzberg (1983) puts it:

"We now bave five views or theories of bow tbe organization functions. Wbicb is correcte Clearly, by itself,

none is. Eacb is a gross simplification of organizational reality. Yet eacb contains a grain of truth. Only by

combining...we begin to get a sense of tbe tr:te complexity of tbe functioning of tbe organization. It is tbis
complexity witb wbicb we must deal...".

One parameter in the design clustering of Mintzberg is 'Behavior Formalization', in which
bureaucratic and organic organizations were identified based on the degree of standardization
and environmental uncertainty. In studying twenty Scottish and British rayon milling and
electronics firms, Burns & Stalker (1961) were among the first authors to distinguish between
'mechanistic' and 'organic' management systems as two extremes in a continuum. They
concluded that mechanistic structures seem to be more appropriate for firms with relatively
stable environmental conditions, whereas organic management systems seem more suited to
changing environmental characteristics. Changing from mechanistic structures towards more
organic structures imposed many difficulties because of the inflexibility of the mechanistic
structures. The recognition that both structures could exist next to one another was the basis
for the introduction of the contingency approach to organizational design (see for instance
Galbraith earlier on in this chapter). The characteristics of mechanistic and organic structures
are summarized in the table below (Burns & Stalker 1971 p. 119-122):
Table 4-2: Cbaracteristics of mecbanistic and organic structures (Btlyns & Stalher 1971, p. 119-122)

Mechinisti: Structures
• Rigid classification of roles into SpeCia|ii.ed, functional tasks
•

Precise definition ot duries, responsibilities and powers

Organic Structures

• Flexible and adaptable :lassitication of roles
• Duties, responsibilities and powers are loosely

defined

• Wel] defined system of communications hierarchy

• Loosely defined system of communications hierirchv

• Knowledge and control of tasks are centralized at the top ot the

• Knowledge and control of tasks are located anvwhere in the

cirganization
• Vertical communication

organIZation
. I.atera| Communication
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Although the first movement has been toWards more organic organizational structures,
various (parts of) organizations have also moved back to more mechanistic structures. De Sitter
(1981 p. 85) pointS to the disadvantages related to the process moving towards more
mechanistic structures, which he referred to as increased bureaucracy:
.Tbe transfer of complex tasks within simple organizational structwres into simple tasks within complex
organizational structures"

Several other theories, especially concerning the field

of information technology, deal with
the difference and appropriateness of either a more mechanistic or a more organic
organizational structures (Huber 1980; 1984; 1986; Tushman & Nadler 1978; 1988; v.d. Heilden
1995; Moreton 1995).
4.4 PRINCIPLES OF PROCESS REDESIGN

In reviewing the literature on design principles, it becomes evident that design principles can
be related to value chain related process modeling techniques (Hoffman 1989; Creemers 1993)
and organizational design models (see chapters 2 and 3) or specifically focus on dealing with

more or

(Davenport & Short 1990; Hammer & Champy 1993). Tenner &
have
tried
to
integrate these approaches by making a distinction between
DeToro (1996)
less radical changes

continuous improvements (incremental changes), process benchmarking (leapfrog changes) and
re-engineering (dramatic breakthrough changes).
Although many articles have been written on the subject of benchmarking, the definition by
v.d. Heiiden (1996), after having analyzed various definitions, summarizes all the important
aspects in the following definition:
' Benchmarking is a process in 'iubid, current business processes and performance are measured and compared

against similar business processes witb mperior performance"

In the previous chapter, the subject of measuring the organizational performance has been
mentioned. V.d. Heijden (1996), following Watson (1993) and Karlof & Ostblom (1993) has
mentioned three categories to measure process performance. The first one is business process
effectiveness, defined by the quality as perceived by the customer (Ribbers 1992 "). The second
category is business process efficiency, defined as the value-to-cost ratio (output divided by
input). The third category is business process cycle time defined as the lead time necessary to
complete a functional transactional unit. One of the roles of benchmarking is that it can play a
part in overcoming the difficulties between either continuous improvements and re-engineering
since practical case examples can lead to creative solutions to existing processes which might
stimulate re-engineering ". The following table summarizes the principles of these three
approaches, whereby they implicitly stress the importance of the team working on these change
processes (Tenner & DeToro 1996 p. 177-244).
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Ribbers ( 1992) has mentioned the purpose ok- paving attention to logistic: is meeting customer requirements. This can be
measured internally by keeping inventories low and making high use of available capacity. Externally this can be measured

bv on time deli\·er; ind being flexible.
For a more complete overview of the benchmarking concept. we refer tothe article (incl, literature) by v.d, Heiiden 1996.

Table 4-3: Principles to business process change (Tenner & De Toro 1996)

Continuous Improvement3

1. Understand the customer

Identii> the final output
Identift· the end customer
Determine cuswmers requirements

Convert requirements to spec-

1 llations
Determine effectiveness measures
Design

Benchmarking

1. Identit-, the benchmark sublect
2. Identit.· !,en:hmark partners
Internal departments
Competitive organizations
Funmonal and world :las leaders
Generic or innovative
3. Collect dara
4. Analvze data .ind determine the gap

a data collection bvstem

Collect and analyze data
Set new performance targer,
report tindings
2. Assess efficienci

De,ermine effi:im.·

measures

Design a data collection
Anal.·ze costs
Analvze variation
Anal.ze :vcle times

1. Organize the reengineering project
Anah·ze the organization's culture
identitv core processes
Measure effectiveness and
efficiencv
Understand the process
Rare process :"ndi[ion

Ser priorities for improvement
Report tindings and obtain buy-in

De ine ke\· pertormance indicator

And:ze performance gap
Anal,·ze process differenca
5. Prolect future pertorniance
Analyze needs
Analvze tasks

s,·stenl

Quant,h· advantages

2. Launch the reengincering proiect
3. Invent a new process
Invenr m idealized design
Explnd possibilitieS
Select best design
4. Integration

Communicate result.

Assess operational implications

6.

Revise goals and objectives

Implementation

Set new effi:ien:,· targets
Report findings
3. Anal>·ze the process
Assess process condition
Prioritize Improvement oppor
tunities based on gaps bm
analyses of 1 and 2

Prioritize Subprocess

Reengineering

5. Action
Pilot [he improved process
Develop action plans
Imp|ement p|ans

6. Evaluation

Monitor results
Reward participants
Identifv next steps

Oppor

tunities
Select an improvement path

Report findings
4. Improve the process
Attack the vital few
Diagnose root causes
Understand sources of variation
Plan-do-srudv-act
5. implement changes and standardize and
mor·11[or

Pilot the improved process
Implement plans
Monitor resu|ts
Reward participants
Identify next steps

Platier (1996) and Brand & v.d. Kolk (1996) have focused on the more operational design
principles on how to optimize processes in information intensive organizations. Platier (1996 p.
49) has focused on design principles for designing the primary process, designing the quality
control system and designing the logistical coordination system. Brand & v.d. Kolk (1996 p.
135) have focused on four design criteria that cannot be maximized separately:
• lowering costs (exploitation costs, stock costs, transportation costs, coordination and
control costs)

•

increasing flexibility (internally with other processes/departments and externally with other

•

organizations)
increasing quality (customer satisfaction and process efficiency)
reducing throughput time (processing time, waiting time and transportation time)

•

Related to the above mentioned aspect of reducing throughput time, Koster & Platier (1992)
have indicated that generally more than 95% of the flow time of an administrative process, due
to control activities, is waiting time. The types of waiting time are: waiting for the availability
of resources, waiting for the availability of transaction data and waiting for batch processing
(Gerrits 1995 p. 96; Wortmann 1993). Platier has developed the following design principles for

information intensive organizations:
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Table 4-4: Design principles for information intensive organizations (Platier 1996, p. 93-103)
A. Logicall,·/Conceptuall> designing pr„ducts and processes

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Eliminate information elements thar are not functional in fulfilling the clients wishes.
Det-ine clear and simple definitions of information elements.
Choose reliable suppliers and reduce the number of suppliers of input information
Work preparat ton should be concentrated in the beginning 01 the process.
1)eterinine several optimal transt'ormation sequences to handle specific client orders.

B. Designing the intrastructure (Perstinnel and IT)

I'.rs,Ine|
C.ho<'se

6.

either a more product oriented nr a more business proces, oriented organizational stru,[ure instead et a more tunctional

(Plizati )nal strucIur:.
7.

Reduce Ih: specialization of employees and increase their resptinsibilitics

11'

8.

I),sign che phvsical IT ind applications along business proce ms and to a lesser extent along knowledge or specialt. „renced
J:part melts

9.
10.
1

1.

Introduce Inlormation Technology for electrt,nically swing and retrieving dati/kn„wledge.
Introduce Initirmati in Technology for storing intormation and knowledge m a Structured wav w enable IT t„ applv this S[ructured
1.1...... to tran'....../orm.'In
C hoose im a ph>·sical design where information can lie accessed on line and real time.

C. Pli>·sic.Il, designing produer and pr ,ce..es
12.
1.3.
14.

Choose (if possible) f or electronically storing information.
Store information only on„at the source (Hammer 1991)
Support transtormatic,ns with intormmm achnolog,· when it leads to a reduction in absorbing capacitv or when it in'pro':. qualiti·.

15.

Reduce the n uniber 01 time< inp u U„utpw has to cro,s organizatic,nal units.

16.

'1'n t. al| icate wnstormations r„ process steps in a wav that t„tal process,ime Jivided hy the capacity of the unit i, equal tor the #.triou.

17.
18.
19.
2C.

proce., .reps. This prevents tor simations .·here unbalanced pro,els steps lead t. unnecessan· waiting periods.

in[.grate..9.' p.....s ..ps which m w[put dependa.

l'une the knowledgeand capabilities ot' emplcivees [c, the con,plexit> 01 thelasks.
I)<sign organizational units by reducing the information dependency hemeen unit,.
,)esign parallel pa,cess steps which have no input or output dependency .

I). Implementation ot design in detail
This Step wa, excluded from the research b,· Platier.

Although the design principles of Platier can be useful to reorganize business processes in
information intensive organizations, the exclusion of the implementation phase makes it
difficult to evaluate whether or not the design principles are successful in practice. In this
research the evaluation of newly designed organizational structures will be dealt with to
illustrate the practical relevance of the theoretical models.
Creemers (1993) has focused on redesigning transaction related processes from a client
perspective and by focusing on redesigning those processes with a relatively high mechanistic
character. Following Davenport & Short (1990 p. 15), a distinction is made between tWO
approaches in identifying processes that need to be redesigned, the exhaustive approach

(include everything) and the high-impact approach (redesign those processes which lead to the
best results). Davenport & Short prefer the high impact approach because it is more practical.
In a series of three articles, Koster & Verstegen (1991) have analyzed the application of
logistics in information intensive governmental organizations. They conclude that the
distinction between the primary process and the information systems to support the control of
that process is less clear in information production than in material production. Secondly, they
conclude that quality control in information production is motivated by the effort to prevent
fraud rather than logistic considerations and finally they conclude that the output of each
activity is less clearly perceptible in information production in comparison with material
production (see also Gerrits 1995 p. 46).
Although other authors, like Blackburn 1991 p. 51, Bertrand et al 1991 p. 344, Hoekman
1992, have dealt with design principles, Starreveld (1991 p. 451) has mentioned some design
principles that are related to internal control and which are specifically focused on financial
organizations (see also Leenaars 1993):
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• Di·vision of binctions
• Joint responsibilities (foitr-eyed principle)
• Arrange signature responsibilities and procedures around tbem
•

•

Using third parties witb contrary interests

Measuring and managing credit, transaction and position limits

• Keep an up-to-date inventory
• Have a separate control department
• Assure a reliable, sectire and continuous availability of information systems

Although many authors have criticized the internal control measures, like Hoekman &
Zadelhoff (1992 Price Waterhouse Coopers) - in practice in financial organizations, many
control activities are way out of proportion - it is important that control activities are assigned
the necessary significance. Hoekman & Zadelhoff (1992 p. 11) have also mentioned that the
coordination of sub-processes seems to be adequate, while the coordination of the entire
process is often insufficient.
Finally, Esseling (1992 p. 55) has mentioned some important aspects to determine the
bottlenecks in organizational processes that are supported by IT:
• Delays in processing
• Certain activities tbat sboilld be processed automatically
• Statistics necessary for coordination, are not in line brit deal ruitb tbe same processes
(because tbe information comes from different sources)
0 Information being late or not up-to-date
• Illogical quantitative numbers: processes are too labor intensive and therefore carried out

inefficient.
Hoogeweegen has summarized redesign principles following an analysis of the work of
several authors in this field (Malone et al 1987; Clemons et al. 1993; Holland & Lockett 1994;
Davenport & Short, 1990; Venkatraman, 1994; Kettinger & Grover 1995; Stoddard & Jarvenpaa
1995; Earl et al 1995). Depending On three levels of IT-enabled business transformation,
Business Process Automation (BPA), Business Process Redesign (BPR) and Business Network
Redesign (BNR), the following seven redesign principles have been identified:

BPA

1. Support Information Storage and Processing

2. Automate information exchange (internal and external)

BPR

3. Reduce human labor in a process

4. Treat geographically dispersed resources as tbougb tbey were centralized.
5. Execute processes simultaneously
6. Put tbe decision point ·where work is performed, and build control onto tbe process.

BNR

7. Re-allocate activities among organizations

4.5 INTRA-ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN PARAMETERS

This paragraph deals with the intra organizational characteristics of design parameters and
the impact of IT on these parameters, whereas paragraph 4.6 addresses some of the design
parameters from an inter-organizational perspective.
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4.5. / TASK FORMALIZATION/STANDARD/ZATION

This aspect refers to the 'behavior formalization' design parameter; standardization is an
important aspect of the earlier mentioned coordination mechanisms. Mintzberg (1979 p. 81)
distinguish three types of formalization (by job, by work flow and by rules), focused on
facilitating coordination by prescribing the characteristics of each type. The influence of informarion technology on this aspect has been discussed by Huber (1984 p. 937; 1986 and 1990):
.ad:,anced communication seroices ",oill inc·rease tbe accessibility of any sotirce of information, formal or
informal. Since tbe attractiveness of informal sozirces of information sowrces is largely a function of their ready

accessibility I···1 the proportion of information tbat is formally acquired and processed .ill increase. I...3. Tbe
second line of reasoning focuses on routinization. Today's computers bave aided in tbe routinization of many

decisions, sucb as inventory re-ordering. It woxild seem reasonable to believe tbat, in view of their increased
capabilities, computers in tbe post indastrial society will aid in tbe rolltinization of still more decisions. For botb
these reasons, tben, we expect tbat in post-industrial organizations decision processes will be more formalized"

Information teChnology can and has been used successfully to ease 'Standardization of work
processes' and to store detailed information which can be retrieved whenever necessary.
According to Thompson, standardization (and thus formalization) can be accomplished by
specifying specific sets of rules to determine the required actions. Galbraith emphasizes the
importance of 'mutual adjustment' being the primary coordination mechanism. Information
systems provide for a means for more extensive use of lateral relationships (for instance via
electronic mail). Another aspect of the coordination mechanisms by Galbraith stresses that
rules and procedures (next to planning systems) should provide for the fit 4' between
information processing needs and information processing capacity. If rules and procedures do
not suffice to achieve this balance, decisions move up in the hierarchy. Information systems can
provide for the means to speed up this process of decision making by higher hierarchical levels.
The capacity and accessibility of storing and retrieving rules and procedures in information
systems are generally perceived to be higher than the capacity and accessibility of rules and
procedures in human minds (see for instance Hofstadter). Therefore, it is concluded that
information technology is supposed to have a positive influence in increasing possibilities for
standardization and formalization and subsequently increase the influence of the coordination
mechanisms based on standardization. However, standardization and formalization have a
negative influence on the information processing capacity. Since mechanistic organizational
configurations are characterized by high degrees of formalization and standardization,
mechanistic configurations have less information processing capacity than organic
configurations (Tushman & Nadler 1978; Daft & Lengel 1986; v.d. Heijden 1995 p. 61).
4.5.2 TASK/UNIT INTERDEPENDENCE

The task/unit interdependence aspect refers to the unit grouping and unit size design
parameters based on specialization. The interdependency between tasks is related to the

decomposition of tasks/jobs into smaller tasks and reintegrating them again to overall tasks.
Thompson (1967 p. 54) has introduced three types of interdependencies, i.e. 'pooled',

49

Venkarraman (1989) has identified six perspectives of fit relations, fit as moderation, fit as mediation, fit as marching, fit as
gestalts, fit as profile deviation and fit as covariation. Fit as matching implies that context should match strategy without specific
implications for performance and fit as Gestalts implies rhat sets of enpironmental variables are matched with sets of strategic
variables in organizational structures (v.d. Weil & Olsen 1989, p. 60, v. Heck 1993, p. 57 and v.d. Heifden 1995, p. 67)
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'sequential' and 'reciprocal' interdependencies (see figure below in which MinIZberg visualized
the types of interdependencies).

Resources

-

Pooled Coupling

Sequential Coupling

Reciprocal
Coupling

Figitre 4-2: Pooled, sequential and reciprocal Coupling of workflow
(Mintzberg 1979, p. 23 based on Thompson 1967)

The first type, 'Pooled Interdependence', implies that organizational units can perform tasks
independent of each other, although they are dependent on each other because they use the
same resources (for instance budgets). The second type, 'sequential inter-dependence', implies
that performing a task is dependent on the completion of another task; the output of the first
implies
task (A) is input for the second task (B). The third type, 'reciprocal interdependence'
that the outputs of each task are inputs for the other.
In the figure the output of task A is input for task B and the output of task B is input for
task A. Thompson (1967 p. 55) uses the following example:
«an airline contains botb operations and maintenance units. Tbe production of tbe maintenance unit is an
input for operations, in tbe form of a serviceable aircraft; and tbe product (or by-product) of operations is an
input for maintenance, m tbe form of an aircraft needing maintenance"

Thompson adds that "all organizations have pooled interdependence; more complicated
organizations have sequential as well as pooled; and the most complicated organizations have
reciprocal, sequential as well as pooled" 'c. Reciprocal tasks can be divided in two sequentially interdependent tasks depending on the level of analysis. An important aspect related to this interdependency of tasks is their frequency; related to the above mentioned example an aircraft might be used
ten times for operational purposes before it needs maintenance. When the frequency is one to one,
organizations might group reciprocal activities together in one unit; when the frequency is higher,
the activities might be grouped in separate units. The influence of information technology related to
the interdependency of activities consists mainly in providing information about previous tasks (or
Redesign is often
units) in order to facilitate better planning for consecutive tasks. Business Process
performed in
being
facilitate
activities
to
providing
information
on
technology
information
based
facilitates
technology
that
information
means
This
pooled interdependence instead of sequential.
between
tasks.
ncies
possibilities of different ways to group units, based on different interdepende
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al 1950). He also mentions that the three types of
Thompson refers to this as a form of a Guttman type scale (Stouffer et
therefore they are
interdependencies are in the order of reciprocal - sequential - pooled are more difficult to co-ordinate and
more costly to co-ordinate (measuring such costs however remains difficult).
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Consider, for instance, four tasks being executed sequentially. The second and third could be
pooled because both are triggered by the successful completion of the first task and because task
three does not depend directly on the completion of the second. This predictability of the successful completing of tasks is frequently defined as a determinant in respect to task uncertainty

(Tushman & Nadler, 1978).
4.5.3 TASK COMPLEXITYIVARIETY

The task complexity aspect refers to the first design cluster (Design of Individual
Positions).
Task complexity is defined by Tushman & Nadler (1988 p. 57) as 'the degree to which it is
possible to predict the outcome of a task in advance'. In further operationalizing task
complexity, Bensaou & Venkatraman (1994) define 'task analyzability' and 'task variety' as
ma or determinants of task complexity. Task analyzability refers to the degree to which an
objective, computational procedure is used to resolve problems. Task variety is the frequency
of unexpected and novel events that occur in the conversion (i.e. the
decision) process ". In
literature, complexity in general is sometimes referred to as 'complexity is in the eyes of the
beholder' (Alkemade 1972; Klir 1985 '2; Sheombar 1995 p. 86) has also tried to define
complexity by distinguishing between 'descriptive' and 'structural' complexity:
"

Descriptiue Complexity is a fwnction of tbe nitmber of elements needed to describe a system to a certain

observer".
«

Struct:*ral Complexity ts a f nction of tbe number of elements relevant to a certain observer in a system, tbe

degree of:nteraction among elements, and the predu,tability of tbe interaaions".

of distinguishing between complexity and variety " and
definition of variety stemming from communications theory and cybernetics H. These
above mentioned definitions of complexity contain a certain degree of subjectivity, because the
knowledge of the 'certain observer' determines the number of elements needed to describe the
system and/or the interaction and consequently determines the degree of complexity to a
certain extent. Adopting the information processing approach, v.d. Heijden (1995 p.
46) refers
to Tushman & Nadler (1978) Daft & Lengel (1986), Nadler & Tushman (1988) and Bensaou &
Venkatraman (1994) and outlines the relationship between task complexity and information
She also stresses the importance

uses a

processing requirements:
'there is little disagreement on tbe relationship between task complexity and tbe information processing
requirements in tbe literatwre. The bigber tbe complexity of tbe tasks, tbe less it is possible to predia tbe
outcome of tbe tasks in advance. Tbe bigber tbe unprediaability of tbe tasks, tbe more information processing

req:*irements tbe organization is faced witb'.

Comparing the above definitions, it can be concluded that the relationship phrased by v.d.
Heijden addresses the predictability element of task complexity, in that task analyzability
shows similarities with descriptive and structural complexity and in that the definition of task
51
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Secondary reference via v.d. Hei den (1995 p. 46).
Secondary reference via Sheombar (1995 p. 86).
Sheombar (1995 p. 86) uses the following example to clarify the difference between complexity and variety: Consider two

products: CAR Z and car Y. Product Z has three attributes, zl (yellow, green), zl (1.3,1.6,1.8 and 2.0) and z3 (hatchback,
sedan, station) and product Y has four attributes, >,1 (yellow, red), y2 (1.8,2.0), y3 (hatchback, station,
sedan) and Y4 (With,
without power steering). Since the description of product Y requires more elements, the product is considered more con· plex than product Z. Both descriptions allow US to define 24 different variations or choices of each product.
Cybernetics is defined as 'the science of control and communication in the animal and the
machine', Wiener 1948 (see also
R. L. Ackoff (1960) and C.W. Churchman (1957).

variety by Bensaou and Venkatraman overlaps the predictability element to some extent.
Therefore, it is concluded task complexity consists of task analyzability and task predictability.
However, task variety will be considered a separate aspect, which, although related to task
complexity, is different. Because both task complexity and variety are related to information
processing requirements, (following v.d. Heijden en Sheombar), Information Technology can
facilitate these requirements. Following v.d. Heijden (1995 p. 46), we would like to stress the
importance of the level of analysis in pertaining the degree of task complexity and task variety.
4.5.4 TASK UNCERTAINTY

The aspect task uncertainty is often defined as the combination of task interdependence and
task complexity (Tushman & Nadler 1978 p. 615). Galbraith (1973; 1977 p. 36) was among the
first to define Task Uncertainty:
'...tbe difference betuieen tbe amount of information required to perform tbe task and the amoxint of
information already possessed by tbe organization".

Tushman & Nadler (1978; 1988), following Galbraith, have modeled the relationship
between 'information processing requirements' and 'information processing capacity' as a 'fit'
relationship determining organizational effectiveness. They distinguish between 'sub-unit task
complexity and task interdependencies', 'sub-unit environment' and 'inter unit task
interdependence' as sources of uncertainty, which determine the information processing
requirements (1978 p. 617). They differentiate between 'organismic or mechanistic design of
sub-units' and 'feasible set of coordination and control mechanisms' as sources determining the
information processing capacity.
Daft & Lengel (1986) give an overview of the existing literature regarding uncertainty and
distinguish between two types of uncertainty ":
":incertainty as in lacie of nowledge regarding tbe occtirrence of events, and :incertainty as in not knowing
bow, to respond to an event wben it occurs".

in which the degree of variance in the occurrence of
recurring events does not correspond with the knowledge or information required. The second
type is comparable to task analyzability (also called unstructuredness of decision making

The first type refers

to situations

(Mintzberg et al 1976 p. 246)) and is also known as 'equivocality' (Perrow 1967; Weick 1979;
Daft & Lengel 1986, p. 554; Bots 1989; Streng 1993) is defined as follows:
Equivocality refers to uncertainty abolit tbe problem stritcttire: its variables, relations, operations, evalication

criteria. or any combination of these. Eqttivocality is the existence of mwitiple and conflicting interpretations

abolit a situation

.

perspective of required knowledge, Perrow (1967 p. 194-208,1972 p. 51) identifies
a classification based on task variability and problem analyzability. Here, empirical studies
support especially the distinction between routine tasks and non routine tasks. The former is
characterized by high formalization and centralization; the latter is characterized by low

From
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a

Although Daft & Lengel (1986) refer to uncertainty in
address the environmental uncertain[y in

a

a

broader context, including environmental uncertainty, we will

separate paragraph.
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formalization and decentralization

5«

(Magnussen 1970; Hage & Aiken 1969 p. 366-377; Mohr

1971 p. 444-459).

Other

aspects related to task uncertainty are response time (Tushman

& Nadler 1978,

Ansoff 1987) and rate of change of required knowledge (Allen & Hauptman 1987 ").
The relationship between task uncertainty and information technology (facilitating information
processing requirements) is addressed by Tushman & Nadler (1978 p. 615):
' Routine tasks or tasks witb a minimal amount of intra-unit dependence can be pre-planned, and their
Mformation pTocessing requirements are minimal. Complex tasks, tasks tbat are not :'AL understood, or tasks
wbicb involve reaprocal interdependence, cannot be pre-planned and are associated citb greater uncertainty..
4.5.5 ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTY

The environmental uncertainty aspect refers to a second source of uncertainty opposed to
the organization. Mintzberg (1979; 1983; 1993 p. 136) has introduced four main dimensions of
the environment of organizations; environmental stability, environmental complexity, market

diversity and hostility.
Environmental stabdity refers to the predictability of environmental aspects ranging from
stable to dynamic environments. He notes that dynamic does not refer to variability, in the
sense that variability may be predictable (for instance steady growth in demand).
Environmental complexity refers to the degree to which the members of the organization
can comprehend the changes of environmental variables and the relationships between these
variables, ranging from simple to complex.
Market diversity refers to the diversity of the markets in which the organization operates,
ranging from integrated to diversified.
Hostility is influenced by the amount of competition, relationships to unions, government
and other outside groups, ranging from munificent to hostile. Speed of necessary response is
especially related to the degree of hostility.
However, Mintzberg (1983, 1993 p. 137) mentions the fact that market diversity can be
subsumed under environmental complexity and hostility into environmental stability (diversity
implies complexity and hostility implies dynamic). Ansoff (1987, 1990) uses similar terms
(changeability and predictability) when he addresses environmental turbulence (Leavitt &
Whisler 1958; Rockart & Short 1989). Mintzberg also emphasizes the existence of more organic
organizational configurations. These emerge when the organization is faced with dynamic and
complex environments, whereas more bureaucratic organizational configurations emerge when
the organization is faced with more stable and simple environments.
Volberda (1992) examined the degree to which the organizational structures are matched to
the changing environment and defines flexibility as:
"tbe ability and speed ·u,itb :•bicb tbe organization can adapt or reda to changes in its environment..."

Volberda identifies four types of flexibility, operational, structural, strategic and meta
flexibility. Furthermore, he defines four types of organizational configurations (rigid, planned,
flexible and chaotic organizations) more or less tuned to the environment.
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Besides routine (fen· exceptions and well defined and anal>·sable) and non r<,urine (many exceptions, ill defined and
unanal>·zable) tasks, Perrow (1967) also identified craft (few exceptions and ill defined and unanalyzable) and engineering
(man,· exceptions and well defined and analvsable) taSks being two other classes.
Although Allen & Hauptman (1987) investigated organizationalstructures in R&D organizations, we would like to stress
the rate of change in the variable required knowledge as this is an important aspect related to the dynamic nature of
knowledge.

Operational flexibility refers to the input and output levels of organizational processes (for
instance with cyclic environments).
• Structural flexibility refers to the ability to adapt coordination processes to the changing
•

environment.
Strategic flexibility refers to the ability to change the goals and activities of organizations to
the changing environment.
• Meta flexibility refers to the degree of learning by doing or the degree to which the
organization 'reads' the environment and derives the consequences to the organization.
•

There seems to be little discussion concerning the influence of the environment on the
degree of decentralization of decision making, in the sense that decision making is apt to beco-

me decentralized if the organization faces dynamic, complex or flexible environments.
Following the influence of task uncertainty on information processing requirements, environmental uncertainty also positively influences the information processing requirements.
Another element related to both task and environmental uncertainty is risk. MacCrimmon
et al (1983, p.14) identify three components determining the degree of risk, i.e. 'lack of control',
'lack of information', and 'lack of time' (see also first chapter). The first two are similar to the
earlier mentioned determinants of uncertainty. The lack of time refers to the response time
mentioned earlier and shows the time dependency of the required information. Lack of time
therefore increases the uncertainty (information processing requirements) but also decreases the

information processing capacity.
4.5.6 CENTRAL/ZATIONIDECENTRALIZATION

The centralization/decentralization aspect refers to the fourth design cluster of Mintzberg,
'Design of Decision Making Systems' 58. Mintzberg (1988 p. 295) argues that the prime reason
to decentralize the decision-making system iS that all information necessary to make decisions
cannot be comprehended by one individual (bounded rationality by March & Simon 1958 p.
152 and 190 "'). Another aspect determining the degree of decentralization is the measure in
which the organization influences or controls the environment; the more the organization
controls the environment the more centralized the organizational configuration can be.
Thompson (1967 p. 157) was among the first to stress the importance of flexibility in
administrative processes as opposed to the reduction of uncertainty. Volberda (1992) also
discusses the relation between flexibility and the degree of decentralization in decision making.
From a coordination point of view, he stresses the positive relationship between decentralization
and structural and meta flexibility, which are related to the flexibility of coordinating mechanisms.

The influence of information technology on the degree of decentralization has been
reviewed by George and King (1991 p. 65-70 9. They identify four theories, which are

conflicting to some extent:
• Use of Information Technology willlead
• Use of Information Technology willlead
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to
to

centralization of decision making.
decentralization of decision making.

Although the decentralization aspect is highly interrelated

to

earlier mentioned aspects, we do identify this separately

because the degree of decentralization might be separatelv influenced by information technology.

59
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March & Simon 1958 p. 152 make a distinction between seven types of bounded rationali[y, limited rationality, contextual
rationality, game rationality, process rationalit>·, adaptive rationality, selected rationality, posterior rationality. In this respect
process rationality applies, defined as the importance of the decision making process related to the results of the overall
decision making process at higher hierarchical levels.
Secondary reference from v.d. Hciiden (1995 p. 33)
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•

Use of Information Technology has no direct influence on centralization or decentralization
of decision making.

• Use of Information Technology reflects rather than

shapes the

centralization or

decentralization of decision making.
Because of empirical studies supporting the first two conflicting theories, the latter two
theories were developed. George & King consolidate them by arguing that managerial action
determines the influence of Information Technology and centralization/decentralization of
decision making (v.d. Heijden 1995 p. 33). George and King (1991 p. 70) phrase it as follows:

«...there can be a poierful relationship between decision maleing a:itbority struct:tre and Information
Technology, brit wbetber there will be depends to a great extent on tbe particwlar organization's context,
history, current power stritcture, management mtent and environment'

The interrelation between task formalization and the degree of decentralization of decision
making, and the influence of Information Technology On this relationship, is illustrated by
Robey (1981 p. 681):
By increasing tbe formalization of tasks and monitoring lower level decision outcomes computer systems are

a chief tool in tbe strategy of administrative control. Tbe computer was tbe innovation tbat permitted tbe
organization to decentralize without loosing control over its operations".

With Robey (1981), it is concluded that Information Technology eases the decentralization of
decision making (Drucker 1988; Leavitt & Whisler 1958; Smits (1995) «'). Furthermore, it allows
higher level coordination units to control these decisions because information technology
facilitates the processing of information related to the consequences of these decisions (process
management information (PMI in the earlier mentioned systems view of organizations). This
makes it possible to take corrective actions. This means that when decision making is more
decentralized information technology facilitates coordination and control mechanisms.
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M.T. Smits (1995) refers to Neumann (1994 p. 89) who relates the degree of decentralization to the agency- theory in [he
sense that the agent has access to more and more precise information compared to the principal and the agent will use this

information nor only for the principal leading to agency costs. Information Technology can provide the principal with all
the required information but this implies information costs. Therefore, an optimum between agency costs and information
costs
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needs to be found (Williamson 1985).
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Figme 4-3: Inter -organizational design parameters.

(after Titsbman & Nadler 1978; Bensaoit & Venkatraman 1993,1994, v.d. Heijden 1995)
4.6 INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The aspects related to inter-organizational settings have already been addressed in the
previous chapter. However, the inter-organizational perspective should be added to the
intra-organizational perspective to determine the impact of II Christiaanse (1994 p. 18)
highlighted the complexity of analyzing inter-organizational design:
:..design deployment and implementation of information systems becomes mucb more complex reben many

organizations are involved. While tbe strategic impact of IT and its potential to create and exploit
organizational efficiencies are most visible in inter-organizational settings, the complexities involved remain
an issue to botb researchers as well as practitioners".

Bakos (1987) has mentioned that there may be too many confounding factors involved to
develop a model for analyzing inter-organizational settings. However, this research aims to
work towards realizing a conceptual model faCIOrS affecting process performance in interorganizational settings.
4.6.1 TASKIUNIT INTERDEPENDENCEf COMPLEXITYX VARIETYi UNCERTAINTY

Here, the interdependence, complexity/variety and uncertainty aspects are combined. The
reason is that these aspects are rather similar whether in an intra-organizational or an interorganizational setting. However, the level of analysis is different since inter-organizational
relationships focus on those tasks that actually interact with tasks in other organizations.
Processes vary in the degree of complexity, from simple processes that do not cross functional areas within and organization, to more complex business processes that are cross-functional but remain within the boundaries of the organization, to the most complex processes that
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cross organizational boundaries (v.d. Heijden 1996). In the previous paragraph, it was
shown
that the unit grouping design parameter could provide for putting highly complex and interde-

e

pendent tasks together. In an inter-organizational setting, a task in one organization, which
depends on a task in another organization, cannot be put together easily with that task because organizational design and coordination is usually executed within the boundaries of
organizations. This leads towards situations in which two interdependent tasks are coordinated
by two coordination units, thus increasing the task uncertainty.
Taking the coordination model that was presented in the first paragraph of this chapter, the
following can be concluded: if the IWO taSks were executed in one organization, they could be
grouped in one operational unit, coordinated by one coordination unit. This would result in
two sets of tuned information-processing requirements and information-processing capacity

models. If, on the other hand, two organizations execute the IWO taSks, this leads to two
operational units and two coordination units and results in four sets of tuned informationprocessing requirements and information-processing capacity models. Task Uncertainty is
determined by the fit of the information-processing requirements and information-processing
capacity.
The task variety is determined by the several different value chain structures and different
organizations within the value system. Aldrich & Mindlin (1978) referred to the degree of
connectedness as being one of the dimensions influencing the environmental uncertainty «2. If a
value system consists of a hierarchical relationship with a long-term contract, the varietv is

lower than it would be in situations of electronic markets or brokerages where different chain
structures and different organizations exist.
In the previous paragraph, it was concluded that Information Technology could improve
the information-processing capacity and facilitate the match between information-processing
requirements and information-processing capacity. As interdependency and uncertainty
increase, the influence of information technology and the need to use it increases in an interorganizational setting. AnOther way of reducing this uncertainty is to vertically integrate the
units into one organization. This option will be outlined in the paragraph dealing with

|

partnership uncertainty.
Besides the tasks within the organization's boundaries (operational and coordination tasks),
there are certain tasks in an inter-organizational setting connected with the boundaries between
organizations. These are called boundary spanning tasks (Katz & Kahn 1966; Thompson 1967
p. 70; Emery 1967; Aldrich & Hecker 1977; Lammers 1993; Konsynski 1993 p. 122).
Distinguishing between the general (GEMI) and specific environments (SEMI) 63, two types of
boundary spanning tasks can be identified.
The first type consists of tasks concerning communications and information processing from
and to other organizations in other stages of tbe value system.
The second type denotes tasks related to communications and information processing from

and to tbe general environment of tbe organization.
Rogers (1976) identified four quite similar communication roles in organizations. The roles
|iaison (interpersonal communication connecting two or more cliques) and
cosmopolitic
(communication with systems environment) are similar to the first and second types mentioned

above, except for the fact that we do not wish to limit ourselves to personalized communication
as information technology can be used in communications.
62

The other dimensions are degree ot hi,mogcneity/heterogeneity, degree of stability/instability, degree of munificence/scarC I t& degree ot concentration/dispersion and the degree of turbulence. These dimensions are similar to the earlier
discussed

dimensions.
63 See also figure 4-1.
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1

The importance of the boundary spanning tasks

is

illustrated by Emery & Trist (1969):

«Tbe primary task of management is to manage tbe borindary conditions of tbe enterprise".

In an intra-organizational setting, both types of boundary-spanning tasks are part of the
environment of the organization. In an inter organizational setting, the level of analysis shifts
because only the second type of boundary-spanning tasks is considered part of the environment
(v.d. Heilden 1995 p. 81).
the number of partnerships increases to achieve critical mass, the boundary-spanning
tasks become more important. Furthermore, due to probable differences between organizations, with which the boundary spanner interacts, the uncertainty will increase. The formalization and standardization of these boundary spanning tasks can be increased by concluding stan-

If

dardized long-term contracts. However, the uncertainty of the boundary spanner will increase
because the number of different organizations, with which the boundary spanner communicates, grows. This occurs, for example, in electronic markets. Many boundary-spanning tasks
increase the organization's dependency on these tasks. Another dimension of boundary-spanning tasks is the importance of these tasks in the overall process, since the boundary spanner is
responsible for providing information to other areas in the organization. Some examples of

boundary-spanning situations will be given at the end of this chapter.
4.6.2 ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTY

The aspect environmental uncertainty was already introduced in the previous paragraph.
Bensaou & Venkatraman ( 1993 p. 7) state that capacity, complexity and dynamism determine
environmental uncertainty. They distinguish product complexity and product customization as
variables influencing the environmental complexity. The determinants complexity and
dynamism are similar to Mintzberg's determinants market diversity and environmental
stability, although Bensaou & Venkatraman use heterogeneous versus homogeneous as the
range

for complexity.

The environmental capacity determinant is similar to the combination of environmental
complexity and hostility of Mintzberg. Bensaou & Venkatraman define environmental capacity
as 'the extent to which the environment can or does support growth'. Aldrich (1979 p. 63) also
defines Environmental Capacity, calling it 'the relative level of resources available to an
organization within its environment'. As for market growth, the higher the capacity in the

environment is, the higher will be the market growth that can be expected. These aspects can
also be seen from the flexibility perspective presented in the previous chapter.
Katz & Kahn (1978) argued that organizations sometimes tend to work together to reduce
the environmental uncertainty or to facilitate market growth by expansion (Lamboo4 1989;
Godfroy 1992).
4.6.3 CENTRALIZATION/DECENTRALIZATION

The degree of decentralization related to environmental and task uncertainty has already
been discussed in the previous paragraph. Following the earlier conclusions, the relationship
between the degree of decentralization on the one hand and the uncertainty and importance of
boundary-spanning tasks should be positive. If there is much uncertainty in the boundaryspanning task, the information-processing requirements will be high and information
technology may facilitate the necessary increase of the information-processing capacity.
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Information technology may also ease the transfer of information to the coordinating units for
coordination and control purposes. Another aspect in the determination of the degree of
decentralization is the importance of the boundary-spanner tasks. The reason is that, if interests
in the organization's objectives and the individual goals conflict (Lammers 1993), the boundaryspanner can prevent the necessary information from going up the hierarchy; this makes it
impossible for the coordination units to make reliable judgments.
4.6.4 PARTNERSHIP UNCERTAINTY

In the model of Bensaou & Venkatraman (1993), mutual trust and asset specificity (of both the
focal firm and the partner) influence the partnership uncertainty aspect. It is defined as follows:
"Partnership :incertainty bas been traditionally subs:imed :inder tbe troo other types, namely; general

environment uncertainty or tbe specific task lincertainty.l...JHo;Dever, we recognize tbe emergence of bybrids

(Williamson 1991), networks Uarillo 1988) or partnership-hke arrangements botb inside (Henderson 1990)
and outside a firm Uobnston & Lawrence 1988). Hence, me believe tbat partnership wncertainty sbowld be
distingmsbed from tbe broader environmental uncertainty and tbe narrow task xncertainty» (Bensaoic &

Venbatra,nan 1993 p. 9).

These tWO (or three) variables refer to the transaction-cost-economics approach, which
primarily deals with the question why organizations exist (Coase 1937; Williamson 1975; 1979;
1981; 1985; 1991). The issue of partnership uncertainty is closely related to the issue of trust that
has been addressed in the previous chapter.
4.6.5 ASSET SPECIFICITY

Related to the discussion in the previous chapter (see paragraph 3.4) dealing with
coordination by markets or by hierarchies, Williamson, building upon the work of Coase, first
focused on the question whether either organizations or markets should coordinate activities.
Secondly, he addressed the nature of various transactions. Thirdly, the concept of asset
specificity was introduced and defined as:
specific investments related to transactions, obicb vould not bave been made witbo t these transactions"
(Williamson 1981 p. 1544; Englander 1988)

Williamson (1991 p. 281) identifies six types of asset specificity:
"
• Site Specificity - successive stations are located in a cheek-by-jowl relation to each other so
as to economize on inventory and transportation costs.
• Pbysical Asset »eafiaty
refers to the specific physical attributes of inputs Or tools, for
-

instance specialized dies
-

experience derived from learning by doing
• Brand name capital investments related to for instance establishing goodwill
• Dedicated assets - investments in dedicated assets involve
expanding existing plants on
behalf of a particular customer
• Temporal specificity - investments in human activities attached to production processes
next to technical investments; timely responsiveness of on-site humans is vital.
•

Human asset specificity
-
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Referring to investments in support activities (see value chain) . Teece (1986) has added
'complementary assets'. Malone et al. (1987 p. 486) have added 'time specificity', referring, for
instance, to perishable products. Within the context of this study, time specificity will be
extended IO the investments related to meet specific demands related to maximum throughput
time of processes'. Besides asset specificity, Williamson introduces governance structures,
which is defined (1981 p. 1544) as 'the explicit or implicit contractual framework within which
a transaction is located' ". Williamson introduces the frequency and uncertainty related to asset
specificity, in the sense that high frequency and high asset specificity will lead towards more
bilateral agreements with long-term contracts (hierarchies), whereas low frequency will not.
High asset specificity and growing partnership uncertainty willlead to more hierarchies rather
than more markets. These longer term contracts cause partnership interdependency, which
decrease uncertainty and information-processing requirements (v.d. Heijden 1995 p. 77).
However, if the number of different partnerships increase to achieve critical mass, this will
lead to an increase in total information-processing requirements in the direction of the
information-processing requirements in market situations. The difference between many longterm partnerships and markets is uncertainty, in the sense that uncertainty is higher in markets
(stakeholders are not very well known to each other).
Comparing the coordination mechanisms of Mir:ttzberg with the transaction cost
economics, it can be concluded that, although Mintzberg identified more mechanisms, the
transaction economics approach limits the coordination mechanisms in hierarchies to direct
supervision. Criticism focused on the extremes of both markets and hierarchies, which should
be considered a continuum. Too little attention is paid to social variables, which are applicable
to physical production but not to service organizations. Insufficient attention goes to
information technologies (Jarillo & Ouchi 1980; Powell 1990; Creemers 1993; Voordijk 1994).
Investments in Information Technology can be considered as a form of asset specificity if they
are specific for a certain partnership. However, if such investments are applicable to several
partnerships there is little asset specificity connected with them (Ribbers 1991).
The influence of information technology on partnership uncertainty can be seen from
several perspectives. First, information technology facilitates the exchange of information
(improve the access to information) between partners involved in hierarchical long-term
relationships necessary for coordination purposes. Secondly, information technology reduces
uncertainty by increasing the information-processing capacity as the number of partnerships
increases. Thirdly, information teChnology facilitates electronic integration, which can be
considered a form between the extremes market and hierarchy. Electronic Integration is defined
by Zaheer & Venkatraman (1993) as:
'A form of vertical qwasi-integration acbieved tbrougb tbe deployment of dedicated computers and
communication systems between relevant actors m tbe adjacent stages of tbe value chain:

Previous empirical studies Uohnston & Lawrence 1988; Malone et al. 1987; Venkatraman &
Zaheer 1993 (insurance firms)) suggested that electronic integration leads to special ties between
vertically-related parties in the value chain; they point to the positive relationship between asset
specificity and the degree of electronic integration. Ribbers et al (1994 p. 67) have indicated that
investments in EDI systems, enabling electronic integration, imply comparatively high asset
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Next to complementary assets he also introduces asset specificitv related to patents and dominant designs, which will not
be included in [his research because they are based on technical inventions.
For a more complete overview of the transaction Cost economics approach we refer to Williamson (1975,1979.1981,1985,
1991, Englander 1988, Teece 1982 and Voordiik 1994).
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specificity, because of the relatively small number of actors involved in current EDI systems
(also called 'closed' EDI systems ««). They also argue that the asset specificity of an 'open' EDI
system " could be lower, although they question whether an 'open' EDI system will ever exist.
Bensaou & Venkatraman (1994 p. 22) suggest that partnership uncertainty in EDI partnerships
is lower if there is electronic interdependence when both parties have ma or assets committed
to the relationship.
Christiaanse (1994 p. 94) has examined airline reservation systems. She has rejected the
existence of the positive relationship between the level of asset specificity and the degree of
electronic integration. Furthermore, she suggested that the existence of several different airline
reservation systems caused the rejection of this relationship.
Based on the relationship between information technology, electronic integration and asset
specificity, two observations can be made. FirSI, if both parties, in adjacent stages of the value
system, show high levels of asset specificity, the possibilities of electronic integration between
these adjacent stages are higher. Christiaanse's conclusion (1994 p. 94) may, possibly, have
resulted from the fact that the asset specificity was only high on one side of two adjacent stages
in the value system. Second, if the number of organizations participating in electronic
integration of two adjacent stages of the value system increases (for instance towards an open
EDI system "), the asset specificity involved decreases. This leads to an increase of partnership
uncertainty compared with situations where electronic integration consists of only a small
number of organizations (with higher asset specificity).
In both observations, two adjacent stages in the value system are mentioned but, the
relationship between two adJacent stages in the value system can also have consequences on
other stages. Heide & John (1988) have extended the transaction cost economics approach by
combining it with dependency theory (Pfeffer & Salancik 1978). They argue that high
dependency between two adjacent stages in the value system might be offset to other stages in
the value system. This can be illustrated by the fact that a firm, facing high asset specific
investments on the side of the distributor, might offset these by linking itself closer to the
customers ". This might also work the other way around; i.e. if specific demand by customers
(degree of customization) is offset to distributors (Bensaou & Venkatraman 1993; Muntslag
1993).

4.6.6 INFORMATION

Sharing information between different departments and organizations has become more and
more important in developing (new) networks of organizations (Venkatraman & Henderson
1998). Network organizations rely heavily on real time and full access to information, especially
related to those activities that cross traditional organizational boundaries. The network
organization assumes a paradigm shift in the role of information in an organization.
Information is no longer only viewed as the enabler of control or an asset to be controlled.
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Ribbers et al ( 1994) (and Ekering 1992) argue that the asset specificity of EDI investments is comparatively high because ir
comprises the following six aspects: the information svstems with which to send and receive EDI messages, the development

or adoption „f a specific EDI standard. the adjustment of product codes, value added network selection. adjustment of
procedures and adiustment of logistical plans.
In which in principle evenv organization can communicate to every other organization with a world wide EDI standard that
is both recognized and accepted b\· all EDI partners.
Although EDI svstems facilitate electronic integration. we would like to stress that other forms of inter-organizational
Information Systems (EDI was only one part in the deliniticin of Wierda (1991) can also facilitate electronic integration.
When the term customer is mentioned in this example. this does nor automatically imply the end customer, it can also be
.another firm.

Rather, the goal is to turn information into knowledge and the value of information comes from
being shared across networks (Jarvenpaa & Ives 1994).
V. Alstyne (1992) states that by sharing information among a partnership, it is also possible
to create new information by focusing diverse expertise on identifiable problems and
opportunities, thus creating more asymmetric information resources vis-a-vis competitors.
Sharing information can strengthen a partnership against competitors even as it weakens
partners relative to one another.
Quinn (1980) has argued that knowledge, unlike most resources, increases in value as it is
shared. Information is to be regarded an important and necessary component in decision
making and monitoring (Malone 1997).
With regard to information, four aspects have been identified by Davenport & Beers (1995),
i.e. identification of which information elements are needed, collection of data belonging to the
identified information elements, distribution and communication of the collected information
and use of the distributed information. There are a number of attributes belonging to different
information categories (management information, process information and transaction
information) to be considered: Timeliness of information, Reliability of information, Content
of information, Standardization of information, Quality of information.
4.7 PROCESS PERFORMANCE

4.7.1 ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESS PERFORMANCE

Many firms have generally measured and monitored their performance through the use of
financial information, usually accounting-based. Financial indicators alone, however, are
usually insufficient for effective management of organizational performance. Firms also need to
manage operational performance - that is, the efficiency and effectiveness with which the dayto-day activities of the organization are carried out. Process performance can be a leading
indicator of future financial performance (Davenport & Beers 1995). Weill & Olsen (1989) have
argued that "performance is a value-laden construct, highly dependent on the position from
which it is viewed. In addition, performance is multifaceted and has often been simplistically
operationalized by one perceptual measure" (Weill & Olsen 1989, p.76). A similar conclusion
is drawn by Daft (1983) who states that "Overall effectiveness is difficult to measure in
organizations. There has been no simple solution. Organizations are large, diverse and
fragmented. They perform many activities simultaneously. They pursue multiple goals. They
generate many outcomes, some intended, some unintended" (Daft 1983).
In paragraph 4.4, the issue of measuring performance has been addressed as it was mentioned
that performance measurement consists of three categories, i.e. (I) business process effectiveness
(defined as quality as perceived by customers), (II) business process efficiency (defined as value

ratio's) and (III) business process cycle/lead time (v.d. Heijden 1995; Ribbers 1992).
Davenport & Beers (1995) have indicated that process improvements can be obtained by
having information about process characteristics, performance and outputs as well as customer
satisfaction. Although this may sound obvious, they also indicate that process performance
information is generally poorly organized, and, as a result, most firms find it difficult to know
if their operational performance is improving or not and in which areas of the business they face
performance problems or inefficiencies. They conclude that it may be surprising that most firms
have no organizational unit for continuously, broadly and rigorously assessing their operational
performance. In the future, they expect that leading firms will manage process information as
routinely and expertly as they do financial information.
to cost
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Chandler & Daems (1979) have already argued that every coordinating activity that
improves organizational efficiency, speeds up flow through the system, or permits a more
intensive use of factors of produCtion iS likely to improve the performance of the economic
system. Guha et al (1997) have analyzed the process performance improvements related to
business process changes and identified six aspects from case study analysis; (I) cycle time
reductions, (II) reduced processing costs, (III) quality, (IV) customer satisfaction, (V) increased
overall profitability and (VI) increased market share.
Following the business process redesign principles aimed to improve process performance,
as described in paragraph 4.4, Kallio et al (1998) have analyzed 32 Business Process Redesign
projects in Finland and have derived four important performance measures from the cases, i.e.
(I) reduction in costs, (II) reductions in throughput time, (III) improvement in quality and (IV)
improvement in efficiency.
4.7.2 NETWORK PROCESS PERFORMANCE

The issue of process performance in a network situation is closely related to organizational
process performance. The issue of market quality has been addressed from an economic

perspective by Milgrom (1989) and has been addressed from a market performance perspective
by Lee & Clark (1997), Clark & Lee (1999), Clemons & Weber (1990,1998) and Handa et al
(1998). Lee & Clark have specifically addressed the market institution and the advantages of
electronic markets compared to traditional markets (see also paragraph 3.9). However, in
analyzing both traditional and electronic markets, the market institution (electronic system or
physical place) should be analyzed together with market actors (stakeholders) and the market
mechanism (for instance auctions markets or markets in which suppliers set prices).
The situation in which the market consists of buyers and sellers seems to differ from
markets consisting of buyers, sellers and intermediaries. Three important aspects are important
in analyzing market quality, i.e. (I) goods/services traded, (II) price and transaction costs and
the market process itself. In an intermediated market, the intermediary can differentiate
products traded by offering services linked to the product, whereas in a non-intermediated
market the products/services traded are separated. For example, when an investor is able to
directly buy/sell securities from another investor via a market system, the price of the goods is
equal to the price of the security. When an investor buys securities via a broker (for instance
Merrill Lynch),the investor pays a price for the securities and the services received (for instance
research reports). The related service can be seen as a separate product/service when buyers can
choose to either buy the product including the related service or buy the product without the
related service. When there is no alternative to buying the goods including the related services,
the costs related to searching, evaluating, negotiating, contracting, regulating, delivery etc
should be seen as transaction costs. When there is an alternative to buy the goods separate from
the related service, the related service should be seen as a separate good/service with its own
price and possibly its own transaction costs. Therefore, the price and transactions costs should
be analyzed relative to the goods/services they apply to.
Next to the definition of which price is paid for which goods/services, the access method
(distribUtion method) to the market is important in determining the price of the goods/services
received. The price to be paid for buying/selling securities (commission) frequently depends on
which distribution/access method is used. The commissions are often higher for physical
distribution channels compared to phone or Internet trading whereas the ultimate product (the
security for a certain price) received does not differ. Therefore, investors do not only have a
choice as to which security they want to buy of sell and via which intermediary (if necessary),

(III)
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but also which distribution method they want to pay for depending on their needs.
The factor Goods/Services consists of a clear description of the product, the quantity, the
breadth and depth of the product and the available variations. With respect to the factor price
and transaction costs, the price of the goods, the volatility, the liquidity and the transaction
costs are relevant. With reSpeCI to the market process, the price discovery, critical mass,
throughput time and market access are important.
In this respect, Schwartz has addressed the market techno-structure and performance
requirements in his co-authored article (Handa et al 1998). In his analysis of the impact of
technology on the competitive and organizational structure of industries, the following
aspects were identified as performance characteristics of (securities) markets, i.e. liquidity,
transparency, accessibility, low transaction costs, accurate price discovery, critical mass,
adequate information concerning products, recent transactions and current quotes.
Toppen et al (1998) have identified throughput time, reliability, quality, efficiency, costs,
risks, controllability, flexibility and logistic performance as important performance criteria in
SitUatiOnS which are characterized by information processing in networks.
Related to the distinction between Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and
Processing Oriented Electronic Markets (POEN), the performance criteria mentioned by
Schwartz are expected to apply to TOENs and the criteria mentioned by Toppen et al. (1998;
1999) are expected to apply to POENs.
4.8 RISKS AND CONTROL

4.8.1 RISKS

Clemons and Row (1992) have argued that the impact of IT on economic organizations
cannot be understood without explicitly considering risk. With regard to the former analysis of
the transaction cost theory, transaction costs are composed of costs of coordination and
transaction risk. Transaction risk is defined as the possibility of opportunistic behavior by
another party to the relationship, leading to uncertainty surrounding the level and division of
the benefits from the increased integration of decisions and operations. They have indicated the
cost of coordination can be lowered without necessarily increasing risk associated with a greater
level of explicit coordination (integration of operations).
Furthermore, they argue that operations risk, the risk that the other parties in the transaction
willfully misrepresent or withhold information, or underperform - that is, "shirk" their agreed
upon responsibilities. Operations risk stems from differences in objectives amongst the parties
or by difficulties in enforcing agreements. Information asymmetries are a common source of
operations risk, but need not be present for these risks to exist (Clemons et al 1993, p.15).
With regard to electronic markets and reducing transaction risks, Lee & Clark (1997) have
argued that the adoption of electronic markets is likely to increase transaction risks or
uncertainties, because buyers have to make purchasing decisions based on information without
physically inspecting the products, thus facing the risk of incomplete or distorted information
(information asymmetries) (Evans & Wurster 1997). Therefore, risks are becoming more
important when inter-organizational structures emerge.
-

4.8.2 CONTROL

One of the aspects of process design & coordination

is

control, which Mockler (1972 p. 2)

defines as:
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" Management control is a systematic effort to set performance standards witb planning objectives, to design

information feedback systems, to compare act,#al performance witb these predetermined standards, to
determine wbetber there are any deviations and to meas:ire their significance, and to take any action required

to ass:ire that all corporate resources are being used in tbe most effective and efficient way possible in
achieving corporate objectives"

Control can have many specific dimensions, for instance, financial control, operational
control or production control. Each of these dimensions of control has to do with setting norms
to the operational processes and checking whether the outcomes meet the norms and taking the
necessary actions to steer the process more effectively with regard to, for instance, resource
capacity or measures aimed to prevent errors occurring (Bertrand et al 1990; Bertrand &
Wortmann 1981; De Leeuw 1979). One important aspect is to create contrarian interests
between people in the various departments (Leenaars 1993). This should prevent situations
occurring where errors are not noticed (.lans 1990). Creating contrarian interests, together with
setting the norms and analyzing discrepancies from the norm are important elements in
controlling not only operational, but also coordination processes. Starreveld et al (1994)
distinguished between four typeS of product and process control mechanisms (I) reasonableness
of specifications, (II) admissibility of values, (III) possibility of values and (IV) authorization of
employees. Control mechanisms can, on the one hand, lead to a reduced attention of employees
relying on control by other people and, on the other hand, lead to an increased attention to

avoid errors and deviations (Starreveld 1962; Platier 1996, p. 124).
The National Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting has given a good definition
of Control. We will use this definition within the context of this dissertation:
A Process, effected by an entity's board of directors, management and other personnel, designed to provide

reasonable assurance regarding tbe achievement of objeaives in tbe following categories: effectiveness and
efficiency of operations, reliability of financial reporting, and compliance witb applicable laws and regulations

.

(in Zutpben et al 1995, p.3)

In their article, Sia & Neo (1997) have presented a review of the relevant literature dealing
with the link between control and organizational performance. They identified the following
three categories:

(I) A conceptualization of control as a management of resource dependency. This category
does not deal with the control and feedback cycles, but does examine possibilities to
restructure, reduce or eliminate the demand for control.
(II) A conceptualization of control as a dynamic feedback process that involves planning,
implementation, monitoring, and reinforcing to regulate the flow of resources. This
category deals with either motivational theories, such as seeking feedback, and control
from the perspective of input-process-output or from a preventive-detective-corrective
perspective.

(III) A conceptualization of control as categories of organizational practices with unique sets
of characteristics. This category emphasizes the procedural compliance in behavior
control, the target setting focus in outcome control or self-control.
They conclude that research On the control impact of business process redesign is limited
and often explored only as a small part of a wider research focus (Sia & Neo (1997, p. 73).

Furthermore, they have identified four control changes following a case study analysis at the
Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS): (I) increased reliance on automation and
external agencies, (Il) finer segmentation of the process by which controls are applied, (III)
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greater reliance on back-end

controls and (IV)

a

clear shift towards an outcome control

portfolio. The most important aspect has been the shift from checking 100% of the information
to only pay attention to the 5% that actually need control (control does add value). The IRAS
used to regard around 80% as being tax evaders and 20% as OK, whereas they might also
regard 90% of them as OK and only 10% as potential tax evaders ':. Checking the difference
between the entities with previous year entries also provided for tremendous improvements in
control processes. It is a question of the costs of control processes versus the efficacy of control.
They also conclude that redesign of organizational control should be reviewed from a risk
management perspective, rather than from a merely ideological angle. Related to the aspects of
risks, Clemons & Row (1992) have stated that any risk that is not reduced by control
mechanisms (including insurances) will affect costs in the form of higher cost of capital (or
expected losses).

Control should be incorporated both in the organizational structure and in process
procedures, aimed to define responsibility and accountability and to be able to monitor, report
and assure effectiveness (CCAF, 1993). Regarding control measures, a distinction between
preventive, detective and corrective control measures will be used within the context of this
dissertation (Sia & Neo 1997).
4.9 SUMMARY

This chapter addressed the second part of the first research question by reviewing the
literature on aspects related to the organizational structure, intra-organizational process design
and coordination, and business process redesign. The aspects that have been dealt with in this
chapter are: process (re)design parameters and coordination mechanisms, the impact IT can
have on business process redesign of processes within and across the boundaries of the
organization. Additional issues in the chapter were process performance improvements, related
risks and control.
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See also

chapter 9.
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THIRD SECTION:
Conceptual research framework
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Chapter Five

Conceptual Research Framework
"Sometimes an opportunity looks right, because it is tbe only one yolt can see"

In the previous IWO chapters the literature was reviewed to address the first research
question to identify aspects that affect process performance. In the first paragraphs of this
chapter, the literature review will be briefly summarized (paragraph 5.1) and the aspects that
have been identified from reviewing the literature are used as building blocks (factors) for a
conceptual research framework that will be presented in paragraph 5.2. Paragraph 5.3 addresses
the variables belonging to each of the factors of the conceptual research framework. In
paragraph 5.4, propositions will be formulated related to the factors in the research framework.
To find support for these propositions and the research framework, case studies will be
analyzed in the next section. In paragraph 5.5 a summary of this chapter is given.
5.1 LITERATURE REVIEW

In the previous tWO chapters, the literature was reviewed from three perspectives;
information systems theories, theories on inter-organizational structures and theories on intraorganizational structures. These theories have been reviewed from a business process and
network redesign focus including the impact of IT on process (re)design. In the third chapter
the following aspects have been identified:
• different levels of analysis,
• developments in the field of IT enabling new organizational and market networks,
• different stakeholder incentives (and motives),
• aspects related to trust and conflict,
•
aspects related to trust and conflict, risks and efficiency and effectiveness of inter•

organizational processes and
different typeS of electronic networks.

In the fourth chapter the following aspects have been identified:
process design parameters and coordination mechanisms,
• the impact of IT on process design and coordination,
• process redesign principles,
•

•

process performance improvements and

• risks and control aspects.
Analyzing the aspects derived from literature and using the perspective from an individual
organization versus the perspective of a network together with the distinction between the
generic and specific organizational environment (paragraph 4.1), the conceptual research
framework distinguishes between exogenous and endogenous factors (Toppen et al 1998; 1999;
see also Chatfield & Bjorn-Andersen 1997). The exogenous factors Stakeholders, Competition,
Information Technology and Market Network (Re)design have been derived from the aspects
analyzed in the third chapten The exogenous factors have an impact on the organizations that
operate in a business network. The exogenous factors are beyond the scope of direct influence
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of an individual organization, but affect the endogenous factors, that are within the scope of
direct influence of an individual organization. The four endogenous factors that can be
identified from the literature review are Risks, Process (Re)design, Information and Trust.
These eight factors are expected to influence process performance of inter-organizational
processes.

The terms exogenous and endogenous are different from the terms external and internal that
were used in the previous section as they refer to the boundaries of the organization, whereas
the terms endogenous and exogenous refer to whether or not the factors can be directly
influenced by an individual organization.
Table 5-1 summarizes the factors that have been derived from reviewing the literature
according to the distinction between exogenous and endogenous factors.
Table 5-1: Stimmary of literature review
Factor

Paragraph in
wbicb discussed

Literature

Exogenous factors
1.

2.
3.

1.2,1.3,3.4,

Freeman

Cornpetition

3.5; 3.6; 3.7; 3.9
1.1;3.3

Beniamin & Wigand 95; v. Heck & Ribbers 96; Sanner 97,
Porter & Millar 80,85; Benjamin et al 90; Miles & Snow 92; Davis 93;
larvenpaa & Ives 93, Christiaanse 94;

Information

1.1,3.2,3.3,

Technology

4.2,4.3,4.4,

Kaufmann 66; McFarlan & McKenney 83; Blumenthal 84; Bemelmans 87;
Cash & Konsinsky 85; Greveling & Kokke 89; Earl 89; King et al 91, Scott
Morton 91; Venkatraman 91; Wierda 91; v.d. Vlist 91, v.d. Heiiden 95 (see
also Market Network (Re)Design & Process (Re)Design literature);

4.5; 4.6
4.

& Simon 93; Bakos &

Stakeholders

Market Network 3.2; 3.5; 3.6,3.7
(Re)Design

84;

Bakos

91;

March

Bryniolfsson 93;

Williamson 75,85; Malone et al 87; Bakos 91; Gurbuxani & Whang 91;
Bakos & Brynjolfsson 93; Clemons, Reddi & Row 93; Venkatraman 94; v.
Heck & Ribbers 95,96; Lee & Clark 97; Clemons & Weber 98; Schwartz 98;
Clark & Lee 99

Endogenous factors
5. Risks

(Re)Design

4.3; 4.4; 4.5;
4.6; 4.7; 4.8

7.

Information

3.3,4.6

Mockler 72; De Leeuw 79; Bertrand & Wortmann 81; Bertrand et al 90;
Clemons & Row 92; Clemons et al 93; Leenaars 93; Zutphen et al
95, Lee & Clark 97, Sia & Neo 97;
Galbraith 67,73,77; Tushman & Nadler 78; Mintzberg 79,83,88,90;
Ribbers 80,91; Blumenthal 84, Bemelmans 87; Nadler & Tushman 88;
Davenpot & Short 90; Wierda 91; Starreveld 91; Malone & Crowston 91,
94; Bensaou & Venkatraman 93; Hammer & Champy 93, Creemers 93; Earl
et al 95, v.d. Heiiden 95, Sheombar 95; Tenner & DeToro 96;
Stern & Kaufmann 85; v.d. Vlist 91; v. Heck 93;

8.

Trust

3.6,3.7

Williamson

3.8; 4.7;4.8

Phelan 91; Venkatraman 94; v.d. Heiiden 95, Stoddard & Jarvenpaa 95; Sia
& Neo 97; Clemons & Weber 98, Schwartz 98; Clark & Lee 99
Bakos & Brynjolfsson 93; Clark & Stoddard 97; Clemons & Weber 98;
Schwartz 98; Lee & Clark 97; Clark & Lee 99; Toppen et al 99

1.3,3.6,4.8

Jans 90;
6. Process

Process performance
9. Process

3.3,4.1,4.2,

Performance

of
Electr.Networks

10. Success

3.4,3.6,3.7,3.8
4.7,4.8

75; Ouchi 80; Thorelli 86; Zaheer & Venkatraman 95; v.d.
Hei iden 95; Fukuyama 95; Meier 95; Verbeke et al 96; Sanner 97,

The factors Stakeholders, Competition, Information Technology and Market Network
(Re)Design are exogenous factors because it is unlikely that individual organizations are able to
change these factors individually. However, individual organizations are part of the industry
and as a consequence they have an impact on these factors. The factors Risks, Process
(Re)Design, Information and Trust are endogenous faCIOrs because individual organizations can
directly influence these factors. The exogenous factors influence the endogenous factors which
in turn affect process performance. Each of the exogenous and endogenous factors can affect
the other exogenous and endogenous factors.

An example is that for one organization belonging to
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a

network, the factor Process

(Re)Design depends on the Market Network (Re)Design and the willingness of other
Stakeholders to cooperate with proposed Market Network Redesign opportunities which are
enabled by developments in the Information Technology area. The willingness of certain
stakeholders to cooperate depends on the competitive structure and the goals/interests of each
of the stakeholders versus the benefits/motives of the proposed changes to each specific
stakeholder.

The aim of the framework is to define the influence of both the exogenous and endogenous
factors as well as the relationships between factors influencing process performance and
facilitating process performance improvements. In this chapter, the relationships between
factors that are identified in the framework will be analyzed in more detail and propositions
will be formulated to predict the impact of the specific factor on process performance. The
success of electronic networks (markets or hierarchies) is expected to be a direct result of
fulfilling the process performance criteria in an optimal way (see also network process
performance and market quality in paragraph 4.7).
5.2 CONCEPTUAL RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

The exogenous and endogenous factors are believed to affect process performance
improvements (figure 5-1). To reflect the dynamic character of the industry, the conceptual
framework should be dynamic.

1 feedback
Exogenous

Endogenous

Stakeholders

Risks

Competition

(Re)Design

V

Process

_ ::

C..

Information

Process

Successful

Performance
(of TOEN or

Electronic

POEN)

Information

Networks
(TOEN or

POEN)

Technology

Market

Network

Trust

(Re)Design

Figwre 5-1: Conceptwal research frame orle (Toppen et al 1998,1999)

The dynamic character of the research framework stems from the redesign element in the
factors Market Network (Re)Design and Process (Re)Design as well as from the feedback
loops. Four feedback loops can be identified:
(I) feedback from success of electronic markets or hierarchies to process performance.
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(II) feedback from process performance to the endogenous factors.
(III) feedback from process performance to the exogenous factors.
(IV) feedback from the endogenous factors to the exogenous factors.
The factors and the research framework need to be applied to case studies to be able to
answer the second research question. The validity and reliability of the research framework
should also be assessed. According to the method of internal consistency the factors should be

built up of a few smaller and measurable variables (Swanborn 1981; Bacharach 1989; Galliers
1990; Bagozzi et al 1991). The validity and reliability of the research framework will be
determined by using the method of analytical induction. The purpose of analytical induction is
to generate propositions or theories for testing, which can be done by exploring the prespecified
propositions by analysis of practical case studies. In this research, the propositions related to
the factors will be formulated and applied to different case studies. Formulating hypotheses
based On the variables belonging to each of the factors and the relations between the factors is
beyond the scope of this research. However, to review the factors and the propositions, the
variables underlying the factors should also be analyzed (Bacharach 1989).
In the next two paragraphs, the variables underlying the factors in the research framework
and the propositions related to the factors will be addressed.
5.3 VARIABLES UNDERLYING THE FACTORS iN CONCEPTUAL RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

Table 5-1 presents ten factors included in the research framework. These factors are
composed of variables determining how the factor influences process performance. Process
performance is also composed of several variables enabling the measurement of process
performance (chapter 4 and Toppen et al 1998; 1999).

This paragraph summarizes the factors and the variables determining the influence of the
factors on process performance. This summary is based On the literature review described in
chapters three and four.
5.3./ STAKEHOLDERS

The stakeholder management theory deals with three dimensions, the rational, process and
transactional dimension. The first deals with identifying stakeholder groups and their interests.
The second deals with organizational aspects and the third with negotiation with stakeholder
groups (Freeman 1984). The interests of stakeholders consist of longer-term goals of a specific
stakeholder group.
With respect to the first dimension, analyzing stakeholder interests in a static and dynamic
environment is important because Stakeholder interests are likely to change over time.
Therefore, in analyzing stakeholder interests in the case studies to be presented in the next
chapters, both the situation before and after the change was implemented will be addressed. The
stakeholder motives can be derived from the strategic stakeholder goals as well as from the
stakeholder interests before and after the change. In the third chapter, it was concluded that
stakeholder incentives need to be managed to achieve successful developments towards
electronic networks (Bakos & Bryniolfsson 1993; v. Heck & Ribbers 1995). The distinction
between stakeholder motives and stakeholder incentives is important as it reflects Stakeholder
motives of individual organizations and stakeholder incentives to be used by the network
coordinator or Other stakeholders to make sure the specific stakeholder cooperates to the
changes. It is important to match stakeholder incentives to stakeholder motives.
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With respect to the organizational dimension, stakeholder goals can be seen as a
coordination mechanism from an information processing perspective (Galbraith 1973; 1977).
Next to stakeholder goals, chapter four identified sharing of information between stakeholders,
partnership uncertainty, information asymmetries, risks and trust as important variables related
to the factor stakeholders. Because these variables will be dealt with in addressing the other
factors in the research framework, it is concluded that the endogenous factors risk, process
design, information and trust are related to the exogenous factor stakeholders.
With respect to the third dimension, it should be mentioned that negotiation with
stakeholders is considered to be beyond the scope of this research.
From these three dimensions and the theories in the previous chapters, it can be concluded
that the following variables related to stakeholders are relevant: number of different stakeholder
groups, stakeholder interests, goals and motives, and related stakeholder incentives and interrelatedness (interdependence) of stakeholder groups. The stakeholder incentives variable deals
with the change process itself, addressing the issue whether the stakeholder will or will not
cooperate or contribute to the changes (redesign).
5.3.2 COMPETITION

In the third chapter, it has been mentioned that the industry sector can be described from
different levels of analysis, i.e. single organization, dyads, supply chain, industry and network
situations. Over the last few years, networks or organizations have emerged and still new
networks emerge. The framework of Venkatraman (1991; 1994) has been used to analyze the
developments/redesign towards network organizations. The value chain/system concept by
Porter (1985) is also useful to describe the interdependencies between organizations
participating in a certain industry sector.
Information Technology has been an important enabler facilitating the development of
(electronic) network organizations (varying from electronic hierarchies to electronic markets).
Malone et al (1987) have advocated that IT will lead to increased outsourcing of activities,
lowering coordination costs. The move to the middle hypothesis of Clemons et al (1993) also
predicts increased outsourcing but to fewer suppliers because of reduced coordination costs and
reduced risks. Lee & Clark (1997) have advocated that this move should be analyzed together
with adoption barriers such as transaction risks and lack of necessary market power to enforce
the changes. With respect to the factor competition, Benjamin & Wigand (1995) have argued
that developments towards electronic networks have four areas of opportunities and risks for
stakeholders, (i) increased benefits to customers, (ii) lower coordination Costs throughout the
industry value chain (dis-intermediation), (iii) lower physical distribution costs (electronic
transmission of information and reduced inventory costs) and (iv) a redistribution and potential
reduction in total profits. Besides dis-intermediation of existing stakeholders, Clark & Lee
(1997) have analyzed the role of new intermediaries (re-intermediation) in electronic
marketplaces and conclude that trUSt building can create differentiated online markets leading
to higher transaction costs.
With respect to the individual market participants (stakeholders), Clark & Stoddard (1996)
have argued that the highest impact on channel performance can be achieved when process
innovations are carried out after or simultaneously with linking databases (sharing
information). In developing electronic networks in the Dutch Flower (TFA) and Transport
industries (Teleroute), v. Heck & Ribbers (1995) concluded that convergent stakeholder
incentives and adequate entry barriers lead to more efficient primary processes and positive
effects for all stakeholders involved.
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Based On the literature review, the factor competition consists of the variables interorganizational structure (related to value chain, system and aspects like dis-intermediation and
re-intermediation and entry barriers). The aspects trust, risks, transaction costs, coordination
costs and price will be addressed in discussing other factors belonging to the research framework.
5.3.3 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The factor Information Technology specifically relates to the infrastructure enabling market
network (re)design and process (re)design and is seen as an enabling factor. The available
Information Technologies enable new intra and inter-organizational information systems to be
developed supporting intra and inter-organizational processes. It has already been mentioned
that IT is expected to lower coordination costs favoring market coordination more than
hierarchical coordination. The framework of IT-enabled business transformation by
Venkatraman (1991, 1994) describes the range of potential benefits to be achieved in various
degrees of business transformation. From chapters three and four, it can be concluded that the
impact of IT on intra and inter-organizational settings can be enormous. Information

Technology enables vertical integration, electronic hierarchies and electronic markets and
facilitates sharing of information within and across boundaries of individual organizations.
Furthermore, IT enables business and market network redesign and improves information
processing capacity leading to better control and coordination (v.d. Heijden 1995). In
developing electronic networks, stakeholders need to invest in Information Technology to
adapt their internal processes to the new situation to optimally benefit from the changes
(Benjamin et al 1990). Investments in IT may also cause increased asset specificity (partnership
specificity) leading to smaller sized networks consisting of fewer suppliers (Bakos &
Brynjolfsson 1993)
Evans & Wurster (1997) and Weill & Broadbent (1998) have analyzed the Information
Technology infrastructure and have argued that Information Technology enables a separation
of processes and information. Information can be communicated either to a re|atively small
number of stakeholders or to a relatively large number of stakeholders. In the first situation
where the range is low, the reach of the information can be rather high, allowing for processing
of complex transactions, customization and interactive communication. The number of
stakeholders that can benefit from this reach is rather small. In the second situation where the
range is high, the reach is often rather small (paragraph 3.2.2) ". Working towards IT
infrastructures with both a high reach and a high range is an enormous challenge (Weill &
Broadbent 1998).
5.3.4 MARKET NETWORK (RE)DESIGN

The factor Market Network (Re)Design refers to the possibilities of redesigning market
network structures in a dynamic way, based On the various levels of IT-enabled business
transformation (Venkatraman 1991; 1994).
In paragraph 3.9, a distinction has been made between electronic networks focused on
transactions and electronic networks focused on processing. The primary characteristics of
Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOENs) are that buyers and suppliers do not need
to know each other (because of intermediaries) and the important elements are price and
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Evans & Wurster (1997) use the
R Broadbent (1998).

terms

reach and richness which are comparable to the terms reach and range used bv Weill

quantity related to the transaction. Processing Oriented Electronic Networks (POENs) are
characterized by direct and close relationships between organizations and more elements that
are necessary in communication between the organizations (after Clemons & Row 1992;
Benjamin et al 1990). Bilateral forms of integration refer to situations where buyers and sellers
already have established a relationship and Multilateral forms refer to situations where the
electronic network system is used to establish new buyer-seller relationships (Bakos 1991).
The development towards these electronic networks can be achieved by linking databases
(sharing information) followed by, or in combination with process redesign (Clark & Stoddard
1996; Evans & Wurster 1997; paragraph 3.8).
Linking databases and developments towards electronic networks have to deal with
stakeholder interests, trust, partnership uncertainty and asset specificity. Two important
observations have been made with respect to the relationship between vertical integration and
asset specificity. First, if the asset specificity between two organizations, in two adjacent stages
of the value chain, is high, the opportunities of integration of systems between these stages are
better. Second, if the number of organizations participating in two adjacent stages of the value
chain is higher (more alternatives), the asset specificity involved decreases, increasing
partnership uncertainty as well. In situations where partnership uncertainty is higher,
hierarchical coordination is preferred to market coordination. A distinction should be made
between situations where tWO adjacent stages of the value chain are subject to analysis and
situations where entire networks of organizations are subject to analysis. When electronic
networks are developed supporting the entire value chain, or a large part thereof, asset
specificity is lower compared to situations in which electronic networks are developed for
smaller parts of the value chain (see paragraph 4.6.5).
With respect to process redesign, Creemers (1993) has argued that redesign efforts should
be aimed at those processes that lead to the best results (high impact approach) in terms of
process performance. In analyzing the impact of IT on channel performance, Malone et al
(1987) have identified complexity of product description as a factor determining whether

market or hierarchies are more likely to emerge. They argue that hierarchical coordination is to
be preferred when product descriptions are complex, whereas market coordination is to be
complex.
preferred when product descriptions are not

The variables that have been identified are: (I) the fit between information processing
requirements and information processing capacity in each of the levels and (II) the
developments towards electronic markets and hierarchies taking into account both the
differences between markets and hierarchies focusing on Transactions (TOEN) or Processes
(POEN)) and the differences between bilateral and multilateral forms (Toppen et al 1998; 1999
and paragraph 3.9).
Therefore, the factor Market Network (Re)Design is closely related to the factors
Information Technology (enabling market network redesign), Stakeholders (interests, motives
and incentives), Competition (dis-intermediation, re-intermediation, entry barriers, price),
Risks (partnership uncertainty), Process (Re)Design (coordination mechanisms, division of
tasks), Trust (partnership uncertainty), Information (sharing of information and information
asymmetries). Market Network (Re)Design is expected to enable process performance

improvements when process design is adequately adapted (Benjamin et al 1990; Venkatraman
1991; 1994).
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5.3.5 RISKS

The factor Risks relate to the various typeS of intra-organizational risks (operational process
risks) and inter-organizational risks (transaction and stakeholder or systemic risks). The first
type relates to risks in process design and coordination. The process design elements like task
standardization, task uncertainty, task complexity (paragraph 4.5) as well as preventive,
detective and corrective control measures (paragraph 4.8) are important variables determining
operational process risks. The second type relates to transaction risks associated with the
possibility of opportunistic behavior by another party tO the relationship (Clemons & Row
1992) and risks associated with information asymmetnes (Clemons et al 1993). With respect to
electronic networks, it is believed that transaction risks increase with the adoption of electronic
markets because buyers have to make purchasing decisions based on information without
physically inspecting the products, thus facing the risk of incomplete or distorted information
(Lee & Clark 1997).
An important aspect related to risks is the distinction between real and perceived risks. Real
risks relate to the chances of different situations occurring and the consequences (for instance
losses of even bankruptcy (see first chapter)) of each of these situations. Perceived risks relate
to the more psychological or managerial dimension of judging the expected impact of risks. It
is important to realize that certain real risks may not be perceived as risks and vice versa.
Therefore, the factor Risk is closely related to the factors Stakeholders (transaction risks),
Market Network (Re)Design (partnership uncertainty), Process (Re)Design (real risks,
perceived risks and control measures), Information (completeness, timeliness, availability,
information asymmetries) and Trust(reputation).
5.3.6 PROCESS (RE) DESIGN

The factor Process (Re)Design also reflects a static and dynamic perspective. It is an important
factor in the research framework because process redesign (including coordination mechanisms
and control measures) can have a significant impact on process performance. Process
redesign is
often enabled by Information Technology and process redesign is necessary to adapt organizational processes and coordination to the inter-organizational market network (re)design.
Information Technology can positively influence coordination and control because IT
improves the information processing capacity of organizations (v.d. Heifden 1995).

With respect

to control measures and process redesign aimed to improve process
possibly
two
conflicting standpoints should be taken into consideration. One of
the aspects of process performance iS throughput time (cycle time/lead time (v.d. Heijden
1996)). To improve throughput times from a logistical perspective, processes can be integrated.

performance,

However, from

an internal preventive

control perspective, it

is

important to separate

processes/tasks over multiple people or departments with contrary interests. These perspective
might be conflicting when process performance improvements are concerned.
Therefore, the variables related to the factor Process (Re)Design are captured in the
intra/inter organizational design framework based on Tushman & Nadler (1978) (see paragraph
4.5) in which there must be a fit between information processing requirements and information
processing capacity within the boundaries of one organization. The variables that have been
identified are related to process design: division of tasks/labor, task complexity, task
uncertainty, task interdependence, task formalization/standardization and IT use. Besides these
process design variables, the coordination mechanisms and preventive, detective and corrective
control measures will be analyzed.
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5.3.7 INFORMATION

Information relevant to organizations consists Of three basic forms, transaction specific
information, process information and management information (Davenport & Beers 1995;
Malone 1997; paragraphs 4.1,4.6.6). Transaction specific information refers to information
elements that are related to the transaction, such as price, quantity and description of
goods/services bough or sold. Process information refers to information elements necessary to
complete a process, such as account numbers to make payments. Management information
refers to information elements necessary for control and coordination purposes as well as
information elements necessary for other decisions, such as statistical information.
With respect to transaction specific information, the earlier mentioned completeness versus
incompleteness of information necessary for decision-making purposes is important. With
respect to process information, sharing information among stakeholders is expected to improve
process performance (paragraph 3.8). With respect to management information, a distinction
can be made between information necessary for strategic decision making, coordination
purposes and control purposes. The information necessary for detective control and
coordination purposes more process related and more detailed than information required for
strategic decision making, which is often more scenario based and less detailed.
The variables for each of the three basic elements are timeliness, availability, quality,
reliability, completeness, correctness, comparability and Standardization of information. The
information provided by paper files, people and/or information systems should be adequately
matched with the need for information. The need for information versus the supply of
information is related to the information processing requirements and information processing
capacity in an intra- and inter organizational setting.
Therefore, the factor information is closely related to other factors like Information
Technology (infrastructure necessary to provide/obtain information), Stakeholder Interests
(when stakeholder interests are conflicting, it is likely that more information will be required
for decision making, coordination and control purposes), Process (Re)Design (information
processing capacity versus information processing requirements, Trust (information can
contribute to trust) and Risks (to effectively monitor risks, accurate, timely and correct

information

is required).

5.3.8 TRUST

The factor trust refers to trust in people, in the organization or in the institution (regulation,
licenses and applicable law) (Sanner 1997). Trust in the organization refers to the focal
organization and different organizations belonging to different stakeholder groups. Research
has indicated that trust in the institution is important when trust or distrust ill the organization
is not there. Trust in people working for an organization is likely to contribute to trust in the
organization. In analyzing the factor Trust, a distinction can be made between transaction
related trust and processing related trust. Transaction related trust determines whether or not a
stakeholder trusts another stakeholder enough to carry out a transaction with that stakeholder.
Processing related trust deterrnines whether or not a stakeholder trUSts another stakeholder
enough to outsource parts of the activities of the entire value chain processes. Both kinds of
trust can be analyzed at the different trust levels, i.e. person based, organization based and

institution-based trust (Sanner 1997).
In situations where trust is important, contracts work best, whereas in situations with low
trust markets or hierarchies work best (Ring & v.d. Ven 1992). Markets work best in situations
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where low trust is combined with low risk and hierarchies work best in situations with high risk
and low trust (paragraph 3.7).
Variables contributing to trUSt are expertise, honesty, dependability, competence/
qualification, reputation and customer orientation. Available information is expected to

contribute to trust, whereas a lack of information leads to lower levels of trUSt. With high levels
of trust, it is possible that risks are perceived lower than they actually are and higher levels of
trust are likely to result in a lower need for information that might positively affect process
design and process performance.
5.3 9 PROCESS PERFORMANCE (OF TOEN OR POEN)

Performance in general can be reviewed from different perspectives, i.e. financial
performance, process performance and transactional performance (paragraph 4.7).
The first performance peyspective, financial performance, is most commonly used
(Davenport & Beers 1995), but it was argued that financial performance indicators are usually
insufficient for effective management of organizational performance.
The second performance perspective, process performance, addresses effectiveness, efficiency
and cycle time/lead time as three categories for measuring process performance (v.d. Heiiden
1996). The first category, effectiveness, has been defined as quality as perceived by the customer.
This can be measured internally by keeping low inventories and making high or intensive use
of available capacity. Externally, this can me measured by on time delivery and being flexible
(Ribbers 1992; Brand & v.d. Kolk 1996). The second category, efficiency, has been defined in
terms of costs and revenues, including price of goods or services, exploitation costs, stock Costs,
transportation costs, coordination costs and control costs. The third category, throughput time
(cycle time/lead time), has been defined as the time needed to complete a functional
transactional unit (Guha et al 1997). Regarding administrative or information intensive
processes, Koster & Platier (1992) have indicated that generally more than 95% of the cycle
time is waiting time. This is mostly due to time needed for control activities.
The third performance perspective, transactional performance, deals with performance
requirements of markets to be efficient, such as critical mass in supply and demand, price and
transparency. In addressing the market techno-structure, Schwarz has addressed specific
performance requirements related to securities markets in a co-authored article (Handa et al
1998).

With respect to the distinction between process performance in Transaction Oriented
Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented Networks (POEN), it can be
concluded that this distinction corresponds to the distinction between the second and third
performance measurement perspective. Following Davenport & Beers (1995) who have already
argued that process performance can be a leading indicator of future financial performance, it is
concluded that financial performance results from effectively managing process and transactional performance.
In the previous chapters, many variables determining process performance have been
mentioned. The process performance criteria that are important in Transaction Oriented
Electronic Networks (TOEN) differ from the process performance criteria in Processing
Oriented Electronic Networks (POEN). In TOENs, the process performance criteria
transaction costs, critical mass, liquidity, transparency, accessibility, risk, speed, accurate price
discovery, adequate information about product, recent transactions and current prices as well
as fairness of the market are believed to be important (Schwarz 1998). In POENs, other criteria
such as throughput time, reliability, adequate information about processes and errors, quality,
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efficiency, costs (production and coordination Costs), controllability, flexibility and logistic
performance are believed to be important (Toppen et al 1998, 1999). With respect to control
measures, the costs of control versus the efficacy of control related to risks is important (Sia &

Neo 1997).
Table 5-2 summarizes the variables belonging to the factors affecting inter-organizational

process performance:
Table 5-2: Overview of factors and Mnderlying variables in conceptual research framework:
Factor
Variables
Exogenows factors and Variables
Stakeholders
Categories of different Stakeholders, Number of organizations iii Stakeholder category,
Stakeholder Interests and Stakeholder Incentives to change, Value adding activities of
Stakeholders, Interdependency of Stakeholders
Entry barriers, Growth of Sector, Number of competitors, Competitive advantage
Competition
(price/differentiation), Competitive Industry Specifics, Globalization, (De)regulation,
1

Information

Customization, History
Available IT Infrastructure, Intra/Inter Organizational Systems, Communication method,

Adopted Industry Standards
Levels of Business Transformation (Venkatraman). Bilateral versus multilateral electronic
markets. Transaction oriented versus Processing Oriented electronic networks,
(Re)Design
Information Processing Capacity versus Information Processing Requirements
Endogenotis factors and Variables

Technology

Available

Market Network

Risks
Process (Re)Design

Information

Perceived versus Real risks related to Operational Process Risks, Stakeholder Risks,
Systems Risks, Transactional Risks, Opportunism Risks, Coordination Risks
Process Design elements, Coordination mechanisms, Information Processing Capacity
versus Information Processing Requirements, Control measures
Transaction Related Information, Management Information, Need for versus supply of

information, Timeliness, Reliability, Content, Standardization and quality
Trust

People Based Trust, Organization Based Trust, Institution Based Trust

Process performance and 'ariables
Process Performance
Transaction Oriented Performance Criteria (TOEN)
Liquidity, Transparency, Accessibility, Speed, Transaction Costs, Risks, Accurate Price
Discovery, Criticall Mass, Adequate Information about Product, Recent Transactions and
Current Prices, Fairness of market

Processing Oriented Performance Criteria (POEN)
Throughput time, Reliability, Quality, Efficiency·, Costs (production and coordination
costs), Risks, Controllability. Flexibility, Logistic Performance

5.3.10 SUCCESS OF ELECTRONIC NETWORKS (TOEN OR POEN)

The success of Electronic Markets and/or Hierarchies has been subject to prior research

(Bakos 1991; Clemons et al 1996; v. Heck & Ribbers 1996; Lee & Clark 1997). Although the
primary focus of this research is on analyzing the way the factors in the research framework
affect process performance of inter-organizational processes, it is expected that process
performance does influence the question whether or not the developments towards electronic
markets and hierarchies (TOEN or POEN) are or will be successful. However, the question
whether electronic markets and hierarchies will be successful cannot be answered without also
analyzing the direct impact of other factors such as stakeholder interests and incentives,

competition, information asymmetries (Spence 1973; Milgrom 1989; Weber 1999; Lee & Clark
1997).

In this respect, the term Market quality should be analyzed, because this not only covers the
market institution and related process performance characteristics, but also covers the market
actors (stakeholders), goods/services traded and price and transaction costs (Clark & Lee 1999;
Milgrom 1989; Weber 1999; Handa et al 1998; paragraph 4.7.2).
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5.4 PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO CONCEPTUAL RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

The framework is composed of eight factors that are believed to have an impact on process
performance, either directly or via other factors. The following propositions are based On the
research framework, the literature review and the changing business environment in the
financial sector, presented in the first two sections of this dissertation.
5.4.1 PROPOSITION RELATED TO FACTOR STAKEHOLDERS

In the first chapter, it was already indicated that different Stakeholder groups are involved
in different parts of the inter-organizational STLC processes and have different interests.
Analyzing stakeholder interests before and after process changes are implemented is necessary
for change coordinators to manage stakeholder incentives to motivate them to cooperate to
changes. Stakeholder interests relate to the strategic goals; stakeholder motives relate to the way
stakeholders value the proposed changes and stakeholder incentives can be used by change
coordinators to convince stakeholders to cooperate (paragraph 5.3.1). Converging stakeholder
motives are expected to contribute to the success of market network redesign and process
redesign. This closely relates to the hypothesis that convergent stakeholder incentives
contribute to the success of electronic markets (v.Heck & Ribbers 1996).
The power of certain stakeholder groups might force other stakeholder groups to follow the
proposed changes. However, it was indicated that power might work in situations with a high
dependency On the specific stakeholder, but in situations where the power of one stakeholder
is not big enough to enforce changes or in situations where the dependency on one stakeholder
is not big enough, process changes will only be successful when key stakeholder groups have
an incentive to implement the process change.
Convergent stakeholder motives contribute to lower perceived risk, a willingness to adapt
process design and coordination, information sharing and trust (paragraphs 3.5,3.7,3.9; Toppen
et al 1999).
Related to the number of different stakeholders involved and the number of organizations
(belonging to a stakeholder group) with convergent incentives, it is believed that benefits (like
economies of scale and scope or cost reductions) realized by individual organizations increase
when more organizations join the proposed changes This applieS to the success of electronic

markets and hierarchies, as well as to other levels of market network redesign (see also Bakos
1991).

This leads to the following proposition related to the factor Stakeholders.

Proposition 1:
Convergent stakeholders' motives contribute to process performance improvements
resulting from market network redesign and process redesign. (based on v. Heck &
Ribbers 1996)
5.4.2 PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR COMPETITION

The impact of Information Technology On the competitive situation in an industry sector
has been enormous (see third chapter). Individual organizations need to adapt and redesign
their internal processes to Comply to changes in the induStry resulting from, for instance,
changes in regulation and the development of electronic markets and other market network
structures (competitive necessity). Individual stakeholders in the financial securities sector
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needed to adapt their processes to industry guidelines concerning risk management issues

related to reduced throughput times (see first chapter).
Increased competition and the evolution of new market network structures are believed to
promote a shift from decentralized markets with major intermediaries to centralized markets
where certain organizations will dominate the information exchange between stakeholders.
This may lead to dis-intermediation and/or a reduction of the number of suppliers (Clemons et
al 1993; Bakos

& Brynjolfsson 1993).

Furthermore, it is believed that more barriers to entry related to the development of new
electronic market structures leads to positive effects for all stakeholders involved (v. Heck &
Ribbers 1996). Lee & Clark (1997) have advocated that the economic effects of electronic
markers, reduced transaction costs and increased market efficiency, should be analyzed together
with adoption barriers such as transaction risks and lack of necessary market power to enforce
the change. Based on analysis in the airline reservation industry, Bakos (1991) has advocated
that suppliers should coordinate and control electronic market systems because these systems
are believed to drive profit margins away from suppliers favoring end customers and market
making firms. Next to profit margins, uncertainties related to the actual benefits for different
stakeholders should be seen as an entry barrier. Electronic markets are also believed to impose
significant switching costs on their participants (Bakos 1991).
However, adequate entry barriers might be beneficial to all stakeholders in situations with
a relatively small number of organizations belonging to the different stakeholder groups,
whereas this might not be true in situations with a relatively large number of organizations
belonging to stakeholder groups. The variable partnership specificity might also influence the
effects of adequate entry barriers. In situations with a relatively high partnership specificity and
a relatively low number of stakeholders, adequate entry barriers might be beneficial to all
stakeholders, whereas adequate entry barriers might not be beneficial in situations with a
relatively low partnership specificity and a relatively high number of stakeholders.
With regard to the framework, the factor competition is closely related to the other
exogenous factors and influences risks, process design & coordination, information and trUSt.
In situations with increased competition, risks and process design are likely to be more
decentralized and flexible, willingness to share information might not be adequate and trust is
lower compared to more cooperative industry situations (see third chapter).
This leads to the following two propositions related to the factor Competition:

Proposition 2A:
Competitive pressures force stakeholders to redesign their internal business processes
to adapt to the changing business environment (this dissertation).
Proposition 2B:
Adequate entry barriers contribute to the success of market network redesign in
terms of inter-organizational process performance improvements (based on v. Heck
& Ribbers 1996).
5.4.3 PROPOSITIONS RELATED

TO FACTOR

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The role of Information Technology is believed to be an important enabling factor in both
an intra- and inter-organizational setting, enabling, for instance, business process redesign and
the evolution of new market network structures (Malone et al 1987, Lee & Clark 1997 and
paragraphs 3.3; 3.5; 3.6; 3.8; 4.7). Inter-organizational systems are advantageous to individual
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organizations only in so far as these organizations adapt their internal organization to this new
way of communicating with the environment (Wierda 1991).
Information Technology can be considered a means to improve the quality of intra- and
inter-organizational communications and to provide more comprehensive and accurate
information (Stern & Kaufmann 1985, v. Heck 1993). Information Technology facilitates this
information to be communicated in the same or a lesser amount of time and communications
costs have decreased favoring both markets and hierarchies. Markets, however, are believed to
benefit more from IT than hierarchies because the unit cost of coordination is likely to decrease
(Malone et al 1987).
Clemons, Reddi & Row (1993) have stated that IT reduces coordination costs, lowers
operations risks and reduces opportunism risks, favoring increased outsourcing and/or
increased explicit coordination which implies increased reliance on fewer long term,
cooperative suppliers.

Related to the financial sector, IT might indeed enable the development towards new
electronic markets and hierarchies, but risks and process design aspects (control and
complexity) pose restrictions on the adoption of these new developments. The issue of available
communication standards (message standards) which are far from standardized needs to be
addressed. The reason for these standards not being standardized iS that links to internal
systems and related straight through processing aspects leads to messages being tailored to the
needs of the receiving organizations. This issue is closely related to the reach and range
dimensions of IT infrastructure (Weill & Broadbent 1998). The reach refers to the locations and
people the infrastructure is capable of reaching, whereas range refers to the functionality in
terms of business activities that can be completed and shared automatically and seamlessly
across each level of reach. The straight through processing concept aims to increase the range
and the availability of standards aims to improve reach.
Both Clark & Stoddard (1996) and Venkatraman (1994) have concluded that benefits of
business process redesign will increase when IT is integrated with inter-organizational business
processes.

This leads to the following six propositions related to the factor Information Technology:

Proposition 3A:
Information Technology enabled developments towards new electronic markets and
hierarchies leads to inter-organizational process performance improvements (based
on Stern & Kaufmann 1985).
Proposition 3B:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, Information
Technology enabled market network redesign will lead to electronic hierarchies being
more efficient than electronic markets (based on Malone et al 1987).
Proposition 3C:
When asset specificity is higher, Information Technology enabled market network
redesign leads to electronic hierarchies being more efficient than electronic markets
(based on Malone et al 1987).
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Proposition 3D:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, the reach of electronic
networks is likely to be smaller, whereas the range is likely to be higher (based on
Weill & Broadbent 1998).
Proposition 3E:
Information Technology enabled market network redesign will only be successful
when stakeholders adequately adapt their process design to the changes (based on
Benjamin et al 1990).

Proposition 3F:
Information Technology enables improved preventive and detective control leading
to less corrective control measures (based on Sia & Neo 1997).
5.4.4 PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR MARKET NETWORK (RE) DESIGN

The distinction between Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and
Processing Oriented Electronic Networks (POEN) should be further explored. Bakos (1991)
has made a distinction between market making electronic marketplaces, focusing on trading
between buyers and sellers, and electronic markets supporting the transaction administration
and settlement processes (Clemons & Row 1992; Benjamin 1990). A further distinction by
Bakos (1991) is made between bilateral and multilateral integration, corresponding more or less
to the distinction between electronic hierarchies and electronic brokerage respectively (Kubicek
1992; Sheombar 1995). However, the terms bilateral and multilateral are preferred because the
differences between electronic markets and hierarchies do not only deal with the number of
organizations and their relationship structure.
Following the discussion presented in the third chapter, a distinction was made between
electronic markets focusing on the transaction process (TOEN) and electronic markets
focusing on the administration and settlement processes or task support processes (POEN).
Although this distinction has been based on several case studies presented in the third chapter,
it is necessary to analyze the distinction between TOENs and POENs related to the other

factors comprising the research framework such as Stakeholders, Risks, Process (Re)Design and
Process Performance.
With respect to the adoption of TOENs, it is likely to increase transaction risk or
uncertainties, because buyers have to make purchasing decisions based on information without

physically inspecting the products, thus facing the risk of incomplete or distorted information
(Lee & Clark 1997). This represents the relation between market network redesign and
information. Another aspect of this relation is the fact that situations with market coordination
are more communication intensive than situations with hierarchical coordination (Malone et al
1987).

With respect to the adoption of POENs, it is likely to be more complex in a number of
ways. First, the number of process related elements to be taken into account is expected to be
higher compared to TOENs. Second, the number of stakeholders involved in a POEN process
is likely to be higher than in TOENs. With respect to the financial sector, dealing with a global
market is expected to be more complex in POENs than in TOENs. The TOENs are often
centralized in one country even though stakeholders might come from all over the world,
whereas the POENs need to actually deal with the differences in global markets, stakeholders
and processes. (paragraphs 3.2; 3.6; 3.7; 4.9; Toppen et al 1999)
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This leads to the following three propositions related to the factor Market Network
(Re)Design:

Proposition 4A:
Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented
Electronic Networks (POEN) differ in terms of network design characteristics and
process performance requirements (this dissertation).
Proposition 4B:
Market network redesign leads to changes in division of tasks leading to changing
stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson 1993; Lee
& Clark 1997).
Proposition 4C:

Market network redesign leads to changes in coordination mechanisms leading to
changing stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson
1993; Lee & Clark 1997).
5.4.5 PROPOSITIONS RELATED

TO FACTOR RISKS

With regard to the factor Risks, a distinction has been made between Perceived Risks and
Real Risks. In many organizations, control mechanisms are based on perceived risks. In the first
chapter, several case studies were presented, in which financial losses or even bankruptcy have
occurred. Three general causes have been identified, lack of knowledge, insufficient control
mechanisms and the amount of time (throughput time) and physical distance in between
transaction execution and settlement. The Barings case, for instance, showed that control
mechanisms were based on trust in the capabilities of one person, or rather lack of knowledge
at management levels in London about what actually took place in Singapore. Management did
not want to change control mechanisms because this might have affected the huge amounts of
profits coming from Barings Singapore. The lack of knowledge at management levels and the
a large gap between perceived risk and real risks. Control mechanisms were
perceived
based on
risks (being lower than real risks) rather than on real risks.

profits resulted in

The (re)design of the organizational control mechanisms should be reviewed from a risk
a merely ideological angle (perceived risks) (Sia &
The
control
mechanisms
should
be applied to real risks and the costs related to the
Neo 1997).
control mechanisms should be in balance with these real risks that would not be covered should
these control mechanisms not be applied. In redesigning business processes, control is often left
beyond the redesign scope leading to new and redesigned processes with outdated control
mechanisms. Information Technology does not only enable and support process redesign, but
it also enables new control mechanisms to be in effect. Improved quality, timeliness and
reliability of information can enhance traditional control mechanisms and the review of
whether control mechanisms are necessary in their current form. Control mechanisms might
unnecessarily reduce process throughput time and increase costs. On the other hand, any real
risk that is not adequately covered might result in even bigger losses.
This leads to the following three propositions related to the factor Risks:
management perspective rather than from
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Proposition 5A:
The difference between real risks and perceived risks by stakeholders is a distinct
aspect in designing inter- and intra-organizational processes (this dissertation).

Proposition 5B:

Higher perceived risks lead to more preventive, detective and corrective control
measures in process design and vice versa (this dissertation following Sia & Neo
1997).

Proposition 5C:
Any real risks that are not reduced by adequate preventive, detective and corrective
control measures in process design lead to higher costs or losses (based on Clemons &
Row 1992).
5.4.6 PROPOSITIONS RELATED

TO FACTOR PROCESS

(RE)DESIGN

The model by Venkatraman in which 5 levels of IT-enabled business transformations are
identified (Venkatraman 1991), shows that revolutionary process redesign will have higher
potential benefits (process performance) than evolutionary process redesign. Stoddard &
Jarvenpaa (1995) have advocated that there is a need to assess risks and costs in deciding to
either follow an evolutionary or revolutionary approach, as well as to review the possibilities
embedded in the capabilities of the organizations that are being confronted with these changes.
Information Technology is a necessary, but insufficient factor for re-engineering to be
successful. Preparation for resistance and retaliation as well as quick achievement of critical
mass are barriers to overcome in this respect (Lee & Clark 1997; paragraph 4.3)
The relation between Risks and Process (Re) Design has already been mentioned in
discussing the distinction between Perceived and Real Risks. Control measures, being part of
process design, are often based on perceived risks rather than on real risks. However, control
measures should be based on a risk management perspective to real risks analyzing the costs of
control versus the potential losses when certain real risks are not adequately covered by control
measures.

Control measures affect process performance in terms of throughput time and costs.
Therefore, logistic process performance improvements, that could ideally be achieved by lT
enabled process redesign, are restricted by control measures. Incorporating control measures
and the risk management approach into the process (Re)Design efforts is crucial to achieve an
optimal fit between control and perceived risks versus real risks resulting in the most effective
and efficient inter-organizational processes.
When the variety of stakeholders interests is high and the power of one stakeholder group
is not big enough to enforce the change, the market network redesign efforts are unlikely to be
successful. In this case it might be necessary to create an independent third party (mutual
adjustment or direct supervision) developing to implement the necessary changes, but then the
issue of critical mass is crucial. In situations with a low variety of stakeholder interests or in
situations where one stakeholder does have the capability of enforcing/coordinating the
changes, the market network redesign can be successful. Standardization of work processes or
outputs have also been identified as coordination mechanisms (paragraph 4.3.4).
Related to the distinction between TOENs and POENs, it is expected that the potential
impact of market network redesign in TOENs is higher than in POENs because of the number
of participating stakeholders in TOENs and because the process itself is expected to be less
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complex and specific compared to POENs. The critical mass is a necessary element in TOENs,
but it is expected that this can be achieved easier than in POENs because the variety of stakeholder interests is expected to be lower.
This leads to the following five propositions related to the factor Process (Re)Design:

Proposition 6A:
Revolutionary IT-enabled business transformation levels have higher potential
benefits for stakeholders than evolutionary levels (based on Venkatraman 1991, 1994).
Proposition 6B:
Preventive, detective and corrective control measures are based on perceived risks
rather than on real risks (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).
Proposition 6C:
When perceived risks are higher than real risks, lowering preventive, detective and
corrective control measures contributes to inter-organizational process performance
improvements (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).
Proposition 6D:
The coordination mechanisms incorporated in stakeholder process design contribute
to success of market network redesign (this dissertation following Mintzberg 1979,
1988).

Proposition 6E:
The potential impact of process redesign based on market network redesign is higher
in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).
5.4.7 PROPOS/TIONS RELATED TO FACTOR INFORMATION

The factor Information comprises two aspects. The first relates to operational information
processing capacity and requirements regarding core operational and support processes and the
second refers to management information necessary for coordination and control purposes.
The availability, completeness, accessibility, timeliness and reliability of information
contribute to perceived risk and knowing what happens, not only within the boundaries of one
organization but also to other stakeholders, is expected to Contribute to process design and
coordination and increase process performance in lowering costs, increasing efficiency and
quality. Sharing management information and analyzing historical data enhances process
decisions and contributes to business process redesign enabled by information technology.
Based on the analysis, decision rules can be derived and incorporated in the information system
that will then form the basis of decisions to be taken, for instance concerning routing and

workflow see paragraphs 4.7,4.9).
With respect to the developments towards electronic markets and hierarchies, sharing of
information has often been mentioned to be crucial for the success of these developments.
However, sharing of information is important in each of the IT enabled process redesign levels
in the framework of Venkatraman to achieve process performance improvements. Besides
people sharing information, sharing of information can also be incorporated in information
systems, both in intra- as well as inter-organizational information systems.
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This leads to the following three propositions related to the factor Information:

Proposition 7A:
Improved quality of integrated information processing in primary business processes
leads to process performance improvements (based on Stern & Kaufmann 1985, v.
Heck 1993).

Proposition 7B:
Improved sharing of information about primary business processes leads to process
performance improvements (based on Clark & Stoddard 1996).
Proposition 7C:
Integrated network processing allows for tailored information provided to
stakeholders contributing to process performance improvements (this dissertation).
5.4.8 PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR TRUST

The distinction between people based, organization based and/or institution (law) based
trust (Sanner 1997) is important, in the sense that lack of trust in people can be compensated by
trust in the organization or, when this is also lacking, in the institution (law). Fukuyama (1995)
has argued that trust is not necessary for cooperation; enlightened self-interest, together with
legal mechanisms (institution based trUSt) like contracts, can compensate for an absence of trust.
Trust is closely related to stakeholder interests, in the sense that trUSt is believed to only exist
between stakeholders, whereas reputation can also be given to a product/service. Trust can be
based on reputation (Sanner 1997). In this respect, a distinction can be made between trust
before a transaction is done (pre-trust) and trust after (a series) of transactions is done (Sanner
perceived risk
1997). This reflects the relation between trust and perceived risk because the

might be lower when
a certain stakeholder.

trust increases as soon as a

number of transactions have been done With

Furthermore, it is expected that when stakeholders trust each other, it will have a positive
impact on doing business in general. In an inter-organizational setting, Williamson (1975) has
already advocated that trust lowers the need for coordination within hierarchical organizational
structures, favoring coordination by networks or even market coordination (paragraphs 3.4;
4.9).

With regard to Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks versus Processing Oriented
Electronic Networks, trUSI IS expected to play tWO roles. First, trust is an important factor in
the buyers decision to select one of more suppliers. Second, because partnership specificity and
switching costs are expected to be lower in Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks than in
Processing Oriented Electronic Networks, trUSt Will be more important in POEN than in
TOEN, both in the initial selection of suppliers as well as in the decision whether or not to
switch to another supplier.
This leads to the following three propositions related to the factor Trust:

Proposition 8A:
When stakeholders trust each other, there is a reduced perceived need for preventive,
detective and corrective control measures in process design, which contributes to
process performance improvements (this dissertation).
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Proposition 8B:
When stakeholders trust each other, perceived risks are lower and vice versa
(this dissertation).
Proposition 8C:
To achieve process performance improvements, organization and institution based
trust are less important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation following

v.Alstyne 1997).
5.4.9 PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO PROCESS PERFORMANCE

In analyzing the process performance criteria, a distinction was made between process
performance criteria that were relevant in transaction oriented processes (Liquidity,
Transparency, Accessibility, Low Transaction Costs, Accurate Price Discovery, Adequate
Information about Product, Recent Transactions and Current Prices) and those that were
relevant in processing oriented processes (Throughput time, Reliability, Quality, Efficiency,
Costs (production, transaction and coordination costs), Risks, Controllability, Flexibility,

Logistic Performance) (paragraph 4.7)
In measuring the success of the developments towards electronic networks (markets and
hierarchies or moveS tO the middle), process performance is expected to be an important factor.
Besides this factor, information asymmetries, entry barriers, stakeholder incentives are expected
to also determine the success of electronic
networks (TOEN or POEN). In electronic networks
information asymmetries can be reduced by focusing on providing standardized information
about products traded. This significantly reduces buyer's transaction risks resulting from
misinformation. As a result, the quality of the products traded via the electronic network
increases when the information is trusted to be accurate. The accuracy of product descriptions
is an important factor for electronic networks to be successful (Clark & Lee 1999).
Bakos (1991)
proposed that prices in electronic networks would generally be lower because of reduced search
Costs.

This leads to the following three propositions related to the factor Process Performance:

Proposition 9A:
Process performance criteria critical mass, accurate price discovery and transparency
are more important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).

Proposition 9B:
Process performance improvements contribute to the success of electronic networks
(this dissertation).

Proposition 9C:
Reduced information asymmetries in electronic networks lead to lower prices when
product descriptions are simple, accurate and complete (based on Bakos 1991).
5.5 SUMMARY

The factors and the variables in the research framework as well as the propositions related
the framework have been derived from literature and from the practical case examples that
were presented in the first chapter.
to
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The research framework that will be used in this research is presented in figure 5-2 (Toppen
et al 1998).
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section, the conceptual research framework will be applied in several practical
case studies to find support for the propositions and the research framework. The propositions
will be analyzed by discussing the variables that belong to the factors.

In the

next
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FOURTH SECTION:
Case studies
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Chapter Six

Robeco Group Case Study
A turtle can live a 100 years becatise be is protected by bis shield;

but be bas to stretch bis neck to move forward"
Ricardo Semler, Magerick
a conceptual research framework has been developed in which
endogenous
factors
have been identified that are expected to have an impact on
exogenous and
inter-organizationa| process performance. Based on the conceptual research framework and the

In the previous section,

literature review, several propositions were formulated.
This fourth section will focus on the application of the conceptual research framework and
propositions to the financial securities market secton The primary objective of this section is to
address the second research question. The section is composed of four chapters. This chapter
addresses the Robeco Group case study that was conducted in the period from 1993 to 1998,
dealing specifically with the securities transaction processes analyzed from an investment
manager's perspective. This case study focuses on the processing/settlement of securities
transaction, whereas the next chapter deals with the ordering, execution and confirmation of
securities transaction. In chapter eight the Euro Settlements (EBA) case study describes the
settlement of cross border euro payments. In the last chapter of this section three public sector
case studies will be presented to analyze and find support for the research framework in other

industry sectors.
The Robeco Group case study has also been described in Toppen et al (1998, 1999) and
Gerrits & Toppen (1997) and is based on interviews with people working at the Robeco Group
and internal reports. The case description has been checked for correctness by people working
at the Robeco Group and experts in the industry. The structure of this chapter is as follows.
First, a general description of the organization is presented in paragraph 6.1. The case background and case description are presented in paragraph 6.2 and 6.3. The case study analysis and
summary are presented in paragraph 6.4. Paragraph 6.5 addresses the conclusions resulting
from applying the conceptual research framework and related propositions to the Robeco
Group case.
6.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ROBECO GROUP

The Robeco Group, with more than 200 billion NLG (around 100 billion USD) in Assets
under Management '1, is one of the leading asset managers in Europe, managing assets for third
parties. The company, founded in 1929, was incorporated into the Rabobank Group in
February 1997 when Rabobank took a 50% interest in the management company of the Robeco
Group. Over the last decade, the Robeco Group has grown tremendously in terms of assets
under management and the number of mutual funds it manages (figure 6-1).

72 As per the end of June 1999.
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The Robeco Group currently has offices all over the World and is expanding its
international network to obtain a leading position in both the US and European Asset
management Markets. Besides managing mutual funds for both retail and institutional clients,
the Robeco Group is dedicated to engineering tailor made solutions for institutions like central
banks, pension funds and foundations. This is done by Robeco Institutional Asset Management
(RIAM). About 50% of the total assets under management of the Group are managed by RIAM
on behalf of institutional customers.
In managing these mutual funds and institutional accounts, the Robeco Group executes
several hundred thousand securities transactions (stocks, bonds and derivatives) a year,
currently around 300.000 a year. These transactions are carried out world-wide and as a result,
the Group deals with around 150 different broker organizations and has around 3000 bank
accounts (compared to around 250 in the early 1990s). The growth in the number of securities
transactions and related settlement instructions is depicted in figure 6-2.
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The Robeco Group used to be a strong market leader in the mutual funds market with a market
share of more than 60% in the early 1990s. Over the last few years, this market share has decreased
to around 35%, mainly because of increased competition by Dutch banking organizations and the
penetration of foreign asset management organizations into the Dutch market.
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The organizational structure of the Robeco Group can be characterized by a functional
structure. The executive board consists of 6 persons with five functional responsibilities for
investments, finance & systems (including risk management), real estate, retail marketing and

institutional marketing ".
In the beginning of 1991, management decided to start re-engineering the entire transaction
process. The primary reasons for this decision arose from both internal and external
developments:
(I) Managing growth: strong increase in number of transactions and projected growth figures
that would not be possible without changing the processes enabled by new Information

Technologies.

(II) Compliance with industry guidelines recommending reduced settlement (throughput)
times

(III) Reduction of error rates
(IV) Reduction of costs
(V) Realization of integrated risk measurement, monitoring and management and elimination
of unnecessary risks
The case study starts with a description of the situation that existed up to 1991. Next, a
detailed description of the transaction process will be given. Then, a description of the various
phases of the project will be given. After this case description, the case will be summarized and
analyzed to determine whether the propositions related to the conceptual research framework

do apply to this
this case study.

case study.

This chapter will end with the conclusions that can be drawn from

6.2 CASE BACKGROUND

6.2.1 CASE HISTORY

In managing mutual funds, the Robeco Group executes several hundred thousand financial
securities transactions all over the world. The transaction volume and the number of settlement
instructions have grown tremendously over the last few years (figure 6-2). In the early 19905,
the entire transaction process was mainly paper based. Various information systems were used
to support the process. These systems were hardly, or not at all, integrated. Communication
with (external) stakeholder groups (brokers/dealers and custodians) was based on telex,
facsimile and/or regular mail (figure 6-8). This meant that information had to be re-keyed many
times into the different systems. Instructions to other stakeholders had to be manually
generated over and over again, while each instruction contained a lot of standardized
information.
There was a pressing need for tight and extensive control because the entire process was
highly fragmented and therefore prone to errors. It was hard to obtain an overall insight into
the processes and the interaction of these processes. As a result, the process throughput time,
error rate and problem solving activities were highly dependent on the expertise of the
operational people involved. Obtaining a status report of how many transactions were at which
stage in the STLC phases was hardly possible or already out of date the moment it was
calculated.
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Until 1997, the retail and institutional marketing divisions were combined in one division.
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Analysis of the transaction processes showed that problems occurred in around 23% of all
transactions. These problems consisted of incorrect information or information that was not
available at the moment it was needed to process the transactions. These were only the internal
problems. The communication with other (external) stakeholders was also analyzed. It became
clear that electronic integration -e.g. by using standard SWIFT messages and by integrating the

information systems - would make human intervention less
necessary. This was expected to lead to more efficient processing. More

message exchange with existing

important and less
efficient processing was necessary to face up to increased competition (ABN AMRO, ING,
Fidelity, Fleming and others) and to comply to the earlier mentioned general trends (increased
volume and complexity) and guidelines (risk management, control, reduction of throughput
times/settlement times and costs reductions) in the industry (see also first chapter).

In analyzing the securities transaction processes, it turned out that around 15 sub-processes
crossed the organizational boundaries (inter organizational processes) and that message
exchange related to these processes was mainly paper based. The process throughput time was
not only long because of internal inefficiencies, but also increased because of so-called backtrack points: points where problems needed to be solved before the process could be continued.
The settlement and clearing processes faced a lot of different standards and exceptions because
these processes had to deal with many different countries where different stakeholders had
different specifications or even different times (because of different time zones) in which
information had to be received to facilitate completing the STLC cycle. In some markets,
transactions had to be settled and cleared within one day after the transaction was executed
(T+1), whereas in other countries this could be done within 3 or even more days. This period
could be up to 30 days in certain countries (for instance Italy). There were also differences
depending on the type of Security that needed to be settled and cleared and whether the
transaction was more or less standard (i.e. most of the exchange traded transactions in mature
markets) or highly specific, e.g. transactions in so-called emerging markets or so-called over the
counter transactions where contracts needed to be prepared and signed before the settlement
process could be initiated. The processes and settlement times were also different for different
types of securities (stocks, bonds and derivatives transactions). One of the primary differences
in settling equity as opposed to derivatives transactions is that the former involves settlement
of the entire underlying value of the transaction, whereas the latter involves only margin
settlement which needs to be monitored on a daily basis.
6.2.2 PROCESS DESCRIPTION

In the first chapter, the Securities Transaction Life Cycle was presented as a general
description of the process steps related to a financial securities transaction. However, a more in
depth description of the processes is necessary to understand the processes and the interaction
between different stakeholders involved. Therefore, the general process description depicted in
figure l -7 will be analyzed in more detail by focusing on several of the 18 general processes. The
figure below presents this more detailed description of the processes and stakeholders based on
the process modeling approach by Steneskog et al (1996). Figure 6-3 describes the processes
carried out by a client organization giving a transaction order to a broker and describes the
processes to be carried out by the broker and client organization. The broker can be seen as an
intermediary and therefore another client organization should be pictured, because a broker
will try to find a counterparty to the transaction of the client organization. When a
counterparty is found, the broker will settle both deals and will end up with the commission.
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The client organizations neither execute nor settle the transaction directly with each other, they
each do this independently with a broken Because there is no direct interaction between the two
client organizations, it is not relevant to picture another client organization. The processes
carried out by the settlement & administration department of the broker show many
similarities with the processes carried out by the settlement and administration department of
the client organization.

Referring to the value system, as described in the first chapter (figure 1-7), the client
organization takes care of their own settlement and administration processes. A retail client
would leave these activities to the banking organization that takes care of the entire process
from transaction ordering to reporting. A third alternative would be to completely out-source
these activities. However, the purpose here is to describe the process irrespective of the
organization carrying out the activitieS.
The throughput time of the transaction is shown on the X-axis with the Time indicator. The
T+ indicator shows the moment the transaction is settled and cleared. This moment is used to
identify the time needed for transactions to be settled and cleared. In the first chapter, it was
already mentioned that according to industry recommendations, this should be completed
within a maximum T+3 days (see first chapter). The Y-axis shows different stakeholders groups
that can be internal or external to the focal organization (in this case the client organization
(Robeco Group)). The figure shows thin dotted lines to indicate an exchange between two
departments within one organization and a wider dotted line to indicate an exchange between
two different organizations (figure 6-3).
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Figure 6-3: Securities transaction life cycle processes in more detail (using tbe P-graph modeling tecbmqUe)
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Process description:
Table 6- 1: Process/actiuity description
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The table above presents a general short description of the processes that are carried out and
information that is exchanged between departments and/or between different organizations
(stakeholders). A description of the process is provided in paragraph 6.3.2.
6.3 CASE DESCRIPTION

In this paragraph, a detailed description of the Robeco Group case will be given. The
changes will be described in chronological order. The following time schedule has been applied
to preparing and implementing the changes:
and

1990

Starting situation: Only PAS, FIS

1991-1992

Instructions via Telex/Fax and local applications

June 1993

Start of Electronic Trade Confirmation project (stand alone)
Start development of treasury and basic modules
Implementation of Treasury and basic modules; start of Stocks

June 1993
April 1994
Jan 1995
July 1995

Nov 1995
May 1996
Jan 1997
Jan 1998

Nov 1998
May 1999

local applications

Implementation of Stocks (including corporate actions); start of fixed income
Start of SWIFT pro ect
Implementation of fixed income (including events); start of derivatives
Implementation of SWIFT outgoing (settlement instructions)
Implementation of derivatives; start of Intrinsic Value calculation Processes
Implementation of SWIFT incoming (statements of cash accounts and statements

of holdings)
Implementation of integrated ETC transaction confirmation system (Braid)
Implementation of integrated order generation system (Landmark)

6.3.1 SITUATION IN /990-/991: STARTING SITUATION

The fund manager of the Robeco Group decides to buy or sell an amount of a specific
security. The Client Trading desk is responsible for carrying out the transaction. This leads to
a transaction order to a broker (T01). The broker trading desk starts working on the
transaction order by either carrying it out on the exchange or directly with another client that
has ordered the same but opposite transaction. As soon as the entire order is executed, the
broker-trading desk communicates the transaction details to the client-trading desk (by phone)
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and to his settlement and administration department (TCl). The basic details are the name of
the shares and the code of the securities, the number of securities, the price, the transaction date,
settlement date and specific settlement details (like account numbers). As long as the transaction
order is not completely executed, the broker trading desk keeps working on the order
(Backtrack BTl). The client-trading desk, after it has checked the execution of the order (CT2)
communicates the order to the client settlement and administration department (T02). The
broker settlement and administration department generates a transaction confirmation that is
being sent to the client settlement and administration department (TC2). The client settlement
and administration department checks the internal transaction details with the transaction
confirmation received from the broker. If the transaction confirmation matches the internal
transaction details prepared by the client-trading desk, the settlement phase starts. If the details
do not match, the client settlement and administration department contacts the client trading
desk, which contacts the broker in case the error has not been made by the client trading desk
(Backtrack CT2). The following processes are carried out in a parallel way by the settlement
and administration departments of both the broker and the client organization.
As soon as the transaction details are checked, three items are to be generated. The first one
is the Corporate Mutation (CM) to adapt the current cash and securities position (in case of a
buy transaction, the amount of money needed to buy the shares is reserved and the shares are
financially added to the portfolio). The transaction is entered into an administrative system
(PAS), used for portfolio reporting and corporate action processing. The second item is needed
to generate a bookkeeping entry and is send to the Financial Department. The financial position
is booked in the financial records of the mutual fund. The third item iS the Settlement
Instruction. The settlement instruction is generated from the transaction details (SI 1) and the
standard settlement instructions that are derived from paper based files (SSI). The standard
settlement instructions consist of the bank account number of the mutual fund to be used
(depending on for instance the country and currency of the shares) and that of the broker. It
could be that the payment is to be carried out by a banking organization different from that
where the shares will be held on behalf of the mutual fund. In this case two settlement
instructions are necessary (a receive without payment and a payment only instruction). In case
the payment is to be made by the same banking organization that will be responsible for
keeping the shares, only one settlement instruction will be necessary (receive against payment).
The final step in generating the settlement instruction is to add the so called testkey (a code
that is being calculated from standard code tables to make sure that the settlement instruction
is sent by the right organization (authentication purposes) and no typing errors have been made
in the sending and receiving of the instruction). The testkeys are unique and are supplied by the
banking organization to the client settlement and administration department. The generated
settlement instruction (SI2) will then be checked before it is sent by telex or fax (CS3). The
instruction details are checked and the testkey is recalculated (to check for typing errors). When
there is a problem the settlement instruction needs to be generated again (Backtrack CS2). The
checked settlement instruction (SI3) needs to be authorized before it is sent to the banking
organization(s). This process should assure that only correct settlement instructions are sent.
Because the generation of settlement instructions is a manual process, the risks of adding a
wrong (possibly fraudulent) account number needs to be minimized. The generation-checkingauthorization sequence assures that at least six eyes have seen the instruction. The authorized
settlement instruction is then Sent to the banking organization (custodian) (SI4). The banking
organization will check whether the settlement instruction is correct and sent by the right
organization (testkey). The settlement instruction will be carried out when the settlement
instruction is correct (CB2). When there is a problem in the execution of the instructions, the
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client settlement and administration department is informed (Backtrack CS2). The problem
might be that there is not enough money in the account to pay for the shares. It is also possible
that the problem lies with the broker. The broker may not have the right number of shares to
be delivered Or the settlement process at the broker might not have reached the settlement
instruction execution phase at the appropriate time (settlement date (see above)). When
settlement and clearing is carried out correctly, the banking organization (custodian) will
mutate the client accounts (both cash and securities holdings accounts). The banking
organization will send settlement confirmations (statement of holdings and cash account
statements) to the client settlement and administration departments (AM). The client settlement
and administration department Will then check the mutations with the original Corporate
mutations to check that the settlement and clearing have been carried out correctly (reconcile
settlement mutations). At that time, the financial positions (both cash and securities holdings)
will be finalized (physical positions). The settlement details will be booked in the financial
records of the mutual fund (FI3). This way the financial and physical positions can be
monitored and used for financial reporting.
The settlement instruction may also include the details of the banking organizations that
will be used by the broker. In this case the banking organization receiving the settlement
instruction knows which bank to contact in case of a problem. This might avoid the situation
that the client settlement and administration department receives a call when a problem occurs
in the settlement process. Especially when the settlement takes place in a country in another
time zone, this can save a lot of time.
The final phase in the STLC process chain consists of cash/securities management. This
phase refers to corporate actions processing and settlement as well as managing margin accounts
related to positions in derivatives (options and futures) require daily attention. The activities
that need to be carried out are triggered by a corporate action (dividend payments) notification
by the underlying company or institution or by changing market conditions (margin account).
The underlying company communicates corporate actions in local newspapers and custodians
will communicate this to their clients owning the security to which the corporate actions
applies. The corporate actions needs to be processed related to the number of securities held in
deposit (see also first chapter).
The settlement takes place by sending a settlement instruction to the custodian and the
statements of holdings are used to check the correct execution of settlement. The timely
processing of corporate actions is necessary because it affects transactions in the securities.
With regard to managing margin accounts, it is necessary to calculate the margin

requirements (different rules apply to different exchanges and options or futures contracts) and
positions on a daily basis based on current prices. When the price of the underlying securities
drops and the position in, for instance, futures is long, margin must be increased by sending a
payment settlement instruction to the custodian. When the position would have been short,
margin could be withdrawn. When the price of the underlying securities rises and the position
is short, margin must also be increased and when the position would have been long, margin

would have to be increased.
6.3.2 SITUATION IN /992 AND 1993: SMALL CHANGES

TO PROCESS

Analyzing the processes in the so called basic SituatiOn, it became clear that there were
several points within the organization that could be improved in terms of throughput time and
the avoidance of errors. The following aspects have been changed:
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Transaction documents

The trading desk did generate transaction forms with the transaction details. These forms
used to be written manually and transported to the settlement and administration department
by internal mail, which could take up to two days. To speed Up this process and to reduce errors
and avoid missing transactions, a local application was built that could be used to print

transaction forms in a standardized form. Printing the documents would take place at the
settlement and administration department directly, through the internal information
technology network. This resulted in savings of up to two days because the internal mail was
bypassed.

Generation of settlement instructions
The settlement instructions used to be generated manually. This meant that paper files needed
to be used for each sett|ement instruction that needed to be generated. An application was built
in which the standard information was available. Selecting the mutual fund, entering the currency
and broker would result in the bank account numbers and other standardized information to be
automatically selected on the instruction that would subsequently be printed. This did result in a
reduction of rekeying errors. The process WaS still highly dependent on manual activities and the
testkeys needed to be calculated manually. The printed settlement instructions needed to be signed
by authorized people responsible for checking and authorizing the instructions. After signing the
instructions, the instructions would be sent either by telex or fax. An additional check was
necessary to ensure that the instructions were sent correctly by telex or fax.

Two portfolio administration systems
Because of the lengthy process, the administrative system PAS (Portfolio Administration
System) was not able to provide the fund managers and trading desks with up-to-date
information on portfolios, including corporate actions processing. This resulted in having two
separate systems that kept track of the portfolio (one at the fund manager and trading desks and
one at the administrative departments) which resulted in many problems because the portfolios
hardly ever matched. It also led to a lot of problems related to corporate actions which used to
be processed when they would be settled instead of making the necessary arrangements the
moment the corporate actions took place (ex-date and record date) and processing them when
they would be settled.
6.3.3 SITUATION IN /993 START OF ELECTRONIC TRADE CONFIRMATION PROJECT

Transaction confirmations by brokers used to be received on paper received by regular mail

or by telex/fax. In the second half of 1993, Robeco decided to participate in developments
relating to Electronic Trade Confirmations (ETC) to communicate transaction confirmations
electronically. There used to be three ETC systems (OASYS GLOBAL by Thomson Financial
Services Electronic Settlements Group (ESG), SEQUAL by the London Stock Exchange and
TRAX by ISMA (International Securities Market Association)). Although these systems were
operated separately at first, an intervendor link has connected these three systems facilitating
for instance transaction confirmations between an organization using OASYS GLOBAL and
an organization using SEQUAL. By the end of 1998 TFS ESG became the sole provider of ETC
systems because they acquired SEQUAL while TRAX was stopped.
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ETC systems could, up till then, only be used for confirmations of stocks and bonds
transactions and not for treasury transactions or derivatives (options, futures). Transaction
confirmations that were sent by regular mail were only received around 3 days after the
transaction had been executed. Receiving the transaction confirmations by telex/fax resulted in
the situation that internal communication became the bottleneck. Receiving the transaction
confirmations via the ETC system made it much easier to communicate with the broker in case
transaction confirmations were wrong. The throughput time of the backtrack point reduced
considerably. However, it must be realized that the ETC system was a stand alone application
which made it necessary to compare internal transaction details with the communication. Some
of the brokers did integrate the ETC system with their internal applications reducing errors due
to rekeying information on their side. The transaction confirmation messages did have a highly
standardized format.
The major benefits of using Electronic Trade Confirmation systems are to be found in
reductions in trade failures because of errors due to rekeying information. A study by the ETC
vendors shows that even in mature markets like Hong Kong, Tokyo and Singapore trade
failures were running at between 25-30% compared to the 5-10% now being achieved in
London and New York because of ETC (Toppen 1995).
Because of the fact that the ETC systems could only be used for stocks and bonds
transactions, a limited amount of brokers did Use the system at first. Some of the brokers (those
also carrying out custody services) preferred to Use the SWIFT system, because SWIFT also
supported treasury and derivatives transactions. Another reason was that SWIFT messages
were much cheaper than ETC messages. The fixed costs of using the SWIFT network were
much higher than those of the ETC system, but the costs per message were only around 14 BEF,
whereas the ETC messages cost around 10 GBR Since the custodians already used SWIFT for
settlement and payment related messages, they favored SWIFT. Another issue was the security

of the systems. Because of the fact that SWIFT originally focused on payment related messages,
the security was much higher than that of the ETC system. Both the ETC system and the
SWIFT system used highly standardized message formats, although the two used different
standards.
The main reason for the Robeco Group IO prefer the ETC system above the SWIFT system
for transaction confirmations was the fact the coverage of the ETC system was higher than that

of SWIFT among the brokers used by the Robeco Group.
Research " in the field of International transaction executions and confirmations revealed
that out of 140 respondent banks, brokerage firms and investment institutions in the US,
Europe and the Pacific, around 70% make use of an electronic transaction confirmation system
(either ETC or DTC-ID (US)). It was also concluded that around 60% of the organizations
using an ETC system used it only as a stand-alone system (not integrated with internally used
systems). Most of the organizations that have integrated it with their internal systems were
brokerage organizations. In Europe, it WaS indicated that a lot of transactions (around 75%) are
still confirmed by either telex or fax, while in the US almost all transactions are confirmed by
DTC-ID. Another interesting conclusion was the fact that around 60% of the respondents
were brokerage firms, 15% investment institutions and only 25% were banking organizations.
The average cross border transaction failure rates worldwide was around 8%, while European
brokerages faced a higher rate of around 12%. These figures have increased over the last few
years because a lot of new organizations signed up to the ETC system.
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Survey conducted by International Operations magazine (1996)
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It should also be realized that complexity was increased by creating several ways to
communicate transaction confirmations. A broker organization needed to be able to send transaction confirmations by regular mail, telex/fax ETC or SWIFT. Client organizations receiving
transaction confirmations were also confronted with more than one way to receive transaction
confirmations depending on how many systems they used.
6.3.4 SITUATION IN 1994 START WORKING WITH INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEM PIA

In June 1992, a project was started to re-engineer the entire transaction process and to build
a new integrated information system that supported the necessary processes. The project
started by analyzing the process and the possibilities of using an existing system that could be
bought in the market. Because of the specific character of the Robeco Group and the fact that
transactions were carried out on a worldwide basis, it was decided to build a new system
internally. This new system would be developed and implemented in phases. The primary focus
was on treasury transactions and on implementing basic modules for registering and controlling
transactions and generating, checking, authorizing and sending settlement instructions. The
basic modules needed to be built so that they could be applied to other types of transactions
(stocks, bonds and derivatives) as well. After the implementation of the treasury, stocks, fixed
income and derivatives modules, the entire process was supported by one integrated
information system. The transaction would be entered into the system by the trading desks; the
transactions would be checked by the settlement and administration department with the
transaction confirmation received by the broker. The transaction confirmation would be carried
out by comparing the transaction details in the systern versus the external confirmation received
either through the ETC system or by other means (telex, fax or in some cases regular mail).
Then, the system would route the transaction to the next phase, the generation of settlement
instructions. The instructions would be generated by the system and only the testkey needed to
be added. The standard settlement instructions needed to be entered in a separate module, with
entering and checking responsibilities. As soon as the settlement instruction was generated, the
system would route it to the person responsible for checking the instruction. The system
demanded that the teStkey would be entered again. The system compared the testkey with the
one initially entered and if the instruction was correct, the system would route it to the person
responsible for authorization. Authorized settlement instructions were then send to the
custodian by a direct link with an automated telex/fax system.
Another major improvement was related to the earlier mentioned backtrack points of
solving problems. Finding a transaction or a settlement instruction in the new information
system could be done quickly by searching databases, compared to the situation where paper
sheets would have to be found in file cabinets.
Although this was a big improvement in terms of throughput time, reduction of errors and
a more up-to date administration of portfolios (one system instead of two or even more), there
were still a lot of manual activities necessary. Sending the instructions via the automated
telex/fax system still required an additional authorization process in the telex/fax system before
the instruction could be sent. Furthermore, sending the instructions automatically by telex/fax
did, in many cases, result in a printed form at the receiving organization, which required manual
processing activities with all the risks and potential errors related to this.
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6.3.5 SITUATION IN /996: LINK/NG TO THE SWIFT NETWORK

To keep up with actual market requirements and to face up to internal inefficiencies (these
could no longer be tolerated because the number and volume of transactions had increased
tremendously), the Robeco Group decided to redesign its processes. Figure 6-4 shows the
effecIS of the implementation in May 1996, of the connection to the SWIFT network for
sending settlement instructions to the designated Stakeholder involved. The total instruction

volume was around 250.000

a

year at that time.
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Figure 6-4: Settlement instructions by medium in 1996 (Robeco Group 1997)

Before being able to connect to the SWIFT network, the Robeco Group has integrated
several processes related to the STLC, by building a new information system supporting the
STLC processes. The project then focused on substituting instructions sent by telex, which
were the majority. The project also focused on the so-called 'straight through processing
concept', defined as 'immediate transaction processing information by the information systems

of receiving organizations, without any manual intervention'.
Although the above figure shows that by the end of 1996 most of the settlement instructions
were sent by SWIFT, it does not show the straight through processing rate. This rate is
determined by (i) the correct reception and reading of the instructions (syntax) by the receiving
organizations and (ii) the correct processing of the instructions (content) without any delays or
manual intervention (repairs). Analysis showed that the first component was more or less
similar to the number of instructions that were send by the SWIFT network. The second
component depended on whether the instruction could be carried out without any manual
intervention. Manual intervention might be required for two reasons; either the instruction (the
message) did not contain all of the necessary information required by the receiving organization
or the instruction details could not be carried out because of, for instance, not enough credit to
pay for securities to be bought (in case of a buy) or if there were not enough securities to be
delivered (in case of a sell). The implementation of sending instructions via SWIFT (according
to message standards and via the secured network) resulted in a significant 25% reduction of
the error rate (for instance due to wrong account numbers of beneficiary parties or wrong
account numbers to be debited, probably because of no more rekeying), thus leading to the
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situation in which about 97% of all instructions were error free. As a result, the cost of
processing of settlement instructions was reduced from around 60 to 20 USD. Two-thirds of
this cost saving related to less manual activity, saving employee costs. The other part was the
result of paying attention to the second type of the straight through processing rate: reduced
expenses because of repairs (repair costs due to information having to be added or requested
have to be refunded to these stakeholders).
The internal information system played a crucial role in achieving the improved
performance of the STLC processes. By integrating the entire transaction process in one system
(that was built from scratch), it became possible to process certain parts of the STLC processes
in a parallel way instead of sequentially. For instance, the moment the transaction details (after
execution) were entered into the system, the settlement department could already generate the
instructions that would be send to the appropriate stakeholders as soon as the confirmation of
the transaction was received. When a transaction would generate a problem, the settlement
department would be informed about such a problem about two days earlier than in the
situation before the system was implemented.
6.3.6 SITUATION IN /998: INTEGRATED INCOMING SW/FT MESSAGES

The outgoing settlement instructions have been sent via the SWIFT network. Focusing on
the straight through processing rate has resulted in process improvements as was indicated in
the previous paragraph. As of early January 1998, the next step in the process has been achieved
by replacing paper

based statement of bank accounts and statement of holdings with SWIFT

messages to be automatically read by the internal integrated system (PIA), allowing an
automated match with the open corporate mutation (CM). This has resulted in much less
manual checking (reconciling) activities.
The present situation can be described as a process supported and directed by the internal
system. The manual activities involve monitoring the system and solving problems related to
the backtrack points. Around 95% of all transactions were processed straight through without
manual intervention necessary.
Taking into account the tremendous growth in the number of transactions and instructions,
the number of people working in the settlement and administration departments has grown by
only 25% compared zo a growth of 450% and 350% in transactions and instructions
respectively.

The role of the broker is bypassed in some of the mature markets because systems like
Instinet are used to directly execute transactions (see also previous chapter and the next
chapter).
Because of strong growth, especially in the number of transactions over the last few years,
the current process design resulted in a large number of settlement instructions for many
different products. Communicating transactions to the broker organizations used to be done by
phone, but because of increased volume, it was decided to follow the industry trend to
communicate transactions by fax or even using a system (Landmark) using a 'standard' format
called FIX. This system enables communication to be standardized and errors to be reduced
because the standard enables brokers to directly process the orders into their systems.
6.3.7 FUTURE FORECAST

Another important aspect related to the strong growth in terms of number of different
products and number of transactions and related activities, has been the development towards
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pooling of assets. This means that pools are created in which mutual funds products participate.
Transactions that used to be carried out separately for each product are transformed to
transactions for the pool of similar assets reducing the number of transactions to be executed
by brokers. The size of the transactions increases, but the internal and external efficiencies that
can be achieved are enormous. The internal efficiencies relate to reduced activities related to
registering and checking transactions and preparing, checking, authorizing, sending settlement
instructions and checking correct settlement. The external efficiencies relate to less
communication to other stakeholders (less instructions and related costs).
The efforts related to pooling can be considered the second business process redesign cycle.
The first cycle, relating to the reorganizations of transaction and settlement processing, is
necessary to enable the second cycle to be carried out. Pooling does enable a reduction in
transactions, but it requires an internal system to calculate the positions of the individual
products participating in the pool (facilitating transparency). At the Robeco Group, pooling has
been applied to the Luxembourg based product range RG Capital Growth Funds, which is an
umbrella fund of about 60 underlying funds. The products are denominated in three currencies
(euro, USD and CHF ). Pooling is applied to for instance the three RG Europe Equity Funds
(one in euro, one in USD and one in CHF) that are pooled. The securities are bought and sold
on behalf of the pool and the individual products participate in the pool. Currency transactions
are carried out to obtain the necessary risk profile related to the currency denomination.
Pooling can only be achieved when (parts of) the investment policy of the participating
products is similar.
The first business process transformation cycle has also provided for progressing towards
further phases like business network redesign and dis-intermediation of certain stakeholder
groups. Although this has not yet been achieved, possibilities have been addressed.
The next step is to progress towards business network redesign, which can be achieved by
following either an evolutionary approach or a revolutionary approach; the former is probably
easier to achieve (Malone et al 1987; paragraph 3.4) (figure 6-5).
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6.4 CASE ANALYSIS

The Robeco Group case study deals with changing the entire securities settlements process
enabled by a new information system (PIA) that was implemented in the period from 1993 to
1998. The reasons behind this project were both internal and external. The primary internal
reasons had to do with reducing the throughput time of the settlements process, reducing the
costs and error rate and preparing for a projected growth in the number of transactions and
products offered by the Robeco Group. The primary external reasons had to do with pressure
from the industry to reduce the settlement times to around 3 days after execution of the
transaction to reduce risks associated with securities transactions (non-settlement). The Robeco
Group also wanted to integrate information systems to support the entire process chain, not
only the processes within the boundaries of a specific department leading to, for instance,
duplicate administrations.
The Robeco Group case study will be analyzed using the factors in the research framework:

Stakeholders
Both the number of different stakeholder groups involved (Robeco Group, brokers,
custodians, independent third parties and regulatory bodies; see also first chapter) and
individual organizations belonging to the different groups are relatively high. However, many
stakeholders have been in favor of the Robeco Group linking up to the SWIFT network
because they could also benefit from standardized communication and information exchange
(improved straight through processing rates are beneficial to all stakeholders involved).
Therefore, converging motives have contributed to the implementation of the necessary
changes.

The interdependency between the Robeco Group and the custodians used to be high and a
high level of trust was required in relying on the securities settlement processes to be carried
out correctly. Because of the implementation of the internal system and the linkup to SWIFT,
interdependence has been reduced because of standardization and faster feedback on problems
when they occur. The reduction of errors because of rekeying both within the Robeco Group
and at the custodians (because of straight through processing) has also contributed to faster
feedback on potential problems. Interdependency has been reduced because of the industry
standard of message types to be used, the fact that the communication system SWIFT is
supplied and managed by a third party provider, and the fact that the major stakeholders are
linked to this network. Switching from one custodian to another is no longer prevented by
highly relationship specific procedures. The aspects costs and straight through processing rate
have become more important in the selection of custodians, next of course to reputation,
expertise and coverage of various countries/markets.

Competition
Over the last few years, competition in the industry sector has increased and new
organizations have entered the mutual fund sector. This resulted in pressures to reduce costs
and offer excellent services to clients. Besides the changing competitive position, regulatory
bodies have issued industry guidelines relating to reduced throughput times in order to reduce
the risk of non-settlement (paragraph 1.3.2) Therefore, the process changes can be seen as a
competitive necessity.

Information Technology
The Robeco

case

clearly demonstrates the evolutionary approach to IT-enabled business
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transformation (Malone et al 1987). The integrated PIA system enabled external integration.
This external integration is carried out along the value system. The starting point has been
settlement instructions, then transaction confirmations and finally transaction ordering.
The reconciliation processes related to the corporate entries and the statements of bank
accounts used to be predominantly manual. Taking into account the number of bank accounts
used by the Robeco Group, the cost savings of an automated reconciliation system (matching
system) have been enormous. Before 1995, reconciling bank account mutations used to be done
by using the so-called MeesFiex system. This system was used to retrieve files from electronic
banking systems (every bank used a different format) and then match them with a corporate
mutations file that was downloaded from a separate administrative system called PAS. In the
new situation, SWIFT messages are routed into the PIA system, in which the corporate
mutations are present, and then the bank account mutations are reconciled with the corporate
mutations. The advantages of the new system are standardized formats of SWIFT messages
(EDI messages; paragraph 3.3), and better control measures since manual activities, such as
loading files, are eliminated. Another advantage is that monitoring of bank accounts in various
currencies has improved because of more up-to-date information as one integrated information
system is used instead of many loosely linked systems. In the old situation, the processes of
generating, checking and authorizing settlement instructions and then entering the transaction
details in the administrative system, which would then generate a corporate mutations file for
the MeesFlex system, were all sequential. In the new situation, these processes are organized in
parallel. As soon as the transaction is entered in the system by the trader, the settlement
instruction and the corporate mutation is generated. Errors are automatically corrected in the
settlement instructions and corporate mutations, which reduce manual work significantly. In
the old situation, errors needed to be corrected manually.

Market Network (Re)Design
In terms of the framework adapted from Venkatraman, the Robeco Group case started at
the level of Localized Exploitation taking the Basic Situation as a starting situation. The internal
system that was built to integrate the various STLC processes could be seen as Internal
Integration. Carrying out certain activities in parallel instead of in sequence can be seen as sort
of redesign, albeit small. The link up to the SWIFT network and to the ETC networks offered
by Thomson Financial Services (TFS) can be seen as business network integration. In this case
there was no real redesign connected to the business network integration, other than trying to
identify the way receiving organizations needed to receive the instructions to facilitate Straight
through processing.
Summarizing the case study by using the framework of Venkatraman, the different levels of
business transformation are presented in figure 6-6. The first situation describes the basic
situation that was already presented in figure 1-7 (corresponding to figure 6-3). The processes
in the following 7 situations describe the processes from the perspective of one organization
(the Robeco Group organization).
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The following six forms of IT enabled business transformation have been identified:
1.

Basic situation (figure 1-7 and 6-3)

2. Localized Exploitation. Some of the processes are supported by local information systems;
spreadsheets are used to generate, for instance, transaction sheets or settlement instructions
to be printed in a standard format. The information systems are not linked to other systems
within the organization or to information systems in other organizations.
3. Internal Integration. Based on the previous step, Internal Integration links several local
applications to enable a more integrated support of (parts of) the internal processes by
Information Systems. An example of this situation is the use of a database in which a broker
code corresponds to a total set of settlement instructions that are no longer derived from
paper sheets but are automatically retrieved from the database based on the broker code and
currency code of the transaction. Here, the transaction information system is linked to the
settlement instruction information system.
4. Bilsiness Process Redesign. By linking local applications, redesign opportunities are
generated and organizations following redesign principles (see paragraph 4.4) build an
internally integrated information system supporting the entire internal process. At the
Robeco Group, this has resulted in a newly built information svstem in which transaction
details are entered one time at the source by the trader, after which it is processed by other
departments to automatically generate settlement instructions, which are based on
information retrieved from an internal database, and create bookkeeping records. This step
can be carried out with the internal processes only, or by including the processes that cross
the organizational boundaries (see phase 5). Some of the control processes are no longer
necessary because these controls are carried out by the system (risk controls) or have
become obsolete (no more rekeying).
5. Business Network Integration. The business process redesign phase can include processes
that involve other organizations (stakeholders). The STLC processes typically include other
organizations, and business process redesign in the financial sector can only be effective
when these organizations are involved in the redesign efforts. At the Robeco Group, this
phase involved changing the way transaction confirmations were received (switch from
fax/telex to Electronic Trade Confirmation Systems) and the way settlement instructions
were sent (switch from fax/telex to SWIFT). Sending instructions electronically by mid
1996 reduced the error rate by 25% because less errors occurred because the receiving
organization did not need to rekey the settlement information into their own system. Next
to this, the cost of processing settlement instructions was reduced from around 60 to around

35 US$ (Toppen et al 1998, 1999).
Business Network Redesign. Inthe financial securities sector, the business network redesign
phase includes the straight through processing concept. This concept focuses on achieving
the process throughput without manual intervention. As soon as an error occurs, the
process is stopped because the error needs to be investigated. Involving the process
characteristics of the receiving organizations in the process of generating settlement
instructions improves the straight through processing rate. This has resulted in the costs of
settlement instructions being further reduced to around 20 US$ (Toppen et al 1998,1999).
7. Business Scope Redefinition. Integration of parallel value chains is perhaps the most difficult
phase to achieve. On the other hand, dis-intermediation can be seen as an example of this
phase. In this situation, the clearing organization also performs the role of the custodian
bank by taking the settlement over from the custodian bank.
6.
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Risks
The integration of processes has enabled integrated risk management. The counterparty risk
can be monitored by the system and the risk manager can get up-to-date reports and is able to
react much faster than before the change. Operational process risks can be monitored better and
risks related to manual and error prone activities have reduced, even though the perception of
these risks has not been reduced (see also Process (Re)Design).

Process (Re)Design
has provided the possibility of up-to-date (online real
enabling
management to spot potential problems immediately and to keep
time) status reports
track of StatistiCS (Venkatraman & Henderson 1998). The coordination mechanism has been
changed from direct supervision to more standardization typeS of coordination (in terms of

The integration of the process steps

standardization of work processes) (see paragraph 4.3).
The complexity of the process together with the aspect that transactions are carried out
world-wide with a large number of brokers and custodians (stakeholders) has increased the
complexity of implementing the changes.
The flexibility incorporated in the information system has been a important aspect in two
ways. First, in linking up to the SWIFT network, it turned out that message standards of
SWIFT were not always readily usable in the communications with custodians. Each custodian
had its own internal system requiring certain codes to be able to handle the instruction. If these
codes were not entered in the free fields in SWIFT messages, the instructions would have to be
amended by the custodians (by adding codes). The straight through processing rate, which
indicates the number of instructions that could be processed without manual intervention, has
improved because of adding codes in the free fields. The codes were custodian specific and
flexibility in the Robeco Group's internal system has been important in achieving this result.
Second, changes in the 'standardized' messages communicated by SWIFT could be handled

without time consuming reprogramming being necessary.
The control aspect is important in the securities settlement process because transaction and
instruction volumes represent large amounts of money. Since the process before the change was
mainly paper based, control was far from optimal and fraudulent transactions or instructions
were prevented by numerous control activities. In some occasions, a settlement instruction was
checked up to 5 times before it was sent to the custodian. After the change, settlement
instructions are checked only once, facilitated by the information system that is directly linked
to the SWIFT network. The controls could be reduced because after the first check in the
change in the
possibly fraudulent
system, the information system does not allow a
-

-

instruction.

The process of dealing with corporate actions used to be a completely manual process which
often lagged behind the dates on which the corporate actions needed to be processed. This
resulted in a lot of problems in the settlement process of normal transactions. For instance,
when a stock split was not processed at the moment the stocks were sold, the number of stocks
to be sold would be different from the number of stocks held in deposit. The new information
system enables corporate actions to be automatically processed at the moment they occur
providing up-to-date portfolios. For each corporate action, settlement instructions, corporate
mutations and bookkeeping records are generated automatically by the information system.

This has led to enormous reductions in both manual labor and errors in the settlement process.

Information
The change process itself was started by distinguishing between process related information
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and transaction related information. Before the changes, process related information such as
standard settlement instructions was paper based and had to be used in the manual process of

generating settlement instructions. After the changes, these standard settlement instructions are
generated automatically by the system depending on the transaction information (broker and

product). This has contributed to a reduction in the
needed to generate settlement instructions.

error rate and reduced the manual

capacity

Trust
The reputation of organizations belonging

to specific

stakeholder groups is an important
for instance, Custody activities. However,
because of linking to industry wide inter-organizational information systems, activities carried
out by other stakeholders can be controlled better and problems can be dealt with more
aspect in selecting the organization taking care of,

quickly. Before the changes, stakeholders were trusted to carry out their activities correctly. In
settling securities transactions in countries in different time zones, high trust was especially
important because feedback on problems could be too late. Next to organization based truSt,
institution based trust plays an important role because the stakeholders involved are subject to
regulatory control and supervision. The customer orientation of the stakeholder groups also
contributed to trust in the sense that account management teams at the custodians were
dedicated to dealing with the Robeco Group.
Process Performance
Relative to the levels of IT-enabled business transformation framework of Venkatraman, the
case study shows that the error rate has decreased by 25% percent and Costs have decreased by
about 65%. The most important benefits have been realized by linking the internal system to
external systems such as SWIFT and ETC.
By integrating the processes through use of the new information system, the internal
throughput time has been reduced from several days to around one hour for a normal
transaction. Another element favoring the reduCtiOn of total throughput time has been the fact
that the system signals problems much faster than before. Incomplete transactions are refused
by the information system, immediately triggering the activity to solve the problem. The trigger

that information is

available has been moved to the source, enabling problem-solving
activities to start earlier in the process. The problems resulting from rekeying activities have
been reduced because of system controls and less rekeying.
not

6.5 CASE CONCLUSIONS

With respect to the conceptual research framework and the related propositions that have
been presented in chapter 5, the following conclusions can be drawn from the Robeco Group
case study. Three conclusions are possible: (I) the case study supports the proposition, (II) the
case study does not support (contradicts to) the proposition or (III) the proposition could not
be applied (not supported nor rejected) to the case study.
PROPOSITION RELATED TO FACTOR STAKEHOLDERS

Proposition 1:
Convergent stakeholders' motives contribute to process performance improvements
resulting from market network redesign and process redesign. (based on v. Heck &
Ribbers 1996)
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The Robeco Group case supports this proposition in the sense that all stakeholders involved
did have a motive to reduce throughput times (to T+3 at first) to comply with the industry
guidelines and the increased focus on risk management. Although the process of redesigning the
STLC processes and linking up to the SWIFT network was initiated by the Robeco Group,
other stakeholders have also experienced benefits because of less repairs and increased straight
through processing rates. The standardization of information and communication exchange has
resulted in benefits for all Stakeholders involved. However, the message types MT520 and
MT530 series are far from standardized even though SWIFT has issued them as being
standardized messages (paragraph 3.3: EDI messages that can not always be automatically be
read by computers). In dealing with many different custodians, the message types need to be
used in a flexible way to address the specifics requested by each custodian. USing the
'standardized' messages has contributed to reduced throughput times and increased straight
through processing rates. The development of an integrated internal system supporting the
intra-organizational processes crossing various departments could not have been completed
successfully without the support and involvement of the various departments.
The next step in the framework of Venkatraman (1991, 1994) would be business network
redesign. Although the theoretical concepts have been analyzed, the benefits to the various
stakeholders are not the same as changes in roles of various stakeholder groups are involved
(dis-intermediation). Another problem in realizing the network coordination stage involves the
different phases in which the different organizations in various stakeholders groups operate.
The developments in internal business process redesign pro5ects are different in each of the

organizations involved and other priorities (for instance because of changes to be made to
systems due to the new millennium) might be effective. Another aspect is the globalization of
the industry and the differences in regulations of different central banks. Differences in
regulations lead to differences in stakeholders' motives to focus on business network redesign
changes. Therefore, an industry-wide business network redesign effort will be difficult to
implement. Implementing the business network redesign changes within the boundaries of one
country, Euroland or within the boundaries of one organization seems to be the best feasible
alternative. This way, stakeholder incentives can be managed to match stakeholder motives.
PRO POSIT/ONS RELATED TO FACTOR

COMPETITION

Proposition 2A:
Competitive pressures force stakeholders to redesign their internal business processes
to adapt to the changing business environment (this dissertation).
Proposition 2B:
Adequate entry barriers contribute to the success of market network redesign in
terms of inter-organizational process performance improvements (based on v. Heck
& Ribbers 1996).
The Robeco Group case supports proposition 2A in the sense that throughput time
reductions and increased competition have been external forces behind the business process
redesign project at the Robeco Group. To maintain or improve the competitive position, costs
needed to be reduced to prepare for growing volumes of transactions and instructions. Besides
competitive pressures, there have been internal motives related to integrated risk management
and cost reductions related to a reduction in manual labor. It was expected that the old systems

would not be adequate to deal with increased volumes.
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One remarkable observation is that there has been no single organization that has forced
changes on the industry. In the financial securities sector, the diversity of organizations
belonging to a specific stakeholder group has led to third parties providing and maintaining

inter-organizational networks and standards of communication. One important aspect needs to
be mentioned in this respect. The banking community has created SWIFT to take care of
managing the communications network and prepare the necessary standards. Because the
banking community initiated SWIFT, achieving a critical mass was relatively easy. Thomson
Financial Services (Oasys Global and Alert) has not been initiated by any industry community,
but industry sponsors were used to achieve the necessary critical mass. Originally, SWIFT was
created by banks and other organizations, such as brokerage firms and fund management
companies could not become member of SWIFT This entry barrier was removed in 1994
allowing other stakeholders to link up to the SWIFT network and Use the message standards.
However, this entry barrier has not contributed to the success of the market network redesign.
In fact the removal of the entry barrier, i.e. allowing all stakeholders involved to use the SWIFT
network and messages, has contributed to the success of the market network redesign efforts in
facilitating the straight through processing of securities transactions.
Information Technology has also led to broker dis-intermediation to a certain extent,
because in the trading phase, systems like Instinet (see also next chapter) are used for trading
certain stocks without brokers being used as intermediaries.
Therefore, the Robeco Group case does not support proposition 2B.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Proposition 3A:
Information Technology enabled developments towards new electronic markets and
hierarchies leads to inter-organizational process performance improvements (based
on Stern & Kaufmann 1985).
Proposition 3B:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, Information
Technology enabled market network redesign willlead to electronic hierarchies being
more efficient than electronic markets (based on Malone et al 1987).
Proposition 3C:
When asset specificity is higher, Information Technology enabled market network
redesign leads to electronic hierarchies being more efficient than electronic markets
(based on Malone et al 1987).

Proposition 3D:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, the reach of electronic
networks is likely to be smaller, whereas the range is likely to be higher (based on
Weill & Broadbent 1998).
Proposition 3E:
Information Technology enabled market network redesign will only be successful
when stakeholders adequately adapt their process design to the changes (Based on
Benjamin et al 1990).
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Proposition 3F:
Information Technology enables improved preventive and detective control leading
to less corrective control measures (based on Sia & Neo 1997).
The Robeco Group case study results do support proposition 3A in the sense that
Information Technologies like the SWIFT and the ETC networks have enabled developments
towards electronic hierarchies between the Robeco Group and different stakeholder groups
such as brokers and custodians. This business network integration level has resulted in interorganizational process performance improvements such as reduced throughput times, cost
savings, increased straight through processing rates and less errors (previously resulting from

rekeying errors). Information Technology has enabled process redesign and business network
integration. However, because the evolution of an electronic market (see forecasted situation in
figure 6-5) has not yet been completed, it cannot be concluded that this applies to alllevels of
IT-enabled business transformations (market network redesign).
The Robeco Group case study does support proposition 3B because the process is rather
complex and specific agreements need to be made with other stakeholders to make sure the
inter-organizational process is carried out efficiently. However, increased standardization
makes it easier to switch between organizations belonging to a stakeholder group. This leads to
the first step from an electronic hierarchy towards an electronic market. Coordination of such
an electronic market will be necessary before a real electronic market can arise.
The Robeco Group case study does not support proposition 3C because the asset specificity
related to individual organizations is rather low but electronic hierarchies are currently more
efficient than electronic markets. Even though time specific investments are required to be able
to comply to the industry guideline of settlement within three days (T+3), the necessary asset
specific investments relate to connecting to the industry wide networks of SWIFT and TFS
(ETC), rather than to numerous individual organizations. This proposition is not supported
because the switching costs are relatively low and because many alternatives (other
organizations belonging to a stakeholder group) are available.
The Robeco Group case study does not support proposition 3D because both product and
process descriptions are complex, but the range and reach of the electronic network are broad
and high. This is due to the fact that third party providers like SWIFT and Thomson Financial
Services have managed to create systems facilitating more or less standardized communication
with the majority of organizations belonging to the stakeholder groups involved. With respect
to the model of weill & Broadbent (1998) reach is high (stakeholders can be reached regardless
of IT base) and the range is broad because complex processes are supported by the inter-

organizational information systems.
The Robeco Group case study does support proposition 3E because information
Technology has enabled the implementation of the new internal information system that has
been linked to the external systems (business network integration without redesign) and has
facilitated measurements of Straight Through Processing (STP) rates which has provided
information necessary to improve them. The redesign of processes has enabled parallel
processes that were previously sequential which has led to reduced process throughput times.
The Robeco Group case study does support proposition 3F in the sense that Information
Technology has improved integrated control and risk management mechanisms leading to
increased preventive and detective control measures. Because problems can be solved earlier, the
need

for corrective control measures

has decreased.
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PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR MARKET NETWORK (RE)DESIGN

Proposition 4A:
Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented
Electronic Networks (POEN) differ in terms of network design characteristics and
process performance requirements (this dissertation).
Proposition 4B:

Market network redesign leads to changes in division of tasks leading to changing
stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson 1993; Lee
& Clark 1997).
Proposition 4C:

Market network redesign leads to changes in coordination mechanisms leading to
changing stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson
1993; Lee & Clark 1997).
The Robeco Group case does seem to support proposition 4A even though a comparison
between TOENs and POENs could not be done. The Robeco Group case study is an example

of a development of a multilateral POEN with hierarchical coordination. The multilateral
character stems from the fact that new relationships can easily be established, because despite
the complexity of the processes standardization of the processes carried out by the stakeholder
groups is also high.
The case study shows that the success of processing oriented inter-organizational systems
like SWIFT and ETC are dependent on achieving high straight through processing rates,
integrated risk management and control and a reduction in costs due to standardization and less
manual activity. Although this can be achieved when the number of participating organizations
and volume of transactions and instructions increases, these are not the most important aspects.
Achieving high straight through processing rates and less errors was more important and crucial
in dealing with increasing transaction and instruction volumes.
The different levels of IT-induced business transformations described in the model by
Venkatraman (1991; 1994) have been used to describe the process changes that have taken place
at the Robeco Group and the other stakeholders related to the Robeco Group. One of the
observations was that the step from business process redesign to business network redesign is
a difficult and major step. Including a separate step between business process redesign and
business network redesign, called business network integration helps reduce the gap between
the two phases in the model of Venkatraman.
The Robeco Group case study results do support proposition 4B in the sense that certain
tasks, related to checking whether or not certain instructions have arrived at the custodian, have
become obsolete because the inter-organizational systems provided by SWIFT and TFS have
taken them over. The providers guarantee that any accepted message will be delivered to the
recipient within a matter of minutes. The stakeholder interests have changed because checking
the arrival of the settlement instructions used to be the responsibility of Robeco, but this has
been taken over by the inter-organizational information systems.
With respect to proposition 4C, the Robeco Group case study is supportive in the sense that
the dependency of the Robeco Group On third party providers such as SWIFT and TFS has
increased, whereas the Robeco Group was independent of these organizations when it used to
send instructions by facsimile. The interests of custodians have also changed in the sense that
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they are not facing the problem of dealing with an increasing number of settlement instructions
that are received via the SWIFT network according to SWIFT message type standards. They

would have had problems if they had had to deal with unstructured settlement instructions
received via traditional facsimile. This would have resulted in high costs related to coordination
(repairs and related higher costs).
Besides this aspect, market network redesign has resulted in some dis-intermediation of
brokers because Instinet is being used. However, this dis-intermediation has not yet been
extensive. Should the forecasted situation be implemented, a more extensive dis-intermediation

is to be expected.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR R/SKS

Proposition 5A:

The difference between real risks and perceived risks by stakeholders is a distinct
aspect in designing inter- and intra-organizational processes (this dissertation).

Proposition 5B:

Higher perceived risks lead to more preventive, detective and corrective control
measures in process design and vice versa (this dissertation following Sia & Neo
1997).

Proposition 5C:
Any real risks that are not reduced by adequate preventive, detective and corrective
control measures in process design lead to higher costs or losses (based on Clemons &
Row 1992).
The Robeco Group case study supports the first two propositions in the sense that
perceived risks are higher than real risks and these higher perceived risks are covered by higher
control mechanisms. However, it has not yet worked the other way around. In the old situation,
with many activities being carried out manually, detective control mechanisms were necessary
to prevent (rekeying) errors and preventive control measures were necessary to prevent possible

fraudulent situations. Both real and perceived risk were relatively high and control mechanisms
were based On these potential risks. In the new situation with the process redesign and
integrated information system, control mechanisms have not been redesigned. The control
mechanisms are still based On the old situation even though real risk has been reduced and risk
perception has decreased. The information system takes care of certain controls and since
rekeying and manually generated instructions have been significantly reduced, the control
mechanisms could be redesigned as well. The information system could take over certain
controls as the value of the control mechanism carried out by people is lower than the related
real risks. A risk management approach to control might improve process performance (lower
costs and reduced throughput times) even more. Careful selection of which instructions need
to be checked might lead to further process performance improvements. Closely monitoring
the exceptions and errors is important because the real risks related to these exceptions is higher
than more or less standardized transactions and related instructions. If the information system
takes over certain control activities, the control measures should focus on system changes
instead of (only) focusing on the control carried out by the information system.
The Robeco Group case study results do support proposition 5C. Although perceived risks
are higher than real risks and preventive, detective and corrective control measures are based on
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perceived risks, it is important to match all three categories of control measures to the real risks

involved.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR PROCESS (RE)DESIGN

Proposition 6A:
Revolutionary IT-enabled business transformation levels have higher potential
benefits for stakeholders than evolutionary levels (based on Venkatraman 1991,1994).
Proposition 6B:
Preventive, detective and corrective control measures are based on perceived risks
rather than on real risks (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).
Proposition 6C:
When perceived risks are higher than real risks, lowering preventive, detective and
corrective control measures contributes to inter-organizational process performance
improvements (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).

Proposition 6D:
The coordination mechanisms incorporated in stakeholder process design contribute to
success of market network redesign (this dissertation following Mintzberg 1979,1988).
Proposition 6E:
The potential impact of process redesign based on market network redesign
in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).

is

higher

The Robeco Group case study supports proposition 6A in the sense that revolutionary
redesign levels have resulted in higher benefits than evolutionary levels. However,
revolutionary levels were applied only after the evolutionary levels had been implemented. The
internal information system was necessary to focus on business process redesign and business
network integration. The process performance improvements are significant reductions in the
error rate, Costj reductions, throughput time reductions and an increased STP rate. The cost
reductions related to linking up to the SWIFT network have been higher than the cost
reductions of redesigning the internal processes with the implementation of the internal system.
Extending the business network integration phase to other processes like reconciliation of bank
accounts and statement of holdings has further reduced the manual activities. The character of
the manual activities has changed from operational processing to problem solving.
The Robeco Group case study supports proposition 6B. Internal control measures are still
based On the situation before the business process has been redesigned, whereas the external
control measures have been changed. The internal control measures are based on perceived risks
because the real risks have decreased. Integrated information system enable integrated risk
management and better monitoring of data, transactions and settlement instructions. The
perceived risks have not changed, nor have the control measures. The external control measures
used to be extensive because it was checked whether or not the custodian had received all
settlement instructions correctly. Using the SWIFT network has reduced the control measures
because SWIFT guarantees that all messages that are accepted by the SWIFT network will be
delivered to the addressee (custodian). Therefore, both perceived risks, real risks and control
measures have been reduced.
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The Robeco Group case study supports proposition 6C in the sense that business network
integration has contributed to checking whether settlement instructions have been received
correctly reducing the perceived risks related to situations in which instructions would not be
received. Before the SWIFT network was used, the receipt of settlement instructions was often
checked by telephone calls, whereas SWIFT guarantees the fact that instructions will be
delivered to the custodian. The information that is available in the SWIFT network reduces the
real risks as well as the gap between perceived risks and real risks (this gap used to be rather
large) and lowering control measures (no more telephone calls) has contributed to interorganizational process performance improvements in terms of reduced costs. Information
Technology has enabled this change together with the guarantee by SWIFT that any message
that is accepted by the SWIFT network will be delivered. With respect to the intraorganizational processes, the Robeco Group case study represents a situation in which
perceived risks are higher than real risks, but control measures have not yet been lowered.
Because this has not yet happened, the impact of lowering control measures on intraorganizational process performance improvements cannot be determined.
The Robeco Group case study supports proposition 6D in the sense that the internal
integration, business process redesign and business network integration phases could not have
been completed successfully without the support and commitment of the stakeholders
involved. Centralization has contributed to successful implementation. Before the changes,
each department was responsible for carrying out specific tasks, which were little integrated
with other tasks. Carrying out an in-depth analysis of the integrated processes and
implementing an integrated information system across departments and stakeholder groups has

contributed to successful implementation. Another important aspect has been to take an
information perspective and using different states of this information in building the integrated
information system and redesigning the related processes. The internal coordination
mechanisms at the Robeco Group have changed from direct supervision to standardization of
work processes due to the integrated support of the new information system. Task uncertainty
and complexity have decreased as a result of this standardization.
The Robeco Group case study does not support nor re ect proposition 6E because a
comparison of the Robeco Group case study, being an example of a POEN, with an example of
a TOEN would be necessary to validate or reject this proposition. In chapter 10, a comparison
between different cases will be made in order to validate or reject this proposition.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR INFORMATION

Proposition 7A:
Improved quality of integrated information processing in primary business processes
leads to process performance improvements (based on Stern & Kaufmann 1985, v.
Heck 1993).

Proposition 7B:
Improved sharing of information about primary business processes leads to process
performance improvements (based on Clark & Stoddard 1996).
Proposition 7C:
Integrated network processing allows for tailored information provided to
stakeholders contributing to process performance improvements (this dissertation).
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The Robeco Group case study supports proposition 7A in the sense that reductions in
throughput times have been achieved by implementing the new information system that
supports the entire STLC process. This has enabled integrated and up-to-date (online and real
time) information for risk management purposes that was not possible in the old situation. The
quality of the information processed has improved because available industry wide SWIFT
standards have been used in communicating instructions to other stakeholders involved. The
completeness, timeliness and reliability have also increased resulting in reductions in though
put times and reduced errors and related cost savings.
The Robeco Group case study supports proposition 7B in the sense that sharing
standardized information such as standard settlement instructions internally has improved the
process performance. Because standard settlement instructions are incorporated within the new
information system, the front office can already Select the appropriate settlement details if
necessary, because they are automatically generated. This has reduced discussions between
front office and the settlement department concerning settlement details. Furthermore, sharing
information about Straight Through Processing (STP) rates has led to improved process
performance and higher STP rates, because information concerning repairs was exchanged
between stakeholders.
The Robeco Group case study supports proposition 7C because integrated transaction
information about the number of transactions in each of the states in the STLC processes
enables management to better coordinate and allocate the available capacity of various
departments. Up-to-date and integrated information has also resulted in the current situation
where problems can be spotted much earlier than before the changes. Management information
such as statistical information and information about problems is generated by the information
system whereas previously it had to be generated manually, costing a of lot of time and money,
and the information was out of date the moment it was generated.
PRO POSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR TRUST

Proposition 8A:
When stakeholders trust each other, there is a reduced perceived need for preventive,
detective and corrective control measures in process design, which contributes to
process performance improvements (this dissertation).
Proposition 8B:
When stakeholders trust each other, perceived risks are lower and vice versa
(this dissertation).
Proposition 8C:
To achieve process performance improvements, organization and institution based
trust are less important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation following
v.Alstyne 1997).
The Robeco Group case study demonstrates that trust plays a significant role in the financial
securities industry. However, it does not necessarily lead to lower perceived risk or less demand

for tight controls in process design. On the contrary, because of the increasing volume and standardization of processes and integrated support by the new information system, stakeholders
rely less on trust in people than they did previously. With respect to selection of organizations
in various stakeholder groups, trust is taken into account but other aspects, such as costs and
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straight through processing (STP) rates, are more important. Due to standardization and increased flexibility, it has become easier to switch between organizations belonging to a specific Stakeholder group. Relation specific investments have decreased because of the development and
implementation of Information Technology. Relation specific investments are different for each
stakeholder group. Relation specific investments regarding brokers are relatively low compared
to higher relation specific investments regarding custodians. The degree of standardization is
closely related to relation specific investments. In the Robeco Group case study, it was indicated that linking up to the SWIFT network has contributed to higher standardization and less
relation specific investments. However, because of specific demands by certain custodians, the
standards are not really standardized and switching does require some efforts.
In the old situation, stakeholders were trusted to carry out instructions in due time. In the
new situation, information has taken over the role of trust, because it enables continuous status
reports on the various process steps (control). Both the new information system and business
network integration has contributed to this development. Proposition 8A is not supported by
the Robeco Group case study.
With regard to stakeholder trust and perceived and real risks, stakeholder trust varies
depending on the country in which a stakeholder operates. When a stakeholder is operating in
a so-called mature market with strict and sound regulations and control, stakeholder trust is
higher compared to trust in stakeholders operating in so called emerging markets such as
Eastern Europe. Because trust in these stakeholders is lower, perceived risks are higher, but real
risks are also higher. The real risks related to settlements can be measured by comparing straight
through processing rates in mature markets to those in emerging markets. The STP rates in
mature markets are higher than those in emerging markets. The Robeco Group case study
supports proposition 8B.
Proposition 8C seems to be supported by the Robeco Group case study even though it is
an example of a POEN. Although organization and institution based trust are important in the
Robeco Group case study, trust cannot be considered apart from perceived versus real risks,

control mechanisms and information. However, organization and institution based trust have
not influenced process performance improvements as these have been achieved by changing the
other factors. A conclusion related to this proposition can be drawn when this case study is
compared to TOEN case studies. A cross case analysis will be made in chapter 10.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR PROCESS PERFORMANCE

Proposition 9A:
Process performance criteria critical mass, accurate price discovery and transparency
are more important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).
Proposition 9B:

Process performance improvements

contribute to the

success

of electronic networks

(this dissertation).

Proposition 9C:

Reduced information asymmetries in electronic networks lead to lower prices when
product descriptions are simple, accurate and complete (based on Bakos 1991,).
The Robeco Group case study supports proposition 9A in the sense that processing oriented
performance criteria have been more important than transaction oriented performance criteria.
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The process performance improvements have been achieved in terms of throughput time
reductions, cost reductions, increased efficiency, quality and controllability. The TOEN
process performance criteria liquidity, transparency, transaction costs, accurate price discovery
and critical mass have not been important in the Robeco Group case study. Flexibility has been
an enabling factor to cope with the differences between organizations belonging to a
stakeholder group in the sense that each organization did have slightly different ways of linking
their internal system to the external systems. The case shows that adequate information is
important in determining which processes need to be redesigned to achieve improvements in
the STP rate.
The Robeco Group case study supports proposition 9B in the sense that the electronic
hierarchy could not have been successfully implemented without process performance
improvements such as reduced costs, reduced throughput times, increased integrated risk
management and a reduction of errors. Convergent stakeholder motives to implement the
changes has also contributed to the success of the electronic hierarchy.
The Robeco Group case study does not support proposition 9C because the price that iS to
be paid for services is based on cost price and a margin rather than supply and demand.
Information asymmetries are not applicable to this case study. It may be that this proposition
only applies to electronic market situations and not to electronic hierarchical POENs. In
chapter 10, where the case Study results will be compared, this issue will be readdressed.
6.6 SUMMARY

In this chapter, the conceptual research framework and related propositions have been
applied to the Robeco Group case study. This case study specifically deals with the transaction
confirmation and settlement phases of the Securities Transaction Life Cycle (STLC) and the
interaction with other stakeholders involved. The case study can be characterized as an example
of a multilateral Processing Oriented Electronic Network (POEN) with hierarchical
coordination.
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Chapter Seven

Schwab and OptiMark Case Studies
"It's tough to make predictions, especially about tbe future

"

Yogi Rena

The previous chapter has dealt with the specific and extensive case study conducted at the
Robeco Group over a longer period of time. While the Robeco Group case study focused on
the confirmation and settlement phases of the Securities Transaction Life Cycle (STLC), the
case studies in this chapter focus On the transaction ordering and execution phases that preceed
the confirmation and settlement phases. The first case study addresses the developments related
to the introduction of on-line trading via the Internet by Charles Schwab in the US market. The
second case study addresses the development of the OptiMark system, which is a new trading
mechanism that has been built to solve problems such as high transaction costs and liquidity

problems of traditional floor based securities exchanges.
A general description of the transaction ordering, execution and confirmation processes is given
in paragraph 7.1. In paragraph 7.2, the Schwab case study will be described and analyzed and in
paragraph 7.3, the OptiMark case study will be described and analyzed. In paragraph 7.4 some
conclusions will be drawn from applying the research framework and propositions to the case
studies and paragraph 7.5 provides a summary of this chapter.
7.I INTRODUCTION TO SCHWAB AND OPTIMARK CASE STUDIES

7././ STRATEG/C CHANGES /N SECURITIES TRADING MARKETS

Following the general changes to the financial sector described in the first chapter, two
developments have changed the competition in the securities trading market in the United
States of America.
The first development is the commercial exploitation of the Internet by organizations, such
as E*Trade, Ameritrade and Datek, offering deep discount brokerage services to retail
customers and threatening the position of established brokers like Schwab and Merrill Lynch.
Both Schwab and Merrill Lynch have reacted to this new development by also offering Internet
trading. In the US industry more and more retail clients are carrying out transactions via the
Internet. The total market size of investable assets in the US amounts to around 17 trillion
dollars at the end of 1998. In early 1998 it was expected that the total number of online accounts
in investments would grow from 2.9 million by the end of 1997 to around 10.6 million in the
year 2000.

The

assets

under management

in online investing

were expected to grow from 120

billion dollars by the end of 1997 to around 500 billion dollars in 2000 (Forrester Research). By
the end of 1998 27% of all retail transactions were carried out through online trading, compared
to around 17% by the end of 1997. This indicates the tremendous growth rate of online trading.
The second development relates to the introduction of electronic markets being added as an
alternative to, or replacing, traditional floor based securities exchanges (Weber 1999). One of
these new electronic market developments is the OptiMark system, which is an electronic
market system that theoretically is capable of replacing traditional securities markets. The
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OptiMark

system addresses the

trade large volumes (Clemons

liquidity problems faced by institutional investors willing to

& Weber 1998).

7./.2 SECURITIES TRANSACTION PROCESSES

Before turning to the two case studies dealing with the trade ordering and execution phase
of the STLC, it is necessary to examine the involved processes in more detail. The following
detailed description of the trade ordering, execution and confirmation processes has been
derived from existing literature and from the case studies described later on in this chapter. The
entire transaction ordering, execution and confirmation processes can be depicted as follows:
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Figure 7-1: Transaction ordering, execktion and confirmation processes (wsing tbe P-graph modeling tecbniqwe)
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Description of processes, documents and systems:
Table 7-1: Process/aai-:ity description
PI Client ordering trade
details t(, Broker
P2 Prepare trade ticket and
check client account
P3 Receive md .-heck trade
ticket from Sales Room

Pll Prepare contract sheet

Ptl Prepare executed

OTC Transaction

P22 Check clearing and
trade details

DS

1'23

D6 Exchange

details

Sl Client profile

system

complete orders
P13 Update Client Profile

P24 Settlement of

and report trade dedls back

Payments

D 7 Incomplete client

Svstem
C I

Bookkeeping

registered

S2 Clearing System

53 Electronic Trading

transaction

to client

P25 Settlement of

order

Securities

DS Comple[e

order

P! 4 Check Trade cletaik
with order and prepare

P.6 Check [ransaction

ordeT

or OTC

P5 Find OTC counterpart,·
and execute OTC order
Ps Execute order on
exchange with market maker
P7 File Transktionat

client trade ticket
Pt 5 Check con[rac[ sheet
clearing corporation
Pl 6 Analyze problems
related to contract sheet

confirmation with

09

C2 Transaction

Exchange

Pl 7

PS Match Executed

related ro contract sheet
Pl 8 Process clearing of

ticket

mindion with client order
bonk

contrac[ sheet

(Broker)

14 Check marke:related

to

Discuss problems

[rade

details client
P27 Analvze and discuss
problems related to trade
contirmations
DI Chent internal trade

DZ Trade 1-icket

M AL|minis ration a,

Pl 9 Correct transaction

D3 Order book Market

ex: hange

details

Input trade details Into
Clearing S,·stem

P20 Prepare Client

Maker
D4 Executed
Transaction details

Pl O

Confirmation
Administrate holdings

P21

and payment accounts

client

Contract sheet

Trade to be

executed on ex:hange

specifying all exchange

complete or incomplete

traded transactions [o

(3 Clearing contract

be cleared

sheet correct or

Dl 0 Complete executed

incorrect

[ransaction details al

clients
D! 1 Transaction details
to generate complete

transaction details
Dl 2 Clearing reports

D 13 Complete correct
transactions

D 14 Transaction
Con:firmation [o client

In looking at the processes " and documents involved in executing transactions at the
broker, roughly three different risk management methods can be distinguished. The first, most
simple method, involves checking documents D6 and D7 and the process P22, in other words
checking if all incomplete and complete orders are cleared and settled. The second, middle form
only involves processes P2, Pl 3 and P22, in other words checking if all client orders are
completed, cleared and settled correctly. The second method is more extensive than the first
because all completed transactions are checked against client orders, while the first only
checked whether all the executed transactions were cleared and settled correctly. The third,
most comprehensive way, involves checking documents 02, 06, 07 and D12 and the processes
P2, P3, PS, P13, P15, P21, P24 and P25. The third method is simply checking every aspect of
the transaction details and problems that may arise at different stages in the process chain.
In reviewing these three risk management systems and the cases as discussed in the first
chapter, if the second or third risk management method would have been in use at Barings, the
huge losses and bankruptcy might have been prevented, because these methods would have
checked every trade with a client order. It would have shown
not have a related client order.

a

large number of trades that did

There is a relatively high number of processes that cross departmental or organizational
boundaries. These are Pl,PZ, P4, P7, PS, P13, P14, P15, P16, P17, P20, P21, P22, P26 and P27.
From a brokerage perspective and from a total throughput point of view, the following
processes can lead to problems:
P2 The client order is written down incorrectly.
P8 The transaction is executed incorrectly (wrong amount or wrong price) or the transaction
is wrongly marked incomplete or complete.
P13 The transaction details do not match the client's order, or the client's account number is
wrong and the client does not receive any confirmation (P14)
75

The above mentioned processes, documents, svstems and choices will be explained in more detail in appendix one by dealing

with some examples.
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The clearing contract sheet shows details that do not match the counterparty details.
P27 The transaction confirmation that has been sent to the client does not match the client's
internal details.
P 15

the above mentioned processes result in delays in throughput time because these
problems need to be investigated and solved. Besides delaying the throughput time, these
problems can also have financial consequences, because when transaction details do not match
the client's order (which is recorded process 1-2),the broker suffers the loss. When problems
occur often, the client may also decide to use another broker the next time. Taking the earlier

All of

-

mentioned risk management methods into account, having different branches carrying out the
transaction execution and confirmation related processes imposes even more difficulties on an
integrated risk management approach. An integrated risk management approach is crucial to
prevent risks resulting from operations between different branches.
Related to these processes, it is evident that a lot of these boundary-crossing processes
involve documents, sometimes even hand written. Needless to say, this might easily lead to
problems or errors related to rekeying or reading the figures wrong.
Because this is the first phase in the total securities transaction life cycle, carrying out these
processes correctly and quickly, greatly influences the throughput time of the entire chain.
7.2 SCHWAB CASE STUDY

Following the general outline of the transaction ordering and execution phase of the STLC
processes in the previous paragraph, this paragraph deals with the Charles Schwab case study.
The case description is based on annual reports of Charles Schwab corporation, information
retrieved from the websites of Charles Schwab (www.schwab.com), E*Trade
(www.etrade.com), Datek (www.datek.com) and Ameritrade (www.ameritrade.com) as well as
from presentations by people working for the Charles Schwab corporation.
7.2.1 CASE DESCRIPTION

The Charles Schwab corporation has played a dominant role in the Unites States market for
private (retail) investors by offering relatively cheap share trading through a network of around
295 branches, by four regional telephone services in Denver, Indianapolis, Orlando and
Phoenix and through the Internet. Customer account holdings amounted to around 500 billion
USD in assets for around 5.6 million active customers by the end of 1998 '«, which has doubled
over the last few years. This accounts for a market share of around 3% from a total of around
17 trillion USD in investable assets in banks and brokerage accounts across the United States.
The long term strategy is focused on achieving 1 trillion USD in account holdings for around
10

million households by the

year 2005.

Besides share trading, Schwab offers mutual fund services through their mutual fund
marketplace covering around 1400 different funds from over 215 families. A special selection of

around 825 of these funds belong to the Schwab OneSource service (a service offering extensive
research and performance comparisons of mutual funds launched in 1992). The total assets
under management of the mutual funds belonging to the Mutual Fund Marketplace service
76

Source: Annual report of Schwab 1998. By may 1999, this figures have increased to 563.7 billion USD in
for 6.1 million clients.

account

holdings
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amounted to 211 billion USD by the end of 1998. Even though Schwab does offer some mutual
funds they manage themselves (mainly money market, fixed income or funds of funds), the
majority of the mutual funds is managed by other asset management companies who pay
Schwab a distribution fee. Next to exchange listed shares and mutual funds trading facilitated
by seats on the New York Stock Exchange and specialist posts on the Pacific Exchange and
Boston Stock Exchange, Schwab offers options trading services facilitated by their floor
operations at the Chicago Board Options Exchange and American Stock Exchange. They offer
a wide range of information and advice to their client network including
services like 401 (k)
retirement plans. One of the primary advantages for clients of dealing through Schwab is the
integrated service (one account, one statement) offering access to a wider range of investment
products 7 days a week and 24 hours a day. This also reflects the fact that Schwab wants to
position itself as the consolidator and integrator.
In 1996, the Schwab OneSource Online service was launched on the Internet offering clients
online information and trading facilities including direct access to 36 direct third-party
websites. At the same time, Internet trading in individual shares was introduced. By the
beginning of 1998, the fee structure was changed from a variable fee of up to 75 dollars per trade
to a flat fee of 29,95 dollars per trade for all web traded shares compared to a fee of around 35
dollars for a transaction by phone (applicable to trades up to 1000 shares).

Although prices should be competitive, Schwab is not directly competing on price with
deep-discount corporations like E*Trade and Ameritrade. Schwab distinguishes itself from
these deep-discount corporations by offering packages of information and other services (like
OneSource) besides the trading of mutual funds and shares. With respect to full service brokers,
Schwab competes cost effectively by providing integrated packages and being available at all
times, compared to traditional full service brokers, who are only available during regular
opening hours. Schwab provides consistent and reliable information in a fully integrated way
through their branch network, phone services and Internet and enables retail investors to obtain

this information, which was previously only available to professional investors through Reuters
or Bloomberg. Therefore, the Internet has not only been used as a means for trading, but also
to provide the information clients need. One of the elements that contributed to the success of
Schwab was the introduction of Schwab's OneSource. Schwab selects those mutual funds that
suit the quality criteria set by Schwab. The strategy of Schwab in launching the OneSource
electronic fund supermarket has been based on trust (see also Evans & Wurster 1997).
This development has led to a division between clients that are only interested in trading and
clients that are seeking advice. In comparing commissions charged for online Internet trading,
the 29.95 dollars commission charged by Schwab for trades Up to 1000 shares plus 3 cents per
share beyond 1000 shares should be compared to 14,95 dollars per share plus 1 cent per share
beyond 5000 shares charged by E*Trade. These discount and deep-discount prices should be
compared to commissions of up to 300 dollars per trade charged by full service brokers like
Merrill Lynch or Paine Webber. Schwab still is the market leader in online trading with a market
share of around 27% by the end of 1998. The market share of Schwab has decreased from
around 33% by the end of 1997. The market shares of E*Trade and Ameritrade have increased
to being the number two (14%) and three (12.5%) respectively.

The following table presents an overview of the commissions charged by different corporations offering online securities trading:
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Table 7-2: Commissions charged by different organizations of.fering securities trading in tbe U.S. (Ameritrade,
Datele, E»Trade and Schwab websites)

Internet online trading
Number of Shares

Ameritrade

Datek

Schwab

E *Trade

1.000

$8

$9.99

$14.95

$29.95

3.000

$8

$9.99

$14.95

$149.95

10.000

$8

$9,99

$64.95

$299.75

Phone tradinv
Number of shares

Amentr,idc

Datek

E*Trade

Schwab

1.000

$12

n.a

$14.95

$35.10

5.000

$12

n..1.

$14.95

$215.10

10.000

$12

n.a.

$64.95

$440.10

Pbone trading ft broker ass.sted

Ameritrad:

Number ot shares

Datek

Schwab

E*Trade

1.000

$18

$25

$29.95

$39

5.000

$18

$25

$29.95

$239

10.000

$18

$25

$79.95

$440.10

The major advantage to customers using the Internet for monitoring their portfolios and
carrying out transactions is that they obtain a total listing of their entire portfolios on a real time
basis. Previously, this service was not available, as listening to a touch-tone telephone does not
compare to having a total view on screen.
By the end of 1998, Schwab had around 2.2 million active online customers. This figure has
almost doubled over the last year. The account holdings of these online customers amount to
around 175 billion dollars. Online trades accounted for around 65% of total trading volume by
the end of may 1999. The average online transactions volume amounted to 260,000 trades a day,
compared to around 80,000 trades a day by the end of 1996.
The capacity of the online system of Schwab has been rapidly increased to deal with this fast
growing number of online customers and transactions. By the beginning of 1999, the capacity
of the system allows 100,000 customers to access the system simultaneously.
The following table presents an overview of some key figures related to the Charles Schwab
corporation:
Table 7-3: Key figwres Charles Schwab corporation

Year

Total Assets

Number

Under

branches

of

Number of

active

cus[omer (in min)

Assets under

Management (in

management
online customers

bin USD)

(in bln USD)

Online Accounts

percentage of

total trading

1995

181.7

190

M

1996

253.2

232

4.0

1997

353.7

172

4.8

81

1.2

1998

491.1

291

5.6

174

2.2

6.1

219

2.5

1999 (mav)

563.7

305

0

0

35

Online trading as

0.5

0

20%
37%
54%
65%

Over the last few years, Schwab has expanded internationally into the European market via
Charles Schwab Europe (started in 1995), based in the United Kingdom, and by opening offices
in HongKong and the Cayn'lan islands. Schwab has announced to enter into a joint venture with
Tokio Marine & Fire (a large Japanese insurance company) to create an online brokerage
business in Japan. In 1997, Schwab launched the first online fund marketplace for international
investors covering around 200 funds by the end of the year 1997.
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7.2.2 CASE ANALYS/S

The success of Schwab's OneSource is partly due to the fact that the SEC does not allow
suppliers of mutual funds in the USA to distribute mutual funds directly to retail clients.
Schwab has been able to leverage this entry barrier by successfully creating the transaction
service via the Internet. The suppliers of mutual funds pay Schwab for selling their products and
they benefit from the initiative because they depend On the selling power of Schwab. The
satisfaction of the client stems from the availability of up-to-date information and easy access
to trading in mutual funds. The difference between Schwab's OneSource and deep-discount
Internet brokers like E*trade, Ameritrade and Suretrade is client segmentation. Clients of
Schwab are not only interested in obtaining the best price, but also value the advice facility.
The Schwab case study will be analyzed using the factors in the research framework:

Stakeholders
The primary stakeholders in the Schwab case study are retail clients, other mutual fund and
individual security brokers, the exchanges and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
regulating the financial securities sector. The motive of Schwab to introduce discount internet
brokerage service relates to serving clients in the most cost effective way and attract new clients.
Clients of Schwab are interested in a combination of good service and low costs, whereas the
interests of the SEC are to ensure a good working financial market. Schwab has introduced the
on-line brokerage service including the necessary safety procedures matching the guidelines of
the SEC and protecting the interests of clients. The interdependency of stakeholders is limited
to Schwab being dependent On the approval of the SEC and clients depending on the quality of
Schwab.

Competition
Schwab, being a discount broker, used to compete mainly on price with full-service brokers
like Merrill Lynch, but now faces new companies (such as E"Trade, Ameritrade and Datek)
offering deep-discount Internet trading, which compete on price with Schwab itself. Besides
these new entrants, the industry itself is changing because more and more people have started
using the Internet to trade their securities. However, differentiation is applied to different client
segments and it is expected that deep-discounters, discounters and full service brokerages will
co-exist, whether or not offered by one organization. In may 1999, Merrill Lynch also
announced to introduce on-line brokerage services in response to the threats of Schwab and
deep-discount brokers. Therefore, the competitive position has changed significantly with the
introduction of on-line brokerage services.

Information Technology
The developments of Information Technology have enabled Internet trading by linking the
information systems of the exchanges directly with the information systems used by companies
offering Internet trading. The reach of IT in this case study is very high (anyone, anywhere)
whereas the range is relatively high. With respect to the model of Weill & Broadbent (1998), the
range can be positioned in the category of taking simple transaction orders. The execution of
these orders is carried out by another applications which is linked to the internet system. In
early 1999 the capacity of the internet system faced some problems because of the enormous
growth in the number of clients using the on-line trading system.
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Market Network (Re)Design
Compared to a few years ago, market network integration across the value chain has taken
place because retail investors can access the stock markets more or less directly via Schwab,
E"Trade, Ameritrade and others. Before this market network integration level (Venkatraman
1991, 1994) was implemented, retail investors could only access the stock market through
branches or by telephone. The Schwab case study is an example of a bilateral Transaction
Oriented Electronic Network with hierarchical coordination. The bilateral character stems
from the fact that clients have a long term established relationship with Schwab (starts when
they open an account). The system can be categorized as a TOEN, because the primary aspects
of the Schwab on-line trading system focus on trading securities and mutual funds in which

price and quantity are the most important characteristics.

Risks
One of the main aspects related to risks are the risks associated with the secureness of the
Internet structure itself. Many controls are used to avoid possible fraudulent actions. The error
margin in the trading process - the operational process risk - has been reduced because the
trading process is carried out without manual intervention. Irrespective of the real risks, the
perceived risks by clients have decreased over the last few years as more and more people have
started using on-line trading systems. The transaction risks have been reduced because retail
clients have access to more up-to-date information reducing the information asymmetries
between retail clients and professional organizations.
Process (Re)Design
The transaction process is carried out online and in real time, and allows for quick responses
to problems. Retail investors obtain quick confirmation on whether or not their orders have
been executed, and at which price. Compared to the situation before Internet trading was
implemented, the process throughput time has decreased because confirmations or insights into

portfolios could only be obtained via regular mail. The information processing capacity
(Tushman & Nadler 1978) has increased because the scope (available to everybody) and
intensity (number of participants) of IT usage have both increased. Furthermore, information
processing requirements have decreased because the transaction ordering, execution and
confirmation processes have been standardized. The coordination mechanism applicable to this
case study is standardization of work processes. Compared to ordering transactions through
branches or telephone, standardization of work processes have increased while direct super-

vision has decreased (Schwab 1998).

Information
The Internet system provides clients with more up-to-date information regarding their
portfolios, but also allows for tailored information selection and provision based on the client's
needs. Information that formerly was only available to professional investors has now become
available to retail investors. The availability and timeliness of both transactional and
management (decision making) information have improved.

Trust
The Schwab corporation has a strong image of being a market leader and this provides an
assurance of quality to clients (reputation). The experience of Schwab compared to relatively
new organizations like E*Trade, Suretrade and Ameritrade is to Schwab's advantage. Retail
clients trust Schwab to offer them a safe and secure way of trading via the Internet and trUSt
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Schwab to provide the information they require (organization based trust is high). In this case
institution based trust relates to the financial sector and to the internet system. Trust in the

financial sector is high due to regulatory bodies and the reputation of the organizations
operating within this secton The enormous growth in number of on-line traded and clients
using on-line trading systems indicates that trust in the internet system has increased over the
last few years.
Process Performance
The process performance has improved in terms of reduced Costs, reduced throughput time
of the transaction execution and confirmation processes (allowing better price discovery), less
errors and quicker response to errors. Achieving critical mass has been important at first, but
recently also became a problem because too many people have started to use the Internet
causing instability of information systems due to capacity limitations.
7.3 OPTIMARK CASE STUDY

Following the general description in the first paragraph of this chapter, the OptiMark
(Optimal Market) case study description is based on the article of Clemons & Weber (1998) in
which they have given an overview of the restructuring of Institutional Block Trading USing the
OptiMark System and on information retrieved from the OptiMark website
(www.OptiMark.com).
73./ CASE DESCRIPTION

Even though open-outcry trading floors have been replaced by electronic trading systems
in some countries, OptiMark argues that some problems related to securities trading will not be
solved by electronic trading systems currently available. One of the most important problems
related to Institutional trading today is market liquidity, i.e. the markets' ability to complete large trades without significant price impact or delays in order execution. Clemons & Weber
(1998) have indicated that total institutional trading costs consist of costs related to brokerage
commission, bid-ask spread and market impact, timing costs and opportunity costs

contributing respectively 0.13%. 0.27%, 0.43% and 0.53% to total trading costs of 1.36% of
the total trade value. The brokerage commission is an execution only institutional brokerage
commission. The bid-ask spread is the trade price relative to the midspread price. The timing
costs refer to price changes when the undisclosed part of an order is held awaiting additional
liquidity and opportunity costs refer to price movements on disclosed orders that are not
executed. Considering the fact that an institutional investor is likely to eventually sell the
securities again, this means a total of nearly 2.75% in costs, which must be deducted from the
returns on investment. In trading stocks, fund managers have several alternatives when trading
large quantities of securities:
- Convey full order to tbe market; the investor will be confronted with all of the above
mentioned costs.
Contact a dealer on a block trading desk; the investor will get one bid or offering for the full
quantity, the market price risk will be taken by the block trading desk
- Sbop tbe order; the investor will use different brokers to get the entire trade executed, but
he is still confronted with the market price risk when the various brokers enter the market
at the same time.
- Shce tbe order; the investor trades patiently and does not initially convey his full order. The
-
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trade itself does not have a huge impact on the market, but there is a time lag between the
decision to buy or sell and the implementation of the decision, which might entail a risk the

investor does not want to take.

- Use Instinet or another continuous order matching system; when the investor enters his
order via the Instinet screen based trading system, the order is visible to other traders, but
anonymously displayed. The transparency of the system does not really facilitate large
orders. The average order was around 1700 shares and its median trade is only 1000 shares.

- Use Posit, AZX or tbe Crossing Network; Posit, Reuters Crossing Network, and the
Arizona Stock Exchange (AZX) offer crossing sessions in which buy and sell orders are
executed at mid prices or at the day's closing price. The investor saves spread and market
impact costs, but the fill rates are low (less than 5 percent of shares submitted are crossed).

- Use OptiMark; the investor can enter his trading profile (price, quantity and satisfaction
level for each combination). This trading profile can be composed any way the investor
wants. OptiMark will execute transactions based on mutual satisfaction for both buyers and
sellers for each combination of price and quantity (trading profiles). Trades with a higher
mutual satisfaction level will be executed first and this will result in lower costs of trading.
The OptiMark system can be regarded as a Crossing system with a unique functionality, the
satisfaction level. OptiMark is basically no more than an intelligent matching engine, but can
play the role of the ultimate market maken OptiMark is capable of conducting searches of all
buyers and sellers trading profiles within 1.5 seconds and returns with mutually satisfying
trades at the optimal price and volume. No human market maker is capable of carrying out the
number of calculations necessary to achieve these results
Large investors are not willing to show their entire hand by communicating the entire size
of the desired transaction to brokers, because the market impact is likely to move against them.
OptiMark has expressed this as follows: "Except for the most highly liquid stocks, market
impact is a serious limitation for large investors, often costing as much as 10 times what they
dole out in brokers' commissions for a single trade".
The Way the OptiMark system works can briefly be explained by looking at three types of
orders: market orders, limit orders and dynamic orders. The first, market orders, are
instructions to brokers to buy or sell a specific amount of stock or other securities at the
prevailing market price. The second type, limit orders, are instructions that specify specific

conditions that must be satisfied before the broker can execute the trade. The most common
example of such a trade is to buy a specific amount of stock or other securities at a certain
maximum or minimum price. The third type, dynamic orders, are characterized by their ability
to adapt to new information and market conditions. OptiMark enables investors to define all
three kinds of order types.
The OptiMark system allows investors to enter orders that are not limited to indicating a
single price for a single block of stock (either to buy or to sell), to design a changeable profile

for each stock indicating the willingness

for example
price of $50.50 and

to trade specific volumes at specific prices,

a price of $51.50, 10,000 shares at a price of 51.20, 20,000 at a
price of $50. These profiles are only known to the OptiMark system and not to any
other market participant. As soon as the OptiMark system has matched buying and selling
profiles resulting in transactions, these transactions are communicated to the buyer and seller
and to the market (OptiMark 1999).
With respect to the implementation issue, achieving critical mass has been the most crucial
challenge for OptiMark. Next to achieving critical mass, the complexity issue has been
important, because people working with the system are confronted with a complex way of

no shares at

30,000 at

a
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expressing their interest at different price levels. Bloomberg has expressed this problem by
stating that "nobody (in trading) has an interest in matching the efficiency of the execution
process; each side wants to beat the other guy, not tie". The third issue is That "people are
unlikely to already know, before the transaction is executed, what would satisfy them after the
transaction has been executed".

Although the case description by Clemons & Weber does demonstrate the strategic
potential of the OptiMark system, its success is not assured. The liquidity problem might be
solved by USing the OptiMark system, but critical mass, cost advantages, perception and
reaction by other trading alternatives (like traditional exchanges) and traders' perceptions are
crucial. However, OptiMark seems to have met the challenge of convincing the market the
system can be beneficial to its participants.

Besides the deal with the Pacific Exchange, which has been the first exchange to sign a deal
with OptiMark to work together to implement the system in the third quarter of 1999,
NASDAQ decided to facilitate a link between OptiMark and the NASDAQ Electronic
Communications Networks and the NASDAQ limit-order file it planned to build.
The following figure shows the proposed NASDAQ system with OptiMark (figure 7-2):
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Figure 7-2: Proposed NASDAQ system witb OptiMarle (NASDAQ 1998)

In October 1997, NASDAQ has decided to add a so-called limit-order file to the quote
driven market, which used to be a major characteristic of the NASDAQ market. There is,
however, a lot of skepticism concerning the proposed plan, because it advocates a shift away
from a dealer market. By allowing institutional investors to enter their trades directly via a
NASDAQ terminal, the traditional market making function would no longer be required.
Because the Pacific Exchange is a participant in the Consolidated Quotation System (CQS)
and the Intermarket Trading System (ITS), each other stock exchange will have a
CQS profile
with its relevant limit price and size with a satisfaction of 1. The CQS system provides the best
bid and offer quotations for stocks traded on multiple U.S. Exchanges, and the ITS is a
communication system for routing trade commitments when another exchange is providing a
higher bid or a lower offer quote than the originating exchange (Clemons &
Weber 1998).
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Following the Pacific Exchange and NASDAQ deals, OptiMark has managed to sign deals
with the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE), the Chicago Board of Options Exchange and recently
also with the Osaka Stock Exchange in Japan. The Osaka stock exchange is the second largest
stock exchange in Japan, with average daily volumes of 63 million shares.

on January 29 of 1999, the OptiMark system was launched on the Pacific Exchange.
Although trading started in just one stock, 3M, other stocks have been added. The system
started with 114 security firms, 80 of them buying and 34 selling. In total, more than 170
financial institutions and 90 brokers have been connected to the system. At the close of the first
trading day, the 3M stock rose $2 to close at $77.63 on above-average volume of 1.56 million
shares. OptiMark has implemented the system for free, but a 2-cent commission is charged for

OptiMark will allow traders to buy and sell the
Exchange
(NYSE) and American Stock Exchange stocks
Stock
York
2,600 shares On the New
each share traded. Eventually, it is expected that

that can be traded on the Pacific Exchange.
Besides linking the system to existing exchanges, OptiMark has projected a situation in
which all investors are able to enter profiles in the OptiMark system (presumably via the
Internet) which are matched by OptiMark resulting in transactions to be communicated back
IO the buyers and sellers and to be settled via online credit card services. OptiMark states that
when this situation has been realized, there will be much less, if any, need for physical
exchanges.
7.3.2 CASE ANALYSIS

The OptiMark

case

Study will be analyzed using the factorS in the research framework:

Stakeholders
The primary stakeholders in the OptiMark case study besides OptiMark are the
institutional/professional investors, the exchanges, market makers, brokers and the SEC.
Because OptiMark has entered the market as a new stakeholder without conflicting interests, it
has been able to convince other stakeholder groups to adopt the new trading system. The
interests of market makers appeared to be challenged because OptiMark could potentially take
over their business, but OptiMark has convinced them that the system could also provide
benefits. This incentive has led to the system's adoption by certain market making firms.

Competition
The OptiMark system has the potential to fundamentally change competition because it
offers a completely new dimension to Internet trading. Currently, it offers a new market
institution next to the existing trading floors or automated trading systems. It may replace
traditional securities exchanges when it iS capable of linking the system to the Internet with a
paying mechanism offered by credit card companies. It seemed that the OptiMark system
would dis-intermediate the market makers, but the OptiMark system can also enhance the
market maker function when the market makers themselves use the system. The OptiMark
system is unique and is patented. This allows OptiMark to explOit itS competitive advantage.
When OptiMark is capable of linking the System to the Internet some of the traditional
stakeholders would be dis-intermediated. At first, a new electronic market is introduced next
to existing markets with trading floors.
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Information Technology
The OptiMark system has been enabled by Information Technology and its future plans
depend on the developments of Internet technology. The amount of calculations carried out by
the OptiMark system and the speed at which these calculations are carried out have only been
possible by using up-to-date Information Technology. Furthermore, the OptiMark system

depends on the CQS and ITS systems to ensure a link with Other U.S. exchanges where the
stocks are traded and to ensure the highest offer and lowest bid. The range of the OptiMark
system is high because the OptiMark system is capable of generating complex transactions
using multiple applications, whereas the current reach is limited because only a small number
of stakeholders use the system (Weill & Broadbent 1998). The range can be increased by linking
the system to the Internet reaching a large number of people at various locations and the reach
can be improved even further by linking to other exchanges.

Market Network (Re)Design
The OptiMark case study represents a situation of Business Network Redesign because a
completely new information system has become available and is currently being implemented.
This system fundamentally redesigned the trading process. The primary issue has been to
achieve critical mass and convince existing stakeholders to adopt the new system. The case
study is an example of a multilateral Transaction Oriented Electronic Network situation and is
characterized by market coordination. This case study is multilateral because buyers and sellers
do not know each other and may also change over time (Bakos 1991, Clark & Lee 1999).

Risks
The operational risks associated with the OptiMark system are limited because the system
has been built rigorously and the trading mechanism has been tested and checked by many
organizations. The perceived risks can be higher because the OptiMark system is a black box
and the stakeholders have to rely on (trust) the system to find the best trades based On their
trading profiles. The fact that the trading mechanism has been reviewed by Deloite & Touche
may have reduced the risk perception, but this was not checked. The transaction risks have been
decreased because information asymmetries have been reduced. Because trading profiles are
known only to the system and not to other buyers and sellers, information asymmetries have
reduced indirectly.

Process (Re)Design
The processes can be looked at from two standpoints. On the one hand, the processes
carried out by the OptiMark system are highly complex. On the other hand, working with
the system is relatively easy, even though the variety has increased by adding third variable
- satisfaction - to the trading process. The information system has been capable of matching
these increased information processing requirements (Tushman & Nadler 1978). With
respect to

coordination mechanisms, standardization of processes is applicable to the case

study.

Information
Information provided to other market participants is restricted, as this reflects the primary
advantage of the OptiMark system. It is no longer necessary to convey trading information to
the market. Sharing this transaction related information with the market used to work against
the institutional investor, but sharing information within the OptiMark system only improves
the trading process, compensating for the negative aspects of sharing information with other
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market participants (Evans &Wurster 1997). Adding the satisfaction levels to the trading
profiles enhanced the process of matching buyers to sellers of securities.

Trust
Because

OptiMark offers a new trading mechanism/system and threatens the position of

market makers, its adoption has been problematic. However, the fact that the founders of the
system had good contacts and expertise, the fact that the quality of the system was good and
the fact that OptiMark does not have a direct interest in the trading process have helped build
the necessary organization based trust to facilitate its adoption. Having the trading mechanism
reviewed by Deloite & Touche may also have contributed to trust.
Process Performance
The primary process performance improvements relate to cost savings and improved price
discovery. The cost reductions consist of reduced brokerage commission and reduced bid-ask
spread costs, whereas the price of transactions has improved because of reduced costs related to
timing and opportunity costs. Achieving critical mass has been important and the reduced

information asymmetries have been important in achieving these cost reductions. Because
implementation has only just started, real information on cost reductions is not yet available so
these have been determined from simulations.
7.4 CASE CONCLUSIONS

With respect to the conceptual research framework and the related propositions that have
been presented in chapter five, the following conclusions can be drawn from the two case
studies presented in this chapter. Three conclusions are possible: (I) the case study supports the
proposition, (II) the case study does not support (contradicts to) the proposition or (III) the
proposition could not be applied to the case study.
PROPOSITION RELATED TO FACTOR STAKEHOLDERS

Proposition 1:
Convergent stakeholders' motives contribute to process performance improvements
resulting from market network redesign and process redesign. (based on v. Heck &
Ribbers 1996)

supported by the OptiMark case study, but was not supported by the
Schwab case study. With respect to the OptiMark case study, the motives of institutional and
retail investors are clearly reduced costs of trading. At first, the market making firms were
against using the OptiMark system, but became convinced that they would also derive benefits
from its use, since they could obtain better prices for large deals, whereas they could still offer
bid-ask quotes to smaller investors. Therefore, converging motives did contribute to process
performance improvements. However, critical mass still has to be achieved and is required for
the system's success. Regarding the Schwab case study, converging motives have not been the
prinlary reason for the process performance improvements, because Schwab offered the system
to its customers for competitive reasons. Even though customers do experience benefits from
online trading, this did not influence the process performance improvements.
Proposition 1

is
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PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR COMPETITION

Proposition 2A:
Competitive pressures force stakeholders to redesign their internal business processes
to adapt to the changing business environment (this dissertation).
Proposition 28:
Adequate entry barriers contribute to the success of market network redesign in
terms of inter-organizational process performance improvements (based on v. Heck
& Ribbers 1996).
Proposition 2A is supported by both the Schwab and OptiMark case studies. With respect
to the Schwab case study, new entrants, such as E*Trade and Ameritrade have caused Schwab
to offer online trading to their clients as well. Even though Schwab has positioned itself
between deep-discounters such as E*Trade and Ameritrade and full service brokers such as
Merrill Lynch and Paine Webber, competitive pressures have forced Schwab to offer online
trading. Furthermore, even Merrill Lynch has been forced to introduce on-line trading to avoid
losing marketshare. With respect to the OptiMark case study, market makers were confronted
with the introduction of the OptiMark system threatening their position. The market makers
at traditional exchanges needed to adapt their processes to work with the new OptiMark system
to avoid losing their business to the OptiMark system. Market makers also experience benefits
from the system because they can also obtain better prices for securities they want to buy and
sell.

Proposition 2B is supported by both the Schwab and OptiMark case studies in the sense
that clients need to open an account at Schwab to be able to use the system and the system is
not open to other organizations operating in the same industry. With respect to the OptiMark
system, the system itself is patented and it will not be easy for other organizations to enter this
new area of online trading.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Proposition 3A:

Information Technology enabled developments towards new electronic markets and
hierarchies leads to inter-organizational process performance improvements (based
on Stern & Kaufmann 1985).

Proposition 3B:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, Information
Technology enabled market network redesign willlead to electronic hierarchies being
more efficient than electronic markets (based on Malone et al 1987).

Proposition 3C:
When asset specificity is higher, Information Technology enabled market network
redesign leads to electronic hierarchies being more efficient than electronic markets
(based on Malone et al 1987).
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Proposition 3D:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, the reach of electronic
networks is likely to be smaller, whereas the range is likely to be higher (based on
Weill & Broadbent 1998).
Proposition 3E:
Information Technology enabled market network redesign will only be successful
when stakeholders adequately adapt their process design to the changes (based on
Benjamin et al 1990).

Proposition 3F:
Information Technology enables improved preventive and detective control leading
to less corrective control rneasures (Based on Sia & Neo 1997).
Proposition 3A is supported by both the Schwab and OptiMark case studies in the sense
that the new information systems have led to enormous process performance improvements in
terms of cost savings and increased speed. The cost savings at Schwab result from less manual
labor costs and clients save on commissions and benefits from increased speed in confirmation
of executed trades. The costs savings related to the OptiMark system relate to reduced
transaction costs and better prices for the securities bought and sold.
Proposition 3B is supported by the Schwab case study, but not by the OptiMark case study.
The complexity of the product description and process complexity are high in both case studies.
In the Schwab case study product description is complex as the variety of different mutual
funds and securities is very high. The trading mechanism incorporated in the OptiMark system
is complex as it involves many optimization calculations based on complex trading profiles. In
the Schwab case study this has led to hierarchical coordination, whereas in the OptiMark case
study this has nOI been the case (market coordination has been transferred from traditional
floor based exchanges to the OptiMark system).
Proposition 3C is not supported by the tWO case studies. The asset specificity is rather low
in both case studies, but this has not resulted in market coordination being more efficient than
hierarchical coordination. The fact that the OptiMark case study is a market coordination
situation does not result from the fact that asset specificity is high. Time specifiCity is low in
both case studies because the price and quantity of securities traded is more important than the
throughput time between the moment the order is entered and the moment the order is
executed. Because OptiMark is a limit order driven market, time specificity is less important
than in a quote driven market. In a quote driven market speed is more important than in limit
order driven markets because the quantity is fixed in the first market type and the price is fixed
in the second market type.
Proposition 3D is not supported by the two case studies. The complexity of the product
description and process complexity is high in both (high range), but the reach of the electronic
network is rather high (Schwab) or has the potential to become high (OptiMark). This is also
in line with Weill & Broadbent (1998) and Evans & Wurster (1997) who have argued that
Information Technology is likely to end the traditional tradeoff between reach and range.
Proposition 3E is not supported by the two case studies. In both the Schwab and OptiMark
case studies, process design does not necessarily need to be adapted because Schwab clients can
use the online trading facility as long as they have Internet access and an Schwab account, while
in the OptiMark case study, organizations can use the OptiMark system without adapting their
internal processes. Clients do not necessarily have to change their internal processes because
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entering order profiles without satisfaction levels is also possible. However, the satisfaction
levels make the difference in the optimization of the OptiMark system.

Proposition 3F is neither supported nor rejected by the two case studies because the
necessary information to support/reject this proposition has not been available.
PRO POSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR MARKET NETWORK
(RE)DESIGN

Proposition 4A:
Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented
Electronic Networks (POEN) differ in terms of network design characteristics and
process performance requirements (this dissertation).

Proposition 4B:
Market network redesign leads to changes in division of tasks leading to changing
stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson 1993; Lee
& Clark 1997).

Proposition 4C:
Market network redesign leads to changes in coordination mechanisms leading to
changing stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson
1993; Lee & Clark 1997).
Proposition 4A seems to be supported by both the Schwab and OptiMark case studies, even
though a comparison between TOENs and POENs cannot be made because both case studies
are examples of TOENs. In chapter 10, this proposition will be discussed by comparing TOEN
case studies with POEN case studies. The process performance requirements in both Schwab
and OptiMark case studies relate to cost reductions, improved price discovery and increased
transparency. With respect to the OptiMark case study, achieving critical mass has been crucial.
Proposition 4B is supported by both case studies. The Schwab case study demonstrates that
tasks that used to be carried out manually have been taken over by the online trading system
because the percentage of online trades compared to total trading volume has increased since
the introduction of the online trading facility. The OptiMark case study demonstrates that
OptiMark has partly taken over the tasks of market making from traditional market making
organizations operating on the exchanges. When OptiMark is capable of implementing the link
with the Internet, traditional stakeholders (traditional exchanges) will be dis-intermediated.
Proposition 4C is supported by both case studies even though the changed coordination
mechanisms have not yet led to dis-intermediation. With respect to the Schwab case study,
coordination has been changed from partly standardization and partly direct supervision
towards more standardization of work processes within the (Internet) information System.
With respect to the OptiMark case study, the OptiMark system has taken over the market
coordination by matching buyers and sellers resulting in transactions being executed. Both the
coordination mechanism (from mainly direct supervision order execution by market makers to
standardization of work processes in the OptiMark system) and the coordinating organization
(system) have changed (Mintzberg 1979, 1988). OptiMark has successfully intermediated the
securities markets.
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PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR R/SKS

Proposition 5A:
The difference between real risks and perceived risks by stakeholders is a distinct
aspect in designing inter- and intra-organizational processes (this dissertation).
Proposition 5B:

Higher perceived risks lead to more preventive, detective and corrective control
measures in process design and vice versa (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).
Proposition 5C:

Any real risks that are not reduced by adequate preventive, detective and corrective
control measures in process design lead to higher costs or losses (based on Clemons &
Row 1992).

Proposition 5A is supported by both case studies. With respect to the Schwab case study,
Schwab had to deal with the risks related to using the Internet for online trading. The customers
of Schwab need to deal with the perception they have regarding Internet trading irrespective of
the question whether or not Schwab has avoided risks in its online trading system. With regard
to OptiMark, the risks as perceived by stakeholders (potentially) using the system have been
higher than the real risks that may be incorporated in the system. This is partly due to the fact
that the algorithm, which is carried out by the OptiMark, is a black box. Stakeholders need to
decide whether or not to use the system based on the outcome of the OptiMark system and
they have to be confident that the system delivers the most optimal trades. The fact that Deloite
& Touche has reviewed the trading mechanism may have contributed to reduced perceived
risks, but this could not be checked.
Proposition 5B is not supported by the two case studies. The control measures in the
Schwab online trading system are not based on perceived risks by stakeholders, but On the real
risks related to the Schwab corporation itself, rather than perceived risks associated with
Schwab. With respect to the OptiMark case study, the control measures in the OptiMark
system have been matched against real risks, but not the risks perceived by stakeholders.
OptiMark has employed an independent auditor, Deloite & Touche, to guarantee the security
incorporated within the OptiMark system to help convince stakeholders to start using it.
Proposition 5C is not supported nor rejected by the two case studies since the control
measures in both systems are matched to the real risks of both Schwab and OptiMark.
Regulatory bodies and independent auditors have reviewed the systems.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR PROCESS (RE) DESIGN

Proposition 6A:
Revolutionary IT-enabled business transformation levels have higher potential
benefits for stakeholders than evolutionary levels (based on Venkatraman 1991, 1994).
Proposition 6B:
Preventive, detective and corrective control measures are based on perceived risks
rather than on real risks (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).
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Proposition 6C:
When perceived risks are higher than real risks, lowering preventive, detective and
corrective control measures contributes to inter-organizational process performance
improvements (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).

Proposition 6D:
The coordination mechanisms incorporated in stakeholder process design contribute
to success of market network redesign (this dissertation following Mintzberg 1979,
1988).

Proposition 6E:
The potential impact of process redesign based on market network redesign is higher
in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).
Proposition 6A is supported by both case studies. The Schwab case study is an example of
integration on a business network level without redesigning the network itself, whereas the
OptiMark case study resembles the business network redesign stage in the framework of
Venkatraman. The benefits that have been achieved in the Schwab case study consist of reduced
fees when customers trade online compared to by phone or via one of the branches. Research
has shown that the benefits that can be achieved by USing the OptiMark system have been
enormous and relate to cost reductions in costs related to trading.
Proposition 6B is not supported by the rwo case studies. It seems that the control measures
incorporated in the Schwab and OptiMark systems are matched to real risks but not to
perceived risks.

Proposition 6C is not supported by the two Case studies. Given the fact that control
measures are matched to real risks, lowering control measures could lead to process
performance improvements, but would also potentially result in real risks not being covered by
adequate control measures.
Proposition 6D is supported by both case studies. With respect to the Schwab case study,
standardization has contributed to the success of market network redesign because customers
of Schwab expect quality and standardization enables clients to obtain integrated insight into
their portfolios. With respect to the OptiMark case study, the fact that OptiMark itself is
independent (besides charging a small fee for each share traded through the OptiMark system)
has helped convince other stakeholders to adopt the system.
Proposition 6E seem to be supported by both case studies because the impact of process
redesign based on market network redesign has been enormous but, because both are examples
of TOENs, it cannot be concluded that the potential impact of process redesign based on
market network redesign is higher in TOENs than in POENs. In chapter 10, this proposition
will be discussed by carrying out a cross case study comparison.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR INFORMATION

Proposition 7A:
Improved quality of integrated information processing in primary business processes
leads to process performance improvements (based on Stern & Kaufmann 1985, v.
Heck 1993).
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Proposition 7B:
Improved sharing of information about primary business processes leads to process
performance improvements (based on Clark & Stoddard 1996).

Proposition 7C:
Integrated network processing allows for tailored information provided to
stakeholders contributing to process performance improvements (this dissertation).
Proposition 7A is supported by the two case studies in the sense that processing transactions
via the online trading system of Schwab results in reduced costs, both for clients in terms of
lower fees and for Schwab because processing a transaction via the Internet is more cost
effective than through branches or via the telephone. With respect to the OptiMark case study,
adding the satisfaction level increases the quality of the transaction process. The fact that
OptiMark is an integrated system capable of matching complex buyer and seller profiles leads
to process performance improvements in terms of reduced costs related to trading and results
in better price discovery for both buyers and sellers.
Proposition 7B is supported by the OptiMark case study, but not by the Schwab case study.
In the Schwab case study, sharing of information about primary business processes (number of
buyers and sellers and prices) has not improved. Information availability has improved because
through the Internet clients have access to information that used to be available to professional
investors only. Therefore, process performance has not improved due to improved sharing of
information about primary business processes. Clients do not get better prices, but they save
on commission to be paid for executed transactions. In the OptiMark case study information
was shared, not with other stakeholders (buyers and sellers), but only within the OptiMark
system. Improved sharing of complete buyer and seller profiles has led to process performance
improvements. OptiMark has found a solution for the problem that buyers and sellers want to
experience benefits from sharing information without being confronted with the negative
aspects related to sharing information. Sharing information used to work against them (see
Instinet), but in the new OptiMark system they benefit from the advantages of sharing
information without sharing working against them.
Proposition 7C is supported by both case studies. In the Schwab case study, integrated
network processing has contributed to the quality and timeliness of integrated information
regarding client accounts provided to customers. In the OptiMark case study, integrated
network processing allows each stakeholder to express satisfaction levels related to specific
combinations of prices and quantity. As soon as the OptiMark system has matched all profiles,
transactions are reported to the stakeholders immediately. The total time required by the
system to calculate all profiles and determine optimal transactions only takes 1.5 seconds. The
throughput time of receiving confirmations Of executed transactions has improved considerably
in both cases.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR TRUST

Proposition 8A:
When stakeholders trust each other, there is a reduced perceived need for preventive,
detective and corrective control measures in process design, which contributes to
process performance improvements (this dissertation).
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Proposition 8B:
When stakeholders trust each other, perceived risks are lower and vice versa
(this dissertation).

Proposition 8C:
To achieve process performance improvements, organization and institution based
trust are less important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation following

v.Alstyne 1997).
Proposition 8A was not supported by either case study. Even though stakeholders trUSI
both Schwab and OptiMark, this has not affected control measures. Control measures have not
been based on trust, but on risks and regulatory guidelines.
Proposition 8B is not supported by the two case studies because perceived risks have not
been applicable in the two case studies (see also proposition related to risks (5 and 6C).
Proposition 8C is not supported by the two case studies because trust in both Schwab and
OptiMark have been important in adopting the new systems. Trust does also play an important
role in TOENs. The reputation of Schwab has contributed to the fact that many customers have
been trading via the online system. The reputation of the founders of OptiMark and the review
by Deloite & Touche have contributed to the willingness of stakeholders to review the
opportunities offered by OptiMark. However, the process performance improvements that can
be achieved by using the OptiMark system seemingly do not so much relate to trust in
OptiMark, but to the potential benefits that can be obtained.
PROPOS/TIONS RELATED TO FACTOR PROCESS PERFORMANCE

Proposition 9A:
Process performance criteria critical mass, accurate price discovery and transparency
are more important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).
Proposition 9B:
Process performance improvements contribute to the success of electronic networks
(this dissertation).

Proposition 9C:
Reduced information asymmetries in electronic networks lead to lower prices when
product descriptions are simple, accurate and complete (based on Bakos 1991).

Proposition 9A is supported by the tWO case studies. In the Schwab case study, accurate
price discovery and transparency have been important aspects besides reduced commissions for
online trading compared to trading via telephone or branche offices (see table 7-3). Achieving
critical mass has been an issue in the Schwab case study. However, Schwab's problem was not
one of reaching critical mass to be effective, it was the problem of dealing with the enormous

growth in number of on-line clients because of system limitations. Too many customers wanted
time which has led to availability problems. In the OptiMark case
study, reaching critical mass has been important while adequate price discovery and
transparency have been improved. However, transparency did not include providing an insight
into the algorithm the OptiMark system uses. Clients can enter trading profiles, but have to
wait and see what the OptiMark system returns to them in terms of transactions. Price
to use the system at the same
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discovery and transparency have improved because the OptiMark system provides insight into
the transactions as soon as they are executed.
Proposition 9B is supported by the two case studies. The process performance
improvements have contributed to the success of both Schwab online trading. The competitive
position of Schwab has been strengthened and Schwab has experienced cost savings. Clients of
Schwab have experienced benefits related to reduced commissions, improved speed in receiving
transaction execution confirmations and improved access to information as well as up-to-date
information concerning their portfolio. The OptiMark system has been successful because
investors obtain better prices for large transactions and save costs related to commissions and
bid-ask spread (see paragraph 7.3.1).
Proposition 9C is supported by the OptiMark case study and could not be applied to the
Schwab case study. With respect to the OptiMark case study, the information asymmetries have
been reduced because of using the OptiMark system. Information is not shared with other
buyers or sellers, but with the OptiMark system only. Stakeholders experience the benefits
from reduced information asymmetries because simulations have indicated that prices for large
transactions can be improved. With respect to the Schwab case study, the fact that retail
investors have gained access to information that was previously only available to professional
investors has reduced information asymmetries. However, the question whether this has led to
lower prices for securities can not be answered because the information necessary to be able
analyze this effect was lacking.
7.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter, the conceptual framework and the propositions related to the framework
OptiMark case studies. The case studies have been
as
Transaction
characterized
Oriented Electronic Network (TOEN) situations and are both
related to the transaction ordering, execution and confirmation stages of the financial securities
transaction life cycle (STLC). The Schwab case study is an example of a bilateral electronic
network, whereas the OptiMark case study is an example of a multilateral electronic network.
The OptiMark case Study is an example of market coordination, whereas the Schwab case study
is an example of hierarchical coordination. The analysis of the case studies will be used for the
cross case analysis and discussion related to the research framework and related propositions in
have been applied to the Schwab and

chapter 10.
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Chapter Eight

Euro Settlement (EBA) Case Study
-Many people tend to discwss in innx,merable shades of gray,

whilst it is actually a matter of clear black and u·bite"

This chapter deals with a specific case study relating to the development of the euro settlement
systems EBA and TARGET The case material has been derived from publications, policy papers
and documents prepared for the European Monetary Institute, the European Central Bank, the
European Banking Association, documents prepared for shareholders' meetings of the European
Banking Association and the Internet sites of the European Central Bank (www.ecb.int), the site
of the EBA (www. abe.org) and sites of various national central banks (www.dnb.nl and
www.bankofengland.co.uk) and from experts from the field of international banking who have

been involved in the preparations for and realization of the new euro settlement systems. The
structure of the chapter is as follows. First, a general description of the current and new systems
is presented in paragraph 8.1. A more detailed case description is presented in paragraph 8.2. The
case analysis is presented in paragraph 8.3 and in paragraph 8.4, the conclusions resulting from
applying the conceptual research framework to the case situation are presented.
8.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE EURO SETTLEMENT SITUATION

As of January 1, 1999, the euro (EUR) has been implemented as the new currency for
countries participating in European Monetary Union (EMU). Although real physical money
will be available and replacing current national currencies only as of January 1,2002, there is a
need for cross border euro settlement systems as of January 4, 1999. Previously, cross border
currency settlements took place through the Bank for International Settlement (BIS) in Basle
using the European Currency Unit (XEU). Because of the European Central Bank's new
responsibilities and the expected increase in volume of cross border euro settlements after
implementation, two new systems have been developed by the ESCB (European System of
Clearing Banks) and the ECB (European Central Bank). These systems are called EBAS euro
system (European Banking Association euro System) and TARGET (Trans-European
Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express Transfer).
The TARGET system is used for high value payments (wholesale payments) and can be seen
as an interlinking system between national Real Time Gross Settlement Systems (RTGS) that
are operated by national central banks (NCBs). TARGET can be used by around 5000
participants from 15 countries (see table 8-1) and almost any credit organization can be reached
thereby. The fees of cross border payments through TARGET are 1,75 EUR for each of the first
100 transactions per month, 1,00 EUR for each of the following 900 transactions per month and
0,80 EUR for each transaction above 1000 per month, to be paid by the paying bank. Billing
will be carried out by the national central bank in the country of the paying bank. There is no
fixed annual fee. Compared to a domestic RTGS payment, which costs around 22 eurocents, the
TARGET system is more expensive. The system enables cross border euro payments to be
processed within minutes or even seconds. Because the system is a gross settlement system,
every payment will be processed separately. The opening hours of TARGET are between 7 am
and 6 pm CET (Central European Time).
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Table 8-1: National clearing systems (15) and ECB system tbat are interlinked by TARGET
Countn

National Payment Clearing System

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
European Central Bank (ECB)
Finland

ARTIS
ELLIPS

France

German;
Greece

Ireland
Italv
Luxemb ourg
Netherlands
Por[ugal
Spain
Sweden

United Kingdom

DEBES
EPM
BoF-RTGS

TBF
ELS
HERMES euro
IRIS

Bl-REL
LIPS-Gross

TOP
SPGT
SLBE
ERIX
CHAPS euro

The difference between wholesale payments and commercial
payments can be illustrated by
the fact that in the Dutch RTGS system, around 16,000 wholesale payments are carried out per
day with a total value of around 35 billion EUR per day. If one compares this with commercial
payments volume of around 4 billion payments per day with a value of around 2 billion EUR
per day, it can be seen that different process and system requirements apply
(for instance related
to risk management). Commercial payments are characterized by lower values per
payment,
but the volume of these payments is considerably higher than that of wholesale payments. In
the Netherlands, cross border payments that need to be processed through TARGET can be
delivered through the SWIFT or TES network.
The EBA system is be used mainly for commercial payments, has been developed by the
ESCB (European System of Central Banks) which has a total of 112 members from Europe,
Australia, Japan and the United States. Sixty-five members have the status of clearing bank
(based in euro zone) and will participate in the clearing system that will handle an average volume of around 50 billion EUR per day. The EBA system is a net system, which means that all
payments will be held in a queue and settlement/clearing will take place once at the end of each
business day. The settlement/clearing payment by short banks has to be done by paying
through TARGET to the European Central Bank (EPM) where EBA has a central settlements
account. Therefore, the ESCB system is dependent on TARGET. The payment transactions
processed by EBA will cost around 25 eurocents (total costs) which is considerably lower than
the costs of payments processed through TARGET. Besides transaction related payments
which vary between 15 eurocents or lower (volume more than 5500 per day) and 20 eurocents
(volume less than 3000 per day), depending on the number of payments, the fixed annual
operating costs of about 331 mln BEF per year have to be paid by the participating clearing
banks (25% shared equally and the remaining 75% according to transaction
volume). The
expected daily payment volume is around 200.000 payments per day with peak hour capacity
in excess of 60.000 payments.
Both systems will be operated by SWIFT (both network and message standards)
and BIC
(Bank Identifier Codes) codes are used for identification of banking organizations and
branches. Figure 8-1 shows the various cross border euro settlement routes. It should be noted
that the EBA and TARGET systems can be used for cross border payment settlements resulting
from treasury, commercial and securities transactions. As concerns the last category, local
central securities depositories such as Necigef in Amsterdam have to be adjusted to the cross
border payment-clearing systems EBA and TARGET In this respect, the ECSDA (European
Central Securities Depositories Association) has been developing a network of links between
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European CSDs so as to enable the participants in any one CSD to hold a wide range of
European Securities and settle transactions with participants in other CSDs. This case study
description, however, specifically deals with payment clearing systems. More information on
the ECSDA can be found on the Internet site of the ECB. The design of this new system is
likely to show many similarities to the TARGET or EBA system.
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Figure 8-1: Alternative cross-border euro payment routes (HSBC tbrougb ECB)

Figure 8-1 shows that a payment bank has four alternatives for cross border euro payments.
The first is correspondent banking, the second is using EBA, the third is using TARGET and
the fourth is remote access to a RTGS operated by a NCB. Figure 8-2 shows the network, the
different alternatives, and which banks have access to one or more of these alternatives. It is
expected that cross border wholesale euro payments will be executed through TARGET
whereas commercial payments will be executed through the EBA euro system. This is more or
less similar to the US situation in which the dollar leg of foreign exchange payments is settled
in the Clearing House Interbank Payments Systems (New York)(CHIPS) netting system
(which is similar to the EBA), whilst securities and money market transactions are more commonly settled in Fedwire (the nationwide RTGS system comparable to TARGET). In this
respect, the ECB has advocated that large value payments should be cleared through TARGET
to niinimize systemic risks.
The total expected number of cross border payments is expected to exceed 400.000
payments per day in 1999 increasing to around 550.000 payments per day in 2004. It is expected
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that the market share of TARGET, EBA, corresponding banking and others will be 19%, 32%,
23% and 26% respectively.
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Figure 8-2. Cross border payment systems network

The UK RTGS operated by the Bank of England, CHAPS euro, will serve both as a standalone RTGS system based in London with global reach and as CHAPS euro members' access
route to TARGET. CHAPS initially has around 20 direct members, of whom 5 are not
currently direct members of CHAPS sterling, and some 400 indirect members including the
world's ma or banks. A CHAPS euro payment should not take any longer than a sterlmg RTGS
payment used to take, i.e. under 1 minute. The CHAPS sterling system processes a daily
average volume of around 60,000 payments per day with total value of around 150 billion GBP
with peaks of around 135,000 transactions per day worth around 240 billion GBR The initially
expected CHAPS euro service volume is around 15,000 transactions with substantial growth
projected after 1999.
The next paragraph will present a more detailed description of the case by taking a process
perspective regarding different cross border payments and clearing systems and by reviewing
the alternatives from different stakeholder perspectives.
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8.2 CASE DESCRIPTION

8.2.1 SITUATION BEFORE IMPLEMENTATION

The EBA payment process is characterized by the following

5

process phases (see Tl till T5

in figure 8-3):

Tl. Processing of payments from 7.30 to 16.45
T2. End of day processing of balances on day D on 16.45
T3. Short banks need to pay via TARGET into central settlement account at ECB before 17.15
T4. Solve problems by EBA in case of balance problems 17.45
T5. EBA end of day clearing
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Figure 8-3: Processes related to settling cross border euro payments tbrougb EBA and TARGET

(using tbe P-graph modeling technique)
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Table 8-2: Process/activity description
TARGET

PEJ EBA Pa,·merit Ram·e
PE# Check EBA Pa,·menr
PE:5 Receive 1·.BA P.„·nient
PF.6 Process EBA Pa>·nient,
I...ce .ing
I 'I-2 TARGET Pavment Rmi,·e PE7 Prepare Statement.
PE:,8 Daili· End it DA
PT.3 IA.ent Processing
Processing b>· EBA
Pr4 Prepare Satements

AH I Account holdings
AHZ Account holding,
PE!3 Check Balances EBA CHI Int. par·ment
CHZ Euro/Domeitic
PE I 4 Provide .icem t„
b·ment
liquidit, p001
CHJ EBA < D-5 davs
PE 15 EBA end „t da>
CH#
Pavment check b.
clearing

PD 1 Processing L.m.,1 Pityment

PE 16

PO 1 I)*·mint Order

PR r P:a,ment Recei ·e
P'l' 1 TARC;ET Pa,·ment

PE9 Prepare Balances

PI: 1 Pa.·ment held unril D-5

PEZ Processing EBA Pavment

repor.

PE10

Prep..re

TARGEI

Pa,·ment of Withdrawal
PE11 Pm·ehs TARGI:T
Pavment (short banks)

PE 12 Proces,

PA,·ment (tong banks)

ERA

Prep.irc clearing

reports

ok?

CH51.ong

or Short

PL] Adapt limirs Bank

A

CH6 Balances oki

PU Adapt limits Bank
CPI Check Pai·ment

B

CH7 Use liquiditv pool?

CPZ Check Pi>·ment

CE I Balances report to

ECB

CFZ Balance, rep„r, [0

NCB
Ci·'3 Balances report [t,
clearing banks
CF+ C|caring report to

ECB
CF5 Clearing report w
NCB Backtrack
PE, Solve probl en.
related to processing

Back[rack

PE 13 Solve problems
related to clearing

The EBA Euro Clearing System has been started with around 65 clearing banks as of
january 4, 1999. In April 1999, nine more clearing banks have become a member of the EBA
system.

An EBA payment can be entered into the EBA system from 7.30 am until 16.45 pm. The
paying bank sends a SWIFT message to the receiving bank with a copy to the EBA system. The
EBA system checks the limits in the EBA system and when this check is passed Without
problems, the receiving bank receives the SWIFT message and the payment is guaranteed. Each
bank has to submit a credit and debit limit in the EBA system related to each of the other banks
with an overall limit capped at 1 billion EUR. Whenever a payment exceeds the limit, the
payment is held in a queue until the limits have been adapted or compensating payments have
been submitted. The debit limit of a clearing bank is a combination of a 5 million euro
mandatory limit and a discretionary limit of up to 25 million euro in case other clearing banks
are willing to increase their exposure above the minimum of 5 million euro. These limits cannot
be changed once the system has been started for any business day.
At cut-off time (16.45), the EBA system determines the balances, which it reports to the
clearing banks, the national central banks related to the clearing bank's country and the
European Central Bank (ECB). Whenever a bank is short in EBA, it has to pay the short
amount through a TARGET payment using the applicable RTGS system (for instance TOP in
the Netherlands or ELLIPS in Belgium). A long bank might withdraw the long amount. If the
short bank has not fulfilled its obligation to pay the short amount, the ECB contacts the
national central bank to investigate the problem. To enable the clearing process to be carried out
without the receipt of the short amount by the short bank, the ECB can make use of the
liquidity pool of 1 billion EUR. The liquidity pool has to be deposited by each of the clearing
bank participants (about 17 million EUR each with 65 participating banks). For clearing banks,
depositing only around

million EUR to be able to process payments up to a cap of 1 billion
EUR is an advantage to processing payments through a TARGET system, because RTGS
payments will only be cleared up to the deposit amount. This means that when a member bank
has a deposit of 5 billion EUR, it can only process payments up to this amount. Therefore, the
costs related to deposits favor the EBA system.
When the total short amount exceeds the liquidity pool, a crisis situation needs to be
addressed. A short bank that does not fulfill its obligation will be fined the highest of 20.000
euro or 2,5% (annualized) of the total shortage value. Each time this occurs the minimum fine
will be increased by 20.000 euro.
At the end of each day, the total balances are cleared by the EBA system using the central
settlement account of the EBA system at the European Central Bank.
There are a number of important aspects relating to choosing one of the available cross
17

border payment routes.
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First,

banks located in the United Kingdom have limited access to TARGET because the

United Kingdom has decided not to participate in the European Monetary Union. Therefore,
UK banks would prefer to Use the EBA system to execute all cross border euro related
payments, of both small and large value.
Second, the German EAF2 system is considered to be a competitive system to EBA, and
France and Germany are using it. It remains to be seen in which situations EBA or EAF2 will
be used. One of the advantages of the EBA system iS the higher number of participating banks.
One of the disadvantages is that the processing time of EBA takes longer than that of EAFZ.
Tbird, it has been argued that using a value limit of 55 million for each EBA payment would
greatly enhance the smooth working of the EBA system because it would minimize payment
queues because of payments exceeding limits. If the value limit would have been implemented,
higher value payments have to be executed using TARGET Analysis show that limits would be
too restrictive and such a transaction limit would not be respected. Although some European
banks, which have access to both TARGET and EBA, do not have a problem with this, Other
banks such as the UK banks with limited access to TARGET do not want such a limit to be
implemented. Another important argument against using the value limit relates to the
integration of the EBA system with internal systems at the various European banks. Some
banks have argued that implementing a value limit would imply that they would have to
distinguish between commercial payments above and below the value limit in their internal
systems. Many banks do have the possibility to direct foreign exchange transactions to for
instance EBA and money market transactions to TARGET, but they do not have the possibility
to direct foreign exchange transactions above the value limit to TARGET instead of EBA.
Taking into account that many banks use different systems for each transaction category -', this
would imply important changes in their internal systems which were unlikely to be
accomplished before January 1, 1999. The issue of using a value limit has been addressed too
late in the development of the new systems and could not be implemented on time.
Fourth, whenever Bank A, a borrower of EBA, finds itself in the situation that it has used

for instance 600 of the limit of 700 in EBA but has 300 in cash in the Central Bank account, and
bank B, a lender of EBA, finds itself in the situation that it has used -200 of the limit of 400 (long
bank) with 0 cash in the Central Bank Account, a swap could be arranged. Bank A would send
for instance 300 in Central Bank money (through RTGS and possibly TARGET system) to a
Nostro account held in the bank B. Then Bank A instructs Bank B to send back the 300 from
the same Nostro account, but using EBA. This would result in the situation that Bank A has
used 300 of its 700 limit in EBA with 0 cash in the Central Bank account and Bank B that has
used 100 of its 400 limit with 300 in the Central Bank account. This is only possible when Bank
B has sufficient credit (source: EBA).
Fifth, the current EBA system is a euro clearing system. A link between the EBA system and
the US CHIPS USD clearing system might be something for the future. However, the fact that
the clearing network would have to include more than one currency would increase its
complexity.
Sixtb,

Dutch banking organizations have announced they will charge their clients a

transaction fee of around 5 guilders for each euro payment (ATM) in another euroland country
to cover their costs. Before the implementation of the euro, these costs were covered by the bid
ask spread applicable to the exchange rate of different currencies.
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Although Rabobank uses rhe Powerdealer system for the Foreign Exchange transactions and the Devon system for
Derivatives transactions, thev have advocated to Use the value limit together with ING and ABN AMRO.

8.2.2 SITUAT/ON AFTER IMPLEMENTATION

As of January 4, 1999, the EBA and TARGET systems have been implemented. Several
conclusions can be drawn after the first few months of working with the new situation.
First, the EBA system works well and volumes have increased well above expectations. In
the first IWO weeks, EBA volume increased from 92 billion euro on the first day to 182 billion
euro by the end of the first week, representing 34,000 daily payments. During the second week,
the number of daily payments increased to over 50,000.
Second, the national TARGET systems have experienced some stability problems leading to
situations in which settlement of positions was not possible because the necessary RTGS system
was out.

Tbird, many banking organizations have had to deal with problems reconciling payments,
especially with correspondent banking payments. This has to do with the fact that although
most banks have successfully converted bank accounts denominated in local currencies into
euro denominated bank accounts, new euro bank accounts have been opened as well. This leads
to situations in which payments are received on converted euro bank accounts while they were
expected on the new euro bank account number. Before, French franc payments were expected
in Paris and Deutschmark payments in Frankfurt, but after the conversion they could be in any

of the participating countries. This causes many problems because automatic reconciliation fails
and reconciliation needs to be done manually. Many banks have had to hire personnel to deal
with these problems. These problems were also caused by SWIFT messages that could not be
used to mention both the local and euro currency. Standardization therefore leaded to

inflexibility.
Fourth, the cap of 1 billion euro

is known to be low, but the European Central Bank has
this amount because this increased system risks. The EBA system works
very well without the trigger amount of 55 million euro, but only because clearing banks can
execute system swaps between EBA and TARGET
Fifth, the EBA system is likely to beat the EAF2 system. At first, German banks were
holding on to the EAF2 system, but were confronted with incoming payments via EBA while
they had entered outgoing payments in the EAF2 system causing problems with limits. The
German banks have chosen to use the EBA system because most of the European banks prefer

refused to increase

EBA to EAF2.
Sixtb, transactions by client banks concentrate around closing time of EBA (17.00). The
clearing banks only have around half an hour to determine and organize their overnight
positions, which is quite short.
Seventh, the closing times of TARGET during the first month needed to be extended with
one hour to deal with the settlement of cross border euro payments. This measure was taken by
the European Central Bank soon after the conversion of local currencies to euro.
Eigbtb, the links of the EBA system with internal applications has caused routing problems.

Some banks have changed their internal applications to use a trigger amount for routing
purposes. For instance, Rabobank uses an internal trigger amount of 200 million euro in their
Powerdealer treasury system to distinguish between payments to be settled through TARGET
(above trigger amount) and payments to be settled through EBA. This depends of course on
whether the counterparty is a clearing member of EBA or not.
Nintb, clearings banks use different internal organizational structures to deal with system
swaps. For instance, the mid-office of Rabobank monitors the pOSitiOnS in both systems and
signals system swap trades to be executed by the treasury department, whereas the mid-office
at ING monitors both systems and is also entitled to execute system swaps. Most clearing banks
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similar structures as the one that is being used by Rabobank because the system swaps
implicate changes to counterparty risks and related limits and execution and monitoring of
system swap transaction is divided between departments which enables better control and risk
use

management.
8.3 CASE ANALYSIS

The Euro Settlement case study will be analyzed using the factors in the research framework:

Stakeholders
The primary stakeholders in the Euro Settlement case study have been clearing member
banks, the European Central Bank and the National Central Banks in Euroland. The incentives
for the clearing member banks to join the EBA system relate to the expected increase in cross
border euro payments after the introduction of the euro as of January 1, 1999.The
interdependency between clearing member banks is more important in the EBA system than in
the TARGET system. This relates to the fact that the EBA system is a net system and each of
the clearing banks should fulfill its net end-of-day obligations. The interdependency is closely
monitored by the European Central Bank who can use the credit pool to cover for a clearing
bank should it not be able to pay the net payment due.

Competition
The cross border payments sector changed, with effect from January 1,1999. The European
Central Bank has more or less intermediated the cross border euro payments sector by offering
the EBA system and the interlinking TARGET system. The German EAF2 system could be
seen as a competitive system to EBA, but soon after the implementation of the EBA system, it
can be concluded that the EBA system is likely to beat the EAF2 system. The necessary critical
mass has been achieved and working with both the EBA and EAF2 system is too complicated

for many banks.
The costs related to a cross border euro payment via the EBA system have been lower than
using TARGET Or the corresponding banking alternatives. With respect to entry barriers only
banking organizations located in one of the 15 Euroland countries are allowed to become EBA
clearing member banks. Banking organizations outside of Euroland can use the EBA system

only though one of the clearing member banks.

Information Technology
The EBA system has been based on existing information system networks and standards
(SWIFT). The EBA system is also dependent On the TARGET system because end of day net
settlement of the EBA positions is carried out via the TARGET system. The reach of the
information systems is relatively high (clearing member banks can join regardless of their IT
base). The range is relatively high because the EBA system is capable of routing payment
messages while monitoring credit limits. Besides this the EBA system is linked to the TARGET
system which means multiple applications are involved.

Market Network (Re)Design
The implementation of the EBA and TARGET systems can be seen as an example of
business network redesign. The new systems facilitating of cross border euro payments
settlements have been introduced as an alternative to existing cross border payment routes
(figure 8-1). The TARGET system links the RTGS systems operated by the
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15

national central

banks and the EBA systems is linked to TARGET for end of day settlement of the net
positions. In the implementation of redesigned network situation, linking the EBA system with
existing banking systems caused problems for some banks because it was difficult to change
existing systems to incorporate decisions as to which alternative to use for which payments and
payments amounts. The case study is an example of a multilateral processing oriented electronic
network (POEN) with hierarchical coordination. The clearing banks can all carry out transactions with other clearing banks and banks services by a clearing member banks. The relationships are not really established and can change easily over time. The coordination is hierarchical
and dominated by the national central bank and European central bank.
Risks
The risks related to the EBA system relate to the counterparty limits in the system and to
the size of the credit pool (1 billion euro) to cover the systemic risks of a certain bank not
fulfilling its end-of-day net settlement obligations. The controls in the system, by the clearing
member banks limits, by national central banks and the European central bank seem to
adequately cover the transactional risks involved.
Process (Re)Design
The EBA and TARGET systems have been developed to facilitate cross border euro
payments settlement and are processing oriented. The coordination is centralized and is carried
out by the European Central Bank which provides and monitors the systems and clearing member banks. Besides this direct supervision coordination mechanism standardization of work
processes and outputs are used as coordination mechanisms. The system use standardized
SWIFT message types and most processes are carried out by the information systems. The
possibility of swapping between the EBA and TARGET system enhances the EBA system and

adequately covers the disadvantage of not using a maximum payment size of 55 million euro in
the EBA system. The process redesign element relate to the changes clearing member banks
needed to make in their internal systems to be able to link up to the EBA and TARGET
systems.

Information
The information provided by the systems is crucial for banks to determine their positions
in terms of market risk and in terms of counterparty risks. The end-of-day reports to clearing
member banks, national central banks and the European Central Bank facilitate the control
processes ensuring the system works properly and enables monitoring of whether banks
comply to the rules. Timeliness, accuracy and reliability are important characteristics of the
information supplied to the different stakeholders.

Trust
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study resembles a situation of trust in the institution
consisting of the banking organizations, the national central banks, the European Central Bank
as well as the SWIFT network, which guarantees that any message accepted by the SWIFT
network will be delivered to the addressee within a matter of seconds. The clearing member
banks are depending on the availability of the systems and the procedures issued by the
European Central Bank.
Process Performance
The process performance improvements relate to cost savings depending on the volume of
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cross border euro payments. Achieving critical mass in terms of number of clearing member
banks USing the EBA system as well as the number and size of cross border euro payments have

been important in deciding whether the EBA or the EAF2 system would be preferred.
8.4 CASE CONCLUSIONS

With respect to the conceptual research framework and the related propositions that have
been presented in chapter 5, the following conclusions can be drawn from the Euro Settlements
(EBA) case study. Three conclusions are possible: (I) the case study Supports the proposition,
(II) the case study does not support (contradicts to) the proposition or (III) the proposition
could not be applied to the case study.
PROPOS/TiON RELATED TO FACTOR STAKEHOLDERS

Proposition 1:
Convergent stakeholders' motives contribute to process performance improvements
resulting from market network redesign and process redesign. (based on v. Heck &
Ribbers 1996)

The number of different stakeholder groups is limited to clearing banks (65), national
central banks (11), European Central Bank (1) and swift (1), and ultimately the final client for
which the payment is to be carried out. The number of stakeholders directly involved is
relatively high compared to dyadic situations. The interdependency of stakeholders is rather
low because of the system design, limits and regulation by the European Central Bank. The
power of individual clearing banks has been limited to their participation in the design of the
EBA system. The stakeholder incentives have been converging in the sense that each clearing
bank benefits from the relatively low transaction costs and netting of cross border euro payments and each clearing bank benefits from an increasing number of participating clearing
banks because of shared costs. However, the incentives of clearing banks domiciled in different
euro countries have been different related to the question whether or not to use the individual
payment limit of 55 million euro. Although the performance of the EBA system would increase
with such a limit, the UK clearing banks were not in favor of such a limit because this would
mean that they would have to use the TARGET system for payments over 55 million euro. This
would impose higher costs to them compared to the situation in which all cross border euro
payments could be processed through the EBA system. Some German and French banks did
have an alternative of using the EAF2 system. Another issue related to the limit is the business
network integration between the EBA system and local clearing bank applications. A selection
between payments higher and lower than 55 million euro would impose difficulties in
integrating the EBA with local applications.
With respect to proposition 1, which is supported by this case study, it should be mentioned
that although converging motives contribute to process performance improvements, they also
limit such improvements that might be achieved in optimal situations (including a limit).
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR COMPETITION

Proposition 2A:

Competitive pressures force stakeholders to redesign their internal business processes
to adapt to the changing business environment (this dissertation).
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Proposition 2B:
Adequate entry barriers contribute to the success of market network redesign in
terms of inter-organizational process performance improvements (based on v. Heck
& Ribbers 1996).
study because the
changing regulations and guidelines related to clearing cross border euro payment have forced
individual organizations to adapt their internal business processes. The implementation of the
euro as of January 4, 1999 has been a political decision that has changed the business
environment considerably and stakeholders had to adapt their internal business processes to
this new business environment. However, the clearing banking organizations that are members
of the EBA have been involved in the design of the new EBA system. If it had been decided to
use the 55 million euro limit, this would have meant that internal business processes and

Proposition 2A

is

supported by the Euro Settlements (EBA)

case

systems would have to be changed by the individual organizations that would use the EBA
system. Even though it could have enhanced the EBA system, it has been decided not to use the

million payment limit.
Proposition 2B is not supported by the Euro Settlements (EBA) case study. The success of
the market network redesign is not dependent on adequate entry barriers. The entry barriers
for banks are rather low because in principle every banking organization located in euroland
may become a clearing member. The fact that banking organizations outside of euroland are not
allowed to become EBA members can be considered an entry barrier, because they have a
choice between using TARGET or using another bank that is an EBA clearing bank member to
execute euro payments on their behalf. Another consideration may be that non-banks are not
allowed to become a clearing member, but when these organizations would apply for a bank
55

status

it would

be possible to become a member. This entry barrier is not related to the EBA

system. The relatively high number of stakeholders and low partnership specificity may be the
reasons this proposition is not supported.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Proposition 3A:
Information Technology enabled developments towards new electronic markets and
hierarchies leads to inter-organizational process performance improvements (based
on Stern & Kaufmann 1985).
Proposition 3B:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, Information
Technology enabled market network redesign will lead to electronic hierarchies being
more efficient than electronic markets (based on Malone et al 1987).

Proposition 3C:
When asset specificity is higher, Information Technology enabled market network
redesign leads to electronic hierarchies being more efficient than electronic markets
(based on Malone et al 1987).
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Proposition 3D:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, the reach of electronic
networks is likely to be smaller, whereas the range is likely to be higher (based on
Weill & Broadbent 1998).
Proposition 3E:
Information Technology enabled market network redesign will only be successful
when stakeholders adequately adapt their process design to the changes (based on
Benjamin et al 1990).
Proposition 3F:
Information Technology enables improved preventive and detective control leading
to less corrective control measures (based on Sia & Neo 1997).
Proposition 3A is supported by the Euro Settlements (EBA) case study because a netting
system relies heavily on the capabilities of the Information System to closely monitor the
current situation and continuously compare the situation with outstanding limits. Although the
development towards an electronic hierarchy is not new because the TARGET system already
exists as an electronic hierarchy, the coverage is extended from a country perspective to a
euroland perspective. The costs of clearing a cross border euro payment have been decreased by
the implementation of the EBA system. The costs of clearing a cross border euro payment
through EBA is around 25 eurocents which is more or less comparable to clearing a domestic
RTGS payment, but lower than a payment through TARGET which costs around 1 euro. A
payment through TARGET can be executed within seconds, whereas a payment through the
EBA system takes more time because of the end of day processing. Although the risks related
to a TARGET payment are lower than this risks related to an EBA payment, it should be taken
into account that the value of EBA payments is much lower than those processed through
TARGET The payment flows in the EBA system are much lower than payment flows in the
TARGET system because payments are netted in the EBA system.
Proposition 3B is supported by the Euro Settlements (EBA) case study because the process
complexity of the new cross border euro payments system is high. Specific agreements and
limits between clearing banks are necessary for the electronic network to work efficient. Close
monitoring by the European Central Bank and national central banks is necessary to monitor
systemic risks related to the financial sector. Market Network Redesign has led to hierarchical
coordination supporting this proposition.
Proposition 3C is not supported by the Euro Settlements (EBA) case study because the asset
specificity for each of the clearing banks has been rather low, because of the fact that the ECB
provides centralized systems with low costs and because the system uses SWIFT message
standards that were already used by the clearing banks. Time specificity is low, because the
speed of processing payments used to be very high and investments to reduce throughput time
have not been necessary.

Proposition 3D is not supported by the Euro Settlements (EBA) case study because the
process is rather complex, but the range and reach of the electronic hierarchy are relatively high.
In paragraph 8.3, it was argued that the reach was high because clearing member banks could
link up to the system regardless of their IT base and range was also relatively high as the

functionality of the system is capable of dealing with processing payment messages as well as
monitoring risks and positions.
Proposition 3E is supported by the Euro Settlements (EBA) case study because information
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technology has enabled the business network integration of the internal applications operated
within the clearing banks and the EBA cross border euro payments clearing system. The fact
that the 55 million euro limit has not been implemented is due to the fact that internal
information systems could not be redesigned to distinguish between payments higher and
lower than this limit. The inflexibility of these information systems prohibited the
implementation of this feature. Many of the internal information systems could be redesigned
to use either the EBA Or the TARGET system, but linking them to both EBA and TARGET
was not possible. However, it should be mentioned that discussions relating to whether the 55
million euro limit would be implemented or not started too late for internal information
systems to be changed before the starting date of January 4, 1999. The implementation of the
EBA system has been successful because of the system swaps facility. This facility is frequently
used to effectively use the EBA system and avoid problems resulting from transactions not
being processed because of limit restrictions.
The SWIFT network and message types are used to limit the necessary changes to be made
by clearing banks. The EBA system is an example of a Processing Oriented Electronic
Hierarchy because it has clear lines of responsibility relating to the various stakeholder groups.
The European Central Bank manages the EBA system, whereas the role of the NCB is
important in carrying out regulatory control and in providing the link between the EBA system
and the TARGET system.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study supports proposition 3F in the sense that the EBA
and TARGET system have extensive preventive and detective control mechanisms. However, it
should be mentioned that the link with the internal applications of many clearing banks has led
to many control problems because these systems have not been adequately adapted to the new
situation.
PROPOS/TIONS RELATED TO FACTOR MARKET NETWORK (RE)DESIGN

Proposition 4A:
Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented
Electronic Networks (POEN) differ in terms of network design characteristics and
process performance requirements (this dissertation).
Proposition 4B:
Market network redesign leads to changes in division of tasks leading to changing
stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson 1993;
Lee & Clark 1997).

Proposition 4C:
Market network redesign leads to changes in coordination mechanisms leading to
changing stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson
1993; Lee & Clark 1997).
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does not specifically support proposition 4A
because the EBA system is an example of a Processing Oriented Electronic Hierarchy and it
cannot be compared to a TOEN. The characteristics of the EBA system are specifically focused
on the process of clearing cross border euro payments. The important aspects are limiting risks
and offering an efficient and low cost cross border euro payment clearing system supervised by
the European Central Bank. The case study does seem to support proposition 4A, but
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comparison with TOEN

is necessary to

conclude whether or not this proposition is supported

or rejected.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does support proposition 4B because tasks that
used to be carried out by National Central Banks have been transferred to the European
Central Bank and because of the implementation of the EBA and TARGET systems
correspondent banking volumes have decreased while EBA and TARGET volumes increased.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does support proposition 4C in the sense that
stakeholder interests do change for some of the stakeholder groups. The European Central
Bank has entered the field and has taken the role of coordinating the national central banks in
Euroland. Another aspect related to changing stakeholder interests is the fact that some banks
have chosen not to become a direct member of the EBA system. These banks will have to use
either the TARGET system or use a clearing bank that is an EBA member to carry out euro
payments on their behalf. However, the interests of EBA clearing member banks do not really
change. The case study does describe an alternative business network integration solution next
to the existing business network integration situation related to the integration of individual

banking information systems with domestic RTGS systems.
PROPOSITiONS RELATED TO FACTOR R/SKS

Proposition 5A:
The difference between real risks and perceived risks by stakeholders is a distinct
aspect in designing inter- and intra-organizational processes (this dissertation).

Proposition 5B:

Higher perceived risks lead to more preventive, detective and corrective control
measures in process design and vice versa (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).
Proposition 5C:
Any real risks that are not reduced by adequate preventive, detective and corrective
control measures in process design lead to higher costs or losses (based on Clemons &
Row 1992).
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does support proposition 5A but both perceived
risks and real risks are low. However, risks have played an important role in designing the new
network systems. There are three risk aspects that should be considered in this respect. The first
relates to the systemic risk related to the financial payment clearing system in general. The
second relates to the counterparty risk of non settlement. The fact that large value cross border
euro payments (wholesale payments) should be cleared through TARGET and lower value
(commercial) payments should be cleared through EBA indicates that the systemic risks are
deliberately controlled and minimized. The liquidity cash pool, the limits, the fact that short
banks need to cover the short amount by a TARGET payment, and close monitoring by the
European Central Bank, are all factors aimed at minimizing risk. Besides the elements in
process and system design aimed at controlling risks, the debit limits system allows each EBA
clearing bank to closely manage counterparty risks. A third risk aspect relates to the fact that
the EBA system is new and risks related to reliability and operational efficiency can only be
perceived at this point in time. Because the system has been thoroughly tested, with each EBA
clearing bank's participation, the perceived and real risks are rather low. Related to this third
risk aspect, the inter-relatedness between EBA and TARGET allows for the possibility to
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manipulate the limits. However, because the TARGET system should be used to cover
shortages in the EBA system and because TARGET is a RTGS system, the risks related to limit
manipulation are low.

The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study neither supports nor rejects proposition 58 in the
sense that control measures are tight. However, because real risks and perceived risks are low,
it is difficult to determine whether higher perceived risks lead to tighter control measures.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does not support or reject proposition 5C because
it seems that any real risk is covered by adequate control measures. Even in the event that one
of the EBA clearing banks does not fulfill its obligation to cover the end of day short position,
the liquidity pool of 1 billion euro should be sufficient to cover it, assuring end of day net
settlement. In case a short position that for some reason could not be covered by the short EBA
clearing bank is more than the liquidity pool of 1 billion euro, the European Central Bank can
decide either IO cover it themselves immediately or direct the national central bank in the
country of the short bank to cover the position. Simulations have shown that this would be a
extreme situation and it is unlikely that this would occur.
PROPOS/T/ONS RELATED TO FACTOR PROCESS (RE)DESIGN

Proposition 6A:
Revolutionary IT-enabled business transformation levels have higher potential
benefits for stakeholders than evolutionary levels (based on Venkatraman 1991, 1994).
Proposition 6B:
Preventive, detective and corrective control measures are based on perceived risks
rather than on real risks (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).

Proposition 6C:
When perceived risks are higher than real risks, lowering preventive, detective and
corrective control measures contributes to inter-organizational process performance
improvements (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).

Proposition 6D:
The coordination mechanisms incorporated in stakeholder process design contribute
to success of market network redesign (this dissertation following Mintzberg 1979,
1988).

Proposition 6E:
The potential impact of process redesign based on market network redesign is higher

in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study neither supports nor rejects proposition 6A because
the case study describes the new EBA net system to be implemented and the redesign of the
electronic hierarchy from a domestic RTGS system with the national central bank into the
electronic hierarchy in euroland with the RTGS TARGET system, and the net EBA system that
can be used for cross border euro payments settlement. The potential benefits of this business
network redesign are significant for the EBA clearing banks, because costs relating to the EBA
system are much lower than those of the alternative routes. However, a comparison with
evolutionary levels could not be made, because in this case study the electronic hierarchy has
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been built and implemented as an alternative to the existing alternatives (paragraph 8.1). This
case study is an example of business network redesign in the sense that the new system does not
replace the old system, but it is added as an alternative besides the existing alternatives. One of
the important aspects in this case is the fact that the existing SWIFT network, message standards
and BIC codes are used. As a consequence, the changes that are imposed to the EBA clearing
banks are quite small, facilitating a relatively easy adoption process.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does not support proposition 6B because the
control measures are based on real risks and not on perceived risk. In this case perceived risks
do not differ from real risks.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does not support proposition 6C because perceived
risks do not deviate from real risks. Both real risks and perceived risks are considered to be low.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does support proposition 6D in the sense that the right
coordination mechanism (direct supervision), in which Stakeholders have been involved, has
contributed to the successful implementation of the EBA euro clearing system. However, it
remains to be seen whether the electronic hierarchy works successfully, because the 55 million
euro limit has not been incorporated in the design, despite its clear benefits. The coordination
mechanism, which can be characterized by centralized coordination with involvement of
participating banking organizations, is aimed at optimization taking into account different
stakeholder interests. A different coordination mechanism, designed without the active
involvement of banking organizations, might well have resulted in a situation where the 55
million euro limit would have been incorporated, meaning that many banks would have had to
change their internal information systems to be able to link up to the EBA system. Had the
banking organizations been confronted with such a situation, it could have meant the implementation would not have been successful. Therefore, even though the 55 million euro limit
could have enhanced the system, it would have made its adoption by the potential EBA clearing
banks much more difficult.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does not support nor reject proposition 6E because
this case study is an example of the design and implementation of a processing oriented
electronic network with hierarchical coordination. It is difficult to determine the impact of this
redesign because the new situation could not be compared to the old situation (which did not
exist in euro).
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR INFORMATION

Proposition 7A:
Improved quality of integrated information processing in primary business processes
leads to process performance improvements (based on Stern & Kaufmann 1985, v.
Heck 1993).

Proposition 7B:
Improved sharing of information about primary business processes leads to process
performance improvements (based on Clark & Stoddard 1996).
Proposition 7C:
Integrated network processing allows for tailored information provided to
stakeholders contributing to process performance improvements (this dissertation).
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The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study supports proposition 7A because the EBA system provides for up-to-date information about positions and limits and generates integrated information
to the European Central Bank, national central banks and individual clearing bank members. This
information is important for each of the mentioned stakeholders to use the EBA system effectively·. The fact that the EBA system generates integrated information based On the situation at cut-off
time enables netting all payments and guarantees payments to EBA clearing banks. The quality of
the integrated information is high and the information is highly standardized.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study supports proposition 7B because sharing

information of each EBA clearing bank with the EBA system improves the clearing because
netting can be applied. Sharing information enables each bank to determine its position relative
to the active limits within the EBA system and allows each member to act according to the
positions (for instance paying an amount through TARGET to reduce short positions).
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study supports proposition 7C because the EBA system
provides tailored information to the clearing bank, to the national central bank in each
participating country and to the European Central Bank. This tailored information contributes
to the regulatory process and as a consequence to the overall process performance as problems
are reported directly and can be solved rather quickly.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR TRUST

Proposition 8A:
When stakeholders trust each other, there is a reduced perceived need for preventive,
detective and corrective control measures in process design, which contributes to
process performance improvements (this dissertation).
Proposition 8B:
When stakeholders trust each other, perceived risks are lower and vice versa (this
dissertation).

Proposition 8C:

To achieve process performance improvements, organization and

institution

based

important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation following
v.Alstyne 1997).
trust are

less

The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does not support proposition 8A. Although
organization and institution based trust are relatively high because of the involvement of the
European Central Bank and the national central banks, control measures are tight because of
the responsibilities of the central banks. Organization based trust is less important than
institution based trust because the European Central Bank guarantees the clearing of the cross
border euro payments processed through the EBA system. However, control measures at the
clearing banks did not increase. Trust is also derived from the liquidity pool and integrated
information that is available. Control measures relate to risks rather than to stakeholder trUSI.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does not support proposition 8B because the
relationship between trust and perceived or real risk is not relevant. Trust in the organizations
involved and trust in the institution are both high and perceived risks as well as real risk are low.
Risk management as well as the payment guarantee by the European Central Bank contribute

to high trust and low risk levels. The tight control measures have contributed to the low risk
levels.
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The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does support proposition 8C because trust in the
regulatory organizations (institution based trust) is important in the Euro Settlements (EBA)
case study. Trust in the other EBA clearing banks is less important as long as the European
Central Bank guarantees the clearing of cross border euro payments. The difference with
TOEN iS that in TOEN counterparty trust is essential, and more important than in the Euro
Settlements (EBA) case study, which is an example of a processing oriented electronic hierarchy.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO PROCESS PERFORMANCE

Proposition 9A:
Process performance criteria critical mass, accurate price discovery and transparency
are more important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).

Proposition 9B:
Process performance improvements contribute to the success

of electronic networks

(this dissertation).
Proposition 9C:
Reduced information asymmetries in electronic networks lead to lower prices when
product descriptions are simple, accurate and complete (based on Bakos 1991).
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study seems to support proposition 9A because costs and
reliability of the euro payments settlements process are important criteria. The process
throughput time is less important because euro payments that need immediate processing and
settlement/clearing can be executed through the TARGET system. The EBA netting system
enables more efficient payment flows because only one netted payment flow needs to be transferred between the EBA clearing banks. Because a comparison with a TOEN situation could
not be made, it is not yet possible to determine whether this proposition is true or not. In
chapter 10, this proposition will be readdressed in comparing different case studies.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study supports proposition 9B because the success of the
EBA system relies on the costs of processing an euro payment. The alternative of using the
TARGET systems is much more costly and the other alternatives (correspondent banking) are
less efficient. Stakeholders are satisfied with the way the EBA and TARGET systems work
(source: Rabobank, ING Bank).
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study does not support proposition 9C because
information asymmetries do not exist in this case study. The price of settlement/clearing of
cross border payments depends on which alternative is chosen and not so much On the
information asymmetries in the electronic network.
8.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has addressed a case study related to the Euro Settlement systems available for
banking organizations to deal with settling cross border euro payments. The two systems,
TARGET and EBA, have been presented and the propositions related to the research
framework have been validated. The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study can be characterized
as an example of a multilateral Processing Oriented Electronic Network (POEN) with
hierarchical coordination.
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Chapter Nine

Case Studies in Public Sector
Organizations
"Quality is an endless journey
B. Foltrniey

In the previous section, the conceptual research framework has been applied to the financial
securities secton Additional support for the research framework can be found by applying it to
other industry sectors. This chapter deals with two case studies in Singapore (IRAS and
Tradenet) which are presented in paragraphs 9.1 and 9.2. These case studies are followed by a
case study dealing with the Dutch Tax & Customs Authorities (DTCA) which will be presented
in paragraph 9.3. Each of these three paragraphs contains a description and analysis of the
specific case study. In paragraph 9.4, the conceptual research framework and related
propositions will be applied to the case studies to determine the applicability of the research
framework in the public sector case studies.
9.1 THE INLAND REVENUE AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE CASE (IRAS)

This case study deals with the reorganization carried out at the Inland Revenue Authorities
of Singapore and is based on the article by Sia & Neo (1997). The description in the next
paragraph is a summary of this article. The case study was carried out in 1996 using archival
records over the period 1991 through 1996. The authors have used case descriptions that were
made by others to ensure the objectivity of their analysis.
9.1.1 CASE DESCRIPTION

The Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS) is responsible for the assessment,
collection, and enforcement of taxes in Singapore ". The tax revenues collected by the IRAS
account for more than 50 percent of the Government's operating budget. However, at the end
of 1990, the tax authority faced a backlog in tax collection of 1.14 billion USD, which put them
in a vicious circle of delays of several months each year. In 1991, a project was started to
diagnose the current situation. The project was completed in August of 1996 after several
reorganizations and changes in processes which are now supported by an integrated
information system (IRIS Inland Revenue Integrated System). Essentially, the organization
changed from a tax-type organization (income tax, corporate tax, goods and services tax,
-

property tax and estate/stamp duties) to a process organization that enables efficient resource
sharing across tax types while retaining a focused specialization on technical expertise.

78

Unlike the 'pay as you earn' tax system in man>· countries, income tax in Singapore is assessed and paid after the end of each
calendar year from which the income is derived. The motivation for voluntary compliance in tax filing under such a sT·stem
is much lower, requiring substantial efforts on the part of the tax authority to enforce tax compliance.
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9. /. 1./ SITUATION BEFORE RE-ENGINEERING

The situation before the re-engineering can be described as

a paper based process with a

high level of manual processing, no information sharing and, because of paper files, situations
in which documents were missing or information was inconsistent led to delays in processing.
The tax audits were aimed at catching all errors and tax evaders. The IRAS relied on taxpayers
taking the initiative to file tax forms and could only prosecute after having issued a second tax

notification.
Tax officers had to manually review each tax payer's form and as a result there was no
matching of job complexity with their skills. The tax officers used the catch and prosecute
approach. There was only one form applicable to all tax payers and all tax types and it used to
take up to a year to complete the collection process. It was difficult to obtain information about
the results and performance of the process as it was dependent on tax officers filling in output
forms into a Lotus 1 -2-3 template. The time lapse and self-reporting nature did not allow for
performance measurement.
9./.1.2 SITUATION AFTER RE-ENGINEERING

The implementation of the IRIS system has been accompanied by a fundamental change in
the assumptions about taxpayers. They used to regard 80 percent of the taxpayers as potential
evaders and 20 percent as OK. With the implementation of the new system, this assumption
could be changed to the assumption that 90 percent of the taxpayers were OK and only 10
percent were regarded as potential evaders. The new system focuses on exception control based

provides for an integrated source of information on a
taxpayer across tax types. The forms to be filled in by taxpayers have been split into subsections
allowing taxpayers to fill in only those subsections that apply to their situation. Taxpayers
should file their tax-forms before a deadline (15 April) and non-filing is considered an offense.
The IRIS system captures tax returns through imaging and processes the returns
automatically through a series of embedded review and validation rules. Based on around 800
checks, validation rules and review criteria, the system categorizes the exceptions by their
complexity, and the work items are assigned to tax officers with matching skills. Determining
these rules has been important and has been done in close cooperation with the tax-officers.
on patterns and trends. The system

The system also enabled integrated process and outcome monitoring allowing for
performance targets to be fulfilled by employees. In tax processing, about 70 percent of the tax
returns are processed automatically without any manual intervention. Around 20 percent of
simple exception cases are routed to return review officers while the remaining 10 percent of
complex cases are subjected to end-to-end review by specialized assessment officers. The
approach changed from catch and prosecute to assist the taxpayer in complying with the law.
The implementation of the new information system had the effect of determining whether
certain control processes would still be necessary when the information system took over many
activities that used to be carried out manually. There were numerous 100% checks, designed to
guard against 0,1% exceptions. The controls that are incorporated in the system have been
designed taking the added value of the control process into account with respect to the risk
associated with not having this process.
The results of the changes have been significant. The processing cycle time has been reduced
from 18 to 5 months, reduced time loss due to misplaced and missing documents, reduced
storage space for tax returns. Individual tax officers do have quantitative performance targets
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criteria of job complexity. For example, a tax officer gets around 150
cases per week and should complete 90 percent within one week and the remainder in tWO
weeks.
based On the selection

The amount of tax revenue collected was at a record high of 15 billion USD in 1995. The
backlog of 1.14 billion USD has been reduced to 761 million USD by the end of that year. The
number of Staff employed has remained the same, around 1600 people. Taxpayer satisfaction
also improved and the IRAS has won several prizes for its innovative IRIS implementation.
9./.2 CASE ANALYSIS

The IRAS

case

study will

be analyzed using the

factors in the research framework:

Stakeholders
The primary stakeholders in the IRAS case study are the IRAS and the taxpayers. The interests
of the IRAS relate to optimizing tax assessment and collection, whereas the interests of taxpayers
re|ate to filing tax forms easily and quick handling of these tax forms by the IRAS. The taxpayers
are dependent on the IRAS because by law taxpayers need to file tax forms to the IRAS.

Competition
Competition is not applicable to this case study as it is a case study dealing with the IRAS
and its relations with individual taxpayers. The tax process is regulated and carried out by the
government. The only element that may be analyzed concerning this factor is the image of the
IRAS which can be measured by the satisfaction of taxpayers.

Information Technology
The new situation has been enabled by Information Technology capable of comparing and
selecting tax forms that need to be checked. In the previous situation where manual processing
was dominant, this was not possible. The range of the information system is high because the
system is capable of carrying out comparisons and selections to support the tax assessment
process. The reach of the information system has increased over the years. Before the changes
the reach was limited to geographically spread business units, but after the changes this was
increased to taxpayers having a computer.

Market Network (Re)Design
The case study describes the business network redesign of the tax-process. The tax assessment
process has been redesigned and automated. The predominantly paper based localized
exploitation situation has been changed into an information system based and a highly automated
process. This case study is an example of a bilateral Processing Oriented Electronic Network
(POEN) with hierarchical coordination. The bilateral character stems from the fact that the
taxpayer and the IRAS have a long-term fixed relationship which is controlled by the IRAS.
Risks

The risk perception moved from checking everything to only checking exceptions. This
a change in the perception that the majority of taxpayers were filing false tax forms to
a perception that the majority of taxpayers are expected to file their tax forms correctly. The
risk perception used to be much higher than the real risks, but perceived risk have been changed
to better match real risks.
relates to
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Process (Re)Design
The process was redesigned from a tax-type based process into a process oriented
organization across taxtypes. The process changes have been made possible by implementing
the new IRIS system.
The control process, which is one of the core processes of the IRAS, has been changed from
maximum control to optimal control using a risk management perspective. The key issue of the
IRAS case is not reducing control processes, but optimizing the investment in them. This
fundamental change has led to tremendous improvements in process performance. The process
cycle times have been reduced from 18 to 5 months and efficiency has improved because the
same number of staff handles a higher volume of tax forms.

Information
The information that is provided by the integrated system enables better control and
reduced throughput times. The changes in risk perception have been possible by analyzing
information about taxpayer behavior.

Trust
In the new situation, taxpayers are trusted to file tax forms correctly. Compared to the old
situation in which taxpayers were basically mistrusted this is a clear example of increased
person-based trust.
Process Performance

The process performance improvements relate to less errors, process throughput time
18 months to 5 months) and increased efficiency (in terms of increased
productivity) at the IRAS in carrying out their tasks to assess tax forms and collect taxes.
Taxpayer satisfaction has also increased.

reductions (from

9.2 THE TRADENET SINGAPORE CASE

The following case description of the Tradenet case has been derived from the article of Teo
et al (1997). The description in the next paragraph is a summary of this article. The case study
was carried out from 1993 to 1994. The authors have taken several measures to ensure the
objectivity of their analysis.
9.2.1 CASE DESCRIPTION

The Trade Development Board (TDB) was set up in 1983 by the Singapore Government. Its
mission was to develop Singapore as a premier international trading hub by promoting its
goods and services overseas, pioneering entry into new markets, attracting international traders

to locate in Singapore, and advancing its external trade interests. Six years after its inception,
to climb the ladder of trading nations to become the seventeenth
largest importer and exporter in the world. In 1992, TDB managed international trade totaling
167 billion USD compared to 68 billion USD in 1983. International trade is characterized not
only by the physical movement of goods across national boundaries but by voluminous paperwork that captures information pertinent to identification, delivery and governmental control
of transported goods. In 1986, TDB processed an average of 10.000 trade declaration

TDB had helped Singapore

documents for imports and exports daily.
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9.2.1.1 SITUATION BEFORE CHANGE: PAPER-BASED TRADE ADMINISTRATION (1988)

The situation before the change can be described as one of a large number of manual
activities and processes that were mainly paper based. Traders had to submit trade declaration
forms to TDB for all their imports and exports so that TDB could enforce controls to ensure
that the goods satisfied conditions laid down by trade control policies (e.g. health, safety and
other regulatory requirements) and international trade agreements, and that customs duties had
been paid.
The trade administration process consists of the procedure whereby trade declaration
documents are verified and processed. All imports and exports fall within the categories of noncontrolled items, controlled items, dutiable items, non-controlled and dutiable items and

controlled and dutiable items. Trade declaration documents for non-controlled items were
processed primarily by TDB. Before submitting the trade declaration documents to TDB for
processing, traders had to obtain endorsements/licenses from appropriate controlling agencies
(e.g. Pollution Control Department) for controlled items. For dutiable items, traders had to pay
duties to and get clearance from the Customs after approval by TDB.
The TDB processes consisted of checking and verifying whether the data on the documents
was correct and complete and processing involved checking whether the value of the goods was
computed correctly and whether the item codes were valid. If a trade declaration document was
correct, a permit was issued and dispatched to the trader's collection mailbox and the computer
database was updated with the permit number. Turning around a trade declaration document
took on average two days for non-controlled items and four days for controlled or dutiable
items.
The TDB experienced a rapid growth in international trade, which, because of the labor
intensive processes, led to problems in communication and coordination among the various
departments and organizations involved in those processes. Because all these organizations
maintained their own data, it resulted in a lot of redundancy. The service level of TDB was

deteriorating.
Traders also experienced inconveniences because they had to raise multiple copies of similar
trade declaration documents for submission to different agencies. Monitoring and solving
problems with each agency involved lots of people and costs to solve problems. Delays and
uncertainties in document approval led to slack resources, which resulted in a fall in the level of
customer service, and an increase in costs due to warehouse expenses and bank charges.
9.2./.2 5/TUATION AFTER CHANGE: TRADENET BASED TRADE ADMINISTRATION (/992)

In the process of building and implementing TradeNet, TDB adopted a steering committee
that was formed of people from public-sector agencies as well as from organizations operating
in the international trade sector. The purpose was to gain insight from an inter-organizational
perspective and to secure commitments from all parties. TradeNet was launched in January
1989 as the first nation-wide EDI ever implemented in the world. The system links public
sector agencies related to international trade (e.g. controlling agencies), traders, intermediaries
(e.g. freight forwarders, shipping agents, and air cargo agents), financial institutions (e.g. banks),
and port and airport authorities (figure 9-1). It is also connected to international networks (e.g.

GEISCO, SITA and U.S. Customs).
When submitting trade declaration documents for imports and exports, traders need neither
raise multiple copies nor commute to and from various agencies. Using the computer terminals
in their own offices, they are able to provide the trade declaration information through
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TradeNet, which will then automatically validate them. For trade declaration documents of
controlled or dutiable items, TradeNet routes them to the appropriate controlling agencies of
the Customs for processing. If the documents are in order, an approval message with a permit
number is placed in the sender's electronic mailbox. The sender can then retrieve and print it.
Document processing fees, network usage fees, and custom duties are computed automatically
and deducted from the trader's bank account twice a week.
One important point is that trade declaration documents through TradeNet need not be
accompanied by supporting documents (e.g. invoices and bills of lading). TDB trusts the traders
to report information honestly and accurately. However, to prevent abuse, TDB conducts
random checks On traders by requiring them to forward supporting documents for their
declaration documents within forty-eight hours of the date of approval. Severe penalties are
imposed on offenders who provide false information.
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Figure 9-1: Public- and private- sector organizations using TradeNet (Teo et al 1997)

Some of the most important results from the changes involving the implementation of
TradeNet are summarized in the following table:
Table 9-1: Tradenet figrires

Pre-TradeNet

Annual Trade Volume
Annual Trade Inquiries
Documents Processed
Document Processing Staff
Documents Processed per staff
Turnaround times for:
- Non-controlled items
- Controlled items
- Dutiable items

Post-TradeNet

119 billion USD

167 billion USD

45.000

58.000

4.0 million

4.1 million

146

38

27.397

105.263

Normally 2 days
Normally 4 days
Normally 4 days

Normally 15 minutes
Normally 4 hours
Normally 4 hours

clearinghouse for trade declaration documents, TradeNet is linked to other
systems that offer trade information services and to computer systems of ma or banks to allow
Besides being
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a

electronic payment of processing fees, duties, goods and services taxes, and network usage
charges. By the end of 1992, TradeNet was linked with about 30 public-sector organizations
and 2200 organizations from the trading and banking communities. By the end of 1994, almost
99 percent of all trade declaration documents were processed by the TradeNet system.
9.2.2 CASE ANALYSIS

The case study shows that incredible results can be achieved when document processing is
redesigned using Information Technology, especially when it crosses organizational
boundaries. The Tradenet case study will be analyzed using the factors in the research
framework:

Stakeholders
The primary Stakeholders are the TDB, trading organizations, intermediaries and
organizations from the banking sector. The number of participating organizations in each of
these different stakeholder groups was high. Stakeholder interests have been converging in the
sense that all stakeholder groups involved have experienced benefits from the changes in terms
of reduced throughput time, reduced administrative procedures and cost savings. These benefits
are primarily resulting from integrated processing.
Competition
One of the reasons behind the development and implementation of Tradenet was to attract
import and export to Singapore to promote its position as an international trading hub
compared to other countries in the area. The satisfaction of the trading organizations has
improved after the new Tradenet system was implemented.

Information Technology
Information Technology has enabled changes related to the implementation of the Tradenet
information system. The reach of this information system is relatively high because all of the
stakeholders (see figure 9-1) have been linked to the system regardless of their IT base. The
range of the system is not very high (medium) as the system basically consists of sending trade
declaration documents electronically.

Market Network (Re)Design
The integration has crossed organizational boundaries, but real integration with the stakeholder information system has not (yet) been achieved. The process improvements that have
been achieved are based on changing the way communications were organized and changing

within TDB.
Therefore, this case study is an example of business process redesign combined with
business network integration without real business network redesign. The Tradenet case study
resembles a multilateral Processing Oriented Electronic Network (middle form with more
market coordination characteristics than hierarchical coordination characteriStiCS) because
processes

stakeholders do not necessarily have long term relationships as they may choose other countries
instead of Singapore (as a trading hub).

Risks
The transactional risk perception changed from checking everything to checking exceptions
and random checks. The change from maximized control to control based on a risk
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management perspective has been

important in this

case

study together with the penalties

imposed in fraudulent situations that are detected.

Process (Re)Design
The process changed from mainly paper based to processes supported by Information
Systems. The control processes used to be predominantly manual, whereas this was changed to
processes predominantly carried out by or supported by Information Technology.
Standardization work processes and outputs have been the main coordination mechanisms used
after the changes, whereas direct supervision was used before the changes.

Information
The transactional information provided by the trading organizations to the TDB has been
reduced tremendously. Before the changes, the trading organizations provided all details and
attachments to the TDB. After the changes, the TDB requires the trading form only, without
trade details and appendices attached. They trUSt the Other stakeholders to fill in the forms
correctly.

Trust
Trusting stakeholders (organization based truSt) has reduced control activities and information needs by the TDB (no details or appendices were required after the changes), but random
checks (back end controls) and penalties are used to prevent non-compliance by stakeholders.
Process Perforrnance
The process performance improvements relate to reduction in throughput time from 2 days
to 15 minutes for non-controlled items and from 4 days to 4 hours for controlled and dutiable
items. The high number of documents processed has been reduced because the automated
system deals with standardized forms and the appendices are no longer received and filed.
Besides reductions in throughput times errors have been reduced because information no
longer needed to be rekeyed and the efficiency/productivity has increased (table 9-1). The volume of trade and related documents has increased, while at the same time the number of staff has
declined from 146 to 38.
9.3 DUTCH TAX & CUSTOMS AUTHORITY CASE (DTCA)

The DTCA case description is based on an article in Management & Information by H. van
Moorsel, several publications by the DTCA, a publication by Ooa in February 1993, annual
reports and several interviews with key people involved in the change process and with the
management of DTCA. For a more in-depth description of the processes and changes at the
DTCA, reference is made to Kommer (1998), Alink & Kommer (1998) and Platier (1996).
9.3.1 CASE DESCRIPTION

The Dutch Tax & Customs Authority (DTCA) is responsible for the assessment, collection
and control of taxes imposed by the Dutch Government and for detecting fiscal frauds related
to these core tasks. There are two other core tasks related to customs and the collection of
duties that cannot be regarded as taxes levied by the Government (for instance national
insurance contributions). The mission of DTCA is 'to maintain and reinforce taxpayers'
readiness to
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comply with their legal obligations'. The DTCA

has

chosen to deal with the

growth in number of tax returns by reorganizing not only the organizational structure but also
processes. The use of information technology has been important in realizing the necessary
changes.

9.3./.1 SITUATION BEFORE REORGANIZATION (BEFORE 1990)

Before 1990, the Dutch Tax and Customs Authorities (DTCA) employed a process that was
mainly paper based. In 1987, there were 32,215 people working in 280 inspection units divided
over four tax categories, i.e. corporate tax, income tax, turnover tax/customs and salary taxes
(figure 9-2). The main process elements consisted of taxpayers filling in one tax form applicable
to all tax payers (per category) and sending it to the tax authorities. Checking the completeness
and accuracy of the documents by the tax authorities was mainly done manually and reviewing
the contents took a lot of time. The collection process used to take up to one year from the
moment the tax forms were received. The inspection teams were responsible for checking the
tax declaration forms and another department was responsible for tax collection. Internal
coordination was not good and there was poor cooperation between departments. The fraud
percentage was relatively high and there was only paper based information exchange with social
security organizations, salary systems of companies (who are responsible for deducting salary
taxes from wages as a pre income tax) and banking organizations (for information about interest
paid on bank accounts). The time needed to finish a tax return form could take up to the
maximum period of three years (by law). In 1987, there were around 5.2 million income tax
forms per year, of which around 1.9 million were urgency requests for income tax returns. The
total collected taxes amounted to around 173 billion Dutch guilders. There was little
information about processing time and the percentage of complaints was relatively high partly
because of errors made in rekeying (23% of the complaints were upheld and another 10% were

partly upheld).
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Figure 9-3 presents a description of the processes and the stakeholder groups responsible for
carrying them out in respect of income tax (for individuals and small corporations). The income
tax processes show a lot of similarities with corporate tax processes, except for the fact that field
checking/control only applies to corporate tax.
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Process description:

The process starts in a given tax year (year T) with generating (PTl) and sending the
preliminary tax assessment (PTD1) to the taxpayen The preliminary tax assessment is based on
the final tax assessments of previous years. This preliminary tax assessment can be paid at once
by monthly payments (PPTl). The preliminary tax payment (PTP) is sent to the banking
organization to carry out

DTCA (B02) receive

the payment (B01) to the DTCA. Both the taxpayer (801) and

an account statement that needs to be

checked by both the taxpayer
(PPT2) and by the Central Finance Department of DTCA (CF1).
At the end of each year, each person that is required to pay tax, should fill in a tax form
(TPl) before April 1 of the year following the tax year (year T+1). This tax form should be sent
to the regional DTCA (TD1). The DTCA receives the tax
forms (AT 1) and checks whether all
taxpayers have submitted a tax form (AT2) based on a social fiscal number. Then the tax form
checked (AT3). When the tax form is not complete (0Kt), a request for additional
information is generated (AT4) and sent to the taxpayer (ATD1). The process then waits for a
reaction from the taxpayer (Backtrack TPI and ATI). When the tax forms are complete, the tax
file is composed USing the forms as well as the information that is received from the Banking
Organizations (BD3, Employers (EDl)and other Government Organizations (GDI). The tax
file (ATD2) is then sent to the review department to be checked.
First, it is decided whether or not a second preliminary tax assessment should be made (RT 1).
When this is necessary (when the tax situation is different then the first preliminary tax assessment), a second preliminary tax assessment is generated (RT2). The preliminary tax assessment
details are sent to the central control department, which calculates the preliminary tax amount
(PT2). When this calculation is not possible (OK2), this is communicated back to the regional
review team (Backtrack RT2). When the calculation is correct, the preliminary tax assessment is
printed (PT3) and sent to the taxpayer as well as to the Central Finance Department (PTD2).
This second preliminary tax assessment is also to be paid by the taxpayer (PPTl, PTP).
Second, the tax file is checked (RT3) and it is decided whether or not a field check is necessary (OK3). A field check is only applicable when the tax file concerns a small enterprise. A
field check starts with making an appointment with the taxpayer (FCI). Then the field check is
carried out (FC2) and a report is made (FC3) with the results (FCD1).
A field check is not applicable to individual tax files. The tax file can be reviewed by several
people (RT4) before a final assessment is made (RT5). This final tax assessment includes the
result (FCD1) from the possible field check. The tax assessment details (FTD 1) are sent to the
central control department where the final tax assessment amount is calculated (FTl), using the
IB70 disk system. When the calculation results in a problem, this is communicated back to the
regional review team (Backtrack RT5). When the calculation is correct, the tax assessment is
contents are

printed (FTZ) and sent both to the taxpayer and to the central finance department (FTDZ). The
final tax assessment is to be paid by the taxpayer (PFTI) and sent to the bank (FTP). The bank
carries out the tax payment (B01) and the taxpayer and the DTCA receive a bank account
statement (BD1 and BD2) that has to be checked by both the taxpayer (PFT2) and the Central
Finance Department (CFt).
The time indicator Tl, T2, T3, T4 and T5 refer to the start of a fiscal year T, the end of a
fiscal year T, the April 1 deadline in the year T+1, the December 1 deadline in year T+1 and the
point in year T+2 in which the final tax assessment for year T is completed, respectively.
The BVR system is a database with taxpayer records like social fiscal number, name, address,
city. The COA system is a system in which payments are monitored and the IBS system is the

Income Tax system in which all tax forms and taxes paid are calculated and contained.
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The following table provides for

a

description of the abbreviations used.

Table 9-2: Process/activity description

TI I Tax Form

RTI A.eu Tax File

R'I-5 Prepare i·'inal l'ax

Tax Assessment

ATI Receive Tax Form

PTDI Preliminarv Tax
A.ses.ment

AT2 Check general dati
Tax Form

RTZ Prepare Preliminary
Tax Details
RTE Prepare Tar For Final

Details (with or without
Field check)
FTDI Final tax Details

FC 1 Make appl,intment
field check
FCZ Field Check
FC3 Prepare tield :heck

Ta: Assessment
PTZ Calculate Preliminarv

FTI Calculate

report

I'Tl Prepare Preliminan·

I'l'T

I

Prepare Pavment

Preliminarv Tax
PTP Preliminan· Tax
Pavment

801 Execute Payment +
Prepare Statements

802 Provide interest
int,)rmation

BDi Statement for
Taxpaver
BDZ Statement for DTCA

BDJ Interest intormation
PPT2 Check Statement
CF I Check Tax Paid
TPl Fill in Tax ForrTls

AT3 Check content.

TTkaxy

1·orills

2

47'4 Prepare request for Tax
PT3 Prepare Preliminary
Additional Information
Tax for taxpayer 2
AT5 Prepare Total Tax
File ATD 1 Request for
PTD2 Preliminary T'ax
Assessment 2
additional Information
RT4
Check Tar Forms
AlI)2 Tax File
EO Pro,·ide Emplovee tax

Final

Tax

CIl Central input of tax

FTI)2 Final Tax
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9.3.1.2 SITUATION AFTER FIRST REORGANIZATION (/997/1998)

In the years 1990 to 1992 the changes were implemented in three tranches. The entire
reorganization project started in 1987. After the changes, taxpayers were seen as clients and
compliance (the willingness of taxpayers to voluntarily fill in tax forms) was set as an important
target. The client focus does not always mean client friendly, because hard sanctions against tax
fraud are necessary. The change involved both an organizational and a process change. The
organizational structure was changed to a more client focused organization with 90 UnitS
divided in four client oriented categories instead of the four product oriented categories. These
categories were a division of units responsible for Corporate Taxes, Large Corporate taxes,
Individual Taxes and Customs (figure). The total number of tax forms has increased by around
4% a year (Income Tax) and 1.5% (Corporate Tax) resulting in around 6.96 million income tax
return forms per year in 1997. The total tax income has increased from around 173 billion
Dutch guilders in 1987 to 251 billion Dutch guilders in 1997. Around 6.96 million income tax
forms have been submitted to the DTCA, which has led to more than 100 million incoming and
100 million outgoing messages a year.

With respect to the process changes, using target groups and careful action have been the
main obJectives. Target groups have been defined as bringing together those tax returns and
taxpayers that show a certain degree of uniformity and careful action was aimed at reducing the
number of mistakes and dealing with complaints quickly and openly.
Next to the organizational changes and process changes, new information systems IBS
(Inkomsten Belasting Systeem) for Income Taxes and BISON (Basis Informatie Systeem
Ondernemingen) for company taxes, IKB (Integraal Klantbeeld) and BVR (Beheer van Relaties 3
are used to obtain real time client information. The previously used SMILE system has been
replaced by BISON, IKB and BVR. These new information systems have enabled the integration
of different taxes. Before the redesign, an entrepreneur had to deal with the four taxes
separately, often with different people. After the redesign, these could be integrated and the
client could have one contact person at the tax authority. In 1991, it was stated that the longer
term goal (around year 2000) was to achieve a situation in which 80% of the tax forms would
be completely dealt with within 14 days after receiving the forms, 80% of the checks would be
carried out within the same fiscal year and administrative arrears would no longer be acceptable.
The first reorganization has led to the following changes related to reduced throughput
times and to a more efficient control process of the tax files.
First, taxpayers can fill in their tax forms in an electronic way (by disk or through the
Internet). This improves the quality of the taX form data because the disk already checks the
consistency of the tax form (replacing process AT1, AT2 and AT3). Therefore, the tax forms
submitted this way could be directly loaded in the IBS system (CIt) and routed to the RTl
process, bypassing several manual processes. The information could be automatically loaded in
the IBS system. In 1997, around 16% of the tax forms were submitted electronically.
Second, the IBS system is used to distinguish between tax forms that need to be checked and
those that do not. This selection process is based on several criteria based on historical
information and specific actions. This selection process is an important change because around
70% of all income taxes are processed without extensive control. After a check in the IBS

79

BISON is an integrated system to be used by the tax people and IKB and BVR are databases containing all relevant client
information for income and corporate clients. The IBS system contains all tax form data and client information and BVR
system is a client information database.
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system, they are processed to process PFT2. The selection process is also used to determine the
right person (with the right qualifications) to handle the tax forms.
Third, the information received from banking organizations, employers and other
government organizations can also be received centrally (CI 1) in an electronic form. The
information is contained in databases Fibase (Employer information) and Risbase (interest

information).
Fourtb, the tax assessment calculations are carried out by the regional unit instead of by the
central control unit, eliminating the error routing processes (Backtrack RT2 and RT5) for both
the preliminary and final tax assessments.
These changes have been enabled by Information Technology. The IBS system supports the
entire process and replaces other localized systems like IB70 disk and paper taxpayer files.
Although the standard taxpayer information is available in IBS, there is still a paper file in which
complaints etc. are filed, but this file is only to be used to handle exceptions.
The throughput time has been reduced to three months in which taxpayer either get a final
tax assessment (in case of a Standardized control process) or a preliminary tax assessment (in
case of a more in depth control process). The throughput time of a final assessment following
the preliminary assessment has been reduced to a maximum of 7 months. With these changes,
the majority of the tax assessments are completed within the year T+1. Before the first
reorganization, this used to take up to June of the year T+2.
As a result, the number of people working at the tax authorities has been reduced by 3,500
to 29,000 in 1992. In 1992, around 81% of tax income was collected within the same fiscal year.
In 1997, this percentage has been increased to around 98%. The process redesign has also
contributed to the accuracy of tax income pro ections needed for political budgets. The
throughput time reductions have also contributed to the accuracy of the preliminary tax
assessments sent in the fiscal year to which they apply, based On the previous years information
rather than that of three years ago.

The following table summarizes some of the key figures related to the DTCA case study:
Table 9-3: Key DTCA figures

Number of Income Tax Forms
Number of Income Tax
Assessments
Total Tax Income of DTCA
Tax Assessments within T+1
TAX Assessments within T+2
Preliminary Taxes in percentage of
Total Number of Tax Assessments
Percentage of Income Tax Forms
Assessments without manual

1987

1992

1995

1997

5,215 min
5,714 min

5.628
5.506

6.252

6.956

6.685

6.992

173.119 bln

213.742

226.883

250.940

60%
81%

81%
90%

97%
99%

98%
99%

22,6%

38,9%

49,6%

63,0%

0%

80%

control

Number of DTCA Employees
Total Costs of Income Tax
Assessment in Percentage of
InrnmeTRY Rer,irns
Total Costs of DTCA in
Percentage of DTCA Income
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32.215

29.230

28.782

9,6%

7,1%

6,1%

1,3%

1,3%

1,39%

30.547

1,46%
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9.3.1.3 SITUATION AFTER SECOND REORGANIZATION (FUTURE FORECAST)

The tax process is currently being changed again and will be changed further, to achieve a
situation, probably in the year 2002, in which the tax process is further redesigned and
throughput times will be further reduced. A number of changes will be implemented:
First, it is expected that the number of electronic tax forms received will increase to around
50% in the year 2002.
Second, the input of paper based tax forms in the IBS system will be changed from regional
input to the central input department.
Tbird, the process of calculating tax assessment amounts will be centralized at the Central
Control Department. This was originally decentralized to the regional units, however it will be
centralized again for efficiency reasons.
Fourth, the IBS selection process will be centralized to the Central Control Department
from the regional units. This implies that around 80% of the tax process will be carried out
centrally by the Central Input Department, the Central Control Department and the Central
Finance Department. The remainder of the tax forms will be handled by the regional units. As
a result, the number of regional units responsible for income taxes can be reduced.
Fifth, all paper files will be replaced by electronic files in the ELDO (electronic dossier)
system. This means that not only structured data like tax forms and tax assessments, but also
unstructured data will be available in an electronic way (database).
Six, the IBS system will be used to submit the tax forms to regional unit depending on spare
capacity of staff with the necessary qualifications. This selection implies a more optimal use of
available personnel.
Seven, the bank payment process will be redesigned in a way that the Central Finance

Department is entitled

to

automatically withdraw the tax

assessment

amount from the

taxpayer's bank account. This way, the taxpayer does not need to transfer the tax amount
anymore.
These changes

will further reduce the process throughput times to comply with the strategic

goals for the year 2002 to complete the tax process within 10 days after the tax form has been
received. When banking organizations, employers and government organizations are able to
provide the necessary information soon after the year T has ended, the deadline of April 1 could
also be changed to March or even February.

In

1999, banking organizations are obliged to

provide information regarding dividend
interest income of taxpayers. The aim is to ultimately achieve a situation in
which the DTCA can generate tax forms themselves. These tax forms will be send to the
taxpayer who can comments and/or add elements. When the tax form is correct, the taxpayer
can communicate his approval to the DTCA who Will then automatically deduct the tax
amount from his bank account. This will be done by means of electronic communications and
disks will no longer be used.
income as well
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9.3.2 CASE ANALYSIS

The DTCA

case

study will be analyzed using the factors in the research framework:

Stakeholders
The primary stakeholders in the DTCA case study are the DTCA, the taxpayers, the Dutch
banks and the government. The interests of the DTCA relate to the efficient assessment of tax
forms and collection of taxes, and the implementation of controls to make sure every taxpayer
pays their taxes. The interests of taxpayers relate to the filing of forms and to paying as little tax
as possible. The banks are confronted with requests to disclose interest
income, and, in the
future, dividends paid on their client's accounts, but they do not benefit from supplying this
information. The government is interested in receiving tax revenue to match their budget
expenses.

Competition
Because the case study deals with a government controlled process, there is no real
competitive situation. The only element that can be analyzed in this respect is efficiency in tax
processes

carried out by the DTCA. There is

some political pressure of government

organizations working efficiently.

Information Technology
The information systems that have enabled the changes were originally designed to support
After the changes, the information systems and processes were designed around

processes.

information elements and changes to these information elements. The process of submitting tax
details to the central control unit for calculation of tax amount was supported by
the IB70 disk. After the first reorganization, the integrated IBS system supports the entire
process cycle. This change to using information oriented information systems has led to a
tremendous reduction in throughput time and has enabled increases in process performance
(earlier tax collection, increased tax income and reduced costs).
The centralization and decentralization process has also been enabled by Information
Technology. The IBS system created a direct computer-to-computer link between the regional
units and the central control unit and. later, between the Central Input Unit and the regional
units. After the first reorganization, calculation has been decentralized and is carried out by the
IBS in the regional unit. The boundary crossing process has been eliminated by using the IBS
system. This situation can be characterized as decentralizing everything to the regional units
except for payment collection. The IBS selection process has also been applied within the
assessment

regional units.
However, after the projected second reorganization, most of the processes will be
centralized again. This is mainly due to the fact that electronic tax form submission takes place
centrally. With the increasing number of centrally received electronic tax forms and other data
received from banking organizations, employers and other government organizations, the
processes can be carried out more efficiently by central units. By centralizing the selection
process, the boundary crossing processes between the central units and the regional units will
be eliminated improving process throughput time and costs related to reduced excess capacity.
The reach of the information system is rather high because the system can be accessed by
the geographically spread business units of the DTCA and taxpayers can submit taxforms using
the Internet of using computer disks. The range is high as the system is capable of carrying out
selections and comparisons supporting the tax assessment process.
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Market Network (Re)Design
The DTCA case study resembles a situation in which paper based manual processes have
been changed into integrated processes across organizational boundaries. The changes can be
characterized by business network integration since automated links have been established
between the DTCA and the taxpayers and between the DTCA and the banking sector. The
business network integration phase has been reached, but not completed, as direct access
between computer systems is not yet a reality. The integration has been achieved by sending
files in standardized formats that can be read by the DTCA computer system. There is no direct

link between the banks' computer systems and the computer system of the DTCA. The case
study is an example of a bilateral Processing Oriented Electronic Network (POEN) with
hierarchical coordination. The bilateral character stems from taxpayers having a long-term fixed
relationships with the DTCA.

Risks
The risk perception has changed from the perception that the majority of taxpayers would
not fill in their tax forms properly or correctly to the perception that the ma ority would fill in
their tax forms correctly. The risk perception has been lowered to better match real risk.
Process (Re)Design
The DTCA case shows there have been roughly three relevant processes which are aimed to
improve the process throughput time and process efficiency as well as to increase tax income.
These three processes are Tax return form and assessment, Tax Income Collection and Control.
The control process has been changed dramatically. Before the first reorganization, all tax forms
were checked without any matching between job complexity and skills of the people
responsible. After the first reorganization, the Information System IBS provides for a selection
process that distinguishes between tax forms that can be processed without in-depth checking

being necessary and those where such checking is required. The 100% philosophy, meaning that
each tax return was checked in the same way, was changed into a differentiated tax return
treatment based on careful selection according to differences in complexity, interest and risks.
This selection process means that only around 20% of all tax forms need to be checked
compared to 100% before the reorganization. This system also selects the right person with the
necessary skills to carry out the tax form check. A distinction is made between around 4 levels
of specialization ranging from relatively simple to more complex checks. The IBS system is also
able to match the amount of work to available capacity in each of the regional units more

effectively. In the future, this process will be optimized even further, since the number of
regional units dealing with income tax will be reduced from 41 units to 25 by the year 2000 and
possibly 1 in the year 2002. Other regional units will not be reduced because corporations
prefer to deal with local regional units regarding their tax.

Information
The information that is received from banking organizations is used to enable system
controls of tax forms. Banking organizations do not benefit from Supplying this information,
but there is an obligation to Supply this information to comply with regulations/legal
requirements.

Trust
Taxpayers are trusted to fill in their tax forms correctly. Random checks and exceptions are
checked. The selection of which tax form will be checked and which will not is performed by
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the

DTCA computer system. Compared too the situation before the changes people based trust

has increased.

Process Performance

The improvement of process throughput time has contributed to the targets set by the
authorities of dealing with tax return forms in a more up-to-date way, increasing transparency
for taxpayers and the reducing throughput time in this phase facilitates earlier tax collection.
The efficiency improvements have been achieved by (I) reorganization with one contact
person/team for all forms of tax (Income Tax, Corporate Tax, Turnover Tax and Payroll Tax),
(II) a client-focused approach using historical data and specific control aspects in the selection
process determining which tax forms need to be checked and which do not, (III)
decentralization of certain processes to improve efficiency and (IV) integration of information
by replacing paper files with electronic files enabling processes to be carried out in parallel
which used to be carried out sequentially.
Tax income collection has improved in terms of more accurate preliminary taxes resulting in
smaller amounts to be paid later on in the cycle. A second ma or improvement relates to
reduced throughput time, as around 80% of tax forms are completely processed within 3
months after the April 1 deadline. This used to take much longer (up to 1 year). Those tax forms
that need checking are also being completed within 7 months. In the near future, this will be
reduced even further resulting in a projected throughput time of only around 10 days.
9.4 CASE CONCLUSIONS

With respect to the conceptual research framework and the related propositions that have
been presented in chapter 5, the following conclusions can be drawn from the three case studies
in the public sector. Three conclusions are possible: (I) the case study supports the proposition,

(II) the

case

could not

be

study does not support (contradicts to) the proposition or (III) the proposition
applied to the case study.

PROPOSITION RELATED TO FACTOR STAKEHOLDERS

Proposition 1:
Convergent stakeholders' motives contribute to process performance improvements
resulting from market network redesign and process redesign. (based on v. Heck &
Ribbers 1996)

This proposition is supported by the Tradenet case in the sense that different stakeholder
groups were involved and all enjoyed benefits from the process improvements. The
stakeholders involved in the Tradenet case both supported the changes and were involved in
them. The incentive for Tradenet to redesign the inter-organizational processes was the goal of
improving the Singapore trading hub. The incentive for trading organizations to support the
changes related to reduced throughput time and automated processing of declaration forms.
The trading organizations no longer had to send all underlying documents to the TDB, which
increased the efficiency of the process. The TDB has made this possible by carrying out random
controls with severe penalties for any organization not complying with the rules.
Some, but not all, of the stakeholders involved in the IRAS and DTCA cases also enjoyed
benefits. The IRAS and DTCA, as well as taxpayers benefited from improved insight into tax
to be paid or received as well as benefits relating to throughput time reductions. Stakeholders
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such as banking organizations did not really benefit from the changes because they were
obliged to provide information to be used for checking the correctness of the tax forms, without
any benefits related to the additional costs they were incurring. However, because of the central

role of IRAS as well as the DTCA, these organizations have made significant changes to the
entire process cycle, forcing other stakeholder groups to comply with the reorganizations.
Enforcement has been facilitated by law.
Based on the three case studies, it can be concluded that this proposition is supported in the
sense that convergent stakeholder incentives of key stakeholder groups contribute to process
performance improvements resulting from process redesign and business network redesign.
Furthermore, convergent stakeholder incentives not only relate to different organizations, but
also to different departments (internal stakeholder groups).
With regard to the IRAS and DTCA case studies, various internal stakeholder groups
belonged to one dominant organization and the other stakeholder (the taxpayer) also enjoyed
benefits. The one dominant stakeholder could enforce the proposed changes, because the other
stakeholders did not have an alternative. The internal stakeholder motives have been relevant,
but the proposition deals with different organizations, so the proposition is not supported by

the DTCA and IRAS case studies.
With regard to the Tradenet case study, the TDB was dependent on other stakeholders to
support the proposed changes because the trading organizations had the option of choosing
another trading hub.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR COMPETITION

Proposition 2A:
Competitive pressures force stakeholders to redesign their internal business processes
to adapt to the changing business environment (this dissertation).
Proposition 2B:
Adequate entry barriers contribute to the success of market network redesign in
terms of inter-organizational process performance improvements (based on v. Heck
& Ribbers 1996).
supported by the Tradenet case in the sense that process changes were
necessary to sustain the competitive position of the Singapore Trade system (TDB).
This proposition is not supported by the IRAS and DTCA case studies because there is no
real competitive situation, rather a situation in which dominant stakeholders had enough power
to enforce the proposed changes. In the DTCA case study, the banks did not really en oy
benefits from the changes related to providing information about interest income and dividends
paid to their individual clients, which facilitated checking by the DTCA. By law, they were
obliged to cooperate without receiving any compensation for their costs. Therefore, they
experienced negative results from the changes. The DTCA has taken the risk of decreasing taxincome resulting from people moving their assets from Dutch bank accounts to bank accounts
in other countries (tax heavens). Preventing this happens requires the blocking of exit
possibilities rather than the imposition of entry barriers.
One observation iS that in the Tradenet case study stakeholders did have alternative trading
hubs they could use, whereas in the IRAS and DTCA case studies taxpayers did not have an
alternative. By law they are obliged to file tax forms at the tax administration in the country in

Proposition 2A

is

which they reside.
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With regard to Proposition 2B, none of the three public sector case studies Support this
proposition. Although the business process redesign and business network integration levels
did result in improved inter-organizational process performance, the result is not related to
adequate entry barriers. The fact that all three case studies involved government regulated
organizations might be the reason for this. However, the fact that these organizations are public

organizations, which can be seen as an entry barrier to other organizations that are potentially
interested in carrying out the processes of TDB, IRAS or DTCA, is not applicable.
PRO POSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR

iNFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Proposition 3A:
Information Technology enabled developments towards new electronic markets and
hierarchies leads to inter-organizational process performance improvements (based
on Stern & Kaufmann 1985).
Proposition 3B:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, Information
Technology enabled market network redesign willlead to electronic hierarchies being
more efficient than electronic markets (based on Malone et al 1987).
Proposition 3C:
When asset specificity is higher, Information Technology enabled market network
redesign leads to electronic hierarchies being more efficient than electronic markets
(based on Malone et al 1987).
Proposition 3D:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, the reach of electronic
networks is likely to be smaller, whereas the range is likely to be higher
(based on Weill & Broadbent 1998).

Proposition 3E:
Information Technology enabled market network redesign will only be successful
when stakeholders adequately adapt their process design to the changes
(Based on Benjamin et al 1990).
Proposition 3F:
Information Technology enables improved preventive and detective control leading
to less corrective control measures (based on Sia & Neo 1997).
Proposition 3A is supported by all three cases because Information Technology has enabled
process design changes leading to electronic markets and hierarchies. This development has
resulted in reduced process throughput time and increased efficiency and effectiveness of the

primary processes. In the IRAS and DTCA case studies, the control processes that were
previously carried out manually are currently carried Out or supported by new Information
Systems. This has led to improved process performance in terms of the number of efficient
controls and has reduced the throughput time of handling tax forms. The IRAS case represents
an example of some Business Network Redesign, whereas the Tradenet and DTCA cases
represent examples of Business Network Integration with some Business Network Redesign
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elements. Neither the roles nor the processes of different Stakeholder groups were changed. The
DTCA case does represent business network redesign elements because the roles of the central
units and regional units are redesigned in the future forecast. However, this situation has not
yet been achieved. Therefore, the DTCA case study is an example of a case study going through

each of the IT-enabled business transformation levels towards business network integration.
Proposition 3B is supported by all three cases because all three cases are characterized by
centralized coordination. The organization coordinating the process and the changes has had
the necessary power to enforce the changes and the new processing oriented electronic

hierarchy has been developed from a non-electronic hierarchy coordinated process. The
process complexity is high, both in the old situations as well as in the new situations and
hierarchies are the best way to coordinate these complex processes. However, it should be
mentioned that coordination by markets has not been tried, so an evaluation to determine
whether coordination by hierarchies, markets or a middle form would be preferable has not
been made.

Proposition 3C is

not

supported by the three cases because asset specific investments are not

based on dyadic relationships but on centralized market network relationships. In each of the

three case studies, the asset specificity is low, but electronic hierarchies seam to be preferred to
electronic markets.
Proposition 3D is not supported by the three cases because the process complexity is high,
whereas both the range and reach of the electronic network are high. The process complexity is

high because of the relatively number of information elements that need to be checked in
assessing tax forms. The reach is high because all different stakeholder groups that have been
identified in each of the case studies can link up to the information systems. The range is high
in the IRAS and DTCA case studies but medium in the Tradenet case study. The traditional
tradeoff between either high reach or high range has not been found in the case studies, because
IT enabled both high reach and higher range.
Proposition 3E is supported by all three cases. The developments towards electronic
markets and hierarchies have been initiated by the dominant stakeholders TDB, IRAS and
DTCA. However, the other stakeholders had to comply with these changes by changing the
way they organized their processes. Information Technology has enabled these process changes
to be implemented. Taxpayers have to submit tax data electronically, as do tax advisors. The
DTCA and the taxpayers did experience benefits from this development. However, banking
organizations have been forced to Supply the DTCA with the necessary information to control
taxforms without experiencing direct benefits.
Proposition 3F is supported by all three case studies. In all three case studies, corrective
control activities used to take up a relatively large part of the total capacity and throughput
time. After the process was redesigned using Information Technology, the activities aimed at
preventive and detective control have been improved leading to less corrective control
measures, because errors and fraudulent situations can be detected more easily. Being able to
detect errors and fraud more easily leads to increased compliance by other stakeholder groups.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR MARKET NETWORK (RE)DES/GN

Proposition 4A:
Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented
Electronic Networks (POEN) differ in terms of network design characteristics and
process performance requirements (this dissertation).
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Proposition 4B:
Market network redesign leads to changes in division of tasks leading to changing
stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson 1993; Lee
& Clark 1997).
Proposition 4C:

Market network redesign leads to changes in coordination mechanisms leading to
changing stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson
1993; Lee & Clark 1997).
Proposition 4A seems to be supported by the three public sector case studies even though
a comparison with Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks could not be made. All three
case studies represent Processing Oriented Electronic Networks. The Tradenet case study
represents an Processing Oriented Electronic Network situation (with middle form

coordination), whereas the IRAS and DTCA case studies represent Processing Oriented
Electronic Network situations with hierarchical coordination. Another element of the DTCA
case, the customs system Sagitta, is an example of a Processing Oriented Electronic Network
system, comparable to the Tradenet system, because taxes are related to each import or export
of goods. However, the Sagitta system has not been studied in much detail so a real comparison
can not be made.

A comparison with other case studies that have been addressed in this dissertation will be
made in the next chapter. With regard to the distinction between bilateral and multilateral
electronic networks, the Tradenet case study represents a multilateral form, whereas the IRAS
and DTCA case studies represent bilateral forms. The stakeholders in the Tradenet case study
do not have established relationships, whereas the taxpayers do have a long term fixed
relationship with the IRAS and the DTCA.
Proposition 4B is supported by the DTCA case study because it shows that banks have
taken over the role of checking tax forms as regards the accuracy of interest and dividends
received by supplying the information to the tax authority. This check used to be carried out
by people working at the tax authority. The banking organizations do not carry out these
controls directly, but indirectly. By supplying the information electronically, they enable the tax
authority to automatically check this data with the tax forms. Standardization has been crucial
in matching the items. To accomplish successful matching, banking organizations need to
supply the tax identification number (Sofi number for individuals and Fi-number for
organizations) and period to which information applies, together with the interest and dividend
information. Furthermore, most of the regional units will be dis-intermediated in the future
forecast situation, as most tax forms will be checked by the central control unit.
Proposition 4B is neither supported nor rejected by the IRAS and Tradenet case studies.
Even though the division of tasks has been changed, stakeholder interests were not, except for
the fact that Stakeholders in the Tradenet case study may stay using Singapore instead of leaving

for another Trading hub.
Proposition 4C is neither supported nor rejected by the three case studies because the
stakeholder interests have not changed and the coordination mechanism remained centralized.
With respect to the DTCA case study, some changes related to decentralizing and recentralizing
coordination have been implemented internally, but this has not affected stakeholder interests.
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PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR RISKS

Proposition 5A:
The difference between real risks and perceived risks by stakeholders is a distinct
aspect in designing inter- and intra-organizational processes (this dissertation).
Proposition 5B:

Higher perceived risks lead to more preventive, detective and corrective control
measures in process design and vice versa (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).

Proposition 5C:
Any real risks that are not reduced by adequate preventive, detective and corrective
control measures in process design lead to higher costs or losses (based on Clemons &
Row 1992).

Proposition 5A is supported by all three case studies, but particularly by the IRAS and
DTCA cases. The IRAS case study shows that the percentage of potential tax evaders used to
be around 80%. It turned out that the real percentage of potential tax evaders was significantly
lower (around 10%). Therefore, the perceived risks of 80% potential tax evaders were much
higher than the real risks which were around 10%. The Tradenet case study does support this
proposition, but to a lesser extent. The real risks were rather limited, and perceived risks were
also relatively low leading to a small difference, if there was a difference between real and
perceived risks. Because of changes in the control processes (submitting underlying documents
was no longer required), the perceived risk has changed while the real risk has not. This implies
that there is a difference between real and perceived risk.
Proposition 5B is supported by all three case studies. However, the support is negative in
the sense that the risk perception has decreased resulting in less strict control processes. By
using Information Systems that take over control activities that used to be carried out manually,
while at the same time focusing on exceptions, the risk perception is lowered. The cases support
the part of the proposition that any real risk that is not reduced by control mechanisms will
affect costs. However, because the control processes are carried out more effectively, these
control processes are more focused on real risks. This has also reduced perceived risks. In the
Dutch Tax case, losses related to tax fraud have been reduced and the process changes have
increased the tax assessments that are collected. The internal control measures at the DTCA
depend on perceived risks, because internal control measures are more strict when the financial
interest of DTCA is higher and risk of fraud is higher (these factors are related to perceived
risks). Higher perceived risks therefore lead to more strict internal control measures.
Proposition 5C is supported by the IRAS case and to a lesser extent by the Tradenet and
DTCA cases. The IRAS case study shows that the control process was changed to match real
risks better by tuning the costs of control to the efficacy of control. Therefore, the control
measures seem to be adequate in reducing the real risks. The other two cases seem to support
the proposition because real risks seem to be reduced by adequate control measures. This relates
to the fact that perceived risks were higher than real risks and control was tuned to perceived
risks. The perceived risks were not lower than the real risks. Therefore, there has been no
evidence showing increased costs of capital or losses. The DTCA case study indicates that the
selection mechanism uses the fiscal risk to distinguish between low-risk clients, medium-risk
clients and high-risk clients. The fiscal risk is determined by using a formula in which fiscal
trust factor is multiplied by the fiscal importance and with the likelihood of fiscal fraud. In the
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Tradenet case study, the TDB loses income in case other stakeholders do not file trade
declaration forms. Control measures should avoid this and penalties are applicable when
control measures detect omissions.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR PROCESS REDESIGN

Proposition 6A:
Revolutionary IT-enabled business transformation levels have higher potential
benefits for stakeholders than evolutionary levels (based on Venkatraman 1991, 1994).
Proposition 6B:
Preventive, detective and corrective control measures are based on perceived risks
rather than on real risks (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).

Proposition 6C:
When perceived risks are higher than real risks, lowering preventive, detective and
corrective control measures contributes to inter-organizational process performance
improvements (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).

Proposition 6D:
The coordination mechanisms incorporated in stakeholder process design contribute
to success of market network redesign (this dissertation following Mintzberg 1979,
1988).

Proposition 6E:
The potential impact of process redesign based on market network redesign is higher
in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).
Proposition 6A is supported by all three cases in the sense that considerable process
performance improvements have been achieved in terms of reduced throughput time, reduced
costs and increased productivity. All stakeholders involved experienced benefits from these
improvements. All three case studies are examples of IT-enabled business transformations
starting with the localised exploitation level. The DTCA case study progressed towards the
business network integration level going through the levels of internal integration and business
process redesign. The IRAS and Tradenet case studies progressed towards the business network
redesign and business network integration levels respectively without going through the
intermediate levels. In the IRAS and Tradenet case studies, the approach towards process
redesign has been more radical than in the DTCA case study.
In the decision making phase, it seems to be important to use an example of a situation that
has already achieved a higher level and try to apply it to one's own organization (benchmarking). In the implementation phase, it is important not only to pay attention to external
stakeholders, but also to the various internal departments (DTCA case study). Obtaining an
integrated and fundamental knowledge of the value added processes can be considered a
prerequisite.

Proposition 6B is supported by all three cases. The cases demonstrate that by changing the
control measures and enhancing the selection process, the control measures are more in line
with real risks. The tight control measures used to be based on perceived risks. However,
selective controls are used to ensure real risks are adequately reduced. After the changes were
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implemented the gap between perceived and real risks was reduced reflecting a situation in
which control matches real risk more closely.
Proposition 6C is supported by all three cases. All three cases demonstrate that perceived
risks used to be higher than real risks. Changing to control measures to better match real risks
has contributed in significant cost reductions and throughput time reductions and has increased
the productivity per staff member in all three cases. The case studies could not be used to
support/reject the corollary of this proposition since a situation in which perceived risks were
lower than real risks did not exist in any of the three cases.
Proposition 6D is supported by all three cases. All three cases are characterized by one
dominant stakeholder (IRAS, DTCA and TDB) and all apply to one specific country. The
dominant stakeholders had the power to enforce the changes. Although the commitment of the
other stakeholder groups in the Tradenet case was not required, it did contribute to the
implementation. The stakeholders in the IRAS and DTCA cases did not have a choice
(alternative), whereas the trading organizations in the Tradenet case did have the alternative of
using another trading hub. Coordination was centralized in all three case studies and this has
contributed to the success of market network redesign.
Proposition 6E could not be supported by each of the three CaSeS without comparing them
to TOEN cases. The three cases that have been described in this chapter are examples of
Processing Oriented Electronic Networks and not of Transaction Oriented Electronic
Networks. In the next chapter, these cases will be compared to those that have been described
in the previous chapters.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR INFORMATION

Proposition 7A:
Improved quality of integrated information processing in primary business processes
leads to process performance improvements (based on Stern & Kaufmann 1985, v.
Heck 1993).

Proposition 7B:
Improved sharing of information about primary business processes leads to process
performance improvements (based on Clark & Stoddard 1996).
Proposition 7C:

Integrated network processing allows for tailored information provided to
stakeholders contributing to process performance improvements (this dissertation).
Proposition 7A is supported by all three case studies. The case studies show that obtaining
integrated information about primary processes supports the business process redesign
possibilities. The IRAS and DTCA cases show that analyzing the control criteria has resulted
in control processes that can be carried out by the new information systems. Obtaining
information about the primary processes also facilitates finding bottlenecks that can be dealt
with. A distinction should be made between information necessary to complete the primary
process and information that is used to improve the primary processes. The cases show that the
information system favors both types of information. The primary processes of all three cases
did rely heavily on paper based files resulting in sequential processes. The implementation of
information systems in which these paper files were made available has improved process
efficiency because information can be retrieved and used online, in real time, and by more than
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one person at a time, enabling parallel processing that was previously impossible. By integrating

the information of different tax types, the DTCA has been able to improve the performance of
the primary processes, because all relevant information is taken into account in checking the tax
forms.
Proposition 7B is supported by all three cases. The mainly paper based processes have been
changed to processes that are supported by information systems enabling increased access to

and sharing of information. The IRAS and DTCA cases demonstrated that sharing of
information takes place in the control process by sharing solutions to specific control aspects.
The electronic files were another aspect of sharing information that enabled multiple access
compared to paper files which could only be accessed by one person at a time. Furthermore,
sharing information within the information systems enabled a better match between job
complexity and the skills of the person that would carry out the control process. The Tradenet
case shows that sharing of information between various stakeholders improved process
performance (reduced costs related to solving problems and reduced throughput times) and the
process of paying duties has solved many problems and reduced costs.
Proposition 7C is supported by all three case studies because the process performance has
improved in terms of reduced throughput time, the right information being available to
stakeholders and reduced costs of processing because of integrated network processing.
PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR TRUST

Proposition 8A:
When stakeholders trust each other, there is a reduced perceived need for preventive,
detective and corrective control measures in process design, which contributes to
process performance improvements (this dissertation).
Proposition 8B:
When stakeholders trust each other, perceived risks are lower and vice versa
(this dissertation).

Proposition 8C:
To achieve process performance improvements, organization and institution based
trust are less important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation following

v.Alstyne 1997).
Proposition 8A is supported by the Tradenet case study and to a lesser extent by the IRAS
and DTCA case studies. Trust was an important aspect in the Tradenet case in the sense that
stakeholders were trusted to file forms honestly. However, random control was needed to make
sure that trUSI WaS not abused. In the IRAS and Dutch Tax case studies, trust was integrated in
the processes in a way that is more or less comparable to the Tradenet case in the sense that
taxpayers are expected to fill in their tax forms honestly. Before the changes, many tax forms
were accompanied by paper receipts confirming items on the tax forms. After the change,
taxpayers were expected to fill in their tax forms accurately and honestly. However, control
mechanisms were used to ensure that taxpayers did fill in their forms honestly. Therefore, trust
cannot be seen separately from control measures preventing an abuse of trUSt. The taxpayer was
treated as a trusted client by both the IRAS and DTCA until evidence was found suggesting
that the client abused this trust. The difference between the Tradenet case study and the IRAS
and DTCA case studies is that stakeholders in the Tradenet case study were trusted with only
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random controls, whereas taxpayers in the IRAS and DTCA case studies were checked by the
information system based on certain elements of the taxforms. Therefore, the Tradenet case
study represents a higher form of trust than the IRAS and DTCA case studies.
Proposition 8B is supported by all three cases. The IRAS and DTCA case demonstrate that
stakeholders (taxpayers) were not trusted to comply with the rules. The perceived risks were
rather high. After the changes, the perceived risks have been lowered to better match real risks.
Trust in taxpayers has increased as a result. In the new situations, the taxpayers are trusted to
comply to the rules, until it appears rhat they do not. In the event that trust is violated, this leads
to severe penalties and increased perceived risks (real risks also increase) resulting in tighter
controls in subsequent years. The Tradenet case also shows that tru St leads to lower risk
perceptions. TDB no longer required the underlying trade documents to accompany trade
declaration forms, thereby trusting the trade organizations to be honest: when they filed them.
Whenever 'random' checks result in fraudulent situations being discovered, trUSt is decreased
leading to increased perceived risks (and real risks).
Proposition 8C could not be tested in the three cases because all three cases are examples of
Processing Oriented Electronic networks. However, the customs tax system Sagitta, operated
by the DTCA, should be seen as a situation in which tax is to be paid real-time to avoid delays
in transporting goods crossing Dutch borders. Because the Sagitta system was not reviewed
extensively, a conclusion based on a comparison between Transaction Oriented Electronic
Networks and Processing Oriented Electronic Networks could not be drawn in this chapten In
chapter 10, a cross case study comparison will be made discussing the differences between
TOENs and POENs.
PRO PO St TCONS RELATED TO FACTOR PROCESS PERFORMANCE

Proposition 9A:

Process performance criteria critical mass, accurate price discovery and transparency
are more important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).

Proposition 9B:

Process performance improvements

contribute to the

success

of electronic networks

(this dissertation).

Proposition 9C:

Reduced information asymmetries in electronic networks lead to lower prices when
product descriptions are simple, accurate and complete (based on Bakos 1991).
Proposition 9A seems to be supported by all three cases in the sense that the processing
oriented performance criteria derived from literature do apply. A comparison is diffi Cult
because all three cases are examples of processing oriented situations. The case studies all show
that high volumes are important and can result in reduced throughput times and costs, partly
because high volumes and reduced waiting time and rekeying of errors result in such
reductions. It shows that the success of the POEN in the IRAS and DTCA is not directly
related to the number of participants. In the Tradenet case, the number of participants favors
the process performance improvements, but the success is not directly based on a high number
of participants. The cases therefore support the proposition in the sense that these POENs do
not heavily rely on a high number of participants or volume and that process throughput time
reductions and cost savings are more important.
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Proposition 9B

supported by all three cases, even though other aspects also contributed
electronic networks. Process performance improvements in terms of
reduced costs, increased productivity and reduced throughput times did contribute to the
adoption of the electronic networks, but stakeholder satisfaction (satisfaction of taxpayers
increased in both the IRAS and DTCA cases and satisfaction of trading organizations in
Tradenet also increased) was an important aspect as well.
Proposition 9C is not supported by the three case because prices have not changes in the
development of electronic markets. The three cases indicate that sharing information and
changing control measures to match changed risk perceptions leads to reductions in throughput
times. Sharing information has reduced information asymmetries. However, the reduced
information asymmetries have not led to lower or higher prices. The reduced information
asymmetries have led to reduced costs of control at the tax authorities.
is

to the success of the

9.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has addressed three case studies conducted in the public sector. The IRAS and
case studies deal with the tax authorities in Singapore and in the Netherlands and show
some remarkable similarities in changing the perception towards taxpayers and related changes
in the control processes which have led to enormous process performance improvements. The
Tradenet case study is also conducted in a public sector and deals with the import and export
trading document processing by the TDB. The assumption that stakeholders Comply to the
regulations has also led to enormous process performance improvements. In all three case
studies, Information Technology has enabled the process changes to be developed and

DTCA

implemented.
The three case studies are examples of Processing Oriented Electronic Networks (POEN).
The IRAS and DTCA case studies represent bilateral situations, whereas the Tradenet case
study represents a multilateral situation. The IRAS and DTCA case studies are examples of
hierarchical coordination, whereas the Tradenet case study is an example of more market
coordination.
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FIFTH SECTION:
Interpretation, discussion, conclusions & recommendations
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Chapter Ten

Interpretation & Discussion
" Building bridges, crossing bridges and crossing boundaries are challenges

tbat reqwire thinking out of traditional and existing boxes"

EDISPUUT workshops

The primary focus of this research has been to contribute to the understanding of financial
securities transactions processes, to provide guidelines for the design of these interorganizational processes in information intensive networks, and to provide insight into the
factors affecting the performance of such processes. The aim was to provide an insight into how
these factors can be used to improve process performance enabled by Information Technology.
Based on the literature review presented in the second section, the third section has
presented a conceptual research framework together with related propositions. In the previous
section, this research framework and the related propositions have been applied to seven case

studies to find support for the propositions and to determine the relevance of the theoretical
framework in practical situations. Four case studies have been carried out in the financial
securities and payments sector. Besides these case studies, three case studies have been
conducted in the public sector.
In this chapter, the case studies will be compared and analyzed in order to draw some
conclusions related to the conceptual research framework and propositions. In paragraph 10.1,
the research interpretation will be presented by addressing the problem statement and related
central research questions. In paragraph 10.2, the case studies will be classified based on the
differences between Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing
Oriented Electronic Networks (POEN) and the distinction between Bilateral and Multilateral
structures. Besides this, the case studies will be projected on the IT-enabled business
transformations framework of Venkatraman (1991, 1994). In paragraph 10.3, a cross case
comparison will be carried out by discussing the propositions related to the research

framework. Paragraph 10.4 provides a summary and conclusions and presents a table with the
results derived from the case study research. In the last IWO paragraphs the revised research
framework (10.5) and a review of the research methodology (10.6) is presented.
10.1 INTERPRETATION OFTHIS RESEARCH

10.1.1 RESEARCH DESIGN AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The changing business environment in the financial industry, the high number of
organizations belonging to many different stakeholder groups, the consolidations occurring
and the impact of Information Technology on processes and market networks calls for a
framework that can be used to address these issues. Various levels of analysis are addressed,
both from an organizational (or industry) structure perspective and from a process (intra-or
inter-organizational) perspective. The problem statement, which has guided this research,
focused on determining which factors have an impact on process performance of financial
securities transactions and processes and how these factors are affected by business process
(re)design and new inter-organizational structures enabled by Information Technology. This
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problem statement consists of several aspects.
First, there is a focus on analyzing factors affecting process

performance. Second, there is a

focus on financial securities transactions and processes. Tbird, there is a focus on redesigning
processes and inter-organizational structures affecting the inter-organizational processes.
Fourth, Information Technology is seen as an important enabling factor of process changes.
The problem statement has been addressed in three general parts. The first part consists of
literature analysis to derive factors that are expected to affect process performance, both from
an internal or organizational perspective and from an external or environmental (or industry
wide) perspective. The second part consists of an analysis of the processes and stakeholders
involved in the financial securities secton The final part consists of combining the first two parts
by reviewing the impact of the factors that improve process performance in the financial
securities sector and in the public sector. In the next paragraphs, the general conclusions of this
research are presented.
10.2 COMPARISON OF CASE STUDIES

10.2. 1 DISTINCTION BETWEEN TOEN/POEN AND BILATERAL/MULTILATERAL ELECTRONIC NETWORKS

In the previous four chapters, seven case studies have been presented and analyzed. Four of
these case studies have been carried out in the financial sector. The Robeco Group, Schwab and
OptiMark case studies have dealt with the securities part of the financial sector, whereas the EBA
case study has dealt with the payments part of the securities sector. Next to these four case studies,
three case studies carried out in the public sector have been presented to evaluate whether or not
the conclusions resulting from the financial sector case studies also apply to this secton
With respect to the distinction between Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks
(TOEN) and Processing Oriented Electronic Networks (POEN), it WaS concluded that the
Robeco Group, EBA, IRAS, DTCA and Tradenet case studies resemble POENs, whereas the
Schwab and OptiMark case studies resemble TOENs. Furthermore, the Schwab, IRAS and
DTCA case studies have been characterized as being bilateral electronic networks, whereas the
other case studies are multilateral electronic network situations. The following table
summarizes the case studies that have been presented in the previous four chapters and those
that have been derived from literature analysis in the third chapter (table 10-1).
Table 10-1: Overuie-,r of bilateral/multilateral TOENs and POENs

Bilateral Electronic Networks
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Electronic
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Multilateral Electronic Networks

Established longer term relationships

CATS
TFA
TELEROUTE
INSTINET
OPTIMARK

ROBECO

IRAS

EBA

DTCA

TRADENET

10.2.2 LEVELS OF IT-ENABLED BUSINESS TRANSFORMAT/ON

In the third chapter, the IT-enabled business transformation framework of Venkatraman has
been presented. This framework describes five stages of IT-enabled business transformation in
which the degree of potential benefits is expected to rise when higher degrees of business
transformation are achieved. In analyzing the case studies, and specifically the Robeco Group
case study, it became clear that identifying the business network integration level in between
business process redesign and business network redesign has been useful. Organizations seem
to encounter difficulties in redesigning business networks as the next step following business
process redesign. This is particularly due to the fact that different organizations are not at the
same stage of business transformation. For organizations that have redesigned their internal
processes, redesigning the business network might be a logical next step and they might have
clear ideas as to how to achieve this. Other organizations might have just completed, or are still
working on completing, the internal integration stage. These organizations are likely to have
different goals, focused On their internal organization. Because they are not (yet) focusing on
network redesign, it is difficult for the organization pursuing business network redesign to
successfully complete this stage when they are confronted with organizations belonging to
adjacent stages of the value chain. For them, the business network integration stage might be
easier to accomplish. Another advantage of the business network integration stage is that by
integrating systems (linking databases), organizations obtain better knowledge of each others'
processes which is known to be a critical success factor in redesign (paragraph 4.4).
The business network integration stage can be seen as a necessary step towards
accomplishing business network redesign. However, because in the framework of
Venkatraman, internal integration and business process redesign are two separate steps in
achieving business process redesign, distinguishing between two separate steps when network
redesign is concerned was also expected to be relevant. In analyzing a grocery retailing case
study, Clark & Stoddard (1996) have already argued that process innovations carried out after,
or simultaneously with, linking databases has the highest impact on channel performance
(paragraph 3.8). Based on the Robeco Group, Schwab, DTCA, Tradenet and TFA ': case studies
and following Clark & Stoddard (1996), addressing the business network integration stage as a
separate stage in the framework of Venkatraman (1991, 1994) seems relevant. The difference
between internal integration and business network integration is to be found in financial
resources being important for the internal integration phase, whereas available industry
standards are important for the business network integration phase. Figure 10-1 presents the
framework of Venkatraman including the business network integration stage and projects the
case studies that have been addressed in this research onto this framework. In the Robeco
Group, Schwab, DTCA, Tradenet and TFA case studies, the business network integration has
been achieved, but the business network redesign stage has not (yet) been achieved.
The OptiMark, EBA and IRAS case studies show examples of some Business Network
Redesign. This shows that different development paths directly towards high level or going
through all phases subsequently - can be followed to achieve higher levels of IT-enabled
business transformations.
-

80

The TFA case study has not been dealt with in the case study section, but the brief description
used to project this case study on rhe adapted framework based on Venkatraman (1991, 1994).

in the third chapter has been
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Figure 10-1: Case studies and levels of IT-enabled bwsiness transformation

(based on Venkatraman 1991,1994)

With respect to the framework of Venkatraman, the separate stages are not to be seen as
subsequent phases organizations have to go through. There are three important observations to
be made in this respect. The first observation deals with going through each of the stages.
Organizations that have completed the business process redesign stage do not necessarily have
to persevere towards business network redesign. It may be that business process redesign has
triggered new ideas causing another cycle of internal integration and/or business process
redesign. It might also be that organizations that have completed the internal integration stage,
continue towards the business network integration stage without redesigning their processes
(Schwab case study). The IRAS, Tradenet and TFA (v. Heck & Ribbers 1995; 1996) case studies
show that organizations have introduced a new electronic network system and achieved the
business network redesign (IRAS) and business network integration stage (Tradenet and TFA)

when starting from the localized exploitation stage. The second observation deals with the
starting point of the framework. Some organizations have decided to immediately focus on the
business network redesign stage (OptiMark, EBA) and then focus on embedding the proposed
design in the industry sector. OptiMark first introduced their new system and then focused on
achieving critical mass by trying to convince different stakeholder groups to use the system and
to migrate to the business network redesign stage by integrating and/or redesigning their
processes. In the Euro Settlements (EBA) case study the European Central Bank has developed
two new systems for clearing/settlement of cross border euro payments and focused on
achieving critical mass by attracting as many clearing member banks as possible. Both the
OptiMark and EBA case study are examples where the new situation has benefits for other
stakeholders involved. The implementation of the euro as of January 1, 1999 has contributed to
the implementation of the EBA and TARGET systems in the industry secton A third
observation is that the development and implementation of the OptiMark system has occurred
much faster (around 2 years) than at the Robeco Group. Analyzing whether or not this is due
to the chosen development path is difficult as the cases are not easily comparable.
10.3 DISCUSSION OFTHE PROPOSITIONS

In the fifth chapter, the conceptual research framework and related propositions have been
presented. Based on the exogenous and endogenous factors in this framework, 29 propositions
were formulated. In chapters six to nine, the propositions have been analyzed in each of the
seven case studies, carried out in both the financial securities and payments sector (4 case
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studies) and the public sector (three case studies). In this paragraph, a cross case study analysis
will be presented. The results of the individual case study analysis will be compared to draw
overall conclusions with respect to the propositions. Three conclusions are possible: (I) the case
study supports the proposition, (II) the case study does not support (contradicts to) the
proposition or (III) the proposition could not be applied to the case study.
/0.3.1 PROPOSITION RELATED TO FACTOR STAKEHOLDERS

Proposition 1:
Convergent stakeholders' motives contribute to process performance improvements
resulting from market network redesign and process redesign (based on v. Heck &
Ribbers 1996).

This proposition was supported by the Robeco Group, Tradenet and OptiMark case studies
and to a lesser extent in the EBA case study. Stakeholder motives in the Robeco Group, EBA
and Tradenet case studies were converging as all stakeholders experienced benefits from the
changes. With respect to the OptiMark case study, stakeholder motives did not at first converge.
The adoption process experienced difficulties because especially market making firms feared
they would be dis-intermediated. However, OptiMark has been successful in convincing a large
number of stakeholders (including many market-making organizations) that they could
experience benefits from the system. Achieving critical mass has been the major problem that

OptiMark had to overcome.
The IRAS, DTCA and Schwab case studies do not support this proposition. Comparing the
characteristics of the case studies, this proposition seems to be supported in the case studies
characterized by multilateral situations, whereas the case studies characterized by bilateral
situations do not support the proposition. Therefore it can be concluded that this proposition
needs to be revised in the sense that convergent stakeholder motives contribute to process
performance improvements resulting from market network redesign and process redesign when
multilateral electronic network situations are concerned.
Another observation is that the EBA, IRAS, DTCA, Schwab case studies are characterized
by centralized coordination and control by the organization offering the electronic network. In
the EBA case study, the European Central bank coordinates and controls the network, but is
not actively involved in the transactions or processes. The clearing banks interact with one
another and the European Central Bank facilitates and controls the network. The IRAS, DTCA
and Schwab case studies resemble situations where each organization coordinates and controls
the electronic network and also functions as an active player. The IRAS and DTCA offer the
electronic network to taxpayers and Schwab offers the electronic network to its customers.
V. Heck and Ribbers (1996) have derived the proposition from analyzing the TeleFlower
Auction (TFA) and Teleroute case studies, which have been characterized as multilateral
situations (figure 10-1). Because the IRAS, DTCA and Schwab case studies are examples of
bilateral electronic markets and do not support this proposition, it seems that this proposition
applies only to multilateral situations. The importance of converging stakeholders seems to be
less important in bilateral situations because the primary reasons for introducing the new
networks do not relate to stakeholder benefits, rather to the benefits of the organizations
offering the networks. The IRAS and DTCA experienced cost reductions and more efficient
processes, whereas Schwab introduced the system for competitive reasons and to save costs. In
the multilateral case studies, the other Stakeholder groups were actively involved in the change
process and participated because they experienced benefits (converging motives).
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10.3.2 PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR COMPETITION

Proposition 2A:
Competitive pressures force stakeholders to redesign their internal business processes
to adapt to the changing business environment (this dissertation).
Proposition 2B:
Adequate entry barriers contribute to the success of market network redesign in
terms of inter-organizational process performance improvements (based on v. Heck
& Ribbers 1996).
Proposition 2A is supported by the Robeco Group, Euro Settlements (EBA), Tradenet,
Schwab and OptiMark case studies and is not supported by the IRAS and DTCA case studies,
because the IRAS and DTCA case studies do not resemble competitive situations. The Robeco

Group case study describes the changes that need to be made to comply to the industry
guideline of reduced throughput times (settlement on T+3 and in the year 2001 T+1). The Euro
Settlements (EBA) case study describes the consequences of the implementation of the euro as
of January 1,1999. The Tradenet case study describes the changes Tradenet needed to make to
remain competitive as a trading hub. The Schwab case study describes the developments
towards offering on-line trading facilities as a response to new deep-discounters such as
E*Trade, Ameritrade and Suretrade. The OptiMark case study describes the potential of the
OptiMark system to change the competitive environment related to trading securities and the
necessary changes to be made by other Stakeholders.
Proposition 2B is not supported by the Robeco Group, EBA, IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA
case studies, but is supported by the Schwab and OptiMark case studies. The distinction
between TOEN and POEN seems to be relevant for this proposition in the sense that the
proposition is supported by the TOEN case studies and is not supported by the POEN case
studies. V. Heck and Ribbers (1996) have found support for this proposition in the Tele Flower
Auction (TFA) case study, which is an example of a TOEN. The TOEN case studies (Schwab,
OptiMark and TFA) resemble situations in which achieving critical mass has been important in
realizing process performance improvements. In these case studies, the process performance
improvements are directly related to the functionality of the network system. In the POEN
case studies the process performance improvements relate to the costs savings realized by each
of the stakeholders because of more efficient processes and throughput time reductions. The
POEN systems supported the inter-organizational processes. The difference iS that in TOEN
critical mass is necessary for process performance improvements to be realized and adequate
entry barriers may contribute to achieving critical mass. This is less relevant in POENs because
process performance improvements are realized irrespective of critical mass.
10.3.3 PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Proposition 3A:
Information Technology enabled developments towards new electronic markets and
hierarchies leads to inter-organizational process performance improvements (based
on Stern & Kaufmann 1985).
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Proposition 3B:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, Information
Technology enabled market network redesign will leads to electronic hierarchies
being more efficient than electronic markets (based on Malone et al 1987).
Proposition 3C:
When asset specificity is higher, Information Technology enabled market network
redesign leads to electronic hierarchies being more efficient than electronic markets
(based on Malone et al 1987).

Proposition 3D:
When product description and/or process complexity is high, the reach of electronic
networks is likely to be smaller, whereas the range is likely to be higher (based on
Weill & Broadbent 1998).
Proposition 3E:
Information Technology enabled market network redesign will only be successful
when stakeholders adequately adapt their process design to the changes (based on
Benjamin et al 1990).

Proposition 3F:
Information Technology enables improved preventive and detective control leading
to less corrective control measures (based on Sia & Neo 1997).
Proposition 3A is supported by all seven case studies, even though the process performance
improvements that were realized were different in each of them (see also proposition 9A).
Proposition 3B is supported by all case studies, except for the OptiMark case study. The
complexity of the product description and/or process complexity is high in all case studies and
this has led to electronic hierarchies being preferred. With respect to the OptiMark case study,
the complexity of the OptiMark system is high. Next to price and quantity, satisfaction levels
were added as a variable in the transaction execution and the process that is carried out within
the OptiMark system is complex. Compared to traditional transaction execution via the
exchange, the input is more complex because satisfaction levels need to be included in trading
profiles and the process itself is more complex because of complicated matching techniques, but
the output is comparable to traditional transaction execution. The output consists of a number
of shares bought or sold against a certain price. The market situation is preferred to hierarchies
as OptiMark should be seen as a facilitator for the existing market, however it is not replacing
buyers or sellers in the market.
Proposition 3C is not supported by any of the seven case studies. Malone et al (1987) have
argued that electronic hierarchies are to be preferred above electronic markets when asset
specificity is higher. Two relevant observations need to be considered in this respect, which
explain why this proposition is not supported by the seven case studies. First, asset specificity
in the case studies is relatively low, which would, according to Malone et al (1987), cause
electronic markets to be more efficient than electronic hierarchies. However, and this leads to
the second observation, the case studies represent network situations instead of dyadic
situations. Although asset specificity for individual stakeholders to join the networks may be
high initially, once they are connected to the network asset specificity is low because switching
to other Stakeholders within a stakeholder group can take place without high costs. In the
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Robeco Group case study the assets specific investments relate to joining the SWIFT and ETC
networks, but once these initial investments have taken place, switching between custodians or
brokers is relatively easy because most of the organizations belonging to the custodian and
broker stakeholder groups are connected to these networks. The same applies to the EBA case
study, because switching between clearing member banks is easy once connected to the EBA
system. Therefore, asset specificity is related to joining the network and not related to specific
organizations. Partnerships specificity is low, but network specificity is higher. In the Robeco
Group case study time asset specificity has been high because of the necessary investments to
Comply to the industry guidelines of reduced settlement throughput times. However, because
these investments were not related to one organization (one custodian) but to the entire
network of organizations belonging to the custodians stakeholder group, time asset specificity
cannot be seen as a reason for hierarchies to work better than markets.
Proposition 3D is not supported by any of the seven case studies. The complexity of
products and/or processes is high, but both the range and reach of the networks are relatively
high). This is probably also due to the fact that the electronic networks have been developed on

an industry wide scale allowing all stakeholders to participate. IT has enabled the traditional
tradeoff between reach and range to be eliminated allowing for network to be developed with
a high range and a high reach (Evans & Wurster 1997). The SWIFT and ETC, EBA and
OptiMark system are examples of such network systems. The case studies do not resemble
situations in which two parties in adjacent stages of the value chain (dyadical situations)
cooperate and develop an electronic network. Standardization and the availability of accepted
industry-wide standards have contributed to the high reach and range of the networks.
Proposition 3E is supported by the Robeco Group, EBA, IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case
studies, but is not supported by the Schwab and OptiMark case studies. It seems that IT
enabled market network redesign will only be successful when stakeholders adequately adapt
their process design in POENs and in TOENs which are not centrally offered and coordinated.
However, the Schwab case study resembles a situation in which individual clients can log-on to
the Schwab system (Internet Site) while not having a process design. In the OptiMark case
study, the process design needed to be changed slightly to include satisfaction levels in ordering
transactions to be executed. However, organizations do not necessarily need to include
satisfaction levels in executing transactions via the OptiMark system although the satisfaction
level variable causes the performance improvements. Comparable to the Schwab situation, the
organizations using the OptiMark system also use the OptiMark system itself and do not have
to integrate their internal systems to the OptiMark system.
Proposition 3F is supported by all case studies, except for the Schwab and OptiMark case
studies where this proposition could not be analyzed, because the information that would be
needed to be able to find support for this proposition was lacking.
/0.3.4 PROPOSITIONS RELATED

TO FACTOR

MARKET NETWORK (RE)DESIGN

Proposition 4A:
Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented
Electronic Networks (POEN) differ in terms of network design characteristics and
process performance requirements (this dissertation).
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Proposition 4B:
Market network redesign leads to changes in division of tasks leading to changing
stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson 1993, Lee
& Clark 1997).

Proposition 4C:
Market network redesign leads to changes in coordination mechanisms leading to
changing stakeholder interests (dis-intermediation) (based on Bakos & Brynjolfsson
1993, Lee & Clark 1997).
Proposition 4A is supported by all case studies in the sense that the design of Transaction
Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) relates to stakeholders (buyers and suppliers) in two
adjacent stages of the value chain, whereas the design of Processing Oriented Electronic
Networks (POEN) relates to stakeholders composing the entire value system. The SWIFT
system supports the stakeholders (investment managers, brokers, custodians, and banks)
involved in securities transactions and payment of these transactions. The Tradenet case study
supports the various stakeholders paragraph 9.2) involved in the import and export of goods in
Singapore. In the Schwab case study the on-line network system enables buyers and sellers to
submit transaction orders to Schwab electronically. Other systems are used to process these
orders. In the OptiMark case study the network system is used to match buyers and sellers of
securities, but processing settlement of these transactions is not part: of the network system The
number and interdependency of stakeholders involved in POENs is higher and more diverse
than in TOENs. This also has its consequences on process performance requirements because
in POENs more elements should be taken into account than in TOENs (see also proposition
9A).

Proposition 4B

is

supported by all

case studies

except for the IRAS and Tradenet case

studies. In these case studies the proposition could not be checked due to lacking information.
However, the changes in division of tasks have not (yet) led to dis-intermediation of stakeholders. The roles of certain stakeholder groups have changed because certain tasks, that used

to be carried out manually, have been taken over by integrated information systems. Among
other tasks that were redesigned in the Robeco Group case study, checking whether custodians
have received settlement instructions became unnecessary after the changes to USe the SWIFT
network were implemented. The SWIFT network guarantees the arrival of accepted SWIFT
messages. In the EBA and OptiMark case studies, new organizations have intermediated the
existing situation because the European Central Bank and OptiMark offer the new network
system and have entered the network as stakeholders with specific interests. In the DTCA case
study checking tax forms used to be carried out by the DTCA but because banking
organizations need to deliver information about interest paid to their clients, the banks are
indirectly used to check whether taxpayers file tax forms correctly. Other tasks that were
changed relate to electronically reading tax forms that previously needed to be rekeyed by the

DTCA.
Proposition 4C is supported by all case studies except for the three public sector case studies
information was unavailable. Changes in coordination mechanisms have
not (yet) lead to -intermediation of stakeholders. The implementation of information systems
has generally led to more centralization. Changing the coordination mechanism has in fact led
to the intermediation of new organizations, like the European Central Bank and OptiMark,
which offer the inter-organizational network system. The case studies indicate that
standardization of work processes became a more important coordination mechanism than
because the necessary
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direct supervision that used to be important before the changes were implemented. In the
Robeco Group case study, for instance, the information systems have taken over certain control
activities that used to carried out manually under direct supervision.
10.3.5 PROPOS/TIONS RELATED

TO

FACTOR RISKS

Proposition 5A:
The difference between real risks and perceived risks by stakeholders is a distinct
aspect in designing inter- and intra-organizational processes (this dissertation).
Proposition 5B:

Higher perceived risks lead to more preventive, detective and corrective control
measures in process design and vice versa (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).

Proposition 5C:
Any real risks that are not reduced by adequate preventive, detective and corrective
control measures in process design lead to higher costs or losses (based on Clemons &
Row 1992).
Proposition 5A is supported by all case studies, but the EBA case study supports this case
study to a lesser extent because the difference between real and perceived risks seems to be very
small. However, risks were important in designing the new systems as systemic risks need to be
monitored by the national central banks and the European Central Bank. The difference
between perceived and real risks relates to a lack of information and the history of the
organizations involved. In the Robeco Group case study risks were perceived higher because
the processes used to be carried out manually before the new information system was
implemented. After the implementation of the new processes related to the new information
system perceived risks have been changed because information about the real risks involved
showed that certain control measures (that were based on perceived risks) did not add much
value. Similar observations apply to the IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case studies. Risks have
also been important in the Schwab and OptiMark case studies. In the Schwab case study
perceived risks related to using the Internet used to be higher, but have been reduced because
of adequate control measures incorporated in the design of the systems and processes.
Proposition 5B is supported by the Robeco Group, IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case studies,
but was not supported by the Schwab and OptiMark case studies. The proposition could not be
analyzed in the EBA case study because the necessary information was not available. In this case
there does not seem to be a difference between real and perceived risks because real risks are closely monitored. Comparing the outcomes of the case study analysis, it can be concluded that this
proposition is applicable to POEN cases, but not to TOEN cases. In TOENs the difference between perceived and real risks, if any, was small. Risks were closely monitored and covered by
control measures. In the Robeco Group, IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case studies perceived risks
used to be higher than real risks. By analyzing information about real risks and control measures, it became clear that control measures could be lowered to better match real risks.
Proposition 5C is supported by the Robeco Group and IRAS case studies and to a lesser
extent by the Tradenet and DTCA case studies. The proposition was not supported nor rejected
by the Schwab and OptiMark case studies. Comparing the case study analysis, it can be
concluded that this proposition is relevant for POEN situations and for TOEN situations.
Even though the Schwab and OptiMark case studies have not supported nor rejected this
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proposition, the case examples presented in the first chapter (paragraph 1.3.6) indicated that
lack of control mechanisms has resulted in financial losses.
It seems that propositions 5B and 5C are more relevant in hierarchies than in markets, since
risks in market situations are incorporated in transaction costs (bid-ask spread and commissions) and the price, whereas risks in hierarchies need to be managed by control measures.
10.3.6 PROPOSIT/ONS RELATED TO FACTOR PROCESS (RE) DESIGN

Proposition 6A:
Revolutionary IT-enabled business transformation levels have higher potential
benefits for stakeholders than evolutionary levels (based on Venkatraman 1991, 1994).
Proposition 6B:
Preventive, detective and corrective control measures are based on perceived risks
rather than on real risks (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).

Proposition 6C:
When perceived risks are higher than real risks, lowering preventive, detective and
corrective control measures contributes to inter-organizational process performance
improvements (this dissertation following Sia & Neo 1997).

Proposition 6D:
The coordination mechanisms incorporated in stakeholder process design contribute
to the success of market network redesign (this dissertation following Mintzberg
1979,1988).

Proposition 6E:
The potential impact of process redesign based on market network redesign is higher
in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation).
though the case studies show that
benefits achieved by stakeholder groups in revolutionary stages differed in TOENs and
POENs. The benefits consisted of both cost savings and throughput time reductions, which
increased when higher Stages in the model of Venkatraman have been achieved (see also
proposition 9A). Throughput time has been especially important in POENs (Robeco Group
case study, IRAS, Tradenet, DTCA case studies), whereas achieving critical mass, lower prices,
increased transparency and lower costs have been particularly relevant in TOENs (Schwab and

Proposition 6A

OptiMark

is

supported by all

case studies, even

case studies).

supported by the Robeco Group, IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case studies,
but not by the EBA, Schwab and OptiMark case studies. Comparing the studies, it can be
concluded that it is more likely that control measures in POEN are based on perceived risks
rather than on real risks, except for the EBA case where control mechanisms are based on real
risks. Analyzing process information in the Robeco Group, IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case
studies indicated that the afficacy of control measures was not adequately matched to the real
risks, because control measures were based on perceived risks. In the Robeco Group case study
control measures have not been changed when processes were redesigned using II Real risks
have reduced because errors have reduced because error prone manual activities were replaced
by activities carried out by the information system.

Proposition 6B

is
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Proposition 6C is supported by the Robeco Group, IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case
studies, but not by the EBA, Schwab and OptiMark case studies. Redesigning control measures
to match real risks instead of perceived risks has led to process performance improvements.
This proposition is not supported by the EBA case study because control measures were based
on real risks. This proposition seems to be more relevant to POENs than to TOENs. See also
proposition 5B.
Proposition 6D is supported by all case studies even though the case studies in this
dissertation are all examples of successful market network redesign. Centralized coordination
was applicable to all case studies and standardization of work processes and/or outputs has
contributed to the success of market network redesign.
Proposition 6E seems to be supported by all case study analysis, although a cross case study
comparison has not yet been made. Comparing the case studies, it seems that POENs are more
complex than TOENs, whereas critical mass is more important in TOENs than in POENs. As
soon as critical mass has been achieved, benefits in TOENs are realized easier than in POENs.
With respect to the framework of Venkatraman, it seems that business transformation in
POENs are carried out more on a stage by stage basis, whereas business transformations in
TOENs are carried out more by focusing on the desired situation and then migrate existing
situations to the new situations by generating critical mass.
10.3.7 PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR INFORMATION

Proposition 7A:
Improved quality of integrated information processing in primary business processes
leads to process performance improvements (based on Stern & Kaufmann 1985, v.
Heck 1993).

Proposition 7B:
Improved sharing of information about primary business processes leads to process
performance improvements (based on Clark & Stoddard 1996).
Proposition 7C:
Integrated network processing allows for tailored information provided to
stakeholders contributing to process performance improvements (this dissertation).
Proposition 7A is supported by all case studies in the sense that errors due to rekeying were
reduced because information systems have taken over certain tasks that used to be carried out
manually. The reduced error rates has also reduced costs related to solving problems. The term
straight through processing is used to indicate the level of integrated and error free processing,
without manual intervention being required to solve problems.
Proposition 7B is supported by all case studies, except for the Schwab case study. The
Schwab case study resembles a case study in which existing processes have been automated. It
would appear to be the case that the sharing of information about primary processes leading to
process performance improvements applies more to POENs than to TOENs. The OptiMark
case study, being a TOEN, is a good example of improved sharing of information leading to
improved performance. However, information is not shared with other stakeholders, but within
the OptiMark system. This might be a good alternative to consider in other case studies as well.
Proposition 7C is supported by all case studies in the sense that integrated processing
provides stakeholders with information concerning the entire value chain processes. Because
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many activities have been taken over by information systems, information about process steps
is made available, which was previously unavailable or outdated because the process of
gathering information used to take much longer.
10.3.8 PROPOSITIONS RELATED TO FACTOR TRUST

Proposition 8A:
When stakeholders trust each other, there is a reduced need for preventive, detective
and corrective control measures in process design, which contributes to process
performance improvements (this dissertation).
Proposition 8B:
When stakeholders trust each other, perceived risks are lower and vice versa
(this dissertation).
Proposition 8C:

To achieve process performance improvements, organization and institution based
trust are less important in TOEN than in POEN (this dissertation following v.

Alstyne 1997).
Proposition 8A is supported by the IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case studies, but was not
supported by the Robeco Group, EBA, Schwab and OptiMark case studies. With regard to the
Robeco Group, EBA, Schwab and OptiMark case studies, stakeholders might trust each other,
but this has not resulted in reduced perceived need for preventive, detective or corrective
control measures. There are three differences between the case studies that support the
proposition and those that do not. First, the proposition is only supported by case studies that
have been characterized as POEN situations, even though not all POEN situations support this
proposition. Second, the case studies in the financial sector do not support this proposition,
whereas the case studies in the public sector do. Third, the number of stakeholders belonging
to one stakeholder group was higher in the public sector case studies compared to the financial
sector case studies. It is not clear

whether each of the three differences explains the fact that this

proposition supported by some of the case studies only.
Proposition 8B is supported by the Robeco Group, IRAS, Tradenet, DTCA case studies,
but was not supported by the EBA, Schwab and OptiMark case studies. Lower perceived risks
are not always positive, as it was indicated in proposition 5C that any real risk that is not
reduced by adequate control measures leads to higher costs (to solve problems) or losses. With
respect to the EBA case study, perceived risks do not seem to be applicable because real risks
are being dealt with and trUSt does not seem to affect real risks in this case study. With respect
to the other case studies, it seems that trust is affecting perceived risks in POEN situations and
trust does not seem to be affecting perceived risks in the TOEN situations.
Proposition 8C is not supported by the case studies. Organization and Institution based
trust seem to be important in both POENs and TOENs. However, it seems that Organization
based trust is more important in POENs, whereas institution based trust is more important in
TOENs. In the IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case studies, the institution is an active stakeholder,
whereas in the other case studies, the institution is a passive stakeholder facilitating the industry.
With respect to the OptiMark case study, at first person based trust has played an important
role in convincing stakeholders to consider working with the OptiMark system. Trust in the
OptiMark system has been important in adopting the electronic network situation.
is
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/0.3.9 PROPOSIT/ONS RELATED

TO PROCESS PERFORMANCE

Proposition 9A:
Process performance criteria critical mass, accurate price discovery and transparency
are more important in TOEN than in POEN (this
dissertation).
Proposition 9B:
Process performance improvements contribute to the success of electronic networks
(this dissertation).
Proposition 9C:
Reduced information asymmetries in electronic networks lead to lower prices when
product descriptions are simple, accurate and complete (based on Bakos 1991).
Proposition 9A is supported by all case studies. In the fifth chapter, a distinction was made
between financial performance criteria, process performance criteria and transactional
performance criteria. With respect to the distinction between TOENs and
POENs, it has been
argued that process performance criteria are more important in POENs and transactional
performance criteria are more important in TOENs. The case studies indicate that the
transactional performance criteria critical mass, accurate price discovery and transparency are

more important in the TOEN case studies (Schwab and OptiMark) than in the POEN case
studies (Robeco Group, EBA, IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA). The case studies demonstrate that
some of the transactional performance criteria are also important for POEN, so it can be
concluded that transactional and process performance criteria are both important for POENs,
whereas only the transactional performance criteria are important for TOENs.
Proposition 9B is supported by all case studies. The success of electronic networks depends
on the process performance improvements that can be achieved for different stakeholder
groups. In discussing the first proposition, it was already mentioned that stakeholder incentives
determine stakeholder motives in determining whether or not they will cooperate with the
proposed changes. However, it is expected that other aspects, besides process performance
improvements, determine the success or failure of electronic networks (either TOEN or
POEN). The case studies that have been presented in this dissertation are examples of successful
electronic networks. More research into failed attempts in developing electronic networks is
required to obtain further insight into the critical success factors for successful development of
electronic networks.
Proposition 9C is supported by the Schwab and OptiMark case studies, but not by the
Robeco Group, EBA, IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case studies. Comparing the case studies, it
can be concluded that this proposition is supported by the TOEN case studies, but not by the

POEN

case studies.

10.4 SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

Based On the individual case study analysis that has been presented in the previous four
chapters, this chapter has presented a cross case study discussion related to the research

framework and related propositions. The following table provides a summary of the
propositions and whether the proposition was supported (yes), or contradicted (no) in the
individual case studies. In case the proposition was not supported nor rejected by the case
study, this is indicated by a '-'. The overall conclusions present the results from the cross case
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study analysis. Some of the propositions addressed the distinction between Transaction
Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented Electronic Networks
(POEN). The cross case study analysis has presented a comparison between POEN and TOEN
case studies and even though the number of case Studies analyzed was limited, some interesting
conclusions were drawn.
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10.5 REVISED RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

Based On the analysis of the propositions in each of the seven case studies and the cross case
study analysis, the research framework has been revised to reflect the difference between
Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented Electronic
Networks (POEN) (figure 10-2). In analyzing TOENs and POENs the interdependency
between the them should be analyzed as process performance improvements in either one can
depend on the othen In the Robeco Group case study, for instance, the process redesign and
related throughput time reductions could not have been realized without also including the
transaction ordering, execution and confirmation processes. In the forecasted situation the
TOEN and POEN parts are integrated (see paragraph 6.3.7 and figure 6-6).
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Figure 10-2: Revised research framework

10.6 REVIEW OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this dissertation the case study research method has been used. The case study research
method enables the capturing of 'reality' in considerable greater detail and the analysis of a
considerably greater number of variables (Galliers 1990). This research deals with a
combination of two rather complex phenomena, organizational networks and the financial
sector. Using case studies does have some implications. To generalize conclusions derived from
case study research, the validity and reliability of the research method are important (Swanborn
1981). The internal validity refers to the case studies that are analyzed, whereas the external
validity can only be achieved by using a large number of case studies. Because the researcher has
been involved in the Robeco Group case study, the internal validity has been addressed by using
independent researchers (students) to describe the case study, by having experts review the case
study descriptions and the conclusions and by using archived data and documents and
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conducting interviews with key people in the organization. With respect to the other case
studies, the researcher has not played an active role, but has used archived and published data
and documents. In the Euro Settlement (EBA) case study and the DTCA case study, indUSIry
experts have reviewed the case study descriptions. The Schwab, OptiMark, IRAS, Tradenet and
other case study descriptions have been based on published articles.

Because of the number of different case studies and detailed description of the case studies,
the validity and reliability have been preserved. Including three case studies from another sector
also contributes to the reliability of the conclusions derived from this research. It should be
mentioned that the number of truly comparable case studies is limited and more research will
be required to externally validate the outcomes.
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Chapter Eleven

Conclusions & Recommendations for

further Research
'Thinking requires leisure time .
Aristotle

Inter-organizational networks can be analyzed at different levels, ranging from departments
within individual organizations to complex structures in which many organizations belonging
to different stakeholder groups are involved. The sector specifics do play an important role in
identifying opportunities to improve process performance in these networks. Previous
research, dealing with the fabrication and sales of tangible goods and payments of these goods
has indicated that Information Technology enabled network and process redesign aimed to
improve performance. This research focused on the financial sector and the related clearing and
settlement processes.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, a brief summary of this dissertation and the
general conclusions of this research will be presented in paragraph 11.1. In paragraphs 11.2 and
11.3, the contributions of this research to theory and practice will be addressed respectively and
paragraph 11.4 will close with some recommendations for further research.
11.1 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
11.1.1 SUMMARY

This research has focused on intra- and inter-organizational processes in the financial
securities sector. The aim of this research has been to (I) provide insight into the characteristics
of the processes that are carried out in the financial securities and payments sector, (II) provide
insight into the factors affecting the performance of these processes and (III) provide guidelines
on how process performance improvements can be achieved by redesigning processes and
market networks, enabled by Information Technology.
Different levels of analysis are applied to analyze process and network integration and
a theoretical as well as from a practical perspective. From the literature review, a
research
framework has been derived including four exogenous factors,
conceptual
Stakeholders, Competition, Information Technology and Market Network (Re)Design, and
four endogenous factors, Risks, Process (Re)Design, Information and Trust that are expected to
affect process performance in inter-organizational settings.

redesign from

With respect to the factor Stakebolders, different categories of stakeholders are involved in
different stages of the value chain. Besides the different categories of Stakeholders, the number
of organizations belonging to a stakeholder category, the interdependency of stakeholders and
stakeholder interests, motives and incentives have been identified as important variables in
analyzing the development of (electronic) networks and to determine possibilities to improve
the performance of inter-organizational processes.

With respect to the factor Competition, an analysis of industry specifics is necessary to
obtain an understanding of the process redesign and network redesign possibilities. With
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of process and/or network redesign, entry barriers, competitive
situation, globalization, (de)regulation, customization have been identified as trends and
variables to take into account in analyzing the factor competition in relation to other factors.
respect to the adoption

With respect to the factor Information Technology, the available IT-infrastructure to the
organization and to the network is important as well as available intra/inter-organizational
information systems, communication methods and available adopted industry-wide Standards.
Information Technology is an important enabling factor for process redesign and market
network redesign. The traditional tradeoff between reach and range is expected to diminish
because of IT developments.

With respect to the factor Market Network (Re)Design, the adapted framework of
Venkatraman (1991; 1994) is used to address different IT-enabled business transformation
levels. From analyzing literature and the case studies, the Business Network Integration level
was added in between the Business Process Redesign and Business Network Redesign levels. It
is expected that this new level facilitates developments towards Business Network Redesign as
the step from Business Process to Business Network Redesign may have been too large. With
respect to inter-organizational structures, a distinction has been made between Transaction
Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented Electronic Networks
(POEN) and between bilateral and multilateral networks. The primary characteristics of
TOENs are that buyers and suppliers do not need to know each other (because of
intermediaries) and the important elements are price and quantity related to the transaction.
POENs are characterized by direct and close relationships between organizations and more
elements that are necessary in communication between the organizations (after Clemons &
Row 1992; Benjamin et al 1990). Bilateral forms of integration refer to situations where buyers
and sellers already have established a relationship and Multilateral forms refer to situations
where the electronic network system is used to establish new buyer-seller relationships (Bakos
1991; Clark & Lee 1999). Hierarchical and market coordination in networks, as well as moves
to the middle, have been analyzed in each of these categories of electronic networks.

With respect to the factor Risks, an important distinction has been made between real risks
and perceived risks. Both risks refer to the same situation related to operational process risks,
stakeholder risks, systems risks, transactional risk, opportunism risks and coordination risks,
but the difference lies in the way the different stakeholders perceive risks related to these
aspects versus real risks. Taking into account that control measures are used to limit or control
risks, it is important that such measures are based on real risks and that the risk perception
should not differ sharply from real risks and if there is a difference, it is better that perceived
risks are slightly higher than real risks. Should this nOI be the case, and perceived risks are lower
than real risks, there is a chance this could lead to losses or bankruptcy in extreme cases.

With respect to the factor Process (Re)Design, both the division of tasks and coordination
issues should be addressed in designing the most effective and efficient processes. Next to

analyzing opportunities for redesigning processes from a logistical perspective, it is important
to also consider control measures and information processing capacity versus information
processing requirements related to inter-organizational processes.

With respect to the factor Information, timeliness, completeness, reliability, content,
standardization and quality of information are important characteristics in analyzing the need
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for and supply of information necessary for carrying out transactions, processes and for taking
managerial or strategic decisions.
With respect to the factor Trust, three different trust bases have been identified. Trust can be
based on people, on organizations (enterprises) and on institutions (Sanner 1997). Reputation
and experience are contributing to generating trust between stakeholders involved in inter-

organizational processes. The factor Trust is related to the factor Risks. Ring & v.d. Ven (1992)
distinguished low and high levels of trust versus low and high levels of risks and came to the
conclusion that contracts worked best in situations of high trust, whereas markets and
hierarchies worked best in situations with low levels of IrUSt. They also concluded that the
relationship between stakeholders is more important in situations with high levels of risk
(hierarchies versus relational contracts) and markets and recurrent contracts in situations with
low levels of risk.
With respect to the factor Process Performance, a distinction has been made between process
performance criteria for Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks and for Processing
Oriented Electronic Networks. With respect to TOENs, liquidity, transparency, accessibility,
speed, transaction costs, risks, accurate price discovery, critical mass, adequate information
about product, recent transactions and current prices and fairness of the market are important
criteria. With respect to POENs, throughput time, reliability, quality, efficiency, costs
(production and coordination costs), risks, controllability, flexibility and logistic performance
are important criteria. Process performance is expected to positively influence the successful
adoption of new electronic networks. However, total market quality (of which network process
performance is one aspect) should be taken into account to determine whether new alternatives
will be successful or not.
Based on the conceptual research framework, 29 propositions have been formulated
addressing the relations between the factors. These propositions have been applied to the
following seven case studies.

The Robeco Group case study describes a case study in one of Europe's largest asset
management organizations and deals with the settlement processes related to securities
transactions. The case study shows that Information Technology enabled process redesign and
network integration, to a lesser extent, business network redesign can result in enormous
process performance improvements in terms of, among other improvements, reductions in
costs and in throughput time. The case study is an example of a multilateral Processing

Oriented Electronic Network with hierarchical coordination.
The Schwab case study describes the Internet trading facility the Charles Schwab
organization offers its clients and discusses the entry of new market participants like E*Trade,
Datek and Ameritrade as deep-discount brokers and how this affected Schwab's role as being a
discount broker compared to full service brokers such as Merrill Lynch. The process performance improvements that have been achieved relate to cost reductions, increased integrated
information and increased access to information and to trading individual shares and mutual
funds. The case study is an example of a bilateral Transaction Oriented Electronic Network
with hierarchical coordination (even though it is moving towards the middle).

The OptiMark case study describes the development and implementation of a completely
new trading system allowing satisfaction levels to be added to trading profiles that traditionally
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only consisted of price and quantity. The OptiMark system generates transactions based on
optimizing these sophisticated trading profiles. The process performance improvements relate
mainly to reduced costs. The case study is an example of a multilateral Transaction Oriented
Electronic Network with market coordination.
The Euro Settlements (EBA) case study describes the implementation of two new systems,
TARGET and EBA, which are coordinated by the European Central Bank. These two new
systems have been developed to facilitate cross border euro payments and have been
implemented due to the implementation of the euro as of January 1,1999. The process performance improvements relate to cost reductions and a more efficient cross border payments
settlement process. The case study is an example of a multilateral Processing Oriented
Electronic Network with hierarchical coordination.

The Inland Revenue Atitborities Singapore (IRAS) case study describes the changes that
have been made related to the tax assessment and control processes in Singapore. These changes
relate to changing the control processes by taking a different perception towards taxpayers and
by using Information Technology to carry out sophisticated selections of tax forms to be
checked. The process performance improvements relate to reduced costs, reduced throughput
times and a more efficient and effective tax assessment and control process. The case study is an
example of a bilateral Processing Oriented Electronic Network with hierarchical coordination.

The Tradenet case study describes the changes related to the import and export trading
documents that needed to be cleared through the Trade Development Board in Singapore. The
changes relate to trusting stakeholders to comply with the rules and regulations. The process
performance improvements relate to reduced costs, reduced throughput times and a more
efficient and effective import and export handling process. The case study is an example of a
multilateral Processing Oriented Electronic Network with market coordination.

The Dutch Tax & Customs Authorities (DTCA) case study describes the changes that have
been made by the DTCA in assessing and controlling tax forms of taxpayers in the Netherlands.
The control process has been changed, reflecting a changed perception of taxpayers' compliance
with the rules and regulations with regard to the filing of tax forms and Information Systems
are used to select tax forms that need to be checked. The process performance improvements
relate to reduced Costs, reduced throughput time and a more efficient and effective tax
assessment and control process. The case study is an example of a bilateral Processing Oriented
Electronic Network with hierarchical coordination.
Even though the focus of this dissertation has been On the financial securities and payments
sector, the latter three case studies have been included to analyze whether the outcomes also
apply to case studies in the public secton The number of case studies is not sufficient to draw
conclusions that can be broadly generalized, but the outcomes of this research provide

a

basis

for further development of the research framework. This can be done by formulating
hypotheses based On the variables belonging to the factors and resting these hypothesis in other
case studies in the financial and other sectors (Bacharach 1989).
The next paragraph summarizes the main conclusions that can be drawn from this research.
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H./.2 CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this dissertation has been to provide insight into the processes within the
financial sector, to identify factors that have an impact on process performance of financial
securities transactions and processes and to determine how these current situations are or can
be affected by Business Process (Re)Design and new inter-organizational structures enabled by
Information Technology.
Based on (I) the literature review carried Out in the second section, (II) the derived research
framework and related 29 propositions presented in the third section, (III) the seven case
studies presented in the fourth section and (IV) the cross case study analysis, the following five
main conclusions can be drawn from this dissertation.
Thefirst conclusion relates to the first research question, which aimed to identify factors that
have an impact on process performance addressing factors related to the organizations
operating in a specific sector and to the environment of these organizations. In reviewing
literature on information systems theories, theories on inter-organizational structures and
theories on intra-organizational structures, several aspects have been identified that affect
process performance. In composing the research framework, a distinction has been made
between exogenous factors, which are factors that are beyond the scope of direct influence of
individual organizations and endogenous factors, which are factors within the scope of direct

influence of individual organizations. The exogenous factors that have been identified are
Stakeholders, Competition, Information Technology and Market Network (Re)Design. The
endogenous factors are Risks, Process (Re)Design, Information and Trust. Based on this
framework 29 propositions have been formulated describing the relations between the
exogenous factors, the endogenous factors and process performance in Transaction Oriented
Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented Electronic Networks (POEN). The
framework was used to analyze case studies in the financial sector and in the public secton
The second conclusion relates to the distinction between Transaction Oriented Electronic
Networks (TOEN) and Processing Oriented Electronic Networks (POEN) and between
bilateral and multilateral forms of each type (following Clemons & Row 1992; Benjamin et al

1990; Bakos 1991; Clark & Lee 1999). Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks are
characterized by the fact that buyers and suppliers do not need to know each other (because of
intermediaries) and the important elements are price and quantity related to the transaction.
Processing Oriented Electronic Networks are characterized by the fact that different
organizations have a direct relationship and that more elements (in addition to price and
quantity) are necessary in the communications between these organizations. Bilateral forms are
characterized by buyers and sellers that have a long-term, more or less stable, relationship
contrary to multilateral forms that are characterized by short-term relationships that are
established by the electronic market system. POENs are often closely related to TOENs
because TOENs might not be possible without an adequate POEN to deal with settling the
transactions. From comparing five Processing Oriented Electronic Network case studies with
two Transaction Oriented Electronic Network case studies, the following can be observed:
(a) adequate entry barriers only contribute to process performance in TOENs, but not in

POENs (proposition 2B).
(b) adaptation of process design by individual stakeholders is important in POENs, but not
always necessary in TOENs (proposition 3E).
(c) network design characteristics and process performance requirements differ in TOENs and
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POENs (proposition 4A).
(d) in POENs, perceived risks and real risks might deviate more than in TOENs (propositions
5A and 5B).

(e) in POENs, control measures are often based on perceived risks, rather than on real risks.
This leads to process performance improvements to be achieved when control measures are
lowered (propositions 6B and 6C).
(f) the potential impact of process redesign based on market network redesign is higher in
TOENs than in POENs (proposition 6E).
(g) trust in stakeholders leads to lower perceived risks in POENs, but not in TOENs.
Organization and Institution based trust are both important in TOENs and in POENs
(propositions 8B and 8C).
(h) the process performance criteria critical mass, accurate price discovery and transparency are
more important in TOENs than in POENs (proposition 9A).
(i) in TOENs reducing information asymmetries leads to lower prices when product descriptions
are simple, accurate and complete, but this does not apply to POENs (proposition 9C).

From comparing four case studies representing multilateral situations with three case
studies representing bilateral situations, it can be concluded that although convergent stakeholders' motives do contribute to process performance improvements resulting from market
network redesign and process redesign in multilateral electronic networks, but do not
specifically contribute to bilateral electronic networks. The stakeholder roles and dominance in
enforcing changes does play a role in this respect.
The tbird conclusion relates to the framework of Venkatraman (1994) and the new level
Business Network Integration that has been added in between the Business Process Redesign
and Business Network Redesign levels. From the Robeco Group, Schwab, DTCA case studies

(and also from the TFA case study, briefly described in the third chapter), it can be concluded
that the step from business process redesign towards business network redesign is large and the
step of integrating systems inter-organizationally before redesigning the network has been
identified as an important level between the redesign levels. Based on a projection of the case
studies on the adapted framework of Venkatraman (1994), it can be concluded organizations can
pursue different strategies towards transforming their business (or network). The Robeco Group
and DTCA case studies show a gradual transformation developing from localized exploitation
towards business network integration, whereas the OptiMark, EBA and IRAS case studies show
immediate transformations from localized exploitation and internal integration levels to business

network redesign levels. The Tradenet and TFA case studies show developments from localized
exploitation levels to business network integration levels. On the one hand, the adoption process
of IT-enabled business transformations is easier when the transformation is closely related to the
existing situation. On the other hand, progressing immediately toWards the desired redesigned
situation means that implementation of the new situation only needs to be accomplished once.
This is more difficult, especially when critical mass is necessary in terms of number of
participating organizations and/or number of transactions (OptiMark case study). With regard
to the proposition that adequate entry barriers might be beneficial to all stakeholders
(proposition 2B; see also second conclusion), it can be concluded that this might be true for
TOENs more than for POENs, but it might also be caused by the number of Stakeholder
groups/organizations. These entry barriers might be beneficial in situations with a relatively
small number of stakeholder groups/organizations, whereas this might not be the case in
situations with a relatively large number of stakeholder groups/organizations.
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The fourtb condusion relates to the second research question and addresses the process
performance improvements that can be achieved in the various stages of market network
redesign (see six levels in adapted framework of Venkatraman). Regarding process performance,
a distinction has been made between process performance variables in Transaction Oriented
Electronic Networks and process performance variables in Processing Oriented Electronic
Networks. The variables that are important in TOENs are Liquidity, Transparency,
Accessibility, Speed, Transaction Costs, Risks, Accurate Price Discovery, Adequate
Information about Product, Recent Transactions and Current Prices and Fairness of the market
The variables that are important in POENs are Throughput time, Reliability, Quality,
Efficiency, Costs (production and coordination Costs), Risks, Controllability, Flexibility and
Logistic Performance. The seven case studies show that throughput time reductions and costs
savings are important in POENs (Robeco Group, EBA, IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case
studies) and that transaction costs reductions, critical mass, accurate price discovery, liquidity

and transparency have been important in TOENs (Schwab and OptiMark case studies). It
should be mentioned that the number of case studies that have been analyzed has been limited
to seven, but that the outcomes of the Robeco Group case study have been discussed with other
organizations operating in the same sector (ABN AMRO, ING and Citibank) and that similar
outcomes were experienced. It was not possible to include case studies for these organizations
because of the confidentiality of the information that would be required. The required

information was not publicly available.
With respect to determining whether or not electronic networks have been successful, it is
important to review market network performance (market quality). It was expected that
process performance improvements are important for electronic networks to be successful.
Other aspects, such as converging stakeholder motives related to the roles/interests of the
different stakeholders and the alternatives to the electronic network are also relevant in
analyzing whether or not electronic networks are successful.
Further research is necessary to analyze the relationships between variables of the factors
that have been identified and more case studies will be required to be able to generalize the
conclusions.

Thefftb conclusion relates to the factors Risks and Process (Re)Design in relation to process
performance improvements to be achieved in various levels of market network redesign. The
IRAS, Tradenet and DTCA case studies, and to a lesser extent also the Robeco Group case
study, shows that information technology enables control processes to be optimized by taking
a risk measurement and risk management perspective. Changing the risk perception has led to
enormous reductions in terms of throughput times and costs that would not have been achieved
if control processes had not been redesigned. In many situations, information teChnology has
enabled logistic process changes reducing throughput times and costs. However, in many cases
the control processes have not been adapted to the new situation, leading to control processes,
which do not add value to in the redesigned situation. Finding a balance between real risks and

control measures is important and can generate process performance improvements, but many
organizations still base control measures on perceived risks rather than on real risks.
Information Technology can enhance the control processes by generating an integrated picture
on an online/real time basis. In redesigning processes and networks, a combined and integrated
approach of logistic process improvements and control process improvements generates more
optimal process performance improvements contributing to the successful implementation of
new electronic networks and related process redesign.
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11.2 CONTRIBUTIONS/IMPLICATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH TO THEORY

The contributions of this research

to

existing theories consist of the following areas:

The first contribution relates to the fact that existing theories on information systems and
theories on inter- and intra organizational structures are used to derive a comprehensive
research framework consisting of factors that affect process performance in (electronic)
networks. Applying this research framework and related propositions to the different case
studies has shown the relevance of using this theoretical framework in practice.
The second contribution relates to the fact that a distinction has been made between four
categories of electronic networks, Processing Oriented Electronic Networks (POEN) or
Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and Bilateral or Multilateral forms. The
term networks refers to different coordination mechanisms in networks; market coordination,
hierarchical coordination and moveS to the middle. This research has identified some different
elements and criteria that should be taken into account in achieving process performance

improvements in these different network forms.

The tbird contribution relates to the Business Network Integration level in between the
Business Process Redesign and Business Network Redesign levels in the IT-enabled business
transformation framework of Venkatraman (1991, 1994). Even though this level could be
considered as a part of either the Business Process Redesign or the Business Network Redesign
level, analyzing several case studies has shown that including this level as
help organizations to achieve the Business Network Redesign level.

a

separate level may

The fourth contribution relates to applying existing theories to a sector which has not been
subject to much research, the financial securities sector. In general, the financial industry is
considered to be a relatively complex and dynamic sector. This certainly applies to the financial
securities sector. Besides the complexity of the sector,the industry is characterized by the
relatively high number of stakeholder groups, the high number of organizations belonging to
these stakeholder groups, the fact that the financial securities sector is a global business and the
fact that certain stakeholder groups may switch roles from time to time (buyers may switch to
sellers and vice versa). Applying existing theories to this sector has resulted in some slight
revisions, especially related to the distinction between TOENs and POENs, but in general the
outcomes of the case study analysis show that existing theories are useful to be applied in the
financial industry.

Although the number of different case studies is limited, generalizing the conclusions drawn
in this dissertation is not possible. To be able to draw generalized conclusions applicable to, for
instance, all organizations operating in the financial sector, it is necessary to apply the research
framework and related propositions to a higher number of comparable case studies. Besides
this, the depth of the analysis should be increased by formulating hypothesis related to the
variables (underlying each of the factors) and the relationships between the factors in the
research framework and teSting these hypothesis in a large number of comparable case studies.
However, the analysis of the case studies in this dissertation can be used as examples and should
stimulate creative solutions for organizations in the financial sector.
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11.3 CONTRIBUTIONS/IMPLICATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH TO PRACTICE

This research has contributed to business practice in several ways. Reviewing the literature
a framework and conclusions that can be useful to
organizations in deciding how to move forward in the area of joining or setting up networks of
organizations using Information Technology. Following the different levels of analysis that
have been mentioned throughout this dissertation, some contributions/implications will be
mentioned to organizations and networks.

and case study situations has led to

i

l.3. / CONTRIBUTIONS/IMPLICATIONS TO ORGANIZATIONS

The contributions of this research to organizations relate to providing an insight into the
factors affecting process performance improvements based on redesigning the market network
and (inter)organizational processes and to providing an insight into several business case studies
in different sectors related to the financial industry and public sectors. Both the theoretical
framework and the practical case studies should stimulate organizations to review their current
position and strategy and to determine their strategy for the future.
The implications of this research to organizations refer to the decision making process by
organizations with regard to joining or setting up networks of organizations enabled by
Information Technology. Taking into account that managers often delegate Information
Technology issues and decisions IO IT professionals, it should be questioned whether this is the
way to achieve the best value for money from a business angle. Truly aligning the Information
Strategy and the Business Strategy is tough because firms often pursue multiple strategic goals
and strategies that are fluid, constantly adapting to shifts in the business environment (Weill &
Broadbent 1998). Therefore, business managers should pay attention to the IT infrastructural
issues in joint cooperation with IT professionals to determine the combined strategies. Sharing
information and knowledge across boundaries of different disciplines is the only way
organizations can optimally benefit from the IT infrastructures, today and in the future.
A fundamental and integrated knowledge about an industry and about the organization is
required to determine the priorities for business process and business network redesign. Such a
fundamental and integrated knowledge is capable of anticipating problem areas and is capable
of rapidly responding to problem areas and solving them.

The contributions of this research to networks of organizations relate to identifying the
issues to be addressed in forming and implementing successful electronic networks, either
focused on transactions or on processes, either bilateral or multilateral.
The implications of this research to networks of organizations relate to the issues to be
addressed in identifying strategic directions. The issue of design of inter-organizational
structures enabled by Information Technology is important in this respect. Information
Technology is likely to affect traditional value chains by enabling the deconstruction of these
value chains and enabling new (virtually integrated) network forms in which information
collection and provision is separated from products and/or services (Evans & Wurster 1997).
This dissertation has focused on the organizational consequences of using Information

Technology. However, organizations should also address an enabling approach by determining
the infrastructure they envision to be needing in the future. Weill & Broadbent (1998) have
addressed the Information Technology Infrastructure both from an organizational and a
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network perspective. Traditionally,

most

organizations have addressed infrastructural aspects

on an organizational level. Today, more and more organizations focus on addressing
infrastructural aspects on an inter-organizational (or network) level leading to shared
infrastructures and virtual organizations. With respect to investing in the IT infrastructure, Weil
& Broadbent (1998) have identified four views. The first view, the none view, define
organizations that do not have a firmwide IT infrastructure and do not invest in one. The
second view, the utility view, defines organizations that employ a firmwide infrastructure
leading to clear cost savings. The third view, the dependent view, defines organizations in which
the infrastructure capability is driven by a current business strategy, such as customer services.
The fourth view, the enabling view, defines organizations that view infrastructure as a core
competence and extensive capabilities are provided to increase strategic options.
It is concluded that no single view is best, but addressing the new infrastructure for
organizations enable new products and services, new organizational forms, access to new
markets and innovative ways to deliver products and services to customers (Weill & Broadbent
1998).

1

1.3.2 CONTRIBUTIONS/iMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS AND IT MANAGEMENT

Following the previous paragraph in which the issue of IT infrastructure has been
addressed, it is important for organizations to align business and IT management. In networks
of organizations, this is even more difficult than in individual organizations. To successfully
leverage the IT infrastructure, the business vision should be leading, but business and IT
management should be integrated in an open structure, allowing for the necessary flexibility.
Organizations often deal with Information Technology by choosing between a business led
approach, a method-driven approach, administrative, technological or organizational approach
(Earl 1988,1996). Three perspectives are relevant in these approaches; the mechanistic/formal
perspective, a political perspective or a problem solving perspective. The problem solving
approach is the most flexible approach, the mechanistic/formal approach is least flexible and the
political approach is centered to certain decision-makers (Earl 1988,1996). Depending On the
organization and situation, each of these approaches can be used to leverage the IT-infrastructure (Smits & v.d. Poel 1996)
The area of identifying critical success factors related to aligning business and IT
management in inter-organizational networks should be explored further. However, from
analyzing the Robeco Group case study, some important critical success factors can be
identified. First, the Robeco Group has used a business driven approach with a direct
relationship between business and IT management. Second, project management has been able
to bridge the gap between decision making and operational issues by effectively translating
situations and decisions to each side of the bridge. Third, the focus of the redesign project has
been on information elements and status of these information elements and these elements have
been used to effectively design processes that change and check both the information elements
and their status changes. Fourth, the project has been split in manageable parts that could be
implemented separately, ensuring intermediate results to people within and outside the project
team as well as clear priorities. Finally, involvement of end users has contributed to the
implementation of the changes (Gerrits & Toppen 1997).
Taking the IT-enabled business transformation framework of Venkatraman (1991; 1994), it
may be that the business scope redefinition level can only be achieved by addressing the ITinfrastructure in a way that client needs and client interaction are taken as a point of reference
(see also Venkatraman & Henderson 1998). Combining the possibilities offered by the Internet
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and the way clients use the Internet today and in the future with the capabilities of the
organizations and the business value organizations deliver to their (potential) clients should
result in new strategies to be pursued in a world where E-commerce is growing rapidly.
Even though the Internet and present Information and Communications Technologies allow
organizations to offer their products and services globally, some sectors are more global than
others. Taking, for instance, the financial sector, asset management products and services are
more international or global than insurance or banking products and services due to local fiscal
regulations and client interests.
11.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

out research, limiting the research focus is necessary. This research has
on process performance, business process and market network redesign
focused
specifically
possibilities related to the financial securities sector and enabled by information and
communication technologies. There are a number of areas where further research is necessary,

In carrying

both from

a

scientific research point of view as well as from

a

practical point of view.

The recommendations for further research from a scientific point of view are related to (I)
the demarcations related to this research and (II) to the research itself.
With respect to the research demarcations, this research has been limited to the analysis of
the processes related to financial securities transactions, primarily in a business to business
environment. Furthermore, it has focused on the conceptualization phase of the problem
solving cycle. Taking into account the combination of different theories and the field of
research, it can be concluded that further research is needed along several lines.
First, further research is necessary to include fields such as marketing and sales to final
clients because the focus of this dissertation has been on organizational network possibilities
and consequences.
Second, this research has only focused on a specific part of the financial industry, the
financial securities industry and even within the financial securities industry, the focus has been
on the securities transactions and securities settlements processes. The financial industry is
comprised of other segments such as insurance and other aspects of the banking industry. It
would be interesting to analyze and compare the findings and conclusions of this research into
these fields. However, the variety in the case studies presented provides for a thorough analysis
and interesting conclusions.

Tbird, as the financial industry is linked to practically every other industry sector, it would
be interesting to analyze how the financial industry can be incorporated into other industries
to analyze possible cross-industry benefits to be realized by process and market network
redesign up to the level of business scope redefinition (Venkatraman 1991,1994).
A fourth recommendation for further research would be to include not only primary processes, but also focus at the supporting activities related to the redesign of primary processes.

With regard to the recommendations for further research following the research itself, several
elements should be analyzed.
First, the number of case studies used to find support for the theoretical research framework
has been limited. Because of the current conceptualization phase and the fact that the Robeco
case study was conduced in a longitudinal way over a period of around seven years,
some interesting conclusions can be drawn from this case study. However, more case studies in
this field will be necessary to conclude that the conclusions of this research apply to the specific

Group
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field of research (the financial securities business). Although the conclusions have also been
checked with other organizations and industry experts confirming the relevance of the research
findings, analyzing more and comparable case studies would result in even more insight into the
theoretical and practical value of the research framework and related propositions.
Second, the distinction between Transaction Oriented Electronic Networks (TOEN) and
Processing Oriented Electronic Networks (POEN) in relation to the distinctiOn between
bilateral and multilateral electronic market structures should be further explored from different
perspectives such as process and market network design guidelines, different performance
criteria, and roles/interests, motives and incentives of different stakeholder groups. This
research has presented some first results related to these perspectives, but further research is
necessary to extend or refine the conclusions of this research.
Tbird, this research has shown that the framework of IT-enabled business transformations
(Venkatraman 1994) can be used to redesign market network and process design. However, it
has been indicated that the transformation from the business process redesign phase to the
business network redesign or business scope redefinition level has been difficult to achieve. This
research has advocated paying attention to the business network integration phase between the
business process redesign and business network redesign phases. Further research is necessary
to determine whether or not the inclusion of this separate phase may help organizations to
proceed along the lines of inter-organizational transformation enabled by Information and
Communication Technologies.
Fourtb, the research framework that has been presented in this dissertation provides for four
exogenous influencing four endogenous factors affecting process performance. The way each of
these factors affect process performance and other factors is determined by several variables.
Although this research has presented the way the factors affect process performance, further
research is necessary to determine the way each of the variables affect the factors by formulating
and testing hypotheses related to these variables. Although this research has addressed the
dynamic character of the research framework by analyzing different levels of IT-enabled
business transformations (market network redesign), the feedback loops, representing the
dynamic character of the framework, should be analyzed in more detail. Analyzing these
feedback loops could provide for a more specific understanding of the specific situations and
characteristics triggering the decisions to initiate changes to the market network design and
process design. One way to do this might be to analyze factors such as competition, stakeholders, risks and trust and the related variables belonging to these factors in more detail.
Besides this, the number of case studies should be extended to be able to generalize the
conclusions to specific industry sectors or even to specific situations across industry types.
The recommendations for further research from a practical point of view are related to
analyzing new developments in the financial industry as well as to comparing different
industries to analyze how current theories, including the framework presented in this
dissertation, can be applied to other industry sectors, now and in the future. Information and
Communication Technology will continue to revolutionize the world in ways that cannot be
predicted today. Changes in today's world occur faster and faster. To be able to deal with and/or
anticipate these changes, it will be necessary to incorporate a higher degree of flexibility in the
way organizations and market networks are organized today. An important aspect is to
determine whether extrapolating historic trends and ways of working will be adequate to deal
with these changes, or will a completely different business model be required. Taking the
developments of E-commerce, virtual organizations and other information and communication
technologies into account, organizations need to address the way the work today. The challenge
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is to draw a map of future (electronic) business networks and proceed along the paths towards
this new situation.

The combined forces of the science and business should be able to meet this challenge.
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Awdit in Beweging", VU Uitgeveril,

Summary in Dutch:
Performanceverbetering in elektronische business netwerken

«Het combineren van een promotieonderzoek met een full time baan is mogelijk,
maar reswltaten uit bet :erleden bleden Reen garantte voor de toekomst

In deze dissertatie wordt ingegaan op de factoren die van invloed zijn op de verbeteringen
die gerealiseerd kunnen worden indien organisaties optimaal gebruik maken van de mogelilkheden die informatie technologie Ie bieden heeft. Informatie technologie biedt organisaties de
mogelijkheid op verschillende niveaus veranderingen door te voeren. De niveaus waarop dit
kan plaatsvinden strekken zich uit van individuele afdelingen tot complete netwerken van
organisaties die onderdeel uitmaken van de waardeketen van een bepaalde industrie. De nadruk
van deze dissertatie ligt op het analyseren van de mogelijkheden en consequenties van informatie technologie voor organisaties die actief zijn in de financiele sector, en dan met name binnen
het onderdeel van de financiEle sector dat zich richt op de effectenhandel.
De financiEle wereld wordt veelal gezien als een complexe sector waarin veel en intensief

gebruikt wordt gemaakt van informatietechnologie. Ofschoon dit zonder meer waar is, moet
toch worden opgemerkt dat het gebruik van informatietechnologie ter ondersteuning van
geYntegreerde interorganisationele processen een complexe aangelegenheid is waar nog voldoende ruimte voor verbeteringen bestaan en waar geleerd kan worden van de ontwikkelingen
in andere sectoren.
Organisaties in de financiEle sector worden in toenemende mate geconfronteerd met
veranderingen op onder andere de volgende gebieden, (I) informatie technologie, zowel binnen

organisaties als ook inter-organisationeel (Internet, intranet en andere inter-organisationele netwerken), (II) toenemende volumes van activiteiten, (III) veranderende beleggingstechnieken
waarvan in toenemende mate gebruik gemaakt wordt van derivaten, (IV) toenemende aandacht
voor risico meting en beheersing en (V) vergaande integratie tussen organisaties en zelfs tussen

sectoren (cross selling). Teneinde organisaties een aantal handvatten te geven hier op een
adequate manier mee om te gaan, wordt in deze dissertatie inhoudelijk ingegaan op de procesmatige aspecten van de effectenhandel en is een conceptueel raamwerk ontwikkeld aan de hand
van een analyse van bestaande literatuur, alsmede aan de hand van onderzoek in een aantal

praktijk situaties.
Dit onderzoek bestaat uit vilf onderdelen. Het eerste onderdeel bestaat uit een introductie
tot de financiele sector (met name op het gebied van de effectenhandel) en uit de OpZet van het
onderzoek alsmede de gehanteerde onderzoeksmethodologie. Het IWeede onderdeel bestaat uit
de theoretische verdieping vanuit drie perspectieven, i.e. (I) theorieEn op het gebied van
Informatie Technologie, (II) interorganisationele theorieEn en (III) intra-organisationele theoriedn. Het derde onderdeel bestaat uit een samenvatting van de theoretische verdieping, alsmede de opbouw van het conceptuele raamwerk op basis van de theoretische verdieping en de
hieraan te koppelen proposities. Het vierde onderdeel bestaat uit de behandeling van zeven

praktijksituaties (case studies), waarvan vier in de financiBle sector en drie in de publieke sector.
De case studies in de publieke sector ziin opgenomen om een vergelijking te kunnen maken tussen verschillende sectoren. In het vijfde en laatste onderdeel wordt een koppeling gelegd tussen
het theoretische gedeelte van het onderzoek en het praktische gedeelte van het onderzoek en
wordt op basis van de case studies een discussie gevoerd aan de hand van het conceptuele
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raamwerk en de hieraan gekoppelde proposities. Deze discussie leidt rot de eindconclusies van
tevens een aantal suggesties voor vervolgonderzoek wordt gedaan.

dit onderzoek, waarbij

In her eerste boofdstilk wordt ingegaan op de achtergronden van dit onderzoek aan de hand
van de waardeketen en de verschillende niveaus waarop organisaties en de invloeden van informatie technologie geanalyseerd kunnen worden, i.e. op het niveau van individuele organisaties,
op het niveau van relaties russen twee organisaties (aanbieder/vrager), op het niveau van de
waardeketen, op industrietak niveau en op het niveau van interorganisationele netwerken
(elektronische markten en elektronische hi8rarchieen). Vervolgens wordt een beschrilving gegeven van de structuur en de processen binnen de financi2le sector en dan met name op de processen gerelateerd aan de effectenhandel en de rol die verschillende organisaties hierin spelen.
Aan de hand hiervan wordt aangegeven op welkte terreinen zich veranderingen hebben voorgedaan en wordt de invloed van informatie technologie op de financiEle sector beschreven.

Tenslotte wordt ingegaan op een aantal case studies waarbij onvoldoende kennis, onvoldoende
controle maatregelen en doorlooptijden van het proces hebben geleid toI grote financiEle verliezen en in bepaalde gevallen tot faillissement.

In het tweede boofdstuk wordt ingegaan op de manier waarop dit onderzoek is uitgevoerd.
In de eerste plaats wordt een aantal definities gegeven van begrippen die binnen deze dissertatie worden gehanteerd. De vraag welke factoren de performance beinvloeden van processen
gerelateerd aan financi8le effectentransacties en hoe de bestaande situatie door middel van business proces herontwerp en nieuwe, door informatie technologie mogelijk gemaakte, interorganisationele structuren kan worden verbeterd staat als probleemstelling centraal in deze dissertatie. Deze probleemstelling wordt aan de hand van een aantal deelvragen opgedeeld in (I) een
theoretische verdieping, waarin bepaald wordt welke factoren de performance van deze interorganisationele processen beinvloeden, en (II) een praktijkanalyse, waarin aan de hand van een
aantal case studies een beoordeling gemaakt wordt van de mate waarin deze factoren in de praktilk de performance beinvloeden. Vanwege het feit dat dit onderzoek zich richt op netwerken
van financiele organisaties, een relatief nieuw onderzoeksgebied, is de case studie (gevalstudie)
de meest voor de hand liggende onderzoeksmethode. Aangezien het onderzoeksgebied relatief
nieuw is en de complexiteit van de case studies relatief hoog is, zal een beperkt aantal case studies uitvoerig geanalyseerd worden.

In het

deyde boofdstuk wordt een theoretische verdieping uitgevoerd om te bepalen welke

aspecten van invloed zijn op de proces performance vanuit een interorganisationeel perspectief.

Aan de hand van de verschillende niveaus waarop organisaties kunnen worden geanalyseerd
wordt het model van Venkatraman (1991, 1994) beschreven. Dit model beschrijft vijf niveaus
waarop business transformatie kan plaatsvinden op basis van Informatie Technologie. Deze vijf
niveaus zijn: locale toepassingen, interne integratie, business proces herontwerp, business
netwerk herontwerp en business scope herbepaling. Bij de analyse naar interorganisationele
netwerken, waarbij zowel verticale als horizontale integratie kan optreden, kan een onderscheid
worden gemaakt tussen cotirdinatie door markten en hierarchie8n en tussenvormen. Vervolgens
wordt ingegaan op de ontwikkeling naar elektronische markten en hifrarchieen, worden
barri8res behandeld die de implementatie kunnen bemoeilijken en wordt ingegaan op vertrouwen/conflict tussen organisaties en wordt aan de hand van risico en vertrouwen ingegaan
op welke vorm van codrdinatie (markten of hierarchieen of een tussenvorm) in welke situatie
het meest efficient werkt. De gevolgen van business proces herontwerp en business netwerk
herontwerp voor wat betreft proces performance ziJn het grootst wanneer organisaties zich in
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instantie focussen op her koppelen van databases waarna aandacht moet worden besteed
aan procesveranderingen. Tot slot van dit hoofdstuk wordt een aantal case studies van elektronische markten en elektronische hiErarchieEn beschreven en vergeleken. Hieruit komt naar
voren dat er ten aanzien van interorganisationele netwerken een onderscheid kan worden
gemaakt tussen Transactie geOrienteerde Elektronische Netwerken (TOEN) en Proces
geOriBnteerde Elektronische Netwerken (POEN) en dat daarnaast een onderscheid kan
worden gemaakt tussen bilaterale (vrager-aanbieder die elkaar kennen en vaak een langdurige
eerste

relatie onderhouden) en multilaterale netwerken (meer dan 2 organisaties waarbil de partijen
elkaar niet hoeven te kennen en ook geen langdurige relatie hoeven te onderhouden of waarbil
gemakkelijker geswitcht kan worden tussen marktpartijen)

In het vierde boofdstuk wordt een theoretische verdieping uitgevoerd om te bepalen welke
aspecten van invloed ziin op de proces perforniance vanuit een intra-organisationeel perspectief. Vanuit de organisatietheorie worcit ingegaan op cotirdinatie en op taakverdeling. Er wordt
een analyse gemaakt van de aspecten binnen de organisatietheorie die bepalend zijn bij de
inrichting en cot;rdinatie van werkzaamheden en van de manier waarop informatie teChnologie
hier een rol bij kan spelen. In relatie tot het vorige hoofdstuk wordt ingegaan op business proces
herontwerp technieken die organisaties kunnen hanteren om meer efficient en/of effectief te
worden. Hierbij moet tevens rekening worden gehouden met het niveau waarop deze veranderingen plaatsvinden, op afdelings-, organisatie of netwerk niveau. Na een analyse van de
aspecten die bepalend ziin voor de interne organisatie wordt ingegaan op die aspecten die niet
los van de omgeving van de organisatie gezien kunnen worden. Zodoende ontstaat een goed
inzicht in de aspecten die van belang zijn voor organisaties voor wat betreft de inrichting en
co8rdinatie van taken, zowel binnen de grenzen van de organisatie als tussen (netwerken van)
organisaties. Om de efficiency en effectiviteit van organisaties te kunnen beoordelen wordt een
theoretische analyse uitgevoerd naar proces performance. Hierbil wordt een onderscheid
geniaakt tussen drie aspecten, effectiviteit (beoordeeld vanuit de klant), efficiency (beoordeeld
vanuit een kosten/opbrengst perspectief) en doorlooptijd en wordt ingegaan op de variabelen
die gehanteerd worden om bovengenoemde drie aspecten te kunnen meten. Tenslotte wordt
ingegaan op risico en controle maatregelen die kunnen worden genomen om risico te meten c.q.
te kunnen beperken. Risico en controle maatregelen zijn belangrijke aspecten waarmee
rekening moet worden gehouden omdat (logistieke) verbeteringen ten aanzien van organisatie
ontwerp en -inrichting en coilrdinatie kunnen leiden tot situaties waarin het risico te groot
wordt, hetgeen kan leiden tot financiele verliezen of zelfs faillissementen.
In het vijfde boofdstuk vindt een synthese plaats van de theoretische verdiepingsslag uit de

vorige twee hoofdstukken. Op basis van de aspecten die in de theoretische verdiepingsslag
gevonden zijn, komen acht factoren naar voren die van invloed zijn op de proces performance,
waarbi j een onderscheid wordt gemaakt tussen die factoren die individuele organisaties zelf
direct kunnen beinvloeden/ veranderen (endogene factoren) en die factoren waarmee individuele organisaties worden geconfronteerd zonder deze direct zelf te kunnen veranderen (exogene
factoren). De factoren Risico, Proces (Her)Ontwerp, Informatie en Vertrouwen worden gezien
als endogene factoren en de factoren Stakeholders, Competitie, Informatie Technologie en
Markt Netwerk (Her)Ontwerp worden gezien als exogene factoren. Exogene factoren
beinvloeden endogene factoren en gezamenlijk bepalen ze proces performance in elektronische
netwerken. In de volgende tabel is een samenvattend overzicht gegeven van de factoren en de
variabelen behorende tOt deze factoren, zoals deze uit de theoretische verdieping naar voren
ZiJn gekomen.
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Tabel 1: Overzicbt van factoren en onderliggende uariabelen
Factoren

Variabelen

Exogene factoren en pariabelen
Stakeholders
Categoriein van verschillende Stakeholders, Aantal organisaties behorende tot een
Stakeholder categorie, Belangen van Stakeholders en motieven van Stakeholders ten
aanzien van veranderingen, Toegevoegde waarde van Stakeholders,
Onderlinge
afhankelijkheid van Stakeholders
Competitie
Toetredings-barrieres, Groei van de Sector, Aantal concurrenten, Competitief voordeel
(priis/differentiatie), Specifieke Industrible en Concurrentiele aspecten, Globalisatie,
(De)regulatie, Klantgerichtheid, Historie
Informatie Technologie Beschikbare IT Infrastructuur, intra/Inter Organisationele Systemen, Communicatie
methodieken, Beschikbare industriewild geaccepteerde standaarden
Markt Netwerk
Business Transformatie Niveaus (Venkatraman). Bilaterale versus multilaterale
elektronische netwerken. Transactie georienteerde versus Proces gedirienteerde
(Her)Onrwerp
elektronische netwerken, Informatie Verwerkingscapaciteit versus Informatie
Verwerkings-vereisten
Endogene factoren en va-iabelen
Risico
Gepercipieerde versus Werkelijke risico's gerelateerde aan Operationele Proces Risico's,
Stakeholder Risico's, Systeem Risico's, Transactie Risico's, Opportunistisch
gedrag
Risico's, Coadinatie Risico's
Proces (Her)Ontwerp

Proces Ontwerp en Inrichrings elementen, Coardinatie mechanismen, Informatie

Verwerkingscapaciteit versus Informatie Verwerkings-vereisten, Controle maatregelen
Informatie
Transactic gerelateerde Informatie, Management Informatie, Benodigde versus beschikbare
informatie, Tildigheid, Betrouwbaarheid, Inhoud, Standaardisatie en Kwaliteit
Vertrouwen
Vertrouwen gebaseerd op personen, Vertrouwen gebaseerd op Organisaties en
Vertrouwen gel)aseerd op Instituties
Proces performance en V,·riabelen
Proces Performance
Transactie getirienteerde Performance Criteria (TOEN)
Liquiditeit, Transparantie, Toegankelijkheid, Snelheid, Transactiekosten, Risico's,
Accurate Prijsrotstandkoming en bepaling, Kritische Omvang, Adequate Informatie over
Product, Recente Transacties en huidige prijzen, Eerli ikheid van de markt
Processing geuriinteerde Performance Criteria (POEN)
Doorlooptiid, Betrouwbaarheid, Kwaliteit, EfficiEntie, Kosten (productie en coijrdinatie
kosten), Risico's, Controleerbaarheid, Flexibiliteit, Kritische Omvang, Logistieke
Performance

Omdat de exogene factoren mede bepalend zign voor de invulling van de endogene factoren
die uiteindelilk bepalend ziin voor proces performance (verbeteringen) is het
volgende conceptuele raamwerk opgesteld (zie figuur 1). Vanuit de theoretische verdieping is tevens naar voren
gekomen dat proces performance verbeteringen voor organisaties een belangrijke reden vormen
om decl te nemen c.q. Ie werken aan elektronische netwerken. Vandaar dat proces performance in het raamwerk mede bepalend is voor het succes van elektronische netwerken (zowel van

het type TOEN als POEN).

Aan de hand van het conceptuele raamwerk zijn 29 proposities geformuleerd die zijn
gebaseerd op de theoretische verdieping uit de twee voorgaande hoofdstukken. Deze proposities zullen aan de hand van de zeven case studies in de volgende hoofdstukken worden
beoordeeld.

In het zesde boofdstuk wordt het conceptuele raamwerk en gerelateerde proposities
toegepast op de Robeco Groep casuistiek. De Robeco Groep is een van de grootste beleggingsinstellingen in Europa met een beheer vermogen van meer dan 200 miljard gulden. jaarlijks
worden enkele honderdduizenden transacties gedaan en afgehandeld (gesettled). Deze
casuistiek beschrilft de veranderingen die over een periode van 7 jaar zijn doorgevoerd in het
transactie en settlement proces gerelateerd aan effecten transacties (treasury, aandelen en
vastrentende transacties, alsmede derivaten). Deze veranderingen betreffen in eerste instantie
veranderingen binnen de grenzen van de organisatie en in tweede instantie veranderingen die
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over de grenzen van de organisatie heen reiken (tot en met business netwerk integratie en voor
een deel business netwerk herontwerp). Deze veranderingen zijn voornamelijk gebaseerd op de
mogelijkheden die informatie technologie biedt. De Robeco Groep case studie is een voorbeeld
van een multilateraal Proces georienteerd Elektronisch Netwerk (POEN) met hiErarchische
codrdinatie. Het netwerk van stakeholders is aanzienliik en de waardeketen is gericht op settlement van de transacties en gerelateerde corporate actions (dividenden, coupon betalingen etc).
De procesverbeteringen bestaan met name uit verkorte doorlooptijden, verbeterd integraal
risicometing en beheersing, betere controle mogelijkheden, kostenbesparingen en vermindering
van de fouten die in het proces werden gemaakt. Het aspect van straight through processing is
een zeer belangrijke doelstelling geweest in relatie tot de andere stakeholders die bij het proces

betrokken zijn.
In het ze·uende boofdstuk wordt het conceptuele raamwerk en gerelateerde proposities

toegepast op twee case studies die gerelateerd zijn aan transacties in aandelen en beleggingsfondsen.
Het eerste praktijkgeval beschrijft de veranderingen die zijn doorgevoerd door Charles
Schwab om haar clienten de mogelijkheid te geven effectentransacties in beleggingsfondsen en

individuele aandelen te doen via het Internet. De competitieve situatie van Schwab veranderde
toen nieuwe aanbieders als E*Trade, Ameritrade en Datek als deep-discounters op de markt
kwamen en de positie van Schwab, als discounter ten opzichte van full-service brokers als
Merrill Lynch, aan de onderkant bedreigden. De Schwab case studie is een voorbeeld van een
bilateraal Transactie georifnteerd Elektronisch Netwerk (TOEN) met hi8rarchische courdinatie. Klanten van Schwab hebben een vaste relatie met Schwab, ofschoon het mogelijk is te
switchen naar een andere organisatie die elektronisch handelen aanbiedt. De belangrilkste proces performance verbeteringen bestaan uit kostenvoordelen en meer actuele en geintegreerde
informatie.
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Het tweede praktijkgeval beschrijft de veranderingen die ziin doorgevoerd door OptiMark
Technologies door een nieuw handelssysteem te ontwikkelen en aan te bieden waarin de traditionele nadelen gerelateerd aan her handelen in relatief grote aantallen aandelen worden ondervangen. Het OptiMark systeem voegt aan traditionele prijs en hoeveelheid een derde aspect
- tevredenheid - toe waardoor de wensen van marktpartijen beter kunnen worden gedefinieerd. Het OptiMark systeem berekent vervolgens aan de hand van alle beschikbare handelsprofielen transacties waarbij geoptimaliseerd wordt naar tevredenheid van de marktpartilen.
Informatie over de omvang van de gewenst transacties wordt niet meer aan andere partijen
(brokers) ter beschikking gesteld, maar is alleen binnen het OptiMark systeem bekend
waardoor aanzienlilke kostenvoordelen behaald kunnen worden. De OptiMark case studie is
een voorbeeld van een multilateraal Transactie georiEnteerd Elektronisch Netwerk (TOEN)
met markt cocirdinatie. Meerdere partijen die elkaar niet hoeven te kennen en geen langdurige
relatie met elkaar hoeven te hebben kunnen via het OptiMark systeem transacties met elkaar
doen. De belangrijkste proces performance verbeteringen bestaan uit kostenbesparingen.
Echter, de implementatie is bemoeilijkt doordat niet alle stakeholders ervan profiteren. Het
bereiken van de kritische omvang qua aantal gebruikers en transactievolume is een van de
belangrijke voorwaarden voor een succesvolle en grootscheepse implementatie.
In het acbtste boofdstuk wordt het conceptuele raamwerk en gerelateerde proposities

toegepast op de Euro Settlement casuistiek (EBA). De casuistiek beschrijft de implementatie
van twee nieuwe informatiesystemen, EBA en TARGET, door de Europese Centrale Bank in
het kader van de invoering van de euro per 1 januari 1999. Hiermee zijn voor banken twee

nieuwe alternatieven gecreferd voor de settlement van grensoverschriJdende betalingen in euro.
een beschrijving gegeven van de invoering van de twee nieuwe netwerken, alsmede
van de integratie van deze twee nieuwe netwerken met de interne informatiesystemen van

Er wordt

deelnemende banken en de hieraan gekoppelde procesmatige veranderingen. De Euro
Settlement case studie is een voorbeeld van een multilateraal Proces geori8nteerd Elektronisch

Netwerk (POEN) met hierarchische codrdinatie. Bank kunnen grensoverschrildende betalingen afhandelen via het EBA of TARGET systeem naar banken waarmee ze geen langdurige
relatie hoeven te onderhouden of zelfs hoeven te kennen. Het systeem en de standaarden
vormen de linking pin. De belangrijkste proces performance verbeteringen bestaan uit kostenbesparingen voor grcnsoverschrijdende euro betalingen, maar het bereiken van kritische
omvang qua deelnemende banken en volume van betalingen is bepalend geweest voor het succes
van de nieuwe netwerken.
In het negende boofdstuk
wordt het conceptuele raamwerk en gerelateerde proposities

toegepast op drie case studies in de publieke sector.
De Inland Revenue Authority Singapore (IRAS) case studie behandelt het belasting
aangifte, controle en inningsproces van de Belastingdienst in Singapore. Het proces is veranderd
van belasting type georidnteerd naar klantgericht over verschillende belastingtypes heen.
Daarnaast is de perceptie dat het merendeel van de belastingplichtigen per definitie frauduleus
handelen zodanig veranderd dat het proces uitgaat dat het merendeel van belastingplichtigen
hun aangifte correct invult. Dit heeft consequenties gehad voor het controle proces. Voorheen
werden alle aangiftes gecontroleerd. Na de veranderingen vindt controle steekproefsgewijs
plaats gebaseerd op selecties die met behulp van het nieuwe informatiesysteem worden

gemaakt. De IRAS

case studie is een voorbeeld van een bilateraal Proces georiinteerd
Elektronisch Netwerk (POEN) met hierarchische codrdinatie. De belastingplichtige heeft een
vaste en langdurige relatie met de IRAS. De belangrijkste proces performance verbeteringen
bestaan uit een kortere doorlooptijd, verbeterde efficiency voor wat betreft ingezette middelen
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voor controle doeleinden

en

minder kans op fouten als gevolg van de implementatie van het

nieuwe informatiesysteem.
De Tradenet case studie behandeld het proces van afhandeling van import en export gerelareerde documenten door de Trade Development Board (TDB) in Singapore. Naast de invoering
van een nieuw informatiesysteem is de perceptie veranderd. Voorheen moesten stakeholders
allerlei billagen bij de handelsdocumenten bijvoegen en tevens meerdere kopieen inleveren bij
de TDB. Na de veranderingen dienen de gegevens alleen nog maar te worden ingevoerd in het
nieuwe informatiesysteem, waarbij stakeholders geen bijlagen meer hoeven in te dienen.
Steekproefsgewijs controleert de TDB of de stakeholders de gegevens compleet en getrouw
invoeren en worden hoge boetes berekend voor fraudes. De Tradenet case studie is een voorbeeld van een multilateraal Proces georiEnteerd Elektronisch Netwerk (POEN) met markt
coilrdinatie. De stakeholders onderhouden geen langdurige relatie met de TDB in Singapore,
omdat ze ook kunnen kiezen voor ander land. De belangrijkste proces performance verbeteringen bestaan uit een verkorte doorlooptifd van het proces, verminderde kosten en een meer
efficiente inzet van middelen door de TDB. Aangezien het volume van documenten en het
aantal stakeholders aanzienlijk, is zijn de verbeteringen eveneens enorm.
De Dutch Tax & Customs Authorities (DTCA) case studie behandeld het belasting aangif-

te, controle en inningsproces van de Belastingdienst in Nederland. De case studie gaat in op
aangiftes van belastingplichtige individuen en in mindere mate op belastingplichtige ondernemingen. Evenals bij de IRAS case studie, is het proces veranderd met behulp van informatie
technologie en vindt controle steekproefsgewijs plaats op basis van vergelilkingen die door het
informatiesysteem worden uitgevoerd. Tevens wordt jaarlijks de nadruk gelegd op controle van
een aantal specifieke aspecten van de aangifte en vindt controle van betaalde en ontvangen rente plaats door middel van rente renseignering (banken leveren deze gegevens in elektronische
vorm aan de Belastingdienst). Door aangiftes elektronisch te versturen, hoeven belastingplichtigen niet meer alle bijlagen mee te sturen zoals voorheen wel het geval was. Echter, indien de
belastingdienst erom vraagt, moeten de bijlagen wel worden toegestuurd. Ook hier is het
controleproces dus veranderd van 100% controle naar controle op basis van steekproeven en
selecties. De DTCA case studie is een voorbeeld van een bilateraal Proces georienteerd
Elektronisch Netwerk (POEN) met hi8rarchische courdinatie. De belastingplichtige heeft een
vaste en langdurige relatie met de Nederlandse Belastingdienst (DTCA). De belangrijkste
proces performance verbeteringen bestaan uit verkorte doorlooptijd gerelateerd aan de afhandeling van belastingaangiftes, een vermindering van de foutkans en verhoogde efficiency door
meer doelgerichte inzet van middelen voor controle. Bij de IRAS en DTCA cases is de
tevredenheid van de belastingplichtigen toegenomen en bil de Tradenet case geldt hetzelfde

voor de verschillende stakeholders.
In het tiende boofdstuk vindt een synthese plaats van de voorgaande vier hoofdstukken en

wordt per propositie geanalyseerd of deze al of niet van toepassing is in de verschillende case
studies en of op basis van de case studies gesteld kan worden dat de betreffende propositie wel
of geen stand houdt. Tevens worden de verschillende case studies met elkaar vergeleken om een
conclusie Ie kunnen trekken ten aanzien van de proposities die ingaan op het verschil tussen een
Transactie georienteerd Elektronisch Netwerk (TOEN) en een Proces georiinteerd
Elektronisch Netwerk (POEN). Naast de beoordeling van elk van de 29 proposities wordt
aangegeven welke veranderingsniveaus zijn bereikt op basis van het aangepaste raamwerk van
Venkatraman (hieraan is een niveau, het business netwerk integratie niveau is toegevoegd). De
volgende figuur (figuur 2) geeft hiervan een overzicht:
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Figitur 2: Projectie van case studies op aangepast model van Venkatraman (1991,1994)

In het elfde en laatste boofdstule worden de belangrijkste conclusies van deze dissertatie

samengevat en wordt ingegaan op de bijdrage van deze dissertatie aan de wetenschap en aan de

praktijk (voor organisaties en netwerken van organisaties). De belangrijkste vilf conclusies van
deze dissertatie zi in:
De eerste conclusie gaat in op de eerste onderzoeksvraag en betreft het feit dat het onder-

zoeksraamwerk bestaat uit 4 exogene factoren (Stakeholders, Competitie, Informatie
Technologie en Markt Netwerk (Her)Ontwerp) en uit 4 endogene factoren (Risico, Proces
(Her)Ontwerp, Informatie en Vertrouwen) die de performance van interorganisationele
netwerken kunnen beinvloeden. Op basis van de theoretische verdieping zijn aan de hand van
het raamwerk 29 proposities geformuleerd die vervolgens ziln Ioegepast op zeven case studies.
Hieruit komt naar voren dat een analyse van de factoren in het raamwerk een goed en compleet
beeld geven van de proces performance en verbeteringen die kunnen worden bereikt als gevolg
van markt netwerk of proces herontwerp.
De tweede conclusie betreft het onderscheid tussen Transactie geOriBnteerde Elektronische
Netwerken (TOENs) en Proces geOri8nteerde Elektronische Netwerken (POENs) en tussen
bilaterale en multilaterale varianten van elk. Het blijkt dat er ten aanzien van elk van de factoren
in het raamwerk een verschil bestaat tussen TOEN en POEN situaties ten aanzien van de mate
waarop de factoren van invloed ziin op proces verbeteringen als gevolg van markt netwerk en
proces herontwerp.
De derde conclusie betreft de toevoeging van het Business Netwerk Integratie niveau tussen
de Business Proces Herontwerp en Business Netwerk Herontwerp niveaus in het raamwerk
van IT-enabled business transformations van Venkatraman (1994). Uit de case studies blijkt dat
de stap van Business Proces Herontwerp naar Business Netwerk Herontwerp te groot kan zijn
en dat de netwerk integratie fase de migratie kan vergemakkelijken. Daarnaast laten de case
studies zien dat verschillende strategieen kunnen worden nagestreefd, direct van locale toepas-

singen naar business netwerk herontwerp of fasegewijs waarbij elke fase wordt doorlopen.
Hierbij moet wel opgemerkt worden dat het ook kan voorkomen dat bepaalde fasen meerdere
keren worden doorlopen of bepaalde fasen in een andere volgorde worden doorlopen.

De vierde conclusie gaat in op de tweede onderzoeksvraag en betreft het feit dat proces
performance variabelen verschillen in TOEN en POEN situaties. Ofschoon het aantal case
studies beperkt is, kan geconcludeerd worden dat met name verkorting van de doorlooptijd en
kosten reducties belangrilke proces performance verbeteringen ziin in POENs en dat vermindering van de transactiekosten, het bereiken van een kritische massa en transparantie van groot

belang ziin in TOENs.
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De vijfde conclusie betreft de relatie tussen risico en proces herontwerp in relatie tot proces
performance verbeteringen. Informatie Technologie maakt het mogelijk om controle processen
te optimaliseren door een risico management perspectief te hanteren en alleen die aspecten te
controleren die controle behoeven. LogiSIieke verbeteringen werden vaak gehinderd door controle maatregelen die de doorlooptijd verkortingen die logistiek mogelijk waren tegenhielden.
Hierbij is het onderscheid tussen gepercipieerde en werkelijke risico's van belang aangezien
controle maatregelen vaak gebaseerd zijn op gepercipieerde risico's in plaats van op werkelijke
risico's. Het vinden van de juiste balans tussen logistieke en controle technische verbeteringen
op basis van toepassing van informatietechnologie is van groot belang in het nastreven van
succesvolle implementaties van nieuwe elektronische netwerken en de daaraan gerelateerde
procesmatige veranderingen.
Naar aanleiding van de analyse van de case studies en de bovengenoemde conclusies is het
onderzoeksraamwerk aangepast door proces verbeteringen in TOEN en POEN op te splitsen
in twee aparte blokken waartussen een afhankeliike relatie bestaat (zei figuur 3).
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Figuitr 3: Aangepast onderzoeksraamueric

Vervolgens wordt een aantal aanbevelingen gedaan voor vervolgonderzoek die zich met
name toespitsen op een verdere verdieping van het raamwerk en de hieraan gerelateerde proposities door deze toe te passen in meerdere, verschillende case studies en op een verdere verdieping van de variabelen die aan de factoren in het raamwerk ten grondslag liggen en hier
bovendien meer statistisch onderzoek naar te doen teneinde hypothesen te kunnen formuleren
op basis van de relaties tussen variabelen.
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Glossary of Terms

Within the context of this dissertation, the following terms and their explanations have been

used. These explained

terms " are applicable within the field of financial securities.

Offer price

A price at which securities can be bought.

Back-to-back trade

A pair of transaction that requires a counterparty to receive and redeliver the

same securities on the same day.

Back office

A department where activities are carried out which don't have

a

direct contact

with clients.

Bank

An

organization carrying out activities on behalf of

financial services related

to payments

A price at which securities can be sold.

BIS

Bank

Bond

A security that

is

clients in the field of

(debits and credits).

Bid price

for International

its

Payments and Settlements

directly related to loans (for

example by governments or cor-

porations).

Broker

An organization to be regarded as m intermediary between clients wanting to

buy or sell securities. The orders by these clients are carried out via the exchange or over-the-counter. These organizations are not allowed to take positions for

their own

Call option

account.

A right to buy
(strike price) at

Central Bank

a

a

certain amount of specified shares x at

given time for

a

a

specified price level

preset price (option premium).

A banking organization responsible for maintaining liquidity in financial payments, regulating and monitoring organizations in the financial sector in its

jurisdiction (mostly on

a

country basis) and monitoring and regulating moneta-

rv issues.

Clearing

All transactions executed On the exchange need to be cleared, change in owners-

Clearing Institute

hip for a payment.
An organization responsible for carrying out and monitoring the clearing process.

81

82

This organization is closely related or part of the exchange.

The explanation of the terms are derived from the glossary of several reports by the Bank for International Settlements and
from several items mentioned in the bibliography as well as from interviews with industry experts.
Within tile context of this dissertation, call and put options are related to shares unless mentioned otherwise. Options can be
bought or sold on practically any underlying value.
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Corporate Action

An>· action by

a

securities issuing organization related to the issued securities.

Two examples are dividends and splits. The custodian arranges for the dividends

to be collected from the issuing organization and to be paid to owner of the securities.

Counterparty

There are generally two counterparties to

a trade (transaction); one of them is
buying and the other one is selling. These counterparties are ordering their trans-

actions to brokers.

C.S.I).

Central Securities Depository -

An

organization facilitating the holding of secu-

rities which enables securities transactions to be processes by means d book
entries For example, Necigef in the netherlands.(see also ICSD).

Custodian

An organization, often a bank, that safekeeps and administers the securities on
behalf of its clients and informing irs clients on anything happening (for instance corporate actions) to these securities.

Whenever transactions are executed, the

custodian transfers the ownership in exchange for a payment (see also Global

Custodian)

Custody

The safekeeping and administration of securities on behalf

Dealing System

A svstem that is used

Derivatives

A general name used for options, futures and swaps.

Dividend

Amount that is periodically paid in cash to shareholders.

DTC

Depository Trust

DVP

Delivery versus Payment - A link between

to

of-

others.

register transaction details.

Company (US based CSD)

a securities transfer

system and funds

transfer system that ensures that delivery occurs if, and only if, payment occurs.

ETC

Exchange

Electronic Trade Confirmation

A

place

where buyers and

sellers can

have their orders executed and where mar-

ket makers issue bid and ask prices for listed securities.

Exchange Commission

A commission responsible for monitoring and regulating the exchange.

Exotic options

A general term indicating for instance options on options, options on futures; in
general the more complex and tailor made options.

Expiration date

The date at which, for instance, an option expires.

Front Office

A department where activities are carried out which do have

a

direct contact

with clients.

Futures

An obligation by the buyer to deliver an underlying asset on a specified date in

the future at
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a

price to be agreed on the transaction date.

Global Custodian

A custodian that operates on a world-wide basis. A global custodian will offer
its Clients the service to keep all securities (where ever in the world they are

bought) on one account.
An organization, based on Washington DC, in which 30 central banks worl.1wide are united, which has published several reports related to the world-wide

Group of 30

regulation of financial services.

Limit the risks related to, for instance,

He lge

changes in exchange rates or securities

prices.

A

ICSD

central securities depository that sertles Irades in international securities and

in various domestic securities, usually through direct or indirect (through local

agents) links to local CSDs. For example, CEDEL and EUROCLEAR.

International Securities Market Association. An organization issuing guidelines

ISMA

on the field of securities markets.

ISSA

International Society of Securities Administrators. An organization issuing guidelines for the administration and safekeeping of securities.

Index

A composition of

a

basket of securities according to a specific weight of each of

its components.

An electronic trading (market) system in the US in which buyers and sellers of

Instinet

stocks have the possibility to trade.

Investment Manager

A professional organization dedicated to managing funds (mutual fund or pension funds) on behalf of its clients.

An

investor

Limit order

file

individual person investing in securities.

A file containing orders to buy or sell a specific amount of securities against a
certain price (the limit).

Listed Securities

Securities that are traded on an exchange.

Local Agent

A custodian that provides custody services for securities traded and settled in the
country in

which it

is located to trade counterparties and

settlement intermedia-

ries located in other countries (non-residents).

Long bank

A bank that has a positive amount on the bank account at the central bank. The
central bank usually pays interest over this amount.

Long option position

A position consisting of rights

and/or obligations to buy the underlying value

(buying calls and writing puts).

Margin

In case of short option positions or futures positions,

a

margin should be held at

the clearing organization to guarantee the holder of the long position that pay293

ments by the holder of the short option position of futures will be made. A margin usually consists of an amount of money to be deposited by the holder of the

short option position or futures. This margin needs to be monitored daily. When
a long future position is held and the future relates to, for instance, 100 times the

underlying index,

a

drop in the index of

2

points requires

a

margin payment of

200.

Market maker

An organization at the exchange that is responsible for maintaining a liquid mar-

ket in the securities for which this organization

is

appointed and licensed 'mar-

ket maker' by the exchange. This organization

is

allowed to take positions for

their own accounts.

Market value

The price markets are willing to pay for securities. These market values can be
based on various calculation methods

(for instance discounting future dividends)

and expectations.

Matching System

A s>'stem that is used to match transaction, settlement instructions or statement
details.

Mutual Fund

An indirect way of investing in securities of issuing organizations. A mutual
fund invests, according to the guidelines and character of such a fund, in securities and itself issues and offers shares to investors. This is usually offered to

investors that don't have the expertise or [he money

to

diversify across interna-

tional securities.

Options

A right to buy (call) or sell (put)

a

certain amount of the underlying value (can

be practically anything) at a specified price level at

a

certain time for a preset pri-

ce. (see also call and put options)

Over-the-counter

Transactions are carried out over-the-counter when they are nor traded on an

official exchange.

Portfolio

A collection of securities.

Put option

A right to Sell
ke price) at

PVP
Quote driven market

a

a

certain amount of specified shares at

given time for

a

a

specified price level (stri-

preset price (option premium).

Payment versus Payment (see also DVP).

A market in which market makers give bid and offer prices against which

trans-

actions are executed (limit orders are not possible).

Rating Agency

An organization analyzing and monitoring the credibility and solvency of organizations operating in the financial

sector.

For example, Moody's and Standard

& Poors.

Regulatory Organization
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For example, SEC (Securities Exchange Commission)

US

SEC

Securities

Securities

The general term indicating stocks, bonds and derivati es.

Securitv issuing Org.

An organization. for instance

Securities lending

Exchange Commission -

a

regulatory organization.

government or corporation, that issues securities.

Because of the tact brokers are

not

allowed to take positions for their own

account and to limit the risks, brokers have

to Cover

their short positions (they

may have sold securities they don'town at that moment) by lending shares for a
price. Custodians and mutual fund organizations, typically holding large numbers of securities, offer securities to be lend to these brokers for a price.

Settlement

The completion ot a transaction, wherein the seller transfers securities or financial instruments to the buyer and the buyer transfers money to the seller. A Settlement may be final or provisional.

Settlement date

The date on which settlement is to takes place.

Shares

A part (with

a

nominal value) of the shareholder equity of an organization that

can be listed on a stock exchange or held in private, in which case it is non trans-

ferable without the written consent of the issuing organization.

Short bank

A bank that has

a

negative position on the bank account at the central bank. This

means the bank is lending from the central bank and the bank should pay interest to the

Short option position

central bank.

A position consisting of rights and/or obligations to sell the underlying value
(writing calls and/or buying puts).

Spread

The

difference between

tWO

variables.

For example, the difference between bid-

ask prices.

STLC

Securities Transaction Life

Stock

See shares.

Stock Split

The lowering of the nominal value of the shares of an issuing organization. For

Cycle

instance, when the nominal value of certain shares is 10 USD and the market
value is around 1000 USD, stock split whereby the nominal value is reduced to
2,5 USD means that each

shareholder will get four new shares for one old one,

reducing the market value per share to 250 USD.

Strike Price

The price, related

to

option contracts,

at

which the buyer

is

entitled to buy the

underlying value and the writer of the options is obliged to deliver the underlying value.

Swaps

A contractual agreement between two parties to exchange (a series of) payments
for a stated period of time. The payments can refer to, for instance, interest pay295

ments

(swapping fixed interest payments for floating interest payments) and can

be in different currencies.

SWIFT

Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications. An organization, formed by member banks, responsible for exploitation of the SWIFT net-

work for supporting interbank communications and for issuing standard message types to be used in the secured communication over the network.
T+..

Transaction date + . davs until settlement of the transaction.

Traders

Individuals ordering, receiving orders and passing orders on to the exchanges for
execution.

Transaction

date

Underlying value

The date

which the transaction order has been executed.

The underlying value is the basis for derivatives contracts. For instance, when an
option to buy shares of IBM is bought, IBM is the underlying value of the
Option.
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Appendix 1:

Detailed Process Description related to
Robeco Group Case Study
This appendix provides for a more detailed description of the STLC processes related to the
Robeco Group case study. The transaction and settlement instruction details have been changed
because it is not required to use real details to describe the processes and OUIpUtS.

A portfolio manager at the Robeco Group responsible for the RG America Fund decides to
buy 50.000 shares of Exxon Corporation shares on January 10,1996 and orders broker Merrill
Lynch in New York to carry out the transaction order with a maximum price of 105 USD (limit
order). As soon as the transaction order has been carried out on the New York Stock Exchange,
the broker reports back the average price (104 26/32) at which the transaction order has been
executed. The transaction needs to be settled on January 13, 1996.
The settlement and administrations department receives the above mentioned transaction
details from the front office with the request to make sure that the transaction is settled on
January 13,1996. The broker also sends a transaction confirmation report to the settlement and
administration department indicating the transaction date, settlement date, number of shares,
name of shares, commission, total payment amount and possibly settlement information. The
following information items are necessary to be able to settle the transaction:
RG America Fund
Mutual Fund:
US3022901017
- ISIN code of the security:
- Number of securities:
60,000.00
- Transaction Price:
104.8125

- Buy or Sell:

Buy
4,200 USD

-

Commission:

-

Exchange Taxes:
Nostro account number USD:
Nostro banking organisation:
Nostro custody account number USD:

0

Custodian where accounts are held:
Payment Address of broker:
Account Number broker:
Delivery Address of broker:
Custody Account Number broker:
Total Transaction Amount::

Citibank New York
Merrill Lynch New York

-

-

-

012345

Citibank New York
012345

1110123

Merrill Lynch New York
1110123

6,292,950.00 USD

To be able to settle this transaction, there needs to be an amount of at least 6,292,950.00 USD
in the nostro account number of RG America Fund at Citibank New York. In case there is only
an amount of 3 million USD available on January 13, a currency transaction like the following
is be necessary:

On behalf of the RG America Fund, a treasury manager buys on January 10, 1996 an
amount of 3,292,950.00 USD and sells a corresponding amount of 2,657,987.00 EUR for a price
of 1.238889 to be settled on January 13. This transaction is carried out with ABN AMRO Bank
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in Amsterdam. The EUR nostro of RG America Fund at Rabobank (account number 023456)
be debited and transferred to the EUR account number of ABN AMRO in
Amsterdam (298765). ABN AMRO in Amsterdam will debit the USD account which is held
by Morgan Stanley New York (222987) and this amount is transferred to the USD account
number of the RG America Fund.

in Utrecht will

The second transaction enables the first transaction to be settled because the necessary USD
amount is present on the USD nostro account number of the RG America Fund on January 13,
1996.

The Securities Lending department has been able to lend 30,000 shares to broker Morgan
Stanley New York (account number 333987) for a period of 1 month ending on April 10,1996,
for a lending fee of 7.500 USD (to be paid to USD account of RG America Fund). At the end of
the lending period, broker Morgan Stanley transfers back the 30,000 shares to the USD custody
account of RG America Fund held at Morgan Stanley New York (account number 034567).

Three months later, the portfolio manager decides to sell 50,000 shares of Exxon
Corporation again because the price of these shares has increased to 130 USD. A transaction
order is communicated to Merrill Lynch New York again and the transaction is executed at the
New York Stock Exchange on April 16,1996 at a price of 130.50 USD to be settled on April 19,
1996. The commission is 3500 USD and the total transaction amount to be settled is
6,528,500.00 USD.

To be able to settle the transaction of 50,000 Exxon shares, it is necessary to transfer at least
20,000 Exxon shares from the custody account held at Morgan Stanley New York to the custo-

dy account held at Citibank New York before April 19, 1996.

On April 16, the treasury manager carries out a currency transaction with ABN AMRO in
Amsterdam to sell the amount of USD and buy a corresponding amount of EUR. The
6,537,000.00 USD (including securities lending fee) are sold and 5,293,117.41 EUR are bought
for a price of 1,235 to be settled on April 19, 1996.
To settle the above mentioned transactions (one buy, one sell, one securities lending, one
custody transfer and two treasury transactions), the following eleven settlement instructions are
necessary. However, it should be realised that it is not necessary to send all eleven instructions
(like notice to receive payments). On the other hand, the custodians know exactly what happens if the eleven instructions are sent.
A. Receive against payment
110880
1. Buy shares
2. Treasury Transaction
B. General Financial Institution Transfer
110881
C. Notice to Receive
110882
3. Sec. Lending Transaction
D. Deliver Free of Payment
110890
E. Notice to Receive
110891
4. Sec. Lending Return
R Receive Free of Payment
110895
4. Custody Transfer
G. Deliver Free of Payment
110900
H. Receive without Payment
110901
5. Sell Shares
I. Deliver against Payment
111001
6. Treasury Transaction
General
Financial
Institution
Transfer
111002
J.
K. Notice to Receive
111003
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Process Description Localised

Exploitation

The transaction details are written down on paper and sent to the settlement and
administration department. As soon as the transaction confirmation has been received, the
settlement department needs to generate the settlement instructions using paper files in which
standardised settlement instructions are listed. The settlement instructions are then finalised by
calculating the testkey before they will be send by telex of fax. Each of the undermentioned
settlement instructions needed to be generated manually. Determining which settlement
instruction was required (depending on the transaction type) was a manual process as well. It
was difficult to obtain a good insight into up-to-date custody accounts. Therefore, determining
whether or not a custody transfer instruction was necessary and which number of securities
needed to be transferred used to take a lot of time.
Process Description

Internal Integration

Settlement Instructions:

A. Receive against payment
To:

From:

Citibank, New York
Custody Department, Person Y
Person Z, RG America Fund

Test no:

46.5308

Tested on:

Amt 6,292,500.00, Shs 60,000.00

Value Date:

10-01-1996

Client:

RG America Fund

Attn:

Our Ref:

110880

Number

of items:

Item Number.

1

1

Cash a/c: 012345

Cust a/c: 012345
Please Settle undermentioned trade against payment:

Receive from:

Merrill Lynch, New York
United States

B/0:

Merrill Lynch, New York
United States
Cash a/c: 1110123

Cust a/c: 1110123
Stock:

Isin Code:

SHS

Exxon Corporation
US 3022901017
60,000.00

Trade Date:

10-01-1996

Payment:
Value Date:

USD 6,292,950.00
13-01-1996

Please settle via DTC
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B. General Financial Institution Transfer

To:

Rabobank, Utrecht

Attn:
From:

Payments Department, Person Y
Person Z, RG America Fund

Test no:

83.29.067

Tested on:

Amt 2,657,987.00,

Value Date:

13-01-1996

Client:

RG America Fund

Our Ref:

110881

Number

of items:

Item Number:

1

1

Cash a/c: 023456
Please carry out the
Payment to:

B/0:

following payment from aforementioned

account:

ABN AMRO Bank, Amsterdam
The Netherlands
ABN AMRO Bank, Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Cash a/c: 298765

Trade Date:

10-01-1996

Payment:
Value Date:

EUR 2,657,987.00
13-01-1996

C. Notice to Receive
To:

From:

Citibank, New York
International Payments Department, Person Y
Person Z, RG America Fund

Attn:

Our Ref: 110882

Test no:

19.1739

Tested on:

Amt 3,292,500.00,

Value Date:

13-01-1996

Client:

RG America Fund

Number

of items:

Item Number:
Cash a/c: 012345
Please be advised to receive the

Payment from:

B/0:

following payment:

Morgan Stanley International, New York
United States
ABN AMRO Bank, Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Cash a/c: 222987
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1

1

Trade Date:

10-01-1996

Payment:
Value Date:

USD 3,292,500.00
13-01-1996

D. Deliver Free of Payment
To:

Citibank, New York

Attn:
From:

Custody Department, Person Y
Securities Lending Department, RG America Fund

Test no:

75.4727

Tested on:

,Shs 30,000.00

Value Date:

10-03-1996

Client:

RG America Fund
Cust a/c: 012345

Our Ref: 110890
Number

of items:

Item Number:

Please be advised that you

1

will deliver free of payment:

Deliver to:

Morgan Stanley, New York
United States

B/0:

Morgan Stanley Securities Lending Dept, New York
United States
Cust a/c: 1110123

Stock:
Isin Code:
Trade Date:
Value Date:

SHS 30,000.00 Exxon Corporation
US3022901017

E. Notice

1

08-03-1996
10-03-1996

to Receive

To:

Citibank, New York

Attn:
From:

International Payments Department, Person Y
Person Z, RG America Fund

Test no:

11.9831

Tested on:

Amt 7,500.00,

Value Date:

10-03-1996

Client:

RG America Fund

Our

Ref: 110891

Number

of items:

Item Number:

1

1

Cash a/c: 012345
Please be advised to receive the

following payment:
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Payment from:
B/0:

Morgan Stanley International, New York
United States
Stanley Securities Lending Department, New York

Morgan

United States
Cash a/c: 333987

Trade Date:

08-03-1996

Payment:
Value Date:

USD 7,500.00
10-03-1996

E Receive Free of Payment
TO:

From:

Morgan Stanley International, New York
Custody Department, Person Y
Securities Lending Department, RG America Fund

Test no:

124.743.9834

Tested on:

,Shs 30,000.00

Value Date:

10-04-1996

Client:

RG America Fund
Cust a/c: 034567

Attn:

Our Ref:

110895

Number

of items:

Item Number:

Please be advised that you

Receive From:
B/0:

1

1

will receive free of payment:

Morgan Stanley International, New York
United States
Morgan

Stanley Securities Lending Dept, New York

United States
Cust a/c: 333987
Stock:
Isin Code:
Trade Date:
Value Date:

SHS 30,000.00 Exxon Corporation
US3022901017
08-03-1996
10-04-1996

G. Deliver Free of payment
TO:

From:

Morgan Stanley International, New York
Custody Department, Person Y
Person Z, RG America Fund

Test no:
Tested on:

,Shs 30,000.00

Value Date:

19-04-1996

Attn:

302

319.162.5312

Our Ref: 110900
Number

of items:

1

Item Number:
Client:

Please be advised that you

Deliver to:
B/0:

1

RG America Fund
Cust a/c: 034567

will deliver free of payment:

Citibank, New York
United States
RG America Fund, Rotterdam

The Netherlands
Cust a/c: 012345
Stock:

SHS

Isin Code:

US3022901017

Trade Date:
Value Date:

18-04-1996

30,000.00

Exxon Corporation

19-04-1996

H. Receive without payment
To:

Attn:
From:

Citibank, New York
Custody Department, Person Y
Person Z, RG America Fund

Test no:

09.1276

Tested on:

,Shs 30,000.00

Value Date:

19-04-1996

Client:

RG America Fund
Cust a/c: 012345

Our Ref:

110901

Number

of items:

Item Number:

Please be advised that you

Receive From:
B/0:

1

1

will receive free of payment

Morgan Stanley International, New York
United States
RG America Fund, Rotterdam

The Netherlands
Cust a/c: 034567
Stock:

SHS

Isin Code:

US3022901017

Trade Date:

18-04-1996

Value Date:

19-04-1996

30,000.00

Exxon Corporation
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I. Deliver against payment
To:

Citibank, New York

Attn:
From:

Custody Department, Person Y
Person Z, RG America Fund

Test no:

59.4651

Our Ref:

111001

Tested on:

Value Date:

AmI 6,528,500.00, Shs 50,000.00
19-04-1996

Number

of items:

Client:

RG America Fund

Item Number:

1

1

Cash a/c: 012345

Cust a/c: 012345
Please Settle undermentioned trade against payment:

Deliver to:

Merrill Lynch, New York

B/0:

Merrill Lynch, New York

United States

United States
Cash a/c: 1110123

Cust a/c: 1110123
Stock:

SHS

Isin Code:

US 3022901017

Trade Date:

16-04-1996

Payment:
Value Date:

USD 6,528,500.00

50,000.00

Exxon Corporation

19-04-1996

Please settle via DTC

J. General Financial Institution Transfer
To:

Citibank, New York

Attn:

Payments Department, Person Y
Person Z, RG America Fund

From:
Test no:

87.1581

Tested on:

AmI 6,537,000.00,

Value Date:

19-04-1996

Client:

RG America Fund

Our Ref: 111002
Number

of items:

Item Number:
Cash a/c: 012345
Please carry out the
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following payment from aforementioned

account:

1

1

Payment to:

Morgan Stanley International, New York
United States

ABN AMRO

B/0:

Bank, Amsterdam

The Netherlands
Cash a/c: 298765

Trade Date:

16-04-1996

Payment:
Value Date:

USD 6,537,000.00

K. Notice

19-04-1996

to Receive

From:

Rabobank, Utrecht
International Payments Department, Person Y
Person Z, RG America Fund

Test no:

81.73.194

Tested on:

Amt 5,293,117.41,

Value Date:

19-04-1996

To:

Attn:

Our Ref:

111003

Number

of items:

Item Number:
Client:

1

1

RG America Fund
Cash a/c: 023456

Please be advised to receive the

following payment:

Payment from: ABN AMRO Bank, Amsterdam
The Netherlands
B/0:

ABN AMRO

Bank, Amsterdam

The Netherlands
Cash a/c: 298765

Trade Date:

16-04-1996

Payment:
Value Date:

EUR 5,293,117.41
19-04-1996

Process Description Business Process Redesign

In this stage, the settlement instructions could be send automatically by the PIA system.
The instructions could be send in different formats and using different communication
methods. The instructions could be send according to the format previously used or could be
send according to SWIFT format with specification what the codes meant (SWIFT format via
telex of fax) and according to real SWIFT formats that could be send via the SWIFT network
(see next section of this appendix).
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Process Description Business

Network Integration

The settlement instructions are sent according to SWIFT format over the SWIFT network.
5 blocks. The first block specifies the sending
organisation, including session number (to replace 1234) and swift message number (to replace
123456). The second block specifies the message type, receiving organisation SWIFT address).
The fourth block specifies the message contents using specific SWIFT codes.

A typical SWIFT message consists of

Settlement Instructions:

A. Receive against payment
The SWIFT message type MT521 should be used for this instruction. The instruction would
look like the following:
{

1 : F O 1 R G R B N L Z R A A M E B 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 { 2 : 15 2 1 C I T I U S 3 3 X A S T N 2 0 2 0 } { 4 :

:30:990113
:20:PIA 1 1 0880

:31 P:970110

:35B:ISIN US3022901017

Exxon Corp
:35A:SHS60000,
:83A:/012345

RGRBNL2RAME
:87A:DTCYUS33XXX
:85D:/1110123

Merrill Lynch
:32B:USD6292500,

:72:/ACC/A/c MLILNY
-1

B. General Financial

Institution Transfer

{1:F0IRGRBNL2RAAMEB12341234561{2:I202RABONL2UXASTN20201{4
:20:PIA110881

:21:NONREF
:32A:990113EUR2657987,
:53A:/D/023456

RGRBNL2RAME
:57A:ABNANL2A
:58A:/298765

ABNANL2AXXX
-I

C. Notice
{

to Receive

1:FOIRGRBNLZRAAMEB 1234123456}{2:I210CITIUS33XASTN2020}{4:

:20:PIA110882
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:25:65465465
:30:990113

:21:NONREF
:32B:USD3292500,
:52A:/222987

ABNANL2AXXX
:56A:MSINNYNY
-1

D. Deliver Free of Payment

{1 :FOl RGRBNL2RAAMEB1234123456}{2:I522CITIUS33XASTN20201{4:
:30:990310

:20:PIA 110890
:31 P:990308

:35B:ISIN US3022901017

Exxon Corp
:35A:SHS30000,
:83A:/012345

RGRBNL2RAME
:87A:MSINNYNYXXX
:85A:/333987

MSINNYNY
-}

E. Notice

to Receive

{1:F01RGRBNL2RAAMEB1234123456}{2:I210CITIUS33XASTN20201{4
:20.PIA110891
:25:012345
:30:990310

:21:NONREF
:32B:USD7500,
:52A:/333987

MSINNYNYXXX
:56A:MSINNYNY
-!

E Receive Free of Payment

{1:FolRGRBNLZRAAMEB1234123456}{2:I520MSINNYNYXASTN20201{4:
:30:990410
:20:PIA 1 10895

:31P:990308

:35B:ISIN US3022901017

Exxon Corp
:35A:SHS30000,
:83A:/034567
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RGRBNL2RAME
:87A:MSINNYNYXXX
:85A:/333987

MSINNYNY
-}

G. Deliver Free of payment
{1:F01 RGRBNL2RAAMEB 1234123456}{2.I522MSINNYNYXASTN20201{4
:30:990419

:20:PIA110900
:31 P:990418

:35B:ISIN US3022901017

Exxon Corp
:35A:SHS30000,
:83A:/034567

RGRBNL2RAME
:87A:CITIUS33XXX
:85A:/012345

RGRBNL2RAME
-1

H. Receive Free of payment
{1:FOIRGRBNL2RAAMEB 1234 1234561{2:1520CITIUS33XASTN2020}{4:
:30:990419
:20:PIA 1 10901

:3 IP:990418

:35B:ISIN US3022901017
Exxon Corp
:35A:SHS30000,
:83A:/012345

RGRBNL2RAME
:87A:MSINNYNYXXX
:85A:/034567

RGRBNL2RAME
-}

I.

Deliver against payment

{1:FOl RGRBNLZRAAMEB 1234123456} {2:I523CITIUS33XASTN2020}{4:
:30:990419
:20:PIA 1 1 100 1

:31 P:970416

:35B:ISIN US3022901017

Exxon Corp
:35A:SHS50000,
:83A:/012345
308

RGRBNL2RAME
:87A:DTCYUS33XXX
:85D:/1110123

Merrill Lynch
:32B:USD6528500,

:72:/ACC/A/c MLILNY
-}

J.

General Financial Institution Transfer

{1:FO1RGRBNLZRAAMEB 1234 123456}{2:I202CITIUS33XASTN2020}{4:
:20:PIA111002

:21:NONREF
:32A:990419USD6537000,
:53A:/D/012345

RGRBNL2RAME
:57A:MSINNYNYXXX
:58A:/298765

ABNANL2AXXX
-}

K. Notice

to Receive

{1:FolRGRBNL2RAAMEB1234123456}{21210RABONL2UXASTN2020}{4:
:20:PIA111003
:25:023456
:30:990419

:21:NONREF
:328:EUR5293117,41
:52A:/298765

ABNANL2AXXX
:56A:ABNANL2A
-1

Comments:
-

Field codes A apply to situations where addressee has a SWIFT address. Other codes like C
and D are necessary when addressee does not have a SWIFT address (full name should be
mentioned).

- When fixed income (bonds)

are concerned. Field code 34H should be included specifying

the number of interest days accrued as well as the interest amount in the relevant currency.
Next to this, the abbreviation SHS should be replaced by FMT (Facial Amount).
- There are a lot of field codes that are optional (for instance, field code 71 F to specify
brokerage commissions; see also SWIFT guidelines) and sometimes field code 72 should be
used to address specific instructions or codewords necessary for the receiving organisation
to be able to process the instruction.
- By sending settlement instructions via telex/fax the testkey needs to be calculated and
mentioned in the instruction. Next to this, the department that needs to execute the
309

settlement instruction should be mentioned in the telex/fax as well. By sending settlement
instructions via SWIFT, the testkey is no longer required because the SWIFT authentication
procedures add a authentication trailer in block 5 of each message. Furthermore, the
department at the receiving organisation does not need to be mentioned because the
instruction message type allows the receiving organisation to route it to the specific

department.

- Testkeys are calculated based on

a specific relationship with
custodians have different calculations.
In case of a settlement problem a MT 534 is sent by the custodian.

a

custodian. Different

- Whenever the settlement and administration department would like to have a statement of
holdings, a SWIFT MT571 request message can be sent to the custodian, which will respond
by sending a SWIFT MT572 statement of holdings message.
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